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BOOKS ON BUSINESS PENMANSHIP
The following books are the best to be obtained on the subject. No

similar publications have ever had such a large sale as these books are
having today. One of the secrets of the success of many persons is that
they are able to advance themselves with the aid of good books. This
ability every ambitious person should acquire.
Persons who intend entering the Zanerian College will find it greatly

to their interests to secure as many of these works as possible and
master their contents before coming. By so doing pupils are able to
complete the course in the Zanerian in less time than they otherwise
could. Of course, the books are not for prospective Zanerian students
alone, but for all who wish to master the subjects treated. If a
number of books are desired at one time, write for special prices

ZANER METHOD WRITING MANUAL 144
Is a book on practical
business writing from A
to Z. It contains a com-
plete course of penman-
ship copies with clear in-
structions. The copies and
instructions represent the
best efforts and thought
of those who have de-
voted the greater part of
their life to the cause,
and with this book theyW'ANUAL 144 1

[ ^t?^
writing which is easy to
teach, easy to learn, easy

^^^^^^^^^^^^^HE^^^EJ to read and easy to write.
The style of writing pre-

- such as is in demand in our practical age. The instructions
are so explicit and the copies so well graded and executed that no one
need go without a good handwriting. The book is not only designed
as a self-instructor for the home student who wishes to improve his
penmanship, but it is also intended for the use of high and business
school pupils, and also for teachers who wish to prepare to teach
penmanship.
Contains 112 pages and is being used widely throughout the country

by correspondence students, home students, high and business college
students, as well as by many private schools.

Price postpaid. 25c. Per dozen, $2.40

CORRELATED HANDWRITING JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL MANUAL

A new text for Jun-
ior High Schools. It
gives both the pupil
and the teacher a
definite aim in the
practice and applica-

nted

of ch les
It contains beautiful
copies and definite
helpful instructions.
Get a copy for your
school.

Price, postpaid, 25c.
Per dozen. $2.40

CORRELATED HANDWRITING COMPLETE
TEACHERS' MANUAL

The Complete Teach-
ers' Manual contains
a series of penman-
ship copies from the
first grade through the
Junior High School
which have never been
equalled. They repre-
sent some of the very
best pen work Mr. E.
A. Lupfer has ever
produced. The lover of
fine pemanship will
find many specimens

this book which
rthv pla

in any scrapbook.

These splendid pen-
manship copies are
accompanied by in-

- -ery latest and best in Penmanship
Methods from a practical and theoretical standpoint. These instructions
are by irank N. Freeman. Professor of Educational Psychology. Uni-
versity of Chicago, and represent the results of over twenty years of

"stigation in the field of handwriting.
ting will be much interested in Dr. Freeman'sStudents of ha_

ideas and methods.
This Complete Manual of 248 pages i

and is well illustrated. Surely every colle
specimens and every penmanship student
for his library. Price, postpaid,

beautifully bound in paper,
tor of penmanship books and
will wish one of these books

ZANER & BLOSER MANUAL 96

ler tha th.j-

2&tt4t&&^2'/fe&**&Mtfota*

JMANUAL96

In addition, it contains
ness forms, paragraphs, letter

terial for advanced penmanship
It is intended for use in Juni

Colleges, Parochial School:

Grades ; in fact, for all schools where
is desired. It is also a complete guide for home students

in our Manual 144
The first ten pages

contain numerous il-

lustrations, and fully
explain the essentials
of success in learning
to write, such as cor-
rect position. move-
ment, speed, etc.

Then follows a very
complete course of
penmanship copies and
instructions consisting
of 135 lessons,

ny pages of applied writing, such as busi-
riting—a most valuable lot of ma-
students.

r and Senior High Schools, Business
1 Departments and Grammar
neat, legible, rapid handwriting

e, postpaid, 25c. Per doze :.4n

SHORT CUT TO PLAIN WRITING

The book is typical of
the title, a real "Short
Cut to Plain Writing."

It is constructive
rather than revolution-
ary, and reformative
rather than reactionary.
It is based upon the
idea that it is better to
improve the quality of
the writing rather than
change the style ; that
most writing is poor on
the part of a few let-

ters only and that it is

poor ones rather than to change the good
k for busy adults rather than for children :

it intended for people who are "sot" in their theories, but

better to
ones. Of
neither is

rather for the growing, going, ambiti*

It's different ; it's unconventional ; it'

concrete in its suggestions.

5. progressive people.

; stimulating ; it's helpful ; it's

Price, postpaid, 25c. Per dozen, $2.40

FUNCTIONAL HANDWRITING

nprovA simplified practical course which quickly brings marked
ment in any individual's handwriting.

It begins by giving detailed instructions how to diagnose your hand-
writing and then how to practice to overcome the defects and improve
the legibility of the writing. It actually makes you want to write bet-
ter. Facsimiles of many business forms, formal invitations and book
reports are only a few of the interesting contents.

Functional Handwriting, size 6%x8. 132 pages, is especially adapted
for regular classroom penmanship and for advanced pupils.

Price, postpaid. 40c. Per dozen, $4.00

ZANER-BLOSER CO., Columbus, Ohio
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Among the better hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters o( comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, at

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

SECOND AND LUDLOW

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

400 ROOMS
WITH BATH from ^3 50

O. E. TRONNES, MANAGER

-J HOTEL

MIAMI

Professional Training

in Shorthand

Post-graduate courses at The Gregg College

thoroughly prepare for private secretaryships, court

reporting, and commercial teaching positions.

All departments are in charge of expert and

experienced instructors. Graduates are uniformly

successful and are located in all parts of the Lnited

States.

Students for advanced courses may enroll any

Monday— progress being individual. Day and

evening sessions open all year. Free Placement

Service.

Jl"rite to/lay for catalogue giving details about

this most distinctive school.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

FORT

MEIGS
HOTEL

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hotel is

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable

accommodations and reasonable rates.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime

Buffet serve the best food in Ohio.

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TOLEDO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS
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ther your comfort and enjoyment

—

outside ocean-view rooms
deck . . . beautiful dining room at the

ocean's edge . . . superb cuisine . . .

varied sports . . . and entertainment.

You'll like your fellow guests . . . and
the delightfully friendly atmosphere
of The Chelsea.

Special Weekly Rales.

ATLANTIC CITY
JOEl HIILMAN I. CHRISTIAN MYEtS JUUAN A. HI11MAN

SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING

By CHARLES E. BATEN, Principal

The Lewis and Clark Public Night School
Spokane, Washington

A complete course especially designed

for business schools and

evening classes.

Important Features ....
Bold type, well spaced, easy to read and
follow even in poorly lighted classrooms.

Exercise carefully developed to produce
high speed and superior skill in the mini-

mum time.

Each exercise has a specific purpose, and
instructions are reduced to simplest and
briefest form.

Price 50 cents

Discount on quantity

THE PALMER COMPANY
370 Atlantic Avenue Boston, Mass.

tf% me A

Hotel Philadelphian
Highly Recommended by Experienced Travelers the World Over for its Warm Hospi-
tality; its Excellent Cuisine Served in Comfortably Air-Conditioned Restaurants; its

Convenient Location to the Business Section; and its Unlimited Parking Facilities.

600 ROOMS with Bath From $2.50 Up
DANIEL CRAWFORD, JR., President & General Manager

39th and Chestnut Streets PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

HOTEL OHIO
Right in the heart of things in Youngstown, the Ohio provides you with

greater comfort and a cordial atmosphere. Good beds, good food and

economical rates assure you of the best in hotel enjoyment. A highly

trained personnel attends to all details during your stay at Hotel Ohio.

400 ROOMS FR0M $2
H. R. PETERSON, Manager

YOUNGSTOWN
OHIO

Provides for Variation

in Student *s Abilities

New Standard Typewriting

Abundant Material

Correct Forms Only

Best Current Usage

Clear, Concise Direc-

tions

Interesting Topical

Arrangement

Distinct Type

Durable Binding

Good Illustrations

Nathaniel Altholz

Director of Commercial Education,

Board of Education,

City of Nevi York

by

Charles E. Smith

Specialist in Typewriting Instruction,

Trainer of Every World's Professional

Typewriting Champion

We might elaborate one feature after another—the topical arrangement of applied

problem material; the interesting, instructive, carefully selected exercise and project

material; the constant attention to the interest and convenience of pupil and teacher;

the method by which the entire class, with no slighting of individual aptitude, mas-

ters the keyboard together.

But it all comes down to just this: Here is the typewriting text which will serve

you best. New Standard Typewriting is now in wide use, in every case with the

most satisfactory results. Embodying ideas gathered from exceptional experience

and thorough understanding of actual classroom problems, it stands approved by

every test of expert opinion and practical demonstration.

The Most USABLE Text Ever Devised

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
New York Chicago
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IN MY OLD
KENTUCKY
HOME

Dixie Hospitality in the atmosphere of the

Old South. Comfortable beds — spacious

rooms.

HOTEL

SEELBACH
500 ROOMS $1.75 up

visit the DERBY ROOM

Spend a pleasant

hour in this justly

famous Bavarian

Bar and Cafe
Lounge—thorough-

ly AIR CONDI-
TIONED — always

70°.

WALNUT AT 4th STREETS

LOUISVILLE

It Will Pay You
To Master

Residence and Correspondence courses are now
offered by The Zanerian College of Penmanship
in the following subjects:

Roundhand or Engrossers' Script

Professional Business Writing

Text Lettering and Engrossing

Ornamental Penmanship

Advanced Engrossing

Write for information and catalog of supplies

The Zanerian College

of Penmanship
612 North Park Street

Columbus, Ohio

CLUB
The Educator

You can help the cause of good penman-

ship greatly by sending clubs to The Edu-

cator now. Your cooperation will help us

in our efforts to publish the best in pen-

manship.

There is a good future for all who en-

gage in penmanship, so let us all pull to-

gether.

Write for rates and samples.

THE EDUCATOR
Columbus, Ohio
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TRI-STATE COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS TO MEET

The fall meeting- of the Tri-State

ommercial Association under the

>adership of W. B. Elliott of Wheel-
lg, W. Va., will be held at the Wil-
:am Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

>ctober 4-5, 1940.

Friday Evening, October 4

Exhibits

Social Meeting
Sunday, October 5

Registration and Exhibits
8:30-10:00

Sectional Meetings
10:00-12:00

Section and Chairman

Bookkeeping and Clerical Practice
—R. J'. Worley
Consumer Education and Social
Business—G. R. Fisher

Salesmanship and Distributive Oc-
cupations—F. H. Sumrall

Private Schools—K. M. Maukert
Luncheon (No speakers) 12:15-
1:20—H. A. Freedlander

Secretarial Section 1:30-2:45 —
Ethel Farrell, D. D. Lessenberry.

The "Tri-State Business Educator"
as been received. It is a publication

otten out by the Tri-State Commer-
ial Educational Association.

The officers of the Tri-State Asso-
iation are:

President

Dr. E. G. Miller, Dir. of Com. Ed.,

'ittsburgh, Pa.

First Vice-President

Karl M. Maukert, Duffs-Iron City
ollege, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Second Vice-President

William A. Walter, Crafton High
School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Secretary

Galia M. Null, Greensburg High
School, Greensburg, Pa.

Treasurer

Russell P. Bobbitt, Fifth Avenue
High School, Pittsburgh, Pa.

BUSINESS EDUCATION ASSOCIA-
TION OF THE STATE OF NEW

YORK ELECTS NEW
OFFICERS

The Spring Conference of the Busi-
ness Education Association of the
State of New York, comprised of
private school executives from all

over the state, met at Lake Placid
Club and after an interesting program
elected the following officers.

William S. Risinger of Utica, Pres-
ident for the past three years asked
to be relieved of this work. He was
succeeded by Leslie G. Kelly of Ni-
agara Falls, former Secretary. The
Vice-President for this year will be
Prentice Carnell, Jr., of Albany. The
Secretary is Wm. Robert Wood of

Poughkeepsie. The latter two were
members of the Board of Directors
and have been succeeded by Wilbur
Kent of Auburn, and Laurence Estey
of New York City. Mr. Estey will

also act as Chairman of the Conven-
tion Committee. Mr. Wood was in

charge at the Lake Placid club meet-
ing and Mr. Estey has announced
New York City, the last week in No-
vember for the next meeting. Arthur
Backensto of Troy, was returned as
Treasurer. George A. Spaulding of
Buffalo, is the other director.

RESULTS OF LEFT-HANDED
CLUB

A package of specimens written by
eleven left-handed students have been
received from Mrs. Jeannette B.
Smith, Forest Park School, Fort
Wayne, Indiana. Mrs. Smith organized
a Left-Handed Writing Club and has
been doing an excellent piece of work.
No left-handed student in Forest Park
School is neglected or discouraged in

his handwriting. They are given spe-
cial attention.

Mrs. Smith donates much of her
own time to the Club and has been well
repaid by the fine lot of writers. All

of the specimens which we examined
were written with a free, easy move-
ment. They were also very legible and
gave no evidence of being left-handed.

We wish to compliment the entire

group on its fine work and would like

to see similar Clubs started in other
schools. Anyone interested in forming
such a Club can no doubt get some val-

uable information from Mrs. Smith.

TEN SUPERLATIVES
The best day—today.

The greatest need—common sense.

The worst bankrupt— the soul that

has lost its enthusiasm.

The greatest comfort—the knowledge
that you have done your work
well.

The most expensive indulgence—hate.

The greatest stumbling block— ego-
tism.

The best work—what you like.

The greatest mistake—giving up.

The easiest thing to do—finding fault.

The greatest trouble-maker—talking
too much.

Mimeograms,
Bethlehem, Pa.,

Business College.

THE EDUCATOR
ublished monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO..
612 N. Park St., Columbus, O.

. A. LUPFER Editor
ARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada. 10c more; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the month
for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus. O.

Anyone who desires to do so and who will intelligently practice, can easily acquire a good, free, easy style of hand-

writing. These lessons are prepared with the view of aiding individuals in improving their handwriting and of assist-

ing teachers in teaching handwriting. Each pupil should be supplied with individual copies of the Educator.

inch lines, a free flowing

SUPPLIES NEEDED
A Zaner-Bloser Finger Fitting Penholder, Standard Pens, a good grade of paper, ruled with

ink, a good desk or table.

POSITION
Sit up, don't slouch. Sit well back in the chair. Lean forward. The body should not touch the desk. The feet shoulc

be on the floor about even. Place the arms on the desk with the elbow extending about one-half an inch off of thr

edge of the desk. The elbows should be evenly off or evenly on the desk to keep the shoulders even and the spim
straight.

Curve the fingers gracefully as though you were grasping a ball. The first finger should be placed on top of th<

holder. The holder should cross the second finger at the base of the nail. The thumb should be placed on the lefi

side of the holder between first and second finger. Study the accompanying illustrations.

The weight of the arm should be on the muscles below the elbow. The hand should rest on the third and fourtl

fingers. Avoid a cramped, awkward position and do not grip the penholder. The knuckle should point toward the ceil

ing, although it is not necessary for the wrist to be flat. You will find that the holder crosses at about the knuckle
It should be held at an angle of about 45 degrees.

MOVEMENT
Before making any copies, let us roll the arm around freely on the muscle below the elbow with the hand slightlj

off of the desk. In this way you can feel the large muscles which are used in making capitals and small letters

Use this same movement in most of your writing, combining it with the hand movement. The little finger slides or

the up strokes of the small letters and rests or drags on the downward stroke like in the small letters "i" and "u.'

In making a letter like the Capital "O", the movement comes from the shoulder and the arm rolls on the muscle below

the elbow.

Study this position of the hand. Notice the curve of
the fingers and where the holder crosses the knuckle.

A view of the back of the hand. Keep the knuckles up.

Get an easy position.

POSITION OF THE PAPER
The right-handed student should turn the top of the paper toward the left-hand corner of the desk with the arm
at right angles to the ruled lines on the paper. The left-handed student should turn the paper in the opposite direc-

tion. The top of the paper for the left-handed student should point towards the right-hand corner of the desk. The pen-
holder should point towards the elbow of the left-handed student.
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upstrokes.

Position of the paper is very important. This is espe-

cially true with the left-handed student. Teachers in

the lower grades should give a lot of attention to left-

handed students and to see that they do not hold the

paper in the same position as that advocated for right-

handed students. The left-handed writer need not

change the slant or style of writing. He needs to

change the slant of the paper and to pull his arm in

and out of the sleeve, rather than toward the center

of the body as in right-handed writing.

This is the left-handed position. Study it. Notice the Mr. G. C. Greene shows the proper position for the
angle of the paper. Keep the hand below the writing. right-handed writer.

YOUR FIRST SPECIMEN

Write the following:

/ 2 3 a^~ £> 7 s^f

This is a specimen of my penmanship at the beginning of this course of lessons.

Date Signature

SYSTEMATIC PRACTICE NECESSARY

It is well to learn that systematic practice is necessary. Try to practice an hour each day or as much time as you can
spare. In a short time you will be surprised at the results.



Write the above copy in your usual style. We shall use it for future reference and comparison. We shall try t

improve it and write it again later to compare improvement. You will not be expected to write this copy in

perfect manner, but you will be able to improve it by practicing- on letters, combinations of letters and words whicl

appear in it.

Trace the oval about six times. Do not spread them out. They should be well formed ovals. Have them touch eacl

other, and both sides evenly curved. Is one side of yours flat?

Try a line of ovals finished like the O. Keep on top of the first oval. Are you spreading yours ? I have seen som<

rather scattered tracks which meant that the writer lacked skill or was not careful.

Mix the exercises and letters so that you get the full benefit of the exercise. The exercise is of no value unless i

helps you to make better letters. Make the letters and exercises at the same rate of speed.

QiQ:jOr.QiJ2..Q:.Oi.
The letter O is composed of a slanting oval with an upward finishing stroke. The oval should be two-thirds as wid>
as high. The sides should be evenly curved and the top and bottom should be curved even. The loop at the top shouli
be about the same size as the beginning loop of H, etc.

Make some lines of O a full space high at first, then later reduce them to % of a space high. Divide the line into fou
sections and make four letters in the section. If you make letters too wide, try to make more on the line unti
the correct width is secured.

General exercises can be used to good advantage in training pupils to use arm in place of finger movement.

Roll the arm around on the large arm muscles below the elbow. Do not use the fingers in this exercise.

The teacher should demonstrate how this exercise is made. Of course she should swing it freely. The movemen
can be shown by motioning in the air, by writing on the board or by writing before pupils on paper. Use the black
board frequently in demonstrating movement and in teaching form.
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Hany letters contain straight lines. Many of the down strokes are straight. It is important to be able to make lines

which are pulled straight toward the center of the body. This exercise is simply repeating a straight line movement.

See that your paper and position are such that the down strokes point to the center of your body. Write straight

n front of you.

rhe teacher may count 1—2—3—4, 1—2—3—4, etc., to assist the class in getting a uniform movement. Some count-
ng will help to urge on the slow writers and hold the careless one in check.

Make a page of small oval exercises. This will help you to get a free arm movement. You should avoid using too much
'inger action.

Use a quick circular movement on the o, then glide freely to the next o. Keep the connection high otherwise it

nay become confused with the a. In writing noon keep the o's open and on same slant as the n.

Set a hook on the top of c. Keep the down stroke straight. Glide from one letter to another freely.

Hook the c, open the a and get daylight in e when writing come.

rhe body of a should be much like o. Keep the second down stroke straight and come down to the base line before

swinging to the next letter.

Does your a in name look like a or o? Space the word evenly.

£2/ ^ZcZa^ <ZZs <^L^

Begin the oval a full space high and diminish until it is the size of a small e. Practice the A the same way. Notice
how similar the capital and small letters are. The capital is three times as tall as the small a, but they finish at

the same height.

mm Jf (2, a^ a, CO CZ, 60 OZ
cccccooi<cococococococo cocc c.

The first part of A is made with an oval motion. From the oval we swing to a straight line movement. It is for that

reason that a straight line exercise may help you to come down straight after making the angle. The first and
second sections should be the same in width. Retrace the angle only a little. Too much retrace will frequently look

like a loop in place of an angle.

Compare the A in width to the O and other letters.

In writing the words give special attention to the capital O's. Get neat lines. No heavy pressure on down stroke

and avoid blots and corrections.
(Continued on Page 31)
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Development of Rhythm in Handwriting
Report of a Demonstration Lesson

San Francisco Public Schools Monthly Bulletin

I. Lesson objectives

A. Development of rhythmic writing
through practice with simple,

rhythmic words commonly used
in applied writing

B. Regulation of speed

C. Development of ease and free-

dom
D. Achievement of light, uniform

quality of line

E. Meeting of individual differences

II. Procedure

A. Approach
1. Present the word "rhythm"

as a new vocabulary word

2. Discuss rhythm as mani-
fested in different forms:
music, marching, dancing,
etc.

B. Lesson steps

1. Visual approach

a. Demonstrate small words
in rhythm

b. Develop the point that
writing is also rhythmical
and that all good writers

write rythmically

2. Auditory approach

a. Demonstrate words in
rhythm while the children

listen with closed eyes to

what "the chalk says"

b. Demonstrate several words
for the children to iden-

tify from sound and
rhythm.

3. Motor approach.

a. Allow the children to trace
the words in rhythm on
large cards or black-
board.

b. Allow the children to write
the words on the black-
board to the rhythmic
count

4. Transfer to seat writing

a. Permit the children to

practice the words in

rhythm with dry pen

b. Permit the children to
practice the words in

rhythm with ink

III. Conclusions and guiding principles

A. Recognition of the fact that good
writers write rhythmically and
that rhythm increases with
progress

B. Development of rhythmic sense
through various approaches:

—

seeing, hearing, and feeling

C. Realization of the need for ad-
justing the rhythmic count to
the age and degree of progress
of the pupils

D. Realization that the use of
rhythm is a device to be dis-

continued when its purpose is

achieved.

The social studies period in a low
fourth grade class had come to a close.

The children were enthusiastic over
the study of their cosmopolitan city,

San Francisco. They had been study-
ing about the many nationalities which
made up its interesting population.
The particular interest which had been
occupying their attention was the
contribution in music made by the
various peoples represented in their
city. Why were they particularly in-

terested in music ? It was because of
the new Civic Opera House which was
under construction near the City Hall
and about the progress of which they
were concerned. It was with regret
that the phonograph records were put
away. They would have to wait for
another day before they could hear
more beautiful music typical of such
people as the Spanish, Russian, and
Italian.

School progress today is

dependent largely upon be-

ing able to read quickly

with understanding and to

write so that it can be eas-

ily read bv all.

It was not difficult for the teacher
to sense the disappointment of the
children. They made it very evident.
The next lesson was writing. What
could she do to maintain in the drill

writing lesson which was to follow
that fine enthusiasm and capitalize
the love her class had displayed for
music ? She was a resourceful teach-
er. Her class had shown progress in

its writing. The children had been
working for easy, healthful posture,
but they needed to develop ease and
lightness of writing. Here was an
excellent opportunity to carry over the
idea of rhythm in music to rhythm in

writing. During the social studies
lesson they had discussed the reasons
certain musical selections appealed to
them. They liked the Spanish music
particularly because it was lively. One
little girl said it made her want to
dance. The teacher decided to build
her writing lesson on that interest.
Her approach would be the presenta-
tion of the word "rhythm" as a new
addition to their vocabulary list for
the week.

Teacher: I am glad that your study
of San Francisco is helping to make
you lovers of good music. Of course,
you would like to hear more of these
beautiful selections, but that wall be
the pleasure of another time. If we
love music we will find expressions of
it in many other forms. Jean said
that the Spanish music made her want
to dance. I wonder if someone knows
why ? Can you tell us, John ?

John: I think it was because it was
fast and kept good time.

Teacher: Yes, that is the reason. I

noticed many of you keeping time
while the records were being played.
How many would like to learn the
word that means keeping time in
music? (The children all raised their
hands.) The word is "rhythm." I'll

write it on the blackboard and then
it can be added to our vocabulary list.

It's a queer looking word, isn't it. I
wonder how many of you ever heard it

before ?

Tom: My little sister has "rhythm
work" in the second grade. The girls
and boys dance and play games in the
rhythm period.

Sue: I know a song that is played
over the radio about rhythm.

Teacher: Yes, those are good ex-
amples. Children, we can find rhythm
in many forms besides music. Perhaps
if I give you a hint you'll be able to
think of some others. If you have
ever watched a parade you have not
only seen but heard rhythm. Re-
member, rhythm means keeping time.
(Many hands go up.) Joe, you seem
anxious to tell us.

Joe: I heard rhythm when men were
marching up the street keeping time
to the band. Again I heard it when
the traffic boys were practicing march-
ing out in the school yard getting
ready for the traffic parade. They
didn't have music, though.

Tony: I have to use rhythm when I

practice on my violin. Sometimes my
music teacher makes me count the
measures for her.

Teacher: Yes. I'm thinking of a day
when I went to the beach and watched
the waves coming in one after an-
other, one after another, without ever
stopping. Do you think that the
movement of the waves could be an-
other example of rhythm ?

Children: Yes.

Teacher: I think we all understand
what rhythm means now, don't we ?

We know that rhythm is shown in
other ways besides the music we hear
on the radio and the phonograph. I'm
going to write a little word that you
use very often. I want you to watch
me very carefully. Maybe you'll notice
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something very interesting about the

way I write it. (The teacher then dem-
onstrated writing the word "of"

rhythmically, accenting the pauses,

the slowing down, and the speeding

up of the movement.)

Teacher: Did you enjoy seeing me
write the word, children?

Class: Yes, it was fun.

Teacher: I wonder why you enjoyed

it.

Sam: You're a good writer, Miss

Mary: I liked to watch the way you
stopped some places.

Fred: I was watching the way the

chalk went. Sometimes you went very

slowly.

Teacher: I'm glad to see that you
watched so carefully, Fred. Yes, I

kept time as I wrote. Does this tell

you something new about writing?

Jean: I think you can have rhythm
when you write.

Teacher: Yes, writing has rhythm,
too, children. All good writers write

rhythmically. The first time I wrote

the word "of" you watched to see the

rhythm. Now I am going to write it

again I want you to close your eyes

and listen to the "song of the chalk"

as I write. (The teacher demonstrated
again, accenting the rhythm as be-

fore while the children listened at-

tentively to the sound of the chalk.

They seemed to enjoy the experience.)

How many heard the "song the chalk

sang"? (Quite a number of hands
were raised.)

The teacher then presented the

words "to" and "the" in the same
manner; first through the visual and

then through the auditory approach.

Following this the children were told

that they might play a "listening"

game. With eyes closed they listened

attentively as the teacher wrote to

see if they could recognize the dif-

ferent words which she presented

through their rhythmic sounds. To in-

dicate their identification of the vari-

ous rhythms they raised their hands
when they hard a new "chalk song."

As a variation, individual children

were called upon to identify the word
which they had heard. The game spirit

aided materially in helping the chil-

dren to sense the rhythm of each

word so that the teacher could pro-

ceed to the next step of the presen-

tation, the motor approach.
This time the teacher asked the

class if the children would like to

know just what the chalk said when
she wrote the word, "of." Of course

all were eager to hear. Again the

word was demonstrated on the black-

board but with the rhythmic count
given orally, "over around, retrace

up slide, tie." Unconsciously some
children went through the rhythmic
motions as they watched. When vol-

unteers were called upon to write at
the blackboard, many eager pupils
volunteered. One child was chosen for
the first attempt. He was unsuccessful
in maintaining the rhythm establish-

ed by the teacher because his atten-
tion was distracted from the rhythm
by his zeal for careful letter forma-
tion. To help him the teacher then
wrote the word at the proper height
for him on the board. He was al-

lowed to trace over the word to the
spoken rhythm close enough to sense
the formation of the letters without
erasing the word. When he had ac-
quired a "feeling" for the rhythm of
the word he was permitted to trace
over it with his first two fingers,
erasing the chalk marks as he re-
traced. After corrective practice us-
ing only his first two fingers, a sec-
ond attempt to write the word with
chalk proved successful.

A group of children were next se-
lected to go to the blackboard. The

One means of developing skill

in teaching is observing the

skillful teacher at work. The
demonstration lesson is the

means taken to present in con-

crete form the application of

educational principles which ap-

ply to procedure. A method of

teaching the laws of learning,

and the right kind of class-

room relationships can be more

clearly understood when pre-

sented in an actual classroom

situation. Seeing the expert

teacher at work makes clearer

to the teacher the relationship

between what we teach, how we
teach, and why we teach.

Through evaluating the work of

another her critical faculties

are sharpened and she is better

able to apply this measure to

her own teaching.

teacher tested them first to see if they
had grasped the rhythmic sense of
the word. Some had. To those who
experienced difficulty she gave large
cards on which the word "of" was
written in blackboard-size writing.
Using the first two fingers as "trac-
ers" they practiced the word in time
to the teacher's counting. The other
children wrote the word with chalk to

the same count. Sometimes it was
necessary for the teacher to stop and
call the attention of the class to

specific points such as the pause at

the closing of the "f" and "o," the
slowing down of the movement in

making the back of the 'f", and the
upward curve and 'tying" of the fin-

ishing stroke. The explanation of

these simple points resulted in rapid
progress and the group was soon
ready to practice directly with chalk.

The rest of the class was an inter-

ested audience. Each row was assign-
ed to watch a particular child's per-
formance to observe whether he kept

the rhythm set by the count and to

note how the rhythm resulted in light,

easy movement and better letter for-

mation.

Time did not permit sending every
child to the blackboard. Practice was
stopped to permit a short summary
of the importance of rhythm by the
class and to plan what the next writ-
ing lesson should be.

Teacher: What have we learned
from our lesson on rhythm today?
Jack, can you tell us one thing?
Jack: It helps us to be good writers.
Gladys: It makes our writing light.

Tom: Rhythm helps us form our
letters more easily and correctly.

Barbara: It makes writing fun.
Teacher: Yes, it does do all of these

things. We noticed how we improved
the form of the "o" and the "f"
as we practiced, didn't we? It helps
us to write faster, too, children. To-
day we learned the rhythm of three
little words that we must use very
often in our written lessons. There are
four others,—"Capital I," "to,"

"and," "for," "it." Perhaps we can
learn to write them well by learning
to write them rhythmically. We learn-
ed to write only one of them today
on the blackboard, but we saw and
heard the "song" of two others. Can
anyone suggest what we might like

to do for our next writing lesson?
Yes, Sara?

Sara: I'd like to write at the board
and use those new cards you let the

other children have. When I know
how to write on the board I'd like

to see if I can write them on paper.

May we do that tomorrow ?

Teacher: Yes, indeed, you may. To-
morrow, then, we'll practice our little

word "friends" on the board and on
paper, too. Perhaps we shall have a
dry pen drill first to get the rhythm,

before we attempt to use ink.

I think we are going to find that

rhythm will make our writing lessons

just as interesting and easy as our

music today colored the story of San
Francisco.

Howard Cunningham, a student of

John R. Eye, Dunsmore Business Col-

lege, Staunton, Va., is preparing as an
engrosser. We received some excellent

lettering and business writing from
him. He was granted a certificate in

Text Lettering by THE EDUCATOR.

A well executed ornamental alpha-

bet was sent to us by Lloyd TeHen-
nepe, Clearbrook Minn.
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A Course in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

Check upon your tools. You should use a flexible pen like a Fine Writer and your holder should be balanced prop-j

erly. If you are having trouble in getting smooth shades, see if your penholder is so adjusted that the pen pointsl

in the same direction as the shades. Your ink should be black and free flowing. Probably a few drops of water will
make it work freer. Your paper should be of good quality and clean. Keep a pad of about ten sheets of cleat I

paper under the sheet you are working on.

After your vacation you should get your muscles limbered up. Oval exercises are good to use for that purpose. Swingi]

these letters off with a free movement. The hair lines should be light and graceful. The shades should be snappy
||

and full of life. The movement comes from the shoulder for the large letters or strokes. On small letters thel

fingers may be used in connection with the large arm muscles.
Let us see your practice work. We want to make this a good penmanship year. Let's go.
Do you want to learn to write a beautiful ornamental hand? By spending a little time each day on this course, yoi
can greatly improve your skill.

More people are studying ornamental penmanship today than a few years ago. They are finding it very delightful
and helps them with their business writing. It gives them skill, freedom, lightness of touch and dash. Every teacheii:

of penmanship should study ornamental. Ornamental not only gives one more skill, but business writing has been|
developed from ornamental and by studying ornamental it gives one a better understanding of business writing

^ZZ^s^Z^Z^C^C/'^t^tP-Z^-T^Z^,
/
.^PZ£~S^€Z^~'t-f ^iZL^7-Z7
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Our Lesson in Manuscript Writing
By Jane Elaine Wilson

Boys and Girls, Bobby has just brought us a picture of his new pet. How many of you have a pet? How would you
like to make a picture of your pet for our Pet Book?

Bobby thinks it would be a good idea to label our pet pictures. I showed him a good label for a "dog picture"

on page 3 in our writing book.

Suppose you watch Bobby and me, while we try to make the label which says, My dog. Here the teacher should

dramatize the writing of the words, in such a manner that the child will be able to imitate the movements and
achieve fairly good letter form the first time he tries to write the label. See page 11 Print Script Teachers
Manual.

I am surprised and happy to see that so many boys and girls know how to help us by looking at the label in the

book to see if we need any help.

That is fine Bobby. Now to be sure everything is the way you want it, suppose you take your book to the board and
look carefully at the label on the board and the one in the book. Oh! You forgot the a in cat, did you? Well, maybe
that was my fault. Possibly I was in your light. Let's try again: You stand here so you can see just how to write
cat (repeat dramatization.) Give Bobby a chance to try again. Praise him and allow one or two others who wish
to try their hand.

Compliment the children on the nice clean books as we bring the lesson to a close and put the books away till

tomorrow.

RIDER COLLEGE OF TRENTON,
NEW JERSEY EMPLOYES SEVEN

NEW TEACHERS

The new additions are:

Miss Clarice M. Cook, who has had
twenty years of secretarial experience,

including that of Supervisor of the

Stenographic Department of the B. F.

Goodrich Company, will assume charge
of the newly organized Office Practice
Department.

Miss Julie A. Hinch, who is to be
head of the Secretarial Science De-
partment in the fall, received her A.B.
degree from Immaculata College and

M.A. from Columbia University. She
came to Rider from Mahanoy Town-
ship High School, Mahanoy City,

Pennsylvania.

Mr. James Gibson Johnson, A.B.,

University of Minnesota, comes from
The Citadel, Military College of South
Carolina, where he has been Director
of Publicity. He will act as instructor

in Journalism and Director of Pub-
licity.

Mr. Walter L. Klotz, who will re-

ceive his B.S. degree from Rider this

year, will be instructor in Shorthand.

Miss Ellen S. Patten, B.S.C., Drexel
Institute of Technology; M.S.. Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania comes here from

Dobbins Vocational School. She will

head the Office Machines Depaitment.

Mr. Louis S. Sorbo B.S. and A.B.,
Bowling Green College of Commerce;
M.A., Northwestern; C.P.A., Illinois,

comes from the University of Detroit,
where he has been instructing in Ac-
counting, Mr. Sorbo is to head the
Accounting Division.

Mr. William Stafford, B.S. and M.S..
Syracuse University, comes to Rider
from the New York State Vocational
School located at Cobleskill, where he
has served as Head of the Commercial
Division. Mr. Stafford will serve in

the capacity of Director of the School
of Business.
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What is Good Teaching 1

KENNETH C. COULTER
Supervising Principal High School, Jamesburg. N. J.

We can generalize and say that good

teaching is instruction, no matter how
carried out, which results in the build-

ing of worthy concepts within the pu-

pil, giving him learnings he -may later

use, or that helps fulfill some one of

the cardinal objectives of education.

If we consider the materials we teach

as worthy of being taught and if we
assume that the objectives of the

teacher are worthy objectives, and I

believe that in most cases we can

admit these two assumptions, then we
may alter somewhat the answer to the

question—"What is good teaching?"

Assuming worthy objectives and
worthy materials, good teaching is that

which presents the material to the pu-

pil in such fashion that he can recog-

nize its worth to him and will strive,

of his own accord, to reach worthy
objectives. Good teaching thus resolves

itself into a question of good methods.

But—what are good methods ? Can
we set up a series of acts on the part

of the teacher which guarantee excel-

lent results ? We all know the value of

repetition, of teach, test, reteach, re-

test. We all know the many trite def-

initions of a good lesson:—for example—"Any good lesson has some recita-

tion, some discussion, some testing."

And yet—is there any mirror we can
invent for the teacher so that, looking
into it, he can say, "This lesson was a
good lesson—I see reflected—accom-
plishment."

Remembering that we all have dif-

ferent personalities and that we are all

meeting different personalities in our
classes and that this must affect our
teaching, let us endeavor to answer
the question, "What is good teach-
ing?" Bearing in mind that we as-

sume worthy materials and worthy
objectives.

FIRST: We cannot get clean water
through a rusty pump, nor can water
be drawn from a well if it be dry.
Good teaching demands a teacher who

is well up on new methods and does
not hesitate to use them. The good
teacher has more than just the ma-
terial to be found in the text book.
Prom reading and study he has an
immense reserve of material to give
to those who would learn.

SECOND: Paderewski, were he to

play in a subway station, might attract

little attention, except as a curiosity,

yet his music might, were it heard,
have all the beauty of the master. For
good teaching we must create an at-

mosphere where what is to be dis-

cussed can reach the auditors without
passing through a haze of disturbing
actions, sounds, or just plain indif-
ference. The good teacher maintains in

his classroom a cooperative spirit,

A notebook carelessly

written is certainly an ex-

ample of poor training. Not

only is this a reflection on

the student but on the

teacher.

something like that of a social group
gathered for a serious purpose and
recognizing certain limitations on its

conduct.

THIRD: A sermon in a saloon may
be effective, but how much more effec-

tive it would be in the Cathedral of St.

John the Divine or the Riverside
Church. Unfortunately, some teaching
must be done in a situation resembling
a saloon or other unsavory place. How-
ever, teachers do have control over
three things—light, heat and air. The
good teacher pays a great deal of at-
tention to these things. He realizes
that a pupil cannot learn if he is

sleepy. He cannot learn if he is too
cold or too warm. Most certainly, he

will not learn well if his eye-sight is

impaired. Teachers may, in some de-
gree, dictate the appearance of their
own surroundings. If the paint is bad—if the room is dirty—a splash of
color or a well placed and interesting
bulletin board, kept up to date, may
succeed in diverting the attention of
the pupil to that highlight of the
room.

FOURTH: The question most often
asked, in one way or another, is

"Why?" We get most out of life if

we ask ourselves that question concern-
ing what we ourselves are doing. Many
times others can convince us of the
necessity of the "Why?" We have been
convinced of the "Why" of relief and
of many other things we may not al-
ways have had. The good teacher will
bring the question "Why" into his en-
tire lesson.

FIFTH: "The message to Garcia"
made a stirring story. The messenger
in that story had one advantage over-

many present day high school pupils.
They are handed a sealed package and
are told not even the name of the re-
cipient. The messenger in the story at
least knew what to do—he was to car-
ry the message to Garcia. After the
good teacher has set up his "Why"
attitude he tells his pupils "What"
to do.

SIXTH: Carrying the message to
Garcia was a spectacular feat. It would
have been easier for the messenger if

he had been given instructions tell-

ing him how to get to Garcia. Good
teaching demands that, as a usual
thing, the pupil not only will know
"Why" he is doing something, "What"
he is to do, but also "How" he is to
do it. Sign posts must be placed along
the road that our students will travel.
Were you my good teacher, ever lost
on a back country road ?

SEVENTH: "Tomorrow and tomor-
row and tomorrow creeps in its petty
pace from day to day." Good teach-
ing demands that the pupil know when
a task is to be completed. The good
teacher will see to it that the "When"

Written by G. C. Greene, Banks College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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is definite and not a point in time
when excuses are due.

EIGHTH: "Nothing succeeds like

success." How often have we started
for some place, only to pass it with-
out realizing that we have been there.

The good teacher will give the pupil
ample opportunity to check up on his

accomplishment over a given period.

This check will also be used by the
teacher to discover wherein he has
failed in his efforts to help the pupil
toward his whole or partial realization
of worthy objectives. A third use of
this check will be to see whether or
not the pupil has managed to trans-
late his learning experiences into at-

titudes or ideals. Has the pupil learned
some things or has he learned some-
thing? All the dates in American His-
tory, all the names in English Litera-
ture, all the problems in Geometry or
Algebra, are of no value unless the
pupil can put these things together
into a component whole—unless he can
put these items to use in his life

either here and now or later. If the
check on the success of the pupil does
not include this type of measurement,
then the check should be discarded.

NINTH: Good teaching is sometimes
done best when all rules are forgotten.
Sometimes greatest learning occurs
when the learner is told "What" to do
with no hint concerning the "How"
or "Why." We still have those in this
world who want to push on in their
own way toward an unknown goal over
(to them) uncharted paths. Upon the
group will rest the burden of a con-
tinued civilization and we must give
them their opportunity, though their
unimaginative classmates are left

wandering in the wilderness for a day
or for a week. The good teacher, how-
ever, remembers all of his pupils and
does not use the needs of these few
to excuse his own laziness.

TENTH: Good teaching demands
many other things, things unrelated
to the classroom as such. We must as-
sume that the teacher who aspires to
be good has abundant health, some per-

sonality, some knowledge of the homes
and environment of his pupils, a deep
appreciation of his work as being much
more than a "job," a complete indif-

ference to the amount of time the work
takes and no idea of how much work
is too much. The worries of salary will

never affect good teaching, really good
teaching is so scarce that people are
willing to pay for it.

As one will notice, good teaching
and the good teacher go together. We
cannot have one without the other. It

is also to be noted that good teaching
calls for nothing unusual on the part
of the teacher. A re-statement of what
we mean by good teaching is often
beneficial—"That which we would, we
do not"—how often would that explain

what is seen in many classrooms. All

may not agree with this outline of
what good teaching is, all must agree
that the subject is worthy of our con-
sideration. All must agree that what-
ever improves teaching improves our
schools.

This shows how to stand at the board.
Try the letters first at the board.

This flourish was hand engraved by Claude D. Scribner, commercial artist

and penman in the Sterns Engraving Company, Raleigh. North Carolina.
The lines were cut into a flat piece of metal with an engraver's tool.

/
;

'

By the late C. C. Lister who was a very skillful business writer.
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Penmanship Starts on the Up-grade
Reprinted from "The Atlantic City Press" during the

meeting of the N. A. P. T. S. held in Atlantic City, N. J.

Plan to attend the next meeting May 1-2-3

To millions of moderns handwrit-
ing is just something resembling rab-

bit-tracks that one puts at the bot-

tom, or back of a check.

The noble art that began when
some up-and-above-the-crowd caveman
traced a line or two in primeval slime,

had its golden age when quills were
the implements, wrists were supple

—and sand a good blotting medium for

those wishing to hasten drying of

ink. But with the advent of the type-

writer hand writing, as an art. found
itself in a cramped position and with
scarcely any outlets for expression.

Literally—at least, modern educa-
tion started to toss the whole thing-

back into the lap of the caveman. And
had the trend continued, handwriting-
instructors say, a few generations
hence would find many of us reverting
to use of tick, tack toe marks for
signatures—just as our ancestors did

in the days before free education. Pen-
manship would have become a lost art

—obsolete because no one was finding

any use for it.

But educators, quick to discern what
was happening, launched at once into

a campaign to revive the declining old

practice that had served as faithfully
in building civilization, and preserving
its story for this modern world.

It is gratifying to note, at this time,
that Miss Olive A. Mellon, Superin-
tendent of Handwriting for the At-
lantic City Public Schools, is able to
report the following:

"Though it has been said that the
typewriter is replacing the pen, re-
cent statistics show that the amount
of writing materials—pen, ink and
pencils, being sold is largely on the
up-grade."

Despite the optimism expressed,
however, Miss Mellon does not hesitate
to point out that there are signs all

around us showing the ravages cut
by our indifference to the thing that
is "mightier than the sword."

"It is amazing, the number of men
and women who are responsible for
the handwriting of thousands of chil-
dren, who can scarcely write beyond
the level of the average grammar
grade child," he says. "This same
situation is found in many of out-
colleges where the teaching of hand-
writing has been assigned to persons
unskilled in the art.

"What an inspiration it is for a
child to see his instructor glide
through the movements of writing
with fluency, precision, accuracy and
beauty!"

It is a lamentable fact, Miss Mel-

lon points out, that in the past many
school administrators did not give
handwriting the support it deserved.
Business corporations continue to re-

gard legible handwriting an indis-

pensable asset in business. Many firms

are now providing- courses of training
in handwriting for their employes."

Most of us recall those magnificent
elders of our grandfathers' day who
could toss off a signature with great
dexterity—producing a finished prod-

Doris Almy, Supervisor of Handwrit-
ing of Fall River, Massachusetts, and

President of the N. A. P. T. S.

uct that combined everything from
nestling ducks to a pack of beagle
hounds in full pursuit, all inter-
twined with a whirling something
that looked like the Atlantic Cable
undergoing the last agony. Some called
it "Spencerian"—but it would seem
at this late day that Spencer must not
have intended it that way—for speci-
mens of this beautiful type of pen-
manship that remain extant are far
more pleasing to the eye.

The oldtimers meant well, of course.
What they sought to exhibit was grace-
fulness of movement, also perfect
wrist control—and the ability that
comes with endless practice in making
long, slanting loops with interchang-
ing light and shade produced by pres-
sure, or lack of it, on the steel pen.

But with the coming of the 20th

Century the world had little time for

fancy penmanship. Gone were the
scrolls and nestling ducks—and in

practically no time at all a new deal

in handwriting was introduced. It was
a sloping easy style that looked well
on paper, but alas—just a transition
that brought in what undoubtedly was
the most hideous of all trends in

penmanship, vertical writing.

No Spartan scribe, armed with
stylus and clay slab, could have turned
out more labored, unsightly looking
writing than this new "vertical" hand
was producing in the days of the
bloomer girl. Straight up and down
the lines went, and school children
were driving outraged parents to cover
with copy books filled with the fright-
ful stuff. A fine state of affairs, indeed,
for those oldsters who held to the
Spencerian school.

Fortunately, Miss Mellon informs
us, vertical writing was so unpopular
that it lasted in favor but a short
time. It was both unsightly and im-
practical, she says, and business would
have none of it because it slowed up
writing.

Incidentally, individuals are easily
"dated" by their handwriting—partic-
ularly those who got their education
during the vertical writing years.

Following the short-lived up-and-
down penmanship there was a slant-
ing hand, which— in its diverse forms,
endures with us today. It is called a
"medium slant," and is known to the
experts as connected writing. There
are no "Ys" left with their tails hang-
ing midway through a word—no wide
gaps between letters.

"There is an important field open
to those who write a legible, connected
hand," according to Miss Mellon.
"Good handwriting is used in adver-
tising—you see it on billboards all

around. Somebody had to do that writ-
ing in the original. It is used on cards
of various kinds—and even the sky-
writer and the Neon sign man have
to be sure their writing is graceful
and connected."

Not everyone can learn to be a
professional writer, Miss Mellon ex-
plains, but "anyone with proper edu-
cation can acquire a good and pleasing
style if they are physically equipped
to do so."

To the many people who seek ex-
cuses for their poor handwriting by
saying—"I know it's bad, but it ex-
pressed my own individuality and I

don't want to destroy that by chang-
ing to a new style," Miss Mellon re-
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plies that individuality cannot be de-

stroyed
—

"that's an inheritance that

has nothing to do with the mechanics
of writing. Improved penmanship will

still show that individuality if it is

there.
"No handwriting, with or without

individuality, is any good if it is not
legible!"
Those of us who have struggled to

decipher handwriting that looks like

footprints of Donald Duck will add
huzzahs to this last—there being noth-
ing quite so aggravating as the "nice

long letter" that can't be read. It is to

forestall such future miseries that Miss
Mellon lifts her voice in favor of big-

ger and better interest in an art that
has a cultural as well as utilitarian

history.
Under prevailing conditions, the

school child gets little more than four
years of handwriting training—these
being devoted, mainly, to development
of a good business hand. The training
starts at about the second school year,

but—as Miss Mellon points out, chil-

dren grow and change, "and it is folly

to abolish instruction in writing just

at an age when they are becoming bet-

ter equipped to absorb what they're

being taught."
The reference is to the period when

the pupil reached Junior High age at
which stage the study— as such, is

abandoned. Miss Mellon would "carry
the instruction through Junior High,"
or for two years.

An interesting new trend in mod-
ern education is introduction of "man-
uscript print," a type of writing taught
in the primary grades that aids chil-

dren in distinguishing letter forms
and makes the transition from writ-

ten to printed word less difficult.

Youngsters introduced to manuscript
print learn to read much quicker than
those taught as older folk were
taught.

Olive Mellon is president of the De-
partment of Handwriting, New Jersey
Education Association, and Secretary
of the National Handwriting Council.

Helping the Student

The above writing was done by a
student who should be given help in

alignment. It would be well for him
to make his capital letters a full %
of an inch high and the tops of the
letters should touch the blue line and
the bottoms rest on the base line. Some
practice of this kind would probably
enable him to get his lettering more

nearly the proper size. Of course, the

letters should be, for actual writing,

% of the distance between the two
blue lines. There should always be a

little white space between the top of

the writing and the base line above.

In practicing it is well to use a ruler

to test the height of the letters.

EARNS A DEGREE
D. L. Walker who attended the Zane-

rian in 1913, was recently granted a
degree by the Glenville State Teachers
College, Glenville, West Virginia.

It is interesting to note that he re-

ceived credit for work taken in pen-
manship at the Zanerian. He also took
work from Ohio University, Athens,
Ohio, and Salem College, Salem, West
Virginia. When we first met Mr. Wal-
ker he was teaching a country school

at Reedy, West Virginia. He is now in

the Roosevelt School, Parkersburg,
West Virginia. This is considered one
of the most modern buildings in the
state.

We recently examined specimens
from Mr. Walker's students and found
many of them up to our Certificate

standard. Mr. Walker is certainly to

be complimented on his perseverance
in completing his education while
teaching and also upon the good results

which he secured from his students.
Mr. Walker's penmanship is beauti-

ful—the kind that makes you take a
second look.

GOLDEN WEDDING
ANNIVERSARY

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Siple, 535

Maple Avenue, Newport, Kentucky, re-

cently celebrated their Golden Wed-
ding Anniversary. Mr. Siple became
interested in penmanship at the age of

sixteen, through the influence of a

penmanship magazine. He received his

first real penmanship training from
Uriah McKee of Oberlin College and

in 1892 he attended the Zanerian Col-

lege of Penmanship, after which he

taught penmanship in Bartlett's Busi-

ness College at Cincinanti, Banks' Col-

lege in Philadelphia and for nearly

thirty years was policy engrosser for

the Union Central Life Insurance Com-
pany.

He has appeared in hundreds of

questioned handwriting cases and is

today considered one of the best hand-

writing experts in the country. Mr.

Siple still writes a very beautiful, bold

hand.

By F. B. Courtney, Detroit, Mich.
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The School Exhibit
By ETHEL J. KESTERSON

Supervisor of Handwriting, Champaign Public Schools

School exhibits, like all other school

work, should be carefully planned and

organized. They must be denned and

justified by a sound objective. They

may represent any department and

be of any type, depending upon the

subject—handwriting, art, vocational

subjects, activities, music, festivals,

dramatics, and athletics. They may

be simple or elaborate, but they must

show the actual work of the children

developed from regular classroom

study. Co-operation is vital. All

concerned must feel that their contri-

butions add to the project.

Even though it has been stated that

the teaching world has overdone ob-

jectives, an exhibit should have its

objective. There are still reasons for

most human activities, even for liv-

ing. Such a reason may be for fun

only, but that in itself is a purpose.

Robert Littell, in an article in the

September, 1937, Readers Digest.

commenting on extra-curricular ac-

tivities in a senior high school, says,

"Fun is one of the best teachers in

the world and one of the least ap-

preciated." Any goal successfully

reached or purpose satisfactorily ac-

Reprinted from The Illinois Teacher

complished may furnish a certain

amount of fun.

In my opinion, exhibits add color

and life to school work. The plan of

display must vary from year to year,

else they may become stereotyped.

They must also show a proper balance.

Up to the present time the schools in

Champaign, Illinois, have used three

plans, which have been equally suc-

cessful and interesting to the public.

They may be classed as the general

exhibit, the building exhibit, and the

optional building display. In each

plan the same fundamentals of hand-

writing, of art, and of activity study

are found in the exhibitions.

The general exhibit is a centralized

display held in the gymnasium of the

junior high school in early spring.

Each department and each school is

represented. Classroom posters and

projects from the handwriting and

the art departments show correlation

with all subjects. Different kinds of

machinery from the vocational school

are installed for demonstration of

everyday work. The colorful mounts,

the miniature villages depicting the

study of community life and of nat-

The Exhibitors Enjoy the Exhibit

ural resources, together with the noise

of activity, give evidence of an educa-

tion designed from the words of

Dewey—"Education is a process of

living, and not a preparation for fu-

ture life."

Handwriting pupils, stationed at

various desks, take the signatures of

visitors, young artists make sketches

of them, and students from the print

shop show their skill with personal

cards for many guests. Hundreds of

people, both local and from nearby

towns, are registered during the two

days and evenings of the display.

The building exhibits carry out

many of these features. They are

held in each school building at dif-

ferent dates—more often at the time

of a P. T. A. or Dad's Night meeting.

Usually this plan furnishes more

room and gives teachers and pupils

better opportunities for initiative in

arrangement, since both classroom

and hall space are utilized. Each

grade exhibit is assembled in one

unit while the hall display may repre-

sent all grades, or show steps of

progress in some particular subject

such as handwriting, or it may show

different grade levels. In both plans

work from each child is displayed and

meaningful drill, progress, and ap-

plication of daily study are keynotes

of the work.

The third plan of exhibit may start

at any time of the year and grow as

study progresses. The date or occa-

sion for display may be decided by the

building faculty or principal; how-

ever, the superintendent may have a

reason for setting the date. All co-

operate for its success. Such displays

serve a worthwhile purpose as a me-

dium of growth and a tie-up of study

after completion of a project. They

are a means of showing tangible re-

sults and definite outcomes of an ac-

tivity. They aid in organization of

thought through expression in hand-

writing, in creative music, and in art.

They teach qualities of citizenship and

encourage the development of leader-
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ship by their units of group work.

They stimulate a pride in accomplish-

ment and exemplify two outstanding

principles of education: that people

vary in their mode of learning, and

there is no fixed body of subject

matter which has in itself any great

importance unless it is useful.

In planning the hand-writing ex-

hibit the following objectives are

set up.

1 To stimulate pupil interest

2. To display a sample of work from
each child

3. To show progress of work of in-

dividuals

4. To show progress of work by
grades

5. To aid pupils in analytical selec-

tion between results

6. To show style, size and standard
writing for each grade

7. To show the public the skill, exe-

cution, and results in handwriting

8. To show writing as an integral

part of all school work

Each building in Champaign has a

writing chairman, who has the privi-

lege of calling meetings or issuing

bulletins of general information, after

meeting with the supervisor and con-

sulting with the principal. When the

meetings deal with exhibits, some of

the problems discussed are units of

subject matter, arrangement and
mounting of specimens, and size of

cardboards. Any phase of study,

projects, or activities of daily class

work furnish interesting material for

integration and correlation. Exam-
ples of general interest are: safety,

health, communication, transporta-

tion, current events, or any study of

community life or of home products.

The teacher and pupil select their

own subject matter, thus giving va-

riety and individuality to the mounts.

Different qualities of work may be

set up in units—work that shows su-

perior ability, that is done by left-

handed children and that centers

around drill or shows definite im-

provement.

The arrangement must be artistic.

Illustrations from art or suggestive

pictures are used on mounts. Card-

board is now available in many at-

tractive colors and is very desirable.

Writing papers are mounted accord-

ing to supplementary tones used.

The writing program is flexible and

furnishes a wealth of display material.

The exhibits are interesting, con-

structive, and effective, and each year

should show some outstanding point

of progress, big enough to measure

pupil, teacher, and supervisor growth.

considerable pen work, filling diplomas,

etc. Mr. Via conducted a course of

lessons in THE EDUCATOR several

years ago. He received his training in

the Zanerian.

Doing Pen Work

Harry R. Via, 6356 Normal Blvd.,

Chicago, the skilled penman with

whose work most of our readers are

familiar, states that he has been doing

Specimens

Mr. J. G. Wootton of the Carolina

Commercial College, Reidsville, North

Carolina, recently sent us a large

specimen of his work containing a com-

bination of ornamental and roundhand.

Mr. Wootton is an enthusiastic fol-

lower of THE EDUCATOR and is a

very skillful penman as well as an all-

round commercial school man.

t^*& od?^W 'SfCey"

By W. Anthony of P. O. Box 3146. Washington. D. C.
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A very beautiful piece of Illumination by the F. W. Martin Company of Boston, Massachusetts. It is a pleasure to
announce that Mr. Martin has contributed a series of engrossed resolutions, diplomas, etc., which will appear in
our columns regularly. For a good many years the Martin Diploma Company has been one of the leading en-
grossing establishments in the United States.

You will do well to study these various designs and place them in your permanent scrap book.
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A dashy, bold signature written in 1911

ENGROSSERS SUPPLIES
At Wholesale Prices

Album Covers. Vellum. Sheepskin. Ilium-
inated Stock Borders Books on Illuminat-
ing bought and sold. Send for Old English
Alphabet and Price List.

THE HARRIS STUD]
Engrossers, Ilium inators. Designers
1403-4 Marquette Building, Chicago

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS!
1 Dor. Embellished 35c
1 Doi. Ornamental 30c
Greeting Cards, Embellished, each.. 25c

Large Greeting Cards, 6x7 in. embellished,
with bird, scroll, lettering, and ornamen-
tal writing:, elaborate, very beautiful. ...$1 .00

Also I give courses in penmanship by mail.
Write for my free book, "How to Become an
Expert Penman," which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. Your
name elegantly written on a card if you en-

close stamp. Write Tiday. T. M. TEVIS,
Box 25-C, Chillicothe, Mo.

A GOOD POSITION
If you want to improve yourself in pen-

manship and engrossing and secure a good
position come to

The Zanerian College of Penmanship,

Columbus, Ohio

612 N. Park St. Write for Circular

A very attractive circular has been
received from Cannon's School of Busi-

ness, Honolulu, Hawaii, which school is

enjoying a good enrollment. We re-

ceived some very fine penmanship from
Cannon's.

TAKE A LETTER!
"Now, Miss Blogg," boomed Jasper

M. Wurtle, Whirlwind Laundry Co., to

his stenographer, "I want you to un-
derstand that when I dictate a letter,

I want it written AS DICTATED and
not the way YOU think it should be.

Understand ?"

"Yes, sir," said Miss Blogg, meekly.

"I fired three stenographers for re-

vising my letters, see?"

"Yes, sir."

The next morning Mr. O. J. Squizz,
of the Squizz Soap Co., received the
following letter:

"Mr. O. K. . . . A. J. . . . something
—look it up—Squizz, President of the

Squizz—what a name!—Flexible Soap
Co., the gyps!!!

"Dear Mr. Squizz: . . . Hmmmmmm
—no, start over . . . he's a crook, but

I can't insult him or the bum'll sue me
. . . quit chewing that gum . . . the

last shipment you sent us was of in-

ferior quality and I want you to under-
stand . . . no, scratch out I want you
to understand . . . ah, I want you to

ship, furnish, ship . . . no, furnish, us
with your regular soap. You needn't

ship us no more, period, or whatever
the grammar is, and please keep that

pencil out of your mouth . . . this darn
cigar is out again—pardon me, pardon
me, and furthermore—where was I

anyway?"
"Paragraph—The soap you sent us

was not fit to wash the dishes . . no,

make it not fit to wash the dog, with
comma, let alone the laundry, comma,

and we are sending it back—period.
Yours truly. Read that now, no never
mind. I won't waste any time on that
egg. And say, how about you and me
going to lunch ?"

From The West Virginia Business
News, Clarksburg, West Virginia.

^.(l>rttfi rales

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

The program of the Eightieth An-
nual Commencement exercises of the
Miami-Jacobs College at Dayton, Ohio,
shows over 240 graduates. This indi-
cates that the school is prospering.
W. E. Harbottle is president.

J. A. Elston, 4 Federal Street, N. S.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, sends speci-
mens of his work regularly to the
Educator. He greatly improved his
Script last year by following the les-

sons in The Educator. He states that
he will be glad to exchange specimens
with any other penman.
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ENGROSSING EXHIBIT

This is part of an exhibit prepared by C. A. Barnett, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Barnett is very active in the penmanship

field today. He believes in preparing fine exhibits and acquainting the public with his work. It takes salesmanship

to sell penwork, the same as it does to sell any product. Engrossers can do well to give this part of their business

more attention.

/ZZS.

^-r-
2.JL3^-ASC?'f^O $<l>°fo°jo# izj.j^yG7ffo

This alphabet shows some varieties of letters. It was made by Parker Zaner Bloser. In selecting styles of letters

it is always well to avoid freaks or letters which are likely to become illegible. Standard type letters are always
best to use.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specia ists for Engraving Purposes

P. 0. Drawer 982 Rochester, N. Y.

The finest

illustrations

ness forms

:

arithmetic, a

By appointme

script obtainable for model
tor bookkeeping texts, busi-

works on correspondence,

id for readers, spellers, etc.

nt only.

m BUSINESS UNIVERSITY

Professional Training
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

ACCOUNTING and C. P. A. COACHING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION and FINANCE
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL-STENOTYPY

Oneof America 'sleadingschooh. Enroll anvtime. Resi-
dent Classes; Home Study. FEEE Placement =• n i-\

emDloyment onporuinilie-. Succe- Book FREE
HILLS BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Dept. Oklahoma City

OFFICE MACHINES

PRUITT
SAVE UP TO 50% ON

Addressing Machines, Dictating Machines,
Adding Machines, Typewriters, Check-
writers.
Write Pruitt, 134 Pruitt Building, Chicago
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We will have more work from Mr. Behrensmeyer. Yes, we have his photo and we expect

to run it so that all may see the man who swings such an exceptionally skillful pen.

Ibcrc.l&iTbc Itorfcc

park IbigbSchool

an& all Chicago,

claim bcr as our own, ano

would honor bcr by ex-

tending to (Diss Mmclia

(Barbarr tbc freedom of

tbc city and a civic reccp.

tion in bcr honor; therefore,

xzbcir^i-

CSolvefc, <Tkit this

Council extend to

(Ibc intrepid

Daring of

tes JTmclia

arbart
the firsroPber

sc* to cross tbeWtkntic

by aeroplane, bas stirred

the admiration and d^rillet>

tbc people of the world

with an appreciation of ber

achievement; and css^sd

The second and third pages of the Amelia Earhart resolution made by the Harris Engrossing Studio of Chicago.
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BROOKMIRE

ECONOMIC
SERVICE

INVESTMENT
AND

ECONOMIC

COUNSELORS

•

Descriptive, booklet

of Brookmire Services and

sample Bulletins on invest-

ment, business and economic

subjects mailed upon request.

Kindly address De/tl. 37

BROOKMIRE
Corporation- Invtslmtnl Counselors and
•AJmintstraltut Economists-Founded 1904

551 Fifth Avenue, IVew York

The Educator

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett T. Zerkle
announce the marriage of their

daughter
Milded

to
Mr. Arthur M. Endter

on Saturday the twenty-ninth of June
nineteen hundred and forty

Springfield, Ohio
At Home

after August first

1429 North Lowry Avenue
Mrs. Endter has been for years in

the penmanship department of the

Cincinnati Public Schools. Previous to

that she supervised handwriting in the
Mansfield Public Schools. She received
her training in penmanship at the
Zanerian as did her father before her.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Reece Roads
announce the marriage of their

daughter
Helen

to

Mr. Dwight Lorenzo Gadbery
on Saturday, the twenty-ninth of June

Nineteen hundred and forty
Ann Arbor, Michigan

After completing his course in the
Zanerian, Mr. Gadbery worked in The
Zaner-Bloser Studio, where he en-
grossed resolutions, lettered Certifi-

cates, and did various types of engross-
ing. This enabled him to secure a posi-
tion with the J. V. Haring Engrossing-
Studio of New York City. After spend-
ing some time in the Haring Studio,
Mr. Gadbery went to Ann Arbor, where
he followed engrossing and took addi-
tional work in the University of Mich-
igan. Mr. Gadbery is one of the finest

engrossers in the country.

C. E. Johnson, a student in the Brant-
ley-Draughon College, Fort Worth.
Texas, under the instruction of Austin
Jones, the penman, is making excellent
headway in penmanship. His Orna-
mental work recently won him a pro-
fessional certificate.

Mr. E. G. Thayer is teaching in

Spencer Business and Secretarial
School, Schenectady, N. Y.
Mr. Thayer formerly taught for C.

W. Jones, Brockton, Mass.; Troy
Business College, Troy, N. Y.; super-
vised handwriting in Rockland, Maine;
and was with the I.C.S. of Scranton.
Pa.

NEW CATALOG
A catalog from the Charleston, W. Va.,

School of Commerce, has been received. E.

C. Stotts and A. H. Daingerfield are the pro-
prietors. Mr. Daingerfield, trained in the
Zanerian, is an enthusiastic penman and in-

sists upon well trained handwriting students.
Courses are offered in Bookkeeping and

Accounting, Stenography, Junior Secretarial.
Senior Secretarial and Comptometry. The
school occupies eight thousand square feet
of floor space in the Morrison Building on one
of Charleston's most beautiful streets. No
expense has been spared to provide the stu-
dents of this school with the most modern
busint-ss training facilities.

Build a Business of Your Own. Buy
Diplomas at Wholesale. Carrv engraved
blanks on hand to engross and fill small
orders. Sell larger quantities lithographed
to order. Sell our Silk lined. Gold Stamped.
Leather Covers: Any size, any Color, any
quantity.

If you are in a position to drum up
some business for yourself, our Diploma
Proposition is a good one : Send for it.

MARTIN DIPLOMA COMPANY
87 Summer Street Boston. Mass.

BOOK REVIEWS

How to Use the Calculator and The

Comptometer, a Twenty - Lesson

Course, by James R. Meehan, Ed.D.,

Department of Business Economics,

Hunter College of the City of New
York. Published by The Gregg Pub-

lishing Company, New York, N. Y.

Paper cover, 60 pages.

The obvious purpose of this combination
text and workbook is to give the student in

twenty lesson periods a skill trained on the

key-driven calculating machines that will be

an asset to all office workers. For the book-
keeper, the order clerk, and many others

—

even for the secretary—this training should

be a vocational asset.

Each of the twenty lessons is divided into

three levels of achievement—on the basis of

slow, average, and bright students. The first

level contains all new learning, review, and
testing. As even the slow students cover this

first level, all are expected to progress to a

new lesson each day. thus giving a complete

cycle of experience to each student in twenty
lesson periods.

Instructions are simple and clear, the tech-

niques are explained and illustrated, and all

work material is in the book. The pages are

perforated, and there are blank spaces for

answers. This text appears to be well adapted

to the rotation plan of teaching office ma-
chines, or for a relatively brief course based

on other plans.

Stenographer's Reference Manual,

Second Edition, by Lenna A. Larsen,

Secretarial Training Instructor,

Milwaukee Vocational School, Lynda

E. Freitag, Typewriting Instructor,

Milwaukee Vocational School, and

Apollonia M. Koebele, English In-

structor, Milwaukee Vocational

School. Published by the South-

western Publishing Company, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Paper cover, 103

pages.

The Stenographers Reference Manual ap-

proaches the problems of the stenographer

from the point of view of helping her to ob-

tain the best results for her employer. It

emphasizes the necessity of attention to de-

tails. This book will be of great service to

the potential and the actual stenographer as

well as to other types of office workers.

All the material has been assembled in an
effort to clarify the problems arising in daily

correspondence. The contents of the book are

based on a tabulation of structural errors

—

violations of basic principles—and mechanical
errors that recurred over a period of years

in the work submitted by both experienced

and inexperienced stenographers. Consequently,

the Stenographer's Reference Manual is in no
sense experimental. It should, therefore, give

both employer and employee correct informa-
tion on challenging questions occurring in

daily correspondence.

Young men and young women need special-

ized training in the fundamentals of office

procedure before assuming actual business

responsibility. Such training is particularly

essential for those who expect to handle of-

fice correspondence. Keen competition requires

the replacing of guesswork with factual

knowledge. There is no excuse today for hap-
hazard work among stenographers.

Constant reference to this manual with its

numerous illustrations and examples will as-

sist in clarifying many of the perplexing

office problems. The manual can be used to

advantage by both the employer and the em-
ployee.
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Flourished by G. A. Gaskill

v^m^UuT*

Flourished by E. H. Fritch

Flourished by C. P. Zaner

INK THAT LIVES

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records . . . for signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions . . . for formal

social usage . . . for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

commend it for trainingyoung

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

and 3 oz. cubes; also pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink, and write

with an ink that will live.

CHAS.M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.

271 NINTH ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HIGGINS

The above cuts were loaned to us by D. L. Stoddard, Route 4, Box 174.

Indianapolis. Indiana.

The McGliee Studio

Makers and desi jners of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates turn shed

143 East State

Trenton, N.

Street

J.
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A piece of work worth studying and preserving. Notice the careful workmanship. It is from Clinton Skillman.

'///s///// '//// '///s '///s '///, '///s '//I

A copy for students of script. It shows how to rule head and base lines. Keep the down strokes uniform and smooth.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in books of interest and value

to commercial teachers including books of

special educational value and books on busi-

ness subjects. All such books will be briefly

reviewed in these columns, the object being

to give sufficient description of each to enable

our readers to determine its value.

Secretarial Training, by Edward J.

McNamara, M. A., LL. D., Principal,

High School of Commerce, New
York, N. Y. Published by The Ron-
ald Press Company, New York, N.

Y. Cloth cover, 304 pages.

This bouk has been rewritten after a careful

study of the most important phases of sec-

retarial work in relation to the needs and
the latest abilities of students. Over a period

of more than twelve years in which the book
has been used in the classroom these principles

of secretarial practice have been developed.

The present volume, therefore, provides a com-
plete teachable textbook covering all the in-

formation and training that a modern secre-

tary needs.

While the basic plan of presentation is es-

sentially the same, greater balance, comprehen-
siveness and teachability have been achieved

by the rounding out of many topics and the
addition of new subject matter. Among the
new chapters will be found material on (1)

telegraphic service, (2) filing, (3) office ma-
chines and appliances, (4) answering the tele-

phone, (5 1 writing minutes and resolutions,

and (6) financial duties and records. With
these topics given complete treatment the text

now furnishes all the information necessary
in acquiring the skill that can reasonably be
demanded of the modern secretary.

In addition to the new and interesting chap-
ters that have been added to this book, the
teacher will find assignments at the close of
each chapter that will do much in developing
the attitudes and qualities that characterize
successful secretaries. Not only are test ques-
tions provided but laboratory exercises are
furnished in which the student has an oppor-
tunity to make practical application of what
has been taught, as, for example, in arrang-
ing itineraries, making a digest of corre-
spondence, etc. These exercises are also un-
usually valuable because they call for the
development of good judgment. The secretary
is presented with a set of circumstances iden-
tical with those that are found in a business
office and the proper action must be taken.

The capable secretary must be resourceful
in getting information that the employer needs.
Sometimes this information is obtained on re-

quest ; at other times it is gathered on the
secretary's initiative.

In this revised book the element of research
is emphasized. Constantly is the secretary re-
quired to secure information, organize it and
record it in a systematic manner for future
reference.

Gilmartin's Word Study, by John G.

Gilmartin, Principal, Duggan and
Begnal Schools, Waterbury, Conn.

Published by Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

New York, N. Y. Cloth cover, 179

pages.

Vocabulary-building is becoming more im-
portant each year, as is evidenced by the fact

:
that many high schools and colleges are now
imaking it an integral part of the English

Every person desires to be able to express
Ihimself fluently and accurately. That euch a
desire is not always an actuality is due largely
fto the scant attention given in the past to the
jsubject of word study. One must admit that
fthe ability to use a reasonably large vocabulary
lis absolutely necessary. The possession of such
a vocabulary overcomes fear and self-con

-

[Sciousness, and supplants them with courage
!and self-possession. To insure the attainment

of this objective is the primary hope and aim
of the author.

The publication of the second edition of

"Webster's New International Dictionary" has
placed its stamp of approval on certain pro-
nouncements which were formerly considered
incorrect. "Word Study" conforms to these
changes in usage, and will by iU up-to-date-

ness and conformity to the usages of leading
American dictionaries, be of great value to

both teachers and students.

The author, in his selection of words, has
utilized the leading and best sources obtain-
able, such as "Thorndike's Teachers* Word
Book," better known as "Thorndike's 10,000

List." This list was prepared by Edward L.

Thorndike, eminent psychologist, of Columbia
University, after a study of millions of words
taken from the Bible, compositions of pupils,

letters, magazines, classics, and the news-
papers. These were catalogued, and the 10,000

most frequently used words were arranged in

the book according to their degree of fre-

quency ; that is, the first 1,000 appeared
more often than those in the 2,000 position,

and so on. The author has also consulted Jones's
List, the Ayre-Buckingham Scale, and lists of

words generally used in the leading business
spellers. He made personal appeals to those
in charge of secretarial forces in large busi-

ness offiices and factories in the Eastern states

for lists of words often misspelled by those
under their charge.

This book is very comprehensive in its con-
tents, including not only extensive lists of

words, with their definitions, and sentences
showing their meanings, but also many lessons
on correct usage and pronunciation. There is

special consideration of prefixes and suffixes,

words derived from foreign tongues, and words
found in different lines of business. Lessons
containing new methods of teaching, such as

the completion test, the true and false test,

and the multiple-choice test, are a feature.

This work contains more than 6.000 words,
with many repetitions for the purpose of em-
phasis. This is, of course, rather too large a
list for ordinary school use, but it affords

the instructor a supply from which he may
make a satisfactory selection.

At thte end of nearly every lesson will be
found questions or remarks pertinent to the
lesson on that page, which should be a decided
help to the student.

Not all words are defined or illustrated, as
this might tend to alienate the pupil from
the use of the dictionary. For the same reason,

diacritical markings for pronunciation are not
given in all cases, particularly when the word
is amply familiar.

Throughout the book will be found tests

related to the subject matter immediately
preceding them. Each test covers approximately
the work of one month.

The Days We Celebrate, Volume IV,

Edited by Robert Haven Schauffler.

Published by Dodd, Mead & Com-
pany, 449 Fourth Ave., New York,

N. Y. Cloth cover, 391 pages.

Whenever you begin to plan for the holiday

celebration, quite automatically you always do
one thing first. You turn to the twenty-one
volumes of OUR AMERICAN HOLIDAYS and
PLAYS FOR OUR AMERICAN HOLIDAYS.
For a good many years now, these books
have given you first—and last—aid in times
of need.

Robert Haven Schauffler's new four-volume
series. THE DAYS WE CELEBRATE, com-
pletes and brings down to date those twenty-
one volumes. Except for holidays not cov-

ered by the first series, most of the plays,

poems, stories, essays, projects, exercises, ac-

tivities, etc., provided for each celebration

are of more recent date than the corresponding
volume of the standard set.

There is a rich wealth of easily staged-and-
acted plays, pageants, masques, and tableaux
—many of them written specially for these
volumes. There is also a generous amount of

material adapted for the use of children of all

THE DAYS WE CELEBRATE is far and
away the best compilation o/ a famous maker
of anthologies. Every owner of his standard
series must have these new volumes.

VOL I. CELEBRATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS
AND OTHER HIGH DAYS: Christmas, St.

Valentine's Day. St. Patricks Day, Easter.

VOL II. CELEBRATIONS FOR FESTI-
VALS: New Year's Day, All Fools' Day, May
Day, Arbor Day. Harvest Festival. Thanks-
giving.

VOL. III. CELEBRATIONS FOR PATRI-
OTIC DAYS : Lincoln's Birthday. Washing-
ton's Birthday, Memorial Day. Flag Day. In-

dependence Day, Armistice Day, Columbus
Day.

VOL. IV. CELEBRATIONS FOR SPECIAL
OCCASIONS: Mother's Dav. Music Week.
Graduation Day, Father's Day. Hallowe'en,

Book Week.

20th Century Bookkeeping and Ac-

counting, Eighteenth Edition, by

Paul A. Carlson, Director of Com-
mercial Education, State Teachers

College, Whitewater, Wisconsin,

Alva Leroy Prickett, Head of Ac-

counting Department, School of

Business, Indiana University, and

Hamden L. Forkner, Professor of

Education, Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Business Education, Teach-

ers College, Columbia University.

Published by South-Western Pub-

lishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cloth cover, 531 pages.

This edition of 20th Century Bookkeeping

and Accounting is based upon recent economic

changes, current business practices, and mod-

ern trends in curriculum revision. This text-

book presents new units that are useful to all

men and women—in business, in public office,

and in their personal affairs—whether they

are employers or employees.

The following are a few of the important

features

:

1. Simplified equation approach.

2. Concrete presentation.

3. Simple vocabulary.

4. Vocabulary study.

5. Spiral development.

G. Gradual expansion of principles.

7. Gradual expansion of applications.

8. Personal, social, and business applications.

9. Wide variety of applications.

10. Complete-cycle projects.

11. Step-by step development of principles.

12. Emphasis on proof of records.

13. Emphasis on correcting errors.

14. Emphasis on interpretation of records.

15. Model sets.

16. Introduction of budgeting.

17. Emphasis on realism.

18. Use of standard forms.

19. Use of standard practices.

Equipment and Supplies for Nursery

Schools, Kindergartens, Primary

Schools. Published by the Associa-

tion for Childhood Education, 1201

Sixteenth St. N. W., Washington,

D. C. Paper cover, 40 pages.

Administrators and teachers are confronted

with lengthy lists and numerous suggestions

from many sources, but definite information

often is lacking as to the quality of the ma-
terial and its actual value in the schoolroom
as an educational medium.

Appreciating this problem, the Association

for Childhood Education, through its Com-
mittee on Equipment and supplies, continuously
maintains test centers in various sections of

the country. Manufacturers are invited to Bend
materials to these centers for examination and
testing. Each article is placed in actual class-

room use and results recorded on a check
list.

This pamphlet mentioned above
of recommended materials revised
uary. 1948.

list
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Famous Letters

We have received a number of requests for specimens from C. P. Zaner. The above letter was written by him
It will be new to our readers. It is a letter which should be in every penman's scrap book.

The Beacomian. published by the
students of Beacom College, Wilming-
ton, Del., reaches our desk each month.
In the June number appeared a list of
166 students who have been placed in
positions since January 1st to Decem-
ber 31st.

J. B. Troyer of 6912 Euclid Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio, visited the Zaner-

ian recently. Mr. Troyer attended

the Zanerian many years ago and is

still interested in good handwriting.

Some of the finest business writinj'

we have received from any corre

spondence student in the past fev

months has been received from W. E

Davey, Capreol, Ont., Canada.
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c^ cS

pecial drill on the back of c will help you in getting a neat looking letter. Always cheek the movement at the

3p of c when it appears in a word. Some make the c too tall when beginning words, confusing it with the capital

. Draw a line along the top of your word to see if the c is no higher than other small letters.

"aaa ao aaa
& (3 a & (l.,q ^eee^^c

(ra,d
'ractice the exercises if you cannot make a good C. Study their shape and freedom. You acquire skill daily by
racticing exercises, letters and words.

lotiee the parallel effect in the back of C. Curve the beginning stroke. There should be a good oval in every good
'. The loop should be the same size as the loop in O. Finish with a graceful curve the same as in small i.

a writing the words watch slant and spacing. Try to have the spaces in and between letters the same.

>o not hurry on the down strokes of a and c. See that ac does not appear as oe, and ai as ae. The i should be
arefully dotted directly above the i. Study each combination of letters. Each combination has some special thing
'hich may require study and practice.

^Sl^ig^^X^^^^

'he e should be kept open and full, otherwise it may look like small i. Keep the down strokes straight. Here are
ome exercises you may practice. Use different exercises as you feel the need for them. When your muscles are stiff

nd cramped, limber them up by working on some exercises.
!heek your position. Keep the feet on the floor uncrossed. The back should be straight. Rest the forearm on
le fleshy part of the muscle below the elbow. Point the knuckles toward the ceiling. The hand should glide freely.

nd rigidness. Review these exercises frequently. Do not grip the holder tightly. Relax muscles at elbow,
ee how easily you can move the arm. Avoid stiffness.

The Alumni of the Nashua Business
ollege, Nashua, N. H., recently held a
stimonial dinner in honor of Alison
. Barbour, who has completed 50
ears of service in commercial educa-

Mr. Barbour started out as a
inman, having attended the Zanerian
1899. Mr. Barbour has had a long,

lccessful career in commercial edu-
ition.

A. H. Forkner, Principal of the Col-

lege of Commerce, Stockton, Cal., re-

cently purchased the Modesto Business

College, Modesto, Calif. Mr. Forkner

is planning to run the two schools and

to bring the Modesto school up on the

level with his Stockton school.

An invitation to the July Com-

mencement Exercises of the Bethle-

hem Business College of Bethlehem,

Penn., has been received. From the

program which contains a list of 96

graduates we see that the Bethlehem

Business College is enjoying a good

enrollment.



Carl w. a. Anderson Lx.
R. 3, Box 60
McLean County

Learn to Write on Ihe Blackboard
A guide for all who desire to learn to write well on the

blackboard.

The book contains 32 pages, size 5*4x6% inches.

Good blackboard writing inspires confidence in one's

ability. All teachers should be master of this art. This
book makes the work interesting and easy to acquire.

It is very important that a teacher should be a good
blackboard writer. Indeed, it is more important that she
write well upon the board than upon paper, although very
necessary that she excel in both. By being a good penman,
she knows through experience how much patience and per-

severance are required to learn to write well. By being able to write well upon the black-

board, she can in a short time show many pupils how to practice in order to write well.

And by so doing she can enthuse them so that they may be interested, instructed and en-
thused; for it takes all three elements to lead a class onward to success.

This volume is issued in response to a number of requests for practical suggestions in

presenting practical writing to classes from the blackboard. It is the teacher's chief and
most potent method of showing, for there is much truth in the old saying that "Seeing is

believing."
Blackboard Writing $0.25")

The Educator, one year 1.50 (. Both for $1.50

$1.75j

Fascinating Pen Flourishing
CONTAINING A COMPLETE COURSE AND A COLLECTION OF MASTER-

PIECES PRODUCED BY LEADING PENMEN

Fascinating
PenFlouris" ,sj^

NER BLOSER COMPANY

The most pretentious work ever published which is de-

voted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating art of flour-

ishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how to

make the simplest strokes and exercises and finishes with a

great variety of designs displaying the highest degree of

skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the following
penmen of national fame appears in this book : C. P. Zaner,
E. L. Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Lehman, W. E. Dennis,
H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flickinger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L.

Glick, H. L. Darner, L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behr-
ensmeyer, M. B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer,
E. A. Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A. Gas-
kell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A. Wesco.

Size 8V->xll in., 80 pages beautifully bound.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing $1.00"
The Educator, one year 1.50

j,

$2.50

612 NORTH PARK STREET

The Zaner-Bloser Company
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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PENMANSHIP SUPPLIES
Penmanship Tablet No. 9

<7)
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THE ZANER-BLOSER CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Penmanship Tablet No. 4

The Zaner-Bidser Co.

No. 4 Tablet contains pen and ink paper
for Grades 3 and 4 of the same quality and
ruling as the 600 sheet packages. Used very
extensively.
Size 8x6*4. Contains 40 sheets No. 4 paper.

1 Tablet, postpaid, 10c, net.

Packed 144 Tablets in a carton.

No. 4 Tablets. Price, per doz. 80c

ruling and quality as the No. 9 penNo. 9 Tablet is the same
very convenient for handling.
Forty sheets No. 9 ink paper, size 8x10%. for grades 3 to 8.

Packed 144 Tablets to carton.

No. 9 Tablets. Price, per dozen 1.00

,nd ink paper. Tablets are

tablet, postpaid, 10c, net.

Pencil Tablet No. 2 Writing Frame for Beginners

L The /ah RBicstn Co.

The blue pencil paper for Grades 1 and 2
in No. 2 Tablet is the same in ruling and
quality as the paper in 500 sheet packages.
Tablets are very convenient for handling.

Forty sheets No. 2 paper. Size 8xl0Vi.

Price, per dozen $1.00

Prevents turning hand to the right

A large number of testimonials
from users of this frame could be
given if space permitted.
One Writing Frame, postpaid, net,

15c.

Net price, 40 or more Frames,
each 12 '/2 c

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. Park St. Columbus, Ohio
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IN MY OLD
KENTUCKY
HOME

Dixie Hospitality in the atmosphere of the

Old South. Comfortable beds — spacious

HOTEL

SEELBACH
500 ROOMS $1.75 up

visit the DERBY ROOM

Spend a pleasant

hour in this justly

famous Bavarian

Bar and Cafe
Lounge—thorough-

ly AIR CONDI-
TIONED — always

70°.

WALNUT AT 4frh STREETS

LOUISVILLE

Professional Training

in Shorthand

Post-graduate courses at The Gregg College

thoroughly prepare for private secretaryships, court

reporting, and commercial teaching positions.

All departments are in charge of expert and

experienced instructors. Graduates are uniformly

successful and are located in all parts of the United

States.

Students for advanced courses may enroll any

Monday— progress being individual. Day and

evening sessions open all year. Free Placement

Service.

Write today for catalogue giving details about

this most distinctive school.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

A^Z
ST. LOUIS
Newest Downtown Hotel

ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS
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Or /Relaxation
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Here you will find everything to fur-

ther your comfort and enjoyment

—

outside ocean-view rooms . . . sun
deck . . . beautiful dining room at the

ocean's edge . . . superb cuisine . . .

varied sports . . . and entertainment.

You'll like your fellow guests . . . and
the delightfully friendly atmosphere
of The Chelsea.

Sptclal Weekly Rales.

ATLANTIC CITY
JOIl HUMAN • I. CHtlSTIAN MY£«S JULIAN A. HIUMAN

FORT

MEIGS
HOTEL

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hote

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable

accommodations and reasonable rates.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime

Buffet serve the best food in Ohio.

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TOLEDO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

I mm Hi 4^1A-A£1

Hotel Philadelphian
Highly Recommended by Experienced Travelers the World Over for its Warm Hospi-
tality; its Excellent Cuisine Served in Comfortably Air-Conditioned Restaurants; its
Convenient Location to the Business Section ; and its Unlimited Parking Facilities.

600 ROOMS with Bath From $2.50 Up
DANIEL CRAWFORD, JR., President & General Manager

39th and Chestnut Streets PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

HOTEL OHIO
Right in the heart of things in Youngstown, the Ohio provides you with

greater comfort and a cordial atmosphere. Good beds, good food and

economical rates assure you of the best in hotel enjoyment. A highly

trained personnel attends to all details during your stay at Hotel Ohio.

400 ROOMS «om $2
H. R. PETERSON, Manager

YOUNGSTOWN
OHIO

Provides for Variation

in Student' s Abilities

New Standard Typewriting

Abundant Material

Correct Forms Only

Best Current Usage

Clear, Concise Direc-

tions

Interesting Topical

Arrangement

Distinct Type

Durable Binding

Good Illustrations

Nathaniel Altholz

Director of Commercial Education,

Board of Education,

City of New York

by

and

Charles E. Smith

Specialist in Typewriting Instruction,

Trainer of Every World's Professional

Typewriting Champion

We might elaborate one feature after another—the topical arrangement of applied

problem material ; the interesting, instructive, carefully selected exercise and project

material; the constant attention to the interest and convenience of pupil and teacher;

the method by which the entire class, with no slighting of individual aptitude, mas-

ters the keyboard together.

But it all comes down to just this: Here is the typewriting text -which -will serve

you best. New Standard Typewriting is now in wide use, in every case with the

most satisfactory results. Embodying ideas gathered from exceptional experience

and thorough understanding of actual classroom problems, it stands approved by

every test of expert opinion and practical demonstration.

The Most USABLE Text Ever Devised

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
New York Chicago
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Published August 15, 1940

GREGG
SPEED BUILDING
ONE-YEAR COURSE

by

John R. Gregg %
160 lessons of advanced shorthand training correlated and

graded for sequence.

•k 671 pages of the most perfectly balanced materials for advanced

shorthand instruction that Dr. John R. Gregg has ever contrib-

uted to business education.

*k A daily teaching plan for a whole year that will bring a smile of

satisfaction to the most exacting teacher. A rich appendix for

special features, including 9,700 words of Congressional dic-

tation.

•fa Over 125,000 words of practical, business dictation at the right

speeds, and with the right tempo for the student to attain job

preparedness. Systematic provision for transcription training.

One-third of the book consists of beautiful shorthand plate

material.

if Contains the same teaching plan and the same rapid learning

procedures that characterize "Gregg Speed Building, New, Re-

vised Edition," the one-semester text that has become so pop-

ular during the past two years.

•fc The greatest bargain ever offered schools for a complete year

of advanced shorthand instruction.

Subject to regular school and teacher dis-

count.

Write our nearest office for further in-

formation.

LIST
PRICE

*1.50

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago San Francisco Toronto London
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HANDWRITING
It is very unfortunate that the

average boy or girl attending school

today does not realize the IMPOR-
TANCE of learning to write a rapid,

legible hand. I know of nothing that

attracts more FAVORABLE atten-

tion or that is APPRECIATED more.

Even those who write a POOR hand

admire good, neat, legible writing.

A good handwriting is a great as-

set in school, especially as one pro-

gresses through the various grades,

including high school and college;

and it affords one of the easiest and

best ways of attracting FAVOR-
ABLE attention when applying for

a job.

Not only does a good handwriting

help one to SECURE a job, but it

enables one to render more EFFI-
CIENT service and ADVANCE more
rapidly. One may be ever so good

a bookkeeper or accountant, but if

he does not write a good hand he

can not sell his bookkeeping or ac-

counting knowledge or use it to earn

a good salary anything like so

EASILY as he could if he wrote a

nice, neat, legible hand.

The INDIVIDUAL who writes a

nice, attractive hand, naturally AD-
MIRES it himself; in fact, takes more

PRIDE in his work. Of course, the

best time to LEARN to write a good

THE EDUCATOR
Published monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,
612 N. Park St., Columbus, O.

E. A. LUPFER.._ Editor
PARKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

By GEO. A. MEADOWS

Geo. A. Meadows

hand is when one first starts to school

—in the very lower grades—but it is

NEVER too late to try to IMPROVE
one's handwriting. The main thing is

to provide oneself with good material

and good copy, as well as good in-

structions.

The instructions are more impres-

sive, if they can be received per-

sonally, and if the proper DEMON-
STRATIONS as to position, posture,

etc., can be shown. On the other

hand, with GOOD COPY and GOOD
MATERIALS— plus a real DE-

SIRE to LEARN—one can MAKE
PROGRESS, if he will follow WRIT-

TEN or PRINTED instructions. The

only thing is, he should be sure to

READ the instructions carefully, and

try to FOLLOW them closely.

To the youngster of today, as well

as to the up-and-coming young bus-

iness man or woman, we would say:

"SPEND MORE TIME LEARNING
TO WRITE A GOOD HAND." It will

help you throughout your life, es-

pecially in GETTING A JOB, render-

ing BETTER SERVICE, and AD-
VANCING MORE rapidly.

38TH ANNIVERSARY

The Detroit Commercial College

celebrated its 38th year of successful

training of office workers. More than

700 messages of congratulations were

received at the opening of the regu-

lar Fall term. We congratulate R. J.

McLean, the president, on his suc-

cess and wish him many more years

of success.

COME AGAIN

A club of 111 subscriptions has just

been received from J. D. Rice of the

Chillicothe Business College, Chilli-

cothe, Mo. Mr. Rice is one of Amer-

ica's most enthusiastic penmanship

teachers.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada, 10c more; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the

old as well as the new address.
Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium

through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the month
for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus, 0.

ALL CAN LEARN TO WRITE WELL
Every boy and girl from the first grade up can learn to write legibly, and easily.

First, the teacher should take an interest in handwriting and lead the way. The teacher should help the pupils to

learn the proper form of each letter, and the movement required to make each letter. Writing is so simple that

some teachers neglect to give it enough time.

There are hundreds of simple things which one can do the correct way, if he knows what is correct. For instance
the placing of a dot over the i requires very little skill. Any first grader can do it correctly after he has been shown
that the dot should be placed above the i directly in line with the slant of the i and twice as high as the i is high.

But how many adults stab at the i, placing the dot away to right or to the left of the i, or omit it entirely ? The
same thing is true of the t crossings, turns, angles, and a hundred other simple things. They require very little

skill, but they do require a correct knowledge of the form and caie in making them. Carelessness in little

things makes writing illegible. There must be daylight in the e or it will look like i. Turns in n and u must be
plain and distinct or the letters become confusing.

WATCH THE SLANT
Where the slant is off, the teacher should give the pupil special attention. Possibly the angle of the paper is not
quite right or the writing may be done too far away or too far to the right. Pull all down strokes towards the center
of the body. The simple test of drawing slant lines down through the letters to show slant can be made by anyone.
Keep repeating this slant line tests until uniform slant is secured.

STUDY SPACING
Equal space in and between words is desirable. The space between words should be a trifle greater than in words.
Black in the turns and body pails of the letters and see if you have some degree of uniformity. Properly spaced
writing is easy and pleasing to read.

This will provide a review of the O and also call attention to position. It is very important that you start with
a good healthy position. Check the position of every pupil. See that the left-handed student is holding his paper
with the top pointing to the upper left side of desk.

Keep the down stroke of the a (i part) straight. Get the a different from the o. Do not hurry on the second
part of a. Make many lines of each exercise.

~p -p -p> -p ppO; i°'p c-p p -p p -p

Study the dotted lines. Get a free swing on the oval of P. The oval should be only one half as large as the
entire letter.
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REQUIRE GOOD WORK IN ALL WRITING

Handwriting is required of every one and every one can write well if they will put forth honest effort.
Every teacher should know good handwriting and how well each student can write. She should demand that
every paper handed in in all subjects be of a passing standard. By requiring all work to come up to the standard
required of her grade the standard would not only be maintained but eventually be raised. Scales showing stand-
ards for each grade are available at small cost, and should be in each room.

Let us require a fair standard of writing from every one and our handwriting will improve in ease and legibility.
Regular handwriting instruction, good supplies and a good penmanship text are essential in mastering good hand-
writing.

Let us resolve that each student in our school this year must learn a fair handwriting.

Each letter has some form or movement which needs your special attention. Loops which cause a lot of trouble
should be full, with plenty of daylight. The shoulder of the r and the retraces on v, o, w, and b required more
time to make correctly. So, in each letter you will find something interesting and essential for legibility. Study
them and you will improve your writing and find it a real interesting subject.

These are good exercises to get freedom and graceful turns. Run them off with the arm rather than the finger
movement.

This copy is large so that you can study the angles and turns. Try it large, then reduce it in size. Get the
down strokes straight and on the same slant.

rhis is a review of A and P. Both letters have a straight down stroke and both are made freely. Study the
Similarities and differences of various letters.

Be sure to work on the small letter combinations. Give special attention to the places where you should stop or
?heck the motion as on the shoulder of r and retrace of w, etc.

e, & ee & jy/y^/xjyjy
This is a review of C and presents a new letter, D. Make the down stroke of D straight. Get the loop in C and
he final loop of D the same size.
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SIZE IS IMPORTANT

Learn the proper size of letters. The short or minimum sized letters are a, c, e, i. m, n, o, r, s, u, v, w, and x.

Compare them with the extended group, t, d, and p. Then take the tall or loop letters, b, f, h, k, 1, and j, y, q, g, f, z.

Draw lines to test the height of letters.

Check the size of all the letters as suggested above.

*)

0) 0) 0) 0) 0) 0) <T) &) &~) &) 0) 0) 0) 0) O) Oj
y

The beginning stem of many letters, master it. The down stroke in the loop is curved. Come down to the base
line straight and stop on the base line.

TlO TbO *>vO "?vO TisQ "^O 9i\

Use a free running movement in N. End as in i. Practice the N with H, K, U, W, etc.

Ik, T/v?L n

This running exercise is fine to develop a free movement. It helps to get nice round tops and sharp retraces.

Watch spacing. Study M and N together. Notice the similarity of N and U.

/2^Cr-T>CS-^<^d.

Use mainly arm movement. If you use much finger movement your work will be cramped and labored. Thati
does not mean that you are not permitted to use some finger action.

uuuy IsUus U^us uuu/ OC^z^t^t^- L/L<^i^'̂^Ce^L

The U is like N with slight changes in turns and retraces.

Every boy and girl should learn to write the words, United States and to appreciate their meaning.
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7
...z/....^...^...^...2 .;r .cr y. 7? / ^Ztfjz^^rfp

You will want to make figures for other classes. You should make good figures for unless they are legible
they are not any good. Make the dates and headings on your daily papers plain and carefully.

This is an important plate. Study it carefully. See how open and clear each letter is made. Do you crowd
any of your letters or scatter them in places ? Turn your paper upside down and see if the turns in u's look
like those in n's.

^^^^^^L^^^U^^^^^^ ^^

Write the months, September and October carefully. See if you can improve your headings. Practice as sug-
gested in the above copy.

W-C^^JL-

Recheck your position. Study the illustrations in last month's issue. Don't grip the holder.
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Address to Rotary Clubs
DORIS ALMY

I know that most men think that

a woman should not invade a man's

Private domain. However, I will

promise you that I shall not live up

to the reputation of my sex that a

woman never knows when to stop

talking.

When I asked what I should talk

about, I was told to say anything but

to be sure and have plenty of stories.

Therefore, I shall begin with the old

story of Johnnie and his teacher.

It seems that Johnnie arrived at

school early one morning and finding

no one in the room and feeling very

brave indeed wrote in bold letters

upon the blackboard, "I can kiss

better than any boy in this room."

After the class had entered, the

teacher, a sweet young thing, asked,

"who put that on the board?"

Johnnie still feeling brave admitted

his guilt and forthwith was told to

remain after school. Some half hour

after school was dismissed, the gang

hailed him as he strutted out of the

building. "I say," John, "What did

she do?"
"I ain't a saying nothing fellows,"

replied Johnnie. "Not a thing, only

it certainly pays to advertise."

Because I feel as Johnnie did, that

it pays to advertise one's business es-

pecially if it is a worthwhile one that

I have the courage to invade men's

service clubs.

Advertising has been recognized as

a medium for promoting good busi-

ness for many years. Years ago our

grandmothers were told to eat their

carrots and crusts of bread if they

wished to be beautiful; today the

radio tells us to use everything from
Life-Buoy Soap to Yeast Cakes if

we wish to obtain the glamour which
Dr. Hill of Yale says more teachers
need.

The teaching profession has not yet
learned to advertise. That is the es-

sential reason why you have not heard
from us before. Penmanship plays
such a vital part in the everyday
life of the individual that we are
often shocked to find it a habit which
is greatly abused. Penmanship helps

the individual "to discover his own
powers and limitations, and to know
the best and largest possibilities of

his heiedity."

If I should ask you how many of

you write so that it can be read
I'm afraid that some of you would
be embarrassed. Perhaps you know
someone among you whose messages
you can never decipher and who
should have someone sent along with
the message to interpret it. If on the

other hand, I should ask you how
many of you like to receive legible

handwriting on all your business

forms you would all admit that you

did, for "surely it is better business

to sign one's letters legibly than to

insult a customer by writing so poorly

that no one can decipher it and which

even an amateur can forge. The most

important thing a man has to do is to

sign his name. It is his photograph.

He should not be obliged to identify it

by means of the typewriter or his

letter heads. Many signatures are

like that of the traveling gentleman

who having signed the register was
asked by the clerk, "And what is

your name, sir?"

Doris Almy, Supervisor of Handwrit-
ing of Fall River, Massachusetts, and

President of the N. A. P. T. S.

"Can't you read?" snapped the

guest, "I just wrote my name."

"Yes sir," replied the clerk, "But
that is what aroused my curiosity/'

The commercial world has a right

to demand good handwriting and I

am glad to say that at the Eastern
Commercial Teachers Convention this

spring they laid special emphasis on

the point that all commercial stu-

dents should be good penmen. This

ties up with the joint resolution

adopted by the New York Chamber
of Commerce and a Committee of

Commercial High School Heads, when
they listed "Legible Handwriting" as

the first requirement of a commercial
high school graduate.

American business lost $80,000,00(

through faulty handwriting during

1939. Let us check as to how this

was possible. Did you ever try tc

read your grocer's invoice of youi
purchases ? If you haven't tried it 1

assure you that it will be a revela-,

tion when you do. You'll be certainlj

surprised when you find what yov.

have paid for.

Then I defy anyone to read somt
of the sales slips which are sent fron
the counters to the offices of manj
department stores. How in the nam>
of prehistoric periwinkles the book
keepers know what has been sold is ;

mystery to me. They are rather lik<

the cartoon of Pop and his long
legged friend who were sitting to

gether in an office. The long-leggei
one said, "Nice drawing you havi
here, Pop." "That's not drawing,'
said Pop, "That's writing." Like thi

caption to the cartoon the sales slip;

should be labeled, "Some Scrawl."

Leave the stores and go to you
dead letter office. The figures run inti

the millions in stamps alone no
counting the parcel post package
that are never claimed or the salarie

of the clerks who are employed fo
the sole purpose of identifying th
hieroglyphics sent through the mails
But you say—Why is handwritinj

today worse than it has been fo
years ? Has the typewriter sup
planted longhand? What can we d
about it?

Did the automobile prevent peopl
from walking ? Of course not. Nei
ther can you blame the typewrite
for poor writing for that instrumen
has been in use since 1865. Hanc
writing was at its best from 189C
1921. At one time parents and scho(
officials considered that to write
good hand was an asset but with th
economic depression, politicians an
would-be efficiency experts (all du
respect to them) believed that per
manship was an unnecessary ev
which cost too much to maintaii

Considering a loss of $80,000,000 th:

seems somewhat erroneous.

What happened ? Standard system
of handwriting were dropped or haL
heartedly used. Teachers endeavors
to teach what they did not kno^
especially the new ones just fres

from college. Under a supervise

system the supervisors train thes

new instructors and see to it that tl

standards are maintained. With si

pervisors dismissed everyone did J

they pleased and in some cases n<

thing was done.
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Writing is not difficult. Since in-
ifference and laziness are handwrit-
lg's worst enemies you must first
rive them away for anyone with one
ood eye and one good arm can learn
•> write if he has the desire and the
etermination to do so.

A certain Michael whom I once had
i school wrote the following compo-
tion which proves that even the
umblest can learn to write:

The Value Of Penmanship
"The value of penmanship is that it

arns you to write well. At the be-
mning you will find it hard but after
ivhile it will be easy. When you
row up, you might even become a
;nmanship teacher and think of the
)ugh you'll make. It might be that
>u might become one of the best
achers in the United States. Look
; Miss Almy she began as we did
id look—she has become a penman-
lip teacher. Once in awhile she is

lied to New York. Just the same
you put your mind to it you'll write
good as any teacher in this

ulding."
However, if you are to have good
nmanship it must be taught.
Another reason for poor penman-
ip is poor equipment. Poor desks,
i and worn, that should have been
nsioned off years ago. Poor qual-
r of pens, paper, and ink (much of
e stuff, some of the teachers have
use, you wouldn't have in your

ice of business).

Still another reason (the brainless
one) that it is clever to write a mis-
erable, illegible signature because it

is a mark of genius. Horace Greeley
was a great man but how much
greater would he have been if many
of his messages could have been read.
Then there are those who in spite

of loss of money will argue, "But
uniform handwriting takes away in-
dividuality." This excuse is usually
given by poor penmen. No two people
write exactly alike. Height, length
of arms, etc., prevent us from being
like the proverbial two peas in a pod,
which science has proven after all
are not exactly alike. Individuality
is not lost by training, it is won.
Handwriting plays an important

part in the life of a child. From the
time he is old enough to hold a crayon
he wants to write. He is proud and
happy if he can write well.
The children of America have al-

ready begun to pay for the mistakes
of the generations which came before
them. It seems hardly fair that
your child should be the sacrifice in
the mad rush to economize in educa-
tion.

Handwriting is not a frill. It is a
vital necessity. Since the earliest be-
ginnings of our American educational
system, writing has been a funda-
mental requirement. It must be
maintained.
Handwriting may be looked upon

as "one of the greatest bulwarks of

defense for education against the at-
tacks of fads and fancies, irrational
procedures and failures to show re-
sults."

Since the sword is mightier than
the pen we must teach our children
to use their pens effectively. We
must teach them to keep the pattern
of legible handwriting always before
them.
A teacher once said, "Tommie

Ears have you—but you hear not

—

eyes have you—but you see not."
"Ah," replied Tommie, "but I've got
them."

I have shown you some of the
causes and cures of an $80,000,000
loss to business. There are none so
blind who will not see nor hear.
"While emphasis is made in various

fields of learning and skills, contin-
ued emphasis must be placed on hand-
writing as a better means of learn-
ing."

Handwriting standards must be
maintained that no one need be
ashamed of the product. Good hand-
writing stimulates respect for good
workmanship and good business.

May I hope that one of your aims
this year be based around the letters
of your name R*0*T*A*R*Y.
Writing of trained arms reaps

yearly. And in order that you may
get your yearly reapings from good
penmanship, see to it that a means
to an end are there.

Written by one of the active young penmen of today. White ink on black cards is very
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Benefits of Democracy
by Sam Cooper,

Omaha Central High School

Winner of one thousand dollar prize and gold medal in the national contest conducted

by the Ladies' Auxiliary of the Veterans of the Foreign Wars.

Democracy to me is not something

abstract and far off. It is with me at

home, on the street, at school. It is

with me when I walk, talk and sleep.

It is like the very air I breathe.

My father owns a small grocery

store That is not much in itself, per-

haps. But my father was an immi-

grant Where else would he be al-

lowed to own a business, except in

a democracy like America's ? Where

else would I be allowed to attend

school? Where else would my bro-

ther have the freedom of entering the

trade he chose? And we are treated

like human beings! We do not have

to sit on a special bench, nor wear

a certain type of clothing.

For this is American democracy.

Sometimes we sit at home and voice

our opinion on one subject or another.

None of us need fear that somebody

will report us to a storm trooper.

We can read any book, newspaper or

magazine that is published and they

are not censored. We can go to

sleep at night and be assured that we
will not be awakened and be dumped
across a border. We can awake in

the morning and hear footsteps and

"know it is the milkman; not the

gestapo".
For this is American democracy.

I can walk on any side of the street

and carry myself with a kindly air

for by law I am equal with anybody

else. I can go into any public build-

ing and be treated with respect. I

can speak with my friends and say

what I wish. My father can vote and
does vote, not because of duty, but

because of privilege. We feel proud

that he does his part in the business

of government. Those that are elected

are not our masters, forcing us to do

their bidding; but servants ready to

do ours.

For this is American democracy.

I have the privilege of attending a

public high school. Here, perhaps, is

the greatest expression of a demo-
cratic institution. In the first place

the school is administered by the pub-
lic. No one is denied an education,

not even the poorest. It is truly a
melting pot for here are gathered
students of practically all nationali-

ties, creeds, and color. There are
Germans, Italians, English, French,
Chinese, Catholics, Protestants, Jews,
whites, blacks. Furthermore, not
even the faculty has the entire say
so about matters pertaining to the
school. There is a student council,

composed of representatives of the

pupils, who are able to voice their

ideas in the operation of the school.

This talk was given before

the teachers of the Omaha Pub-

lic Schools in our first general

assembly of the year.

The young man who gave this

is the son of an immigrant

father and mother who came to

America a comparatively short

time ago, and who undoubtedly

have a reason for feeling their

great loyalty to the United

States in a way that the aver-

age American-born citizen can-

not realize

In delivering this talk before

Ihe fourteen hundred teachers

assembled, he gave it in an off-

hand, very impressive manner

without notes, which I assure

you made a deep impression on

his hearers. The copy I am en-

closing herewith is one of sev-

eral thousand that have been

run off in the Superintendent's

office and distributed through-

out the school system.

J. A. SAVAGE,
Supervisor of Hand-
writing.

For this is American democracy.

In the physics class I read of laws
discovered not only by Americans, but
also by Greeks, Germans, Italians. In
the French class I get benefit of

French culture. Democracy has a dis-

tinct advantage of utilizing foreign
progress when and where it sees fit.

Not only do we benefit by the science

and culture but also by their political

systems. View the fact that we have
socialism in the government owner-
ship and operation of roads, buildings,

schools, water works, power plants,

the army and the navy. We have
facism in a policeman, a health offi-

cer, a railway commissioner. In this

country we harmonize the best points

of each system and the culture and
science of each nation.

For this is American democracy.

In the economics class, in the dis
cussion club, in periodicals, I find tha
all is not too well in this country
"One-third of the nation is ill-fed, ill

clad, and ill-sheltered. Ten millio'

are in the ranks of the unemp!oye<
army. There are strikes and riots

In the debate class I criticized th
government for sometimes being cor
rupt and inefficient. I was not place
in a concentration camp. No on
thought this was strange. We a!

realized that this nation is not perfec
nor does it claim to be. Democrac
is not stationary; it is progressive. )

gives us a chance to bring it neare
perfection because we know the trutl

The significant point is that we are
free people and have the power to de
mand and get improvements.

For this is American democracy

Sometimes I become so concerne
with my own small problem I pit

myself. To avoid this I begin to thin
of the millions of people living i

totalitarian states under tyrannic!

rule. They have so little opportunit
and I have so much! I can prepai
myself and enter into any vocatio

I like. I can go anywhere and de;

with anyone.

For this is American democracy.

Democracy is much more than tV

declaration of independence, the col

stitution, and our laws. Other ns

tions have had representative forir

of government and lost it. It is bi

yond paper and ink. There is somi

thing about the American people ths

continually seeks freedom. Perhap
it is our heritage and principles. Pe:

haps it is the ideals that have so lor

been imbedded in our hearts. Pe
haps it is the realization that mc
can live together in peace and happ
ness. Whatever it is I am glad th;

I might take part in these benefit

In general it allows me to act tl

way I think men should act. I hoj

that I can find my place in this Ame
ican democracy.

Because of these benefits when tl

stars and stripes wave I can trutl

fully say this is my flag, my dem
cratic America.

Good handwriting builds

character and confidence and is

an asset in any responsible

position; scrawly, illegible hand-

writing retards progress and

is destructive.
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Our Lesson in Manuscript Writing
By Jane Elaine Wilson

Jttle people, Alice has a story to tell us this morning. All ready Alice. "Alice": My doll and I went to Grand-
lother's. Grandmother lives in the country. We played in the fields. We saw a bird flying I thought it said-
Pull-ear, pull-ear." I ran to the house, crying—Oh Granny! "Let me in, let me in, Pull-ear, pull-ear " Granny
iughed and laughed. She said the bird said—"Kill-deer, kill-deer," so that was its name. Mother gave me a
licture of the funny bird.

"hanks, Alice. That was a very nice story. Let us make a game out of Alice's story. How many boys and girls
mild like to play Alice's story. We next dramatized Alice's story—then learned to write the words "bird" and
doll" at the blackboard. The children enjoyed the lessons at the blackboard. The next day all the children who
ould write the words from memory were given a primary pencil and practice paper. On Friday all of the children
rere able to label the pictures of the bird and doll in their Print Practice Books. They were delighted to find that
'age 4 looked better than the first page. I have a stamping outfit. Every week I stamp each child's lesson if he
as improved. The children love their writing books—and how they work for the stamps!

Written by G. C. Greene, Banks College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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How Can the Co-operation of Teachers of Other Subjects in Platoon

Schools Be Secured by the Supervisor of Handwriting

Before preparing this paper, I con-

ferred with Superintendent S. 0.

Hartwell, who is considered father of

the Platoon Schools. Then I wrote
to the principals of the St. Paul
schools asking them what they are

doing to get this co-operation in

"Carry-over". Much that I have to

say is the result of this conference

and answers to these letters.

We will all agree with Mr. Hart-
well, when he says that this problem
is not peculiar to handwriting, that

the same kind of teacher who fails to

"Carry-over" in oral and written Eng-
lish (for instance) does not assume
the responsibility of handwriting.

You know this type of teacher who
says "I do not teach English (or

Handwriting) so that is not my job."

It is our duty as Supervisor to stimu-

late the right attitudes and ideals in

this type of teacher. We do not

worry about the teacher with the

broad, professional spirit who has the

children's welfare at heart and who
realizes that development must be

along all lines.

How can the cooperation of these

teachers of other subjects be secured

by the Supervisor of Handwriting?
There are four avenues:

1. By providing means for enlight-

ening these teachers

2. By seeking correlation of all

subjects through the cooperation

of the Supervisors of other de-

partments

3. By helping the Superintendent
to supply each school with a well

prepared, wide-awake special

teacher of Handwriting, who, be-

cause of her personality and
efficiency commands the respect

of both teachers and pupils in

her work
4. By encouraging principals and

special teachers to work our

schemes of "Carry-over" which
may be especially adapted to the

needs of their school.

Now, I wish to show more spe-

cifically how these four avenues may
be approached. How may we pro-

vide means for enlightening these

teachers ?

Conducting classes for teachers

is the most effective means. They
may meet once a week or a month,
as the needs and facilities may be.

Teachers should reach perfection in

handwriting equivalent at least to

eighth grade standard, both on
paper and on the blackboard.

The principal should send to

these classes any teacher in his

school whom he thinks needs this

instruction.

Mvrta L. Ely, St. Paul, Minnesota
(N. A. P. T. S.)

By the aid of the special teacher,

the teacher of other subjects who
must demand written work from
her pupils should acquaint herself

with the best writing her pupils can

do and then hold them to their best

efforts by accepting nothing but

their best. The supervisor can help

here by encouraging school exhibits

and conducting a city-wide hand-
writing exhibit occasionally.

If the city is not large and there

is sufficient capable assistance for-

judging the papers, nothing is more
effective than sending "Carry-over"
papers to the office of the super-

visor to be stamped "Accepted" if

the Handwriting reaches the stand-

ard for the grade.

The teacher in every de-

partment of school must

show evidence of applica-

tion of handwriting if real

results are to be had in pen-

manship.

This should be followed by a
graph showing the position of the
schools by grades and the city

meridian. The teacher will then
know how her judgment coincides

with the supervisor's.

Demonstration classes with chil-

dren of various grades can be plan-
ned by the supervisor and furnish

a very effective means of "getting
across" what might take much
lecturing.

A local busy business man who is

in position to realize the advan-
tages of good handwriting can be
secured to talk to students on the
advantages of good handwriting in

the business world. I say busy ad-
visedly because he is the one who
knows best these advantages and
will find time to do this.

Seeking the aid of the super-
visors and directors of other depart-
ments is another avenue.

The primary supervisor and the
director of research are glad to

help in seeing that the children in

the first grades have no written
work at their seats. The primary
supervisor encourages a variety of
seat work which eliminates all

handwriting at the seats until the
children are ready for it. The re-

search department gives no tests

requiring handwriting in the grades
until the pupils are prepared.

Posture can well be taken care of

by working with the physical direc-

tor and his special teachers in each
building. This correlates the phy-
sical education and the one of the
basic habits in the teaching of good
habits in handwriting.
The directors of music, kinder-

garten and physical education are

glad to do all they can in teaching
rhythms especially if they realize

that there is such a practical appli-

cation as is used in the handwriting
classes every day. It seems to me
that there is a big field to explore.

Supplying the good handwriting
teacher is obviously an important
duty. Perhaps the supervisor car

help most by assisting the superin
tendent to supply the right kind of i

special handwriting teacher in eacr

school. Much depends on the person
ality and efficiency of the teacher wh
teaches all the handwriting in th.

school. A writing teacher who con
fidently and efficiently uses to goo<

advantage every minute of the time

alloted to her can do much to com
mand the respect and confidence ii

her work. This is especially true t<

platoon schools where the teache

goes from room to room. She cai

encourage the other teacher to han<

her sets of "Carry-over" papers fo:

constructive criticism. These sets o

papers may be taken into the pen

manship period and copied to shov

both teachers and pupils the ad

vantages of good handwriting.

The principal can and does co

operate with the special teacher n

carrying out "Carry-over" scheme

particularly adapted to the schoo;

In some cases the principal origin

ates the scheme, one of which I wil

explain later. The St. Paul Pen

manship Club is compiling a book o'

Helps in Teaching Handwriting an

Schemes in "Carry-over." They ar

writing this in order to exchang

ideas among themselves, to shar

their plans with non-platoon teacher;

There is time to enumerate a fei

which will be explained more in de

tail in their book.

1 In junior, senior, or platoo

schools no class-room should b

especially equipped for a hanc

writing room—a regular clas

room is obviously better fc

" Carry-over".
2. Writing teacher collects not«

books and marks report card

by them.

3. Study room should be wen equl
ped for handwriting "Carrj

over".
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4. Start each lesson right.

5. Competition between grades.

6. Bulletin boards for exhibiting

"Carry-over" work in halls.

7. Progress packs in spelling and
language instead of or in addi-

tion to handwriting.

8. Good-Movers Clubs.

9. Principals interest teachers at

frequent short meetings.

10. Grouping pupMs in seats and
grouping "Carry-over" papers.

11. Principals check language papers

each month and all below grade

in handwriting have special con-

ference with the principal.

12. Spelling teacher is writing-

teacher, calling attention to such
difficulties as wi, ow, etc.

13. Spelling lesson should follow

writing lesson wherever possible.

14. Activities which furnish oppor-

tunities for "Carry-over". . . .

A room newspaper which is

passed to grade below or above

to be read.

Personal experience problem
booklets from which other chil-

dren work the problem.

Extra problem card for honorary
work.

Vocabulary booklets.

Geography booklets.

Writing movie based on social

subject.

Story books for other children

to read.

The principals (who are super-

visors of their buildings) made it

very plain in their letters that it is

their job to seek cooperation wher-

ever possible. I shall quote from two
of these letters and then I am
through:

Miss Harriet Ruddy, Principal of

the Phalen Park School, says, "We
are getting satisfactory results in the
"Carry-over" at Phalen Park School

and the results are coming for three

reasons, I think. (1) The unques-
tioned fitness of the penmanship
teacher for the work, (2) her un-
tiring, systematic effort, (3) the un-

limited willing help given by all

teachers at all times. Penmanship
teachers, teachers and children push-
pulling together are bound to get re-

sults." I must say Miss Ruddy is

push-pulling too.

Miss Jane Larkin, Principal of the
Gordon School, has a scheme which
puts the responsibility where it

should be—on the children. Here it

is: "The first week of the semester
the penmanship teacher asked each
academic teacher to send her a set of

papers from each class. Neither
teachers nor pupils were given any
explanation as to the purpose so there
was no special preparation for this

work. After grading these papers_ it

was planned to do remedial work with
the pupils whose papers ranked in

the lowest 25 per cent of each class.

These pupils formed a special group
known as the "Horse and Buggy"
group and received special attention
each day from their penmanship
teacher.

"For each of the five succeeding
weeks the academic teachers sent,

upon request, to the penmanship
teacher a set of papers from the reg-
ular class work of all of the pupils.

In looking over the papers the pen-
manship teacher paid special atten-

tion to the papers of pupils in the

weakest group and graded their

papers as follows:

"Red star shows no improvement.

"Blue star shows some improve-
ment.
"Gold star shows marked improve-

ment.
"Each pupil in this group then

filed these weekly papers in a pro-

gress pack.

"During the sixth week or at the

close of the first report card period,

papers from all of the pupils were
graded again and all of the pupils re-

grouped on the quartile basis. The
weakest penmen now were not even
considered eligible for the "Horse and
Buggy" group but formed the "Cov-
ered Wagon" group while the better

We believe the supervisor of

penmanship a great necessity

and a valuable aid in training

our children in penmanship.

Merle J Abbett,

Supt. of Schools . Ft.Wayne, Ind.

writers fell into the "Auto" or "Aero-
plane" groups.

"It was interesting to note the
change in the personnel of the weak-
est group. Of the 58 pupils who
comprised the Horse and Buggy
group.

"8 or 16 per cent shifted to the
Aeroplane group.

"45 or 76 per cent shifted to the
Auto group.

"5 or 8 per cent shifted back into

the Covered Wagon.
"As for the boys, who as a whole

are poorer penmen than the girls, 81

per cent of all the boys in the pen-
manship classes passed to a higher
group.
"An exhibit in which the work of

all of the pupils was represented was
arranged and pupils with their

teacher made a careful study of the
progress evident in this work.

"Twice more during the term
classes will be shifted on the same
basis, and if the interest and enthusi-

asm continue the improvement in

carry-over will be the greatest we
have ever had.

"Advantages of this plan. Each
child in the weak group was con-

scious of his own needs. By having
his improvement noted from week
to week, he was encouraged fre-
quently, and by the re-grading at the
end of each six weeks he knew he had
a chance to get out of the lowest
group.
"By the same process the better

writers knew it was imperative for
them not only to do their best, but
to improve their work at the same
time, lest they fall into a lower group.

"As the penmanship teacher might
ask for the papers on any day, the
academic teacher was greatly relieved
because the responsibility for doing
their best at all times was thrown
entirely upon the pupils themselves.

"By this scheme each group set its

own standards and thereby motivated
its own work. This resulted in keen
competition so that the pupils became
highly self-critical and worked inde-
pendently.

"The penmanship teacher was left
freer to accomplish remedial work
with the group that needed most
help."

I will add that this scheme was
originated by Miss Larkin, the prin-
cipal.

I have tried to show that the Super-
visor can secure this cooperation of
teachers of other subjects by en-
lightening them, correlating through
other supervisors, aiding in supply-
ing wide awake handwriting teachers,
and encouraging principals and spe-
cial teachers to work out schemes
especially adapted to the needs of
their schools.

HANDWRITING EXPERT
A newspaper clipping has been re-

ceived from Baltimore telling of the
decisions in several handwriting cases
in which Arthur P. Myers, the hand-
writing expert of Baltimore, Mary-
land, testified. It was through the
testimony of Mr. Myers that the de-
cisions were made. We congratulate
Mr. Myers upon his success in the
questioned handwriting field.

DULUTH BUSINESS UNIVERSITY
A catalog has been received from

the Duluth Business University,
Duluth, Minn. B. M. Winkleman "is

the president. Penmanship is taught
in their Private Secretarial Courses,
Intensive or Office Secretarial Course,
General Business Course, Shorthand
Course, Combined Course, Civil Ser-
vice Stenographic Course and Office

Clerical Course. Mr. W. G. Rose-
berry is Dean of the faculty. Mrs.
Bertha A. Hunter is in charge of the
secretarial training department. Mrs.
Beda C. Gaspard is in charge of the
theory shorthand work. Miss Flor-
ence M. Kennedy gives dictation and
Miss Elsie Brewer is in charge of

office machines instruction and gives

instruction in typewriting.

The envelope in which the catalog
was received was addressed in a

beautiful ornamental hand.
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Record Your Progress
Take an inventory of your penmanship ability regularly.

NAME YEAR-

GOAL SCORING PERIODS

G F P O F P G F P F P G F P

POSTURE- CONSIDER:
ARMS *

fHAND t

WRIST ¥ t>

PAPER * ?

PEN i 1

S1-ANT- CONSIDER :

CORRECT *
IRREGULAR
TOO MUCH

t

TOO LITTLE •

SPACING-CONSIDER:
CORRECT *

IRREGULAR
TOO SMALL i

TOO LARGE I

PROPORTION-CONSIDER:
CORRECT * ,

INCORRECT i

TALL LOOPS •

LOWER LOOPS
/j. ft.. SPACE LETTERS ,1

ALIGNMENT- CONSIDER:
CORRECT * i

-'

IRREGULAR
ABOVE LINE
BELOW LINE \

BEGINNING AND
ENDING STROKES-CONSIDER:

CORRECT

'

,

STARTING STROKE INCORRECT o

FINISHING 5TROKE INCORRECT
TOO LONG
TOO SHORT

QUALITY OF LINE:
CORRECT- LIGHT.CLEAR.RRM t
TOO LIGHT
TOO HEAVY
UNE.VEN

MISS DAISIE CAMPBELL
A SUCCESSFUL
ENGROSSER

Miss Daisie Campbell of 110 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago, is an en-
grosser whose work is well known
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and
has received recognition in England.
Sweden, Japan and Brazil. Miss
Campbell does all classes of engross-
ing, such as book covers, book plates,
wills, engrossed memorials, etc. Her
illustrations are made in gold, silver
and water color.

Miss Campbell studied at the Chi-
cago Art Institute, and was a student
of J. E. Soule of Philadelphia, one of
America's outstanding engrossing
artists.

Our readers, especially the women,
will be pleased to see some of Miss
Campbell's work. We have, there-

fore, reproduced the accompanying
specimen. The quality of Miss Camp-
bell's work, and the financial success

which she has made over a period of

many years will be encouraging to

many, especially young women who
are wondering if they can succeed in

this line of work.
Miss Campbell is an ardent booster

of THE EDUCATOR, and finds much
of interest in it each month, she

(See following page)

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester. N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model

illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-

ness forms ; works on correspondence,

arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

This chart was submitted by A. Sidney Galper, Head of Com'l Department,
Salem, Mass., High School.

Send subscriptions from your pu-

pils now. Write for sample and club

rates.

-^-jre-e^t,-

'***&/-J^/J^^y

Mr. Platz is a very fine young penman working his way to the top. He lives in
Syracuse, N. Y.
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This beautiful piece of engrossing was made by Daisie Campbell, 110 S. Dearbourn St., Chicago,
111. The title was lettered in black, shaded with gray. The background and scrolls were in gold. The
initial F was done in bright red, scrolls of shaded blue, yellow and green. The background was in

burnished gold and the scrolls and ruling on the left side of the sketch were in gold. The original

lettering was about 9 by 12 inches.
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An Appreciation and an Invitation

This letter is addressed to the thousands of persons who have come to The Zanerian and received training in

penmanship and engrossing, to the thousands who have taken work by correspondence, to the many thousands
who read THE EDUCATOR, to the many thousands who order penmanship supplies, to the hundreds of thou-
sands who study and practice from the copies in Correlated Handwriting Books and our other publications, and
to our many friends whom we would like to sit down with and discuss penmanship problems. It is an invita-

tion to all to write to us and to use our penmanship service who has continued unbroken for over 50 years.

<^^^e^Giyt^Z7^yl^£y?^€PCy:

^tJz^^^a-^^d^^iyi^^^yl/^^c

'^<^iy^Ct^rrzxy <zzyyz^l/

^t^n^eA^n^-

asrz^iy c^zA^cJ^i^ulyi^', ay. 's^^O-tsCS

<&Uy>t^L&*^yut?-'

^J/l<rrr7y,
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^a-^jti^^t-^y, iX^^£Auss^LZ^&ty tZLA^uLed/

^cJ^Ux>(Leyyi^yT^

^cd/ o-otAs o^zjs

This letter was written by Parker Zaner Bloser.

Written by F. B. Courtney of Detroit, Mich., one of America's finest. Few men have served the penmanship more

generously and for so long a period. Penmanship has b<3en a pleasure for Mr. Courtney. The above specimen is

full of dash and grace. Those who are having trouble to get enough freedom and ease into their work should

study and work on this copy.
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A Course in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

^O
This month we start the alphabet. Each of the capital letters have been presented separately. You should find the
application of these letters in words very interesting and not very difficult. Study the arrangements of the shades
and flourishes. In the beginning endeavor not to shade too heavily. A light shade well placed is more beautiful

than a heavily shaded one poorly placed. Keep the capital letters equally flourished. It is well never to have
one simple letter combined with a highly flourished letter.

Be sure that you have good equipment. A properly adjusted oblique penholder is an aid to ornamental writing,
while a poorly adjusted holder prevents even an expert penman making clean cut, well shaped shades.

It takes plenty of study and perseverance. Don't become discouraged at the first sign of difficulty. Keep on prac-
ticing and you will eventually become very skillful.

/*-V

///////////////////////////////
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///////////////////////////////
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Copies in Engrosser's Script for study and imitation. Get uniform heft of lines. Hit the base line and get
letters uniform in slant. Master these simple exercises.
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WILBUR LEROY NEWARK
The Penman, Engrosser and Artist

Jin Invitation to JRftcnd JTixj»

EHGROSSinG
PRjupflmas

Southcm Hotel
SBroughout Tlovcmbcf

Wilbur ifciRou Dtcwark,
Devvport , <9hto, otncL

ColixmbxxB , <k?lat<? ——

-

S^lephonc-nicittT. 23T3 SELF PORTRAIT

Wilbur Leroy Newark is a product
if Pennsylvania where many fine

>enmen originate. It was when he
vas working as time keeper for the
5enna. R.R. shops of Oil City that

le first began to realize the import-

ince of good handwriting. About that

ime he enrolled for a correspondence
ourse in penmanship. His progress
vas rapid and his ambition to ad-

vance in penwork grew.

He enlisted in the Air Corps re-

viving training in Ft. Hayes, Kelly

rield and Langley Field assembling
ilans and working airplane motors.

ie served overseas with the air

•orps, and he states that he served

i;ime in the Guard House and Con-
centration Camp on several occasions

'or going A.W.O.L. After his dis-

charge he again took up his work in

penmanship and in Nov. 1920 he en-

olled in the Zanerian College of

Penmanship for a thorough course
n penmanship and engrossing.

After completing his course he was
mployed by The Zaner-Bloser Co. to

etter certificates and diplomas and
lo engrossing.
W. L. inherited a desire for art

ind was ambitious to advance him-
self. While working in the Zaner-
Bloser Studio he completed his high
school work in Franklin University
conducted by the Columbus Y.M.C.A.
at night school and Meyer-Booth

Correspondence course in art, a three
year course at the Columbus Acad-
emy of Art, a three year art course
at Ohio State University and one
year in Art Institute of Pittsburgh.
He has further supplemented his
art training by studying with such
notables as Al Hibbard, Vermont
Snowscape painter, Gordon Grant, na-
tionally known painter, and Charles
Rosen, landscape painter.

Mr. Newark will hold an exhibi-
tion of his work in Engrossing, Draw-
ings and Paintings next month at a
local Hotel.

J. B. Troyer, 6912 Euclid Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio, visited the Zaner-
ian recently. Mr. Troyer attended
the Zanerian many years ago and is

still interested in good handwriting.

WIN AN EDUCATOR
CERTIFICATE

Every student who has followed the
penmanship lessons in The Educator
should send a specimen of his hand-
writing and an alphabet to us to see
if his work will pass the standard.

Teachers who encourage their pu-
pils to bring their work up to the
certificate standard will find it a great
aid in securing results in handwriting.
If you have not tried it, do so now.

A circular will be mailed to anyone
interested. It contains information
and standard to be reached and models
to write.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus, Ohio

LETTER FROM
THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH

TO
PROFESSOR E. S. MORSE

Dear Professor Morse:
It was very pleasant for me to get

a letter from you the other day.
Perhaps I should have found it pleas-
anter if I had been able to decipher
it. I don't think I mastered any-
thing beyond the date (which I knew)
and the signature (which I guessed
at). There's a singular and perpet-
ual charm in a letter of yours; it

never grows old; it never loses its

novelty. One can say to one's self
every morning, "There's that letter
of Morse's. I haven't read it yet.
I think I'll take another shy at it

today, and maybe I shall be able
in the course of a few days to
make out what he means by those
t's that look like w's and those
i's that haven't any eyebrows." Other
letters are read and thrown away and
forgotten; but yours are kept for-
ever unread. One of them will last a
reasonable man a lifetime.

Admiringly yours,
T. B. ALDRICH.
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We have here a very interesting study in designing made by The Martin Diploma Company, Boston,
Massachusetts. Notice particularly the attractive decorations around the picture. We have more of
Mr. Martin's work which we shall run in other issues.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

•lit especially in books of interest and value

o commercial teachers including books of

pecial educational value and books on bus-

ness subjects. All such books will be briefly

eviewed in these columns, the object being

o give sufficient description of each to enable

ur readers to determine its value.

TEACHING PLAN. Every chapter is

lanned carefully (a) to proceed from the
nown to the unknown, (b) to provide a
atural background or setting for the dis-
jssions, (c) to avoid abstract teehnicali-
es. (d) to assure a thorough understanding
f terminology, and (e) to provide ample
pportunity for practical applications.

VOCABULARY STUDY. A list of impor-
mt terms introduced in each chapter is given
t the end of each chapter.

NONTECHNICAL TREATMENT. The sub-
let matter content of INTRODUCTORY
CONOMICS is written in a very simple
yle that appeals to students. The discus-
ons are based upon everyday life experi-
lces rather than upon highly technical
roblems of big business, world trade, and
;her remote situations. The author has
irefulry avoided the use of cold impersonal,
«hnical terminology that is abstract and
eaningless. The titles used for the head-
;gs are meaningful and nontechnical.

TIMELY TOPICS. Many timely topics are
scussed. including social security, unemploy-
ent insurance, old-age insurance, protective
.riffs, modern labor problems, and problems
taxation.
PERMANENT VALUE. The discussions of
•JTRODUCTORY ECONOMICS are practical,
r they are based upon generally recognized
rinciples which have permanent value to
le student. The author does not attempt to
•esent outmoded theories or to advocate un-
ied radical proposals.

dix lists all accredited schools of Accounting
registered with the New York State Educa-
tion Department, with essential reference no-
tations ; the requirements for taking the C.
P. A. examination of each state ; and a sum-
mary of the differences between the Canadian
and American systems of preparation for
accountancy.

Do You Want to Become an Ac-
)untant? by Thomas W. Byrnes, As-
)ciate Professor of Accounting, Co-
imbia University, and K. Lanneau
aker, Instructor in Auditing, Colum-
ia University. Published by Fred-
rick A. Stokes Company, New York,
. Y. Cloth cover, 189 pages.
The rapid rise of public accountancy to its
esent position as a vital factor in all forms
commerce and business, and the increasing

mplexity of business relations, puts account-
icy well to the fore among the professions
great promise for the immediate future.

lere is always a demand for qualified private
countants

: and there is no better prepara-
in for the business world in general than a
orough training in accountancy and related
bjects. Unquestionably this latest addition
Stokes Vocational Guides will appeal to a

ry large group of young people who are on
e threshold of their careers.
The book has been specially written for
e high-school senior, the college under-
aduate. and the beginner already in busi-
es, by partners in an accounting firm in
->w York City who have also been teaching
e subject for a number of years. They are
a position to know both the students' re-
irements and the business aspects of the
ofession. They offer:
1. A clear discussion of the functions of
counting, its place in the business world,
social and legal responsibilities.

3. A survey of the actual work of the C.
i A. at all stages of his progress from be-
mer to Staff Senior, Staff Supervisor, and
incipal.

1. _Advice_ on the personal aptitudes desir-
le in public and private accountants.
1. A step by step analysis of academic
eparation, with a model study program,
i. How to go about getting a position.
,d just what the novice may expect to en-
;inter in his early training.
i). Full details of the C. P. A. examina-
|n, how to prepare for it, and the require-
•nts of New York State as typical.
i. Comparative opportunities in large and
all organizations.
In addition, a chapter is devoted to oppor-
hities in private accounting; and very read-
e sections on the history and on the ethics

||

the profession are included. The Appen-

Success Drills in Touch Typewrit-
ing, by Charles E. Baten, Principal of
The Lewis and Clark Public Night
School, Typing Teacher, Lewis and
Clark High School, Spokane, Wash-
ington. Published by The Palmer
Company, Boston, Mass. Paper cover,
64 pages.
This text has been written especially for

night classes by an experienced night school
teacher and principal.
Some of the important features are as fol-

Bold type, with lots of space between lines
—easy to read and follow, even in poorly
lighted classrooms.

Exercises carefully developed by the author
in his own classroom to produce high speed
and superior skill in the minimum length of
time.
Each exercise has a specific purpose, and

instructions are reduced to simplest and
briefest form.

All unnecessary material and the usual
time wasters are omitted ; yet the book offers
a complete course covering machine mastery,
speed development, letter writing, and diffi-

cult exercises.

The Days We Celebrate, Volumes
2 and 3, compiled and edited by Rob-
ert Haven Schauffler, Editor of "Our
American Holidays." Published by
Dodd, Mead & Company, New York,
N. Y. Cloth cover. Volume 2 con-
tains 400 pages and Volume 3 con-
tains 397 pages.
Whenever you begin to plan for the holiday

celebration, quite automatically you always
do one thing first. You turn to the twenty-
one volumes of "Our American Holidays" and
"Plays For Our American Holidays". For a
good many years, now, these books have given
you first—and last—aid in times of need.
Robert Haven Schauffler's new four-volume

series. THE DAYS WE CELEBRATE, com-
pletes and brings down to date those twenty-
one volumes. Except for holidays not covered
by the first series, most of the plays, poems,
stories, essays, projects, exercises, activities,
etc., provided for each celebration are of
more recent date than the corresponding
volume of the standard set.
There is a rich wealth of easily staged-and-

acted plays, pageants, masques, and tableaux—many of them written specially for these
volumes. There is also a generous amount
of material adapted for the use of children
of all ages.

Growth Through School Living, Com-
piled by Claire T. Zyve. Published by
The Association for Childhood Edu-
cation, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. Paper cover, 40
pages.
We give you below a list of the Table of

Contents in this bulletin.
EVALUATIONS OF THIS BULLETIN
—Should Be of Great Assistance.
By Burton P. Fowler. Headmaster. Tower
Hill School, Wilmington, Delaware.—Timely in Appearance
By Helen Hadley. Director. Elementary
Grades and Kindergartens, Rochester. New
York.

—Considers Many Kinds of Growth
By Louise R. Hughes. Teacher. Public
Schools. Washington, D. C.

INTRODUCTION
—The Educative Process as Growth
By William H. Kilpatrick. Professor Em-
eritus of Education, Teachers College, Co-
lumbia University.

FREEING CHILDREN AND TEACHERS
FROM RESTRICTING REGULATIONS
—Eliminating Administrative Barriers
By E. T. McSwain Professor of Education,
Northwestern University.

GROUPING CHILDREN TO PROVIDE
STEADY PROGRESSION THROUGH SCHOOL
—How Shall We Group?
By Robert Hill Lane, Assistant Supt. of
Schools. Los Angeles, Calif.
Groupings Within the Class
By Helen R. Gumlick, Supervisor. Primary
Grades. Denver, Colo.

GROWTH IN EXPRESSIVE AND APPRE-
CIATIVE ABILITIES
—Child Self-expression in Writing
By Hughes Mearns. Professor of Educa-
tion. New York University.

—Through Poetry and Prose Writing
By Nellie A. Curry, Teacher. Public Schools.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

—Growth Comes When Music is Enjoyed
By Fern Olson, Teacher. Fox Meadow
School. Scarsdale. N. Y.

—Through Interest in Handicrafts
By Elaine Dickinson, Teacher, Lincoln
School, New York City.

GROWTH IN SKILL TECHNIQUES
—Through a Systematic Organization for
Teaching Skills

By Helen Hay Heyl, Chief. Bureau of Cur-
riculum Development. State Department of
Education, Albany, N. Y.

EVALUATION GROWTH
—Newer Directions in Evaluation
By J. Wayne Wrightstone, Assistant Di-
rector, Bureau of Reference. Research and
Statistics, Board of Education, New Yoik
City.

Exploring Your Community, compiled
by Gladys L. Potter. Published by
The Association for Childhood Edu-
cation, 1201 Sixteenth St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

Below we give you the Table of Contents of
this pamphlet.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
EVALUATIONS
—Detailed Examples Needed
By Susan Crutchfield, Elementary Super-
visor, Montgomery County, Tenn.

—Timely and Significant
By John A. Hockett, Assistant Professor
of Education, University of California,
Berkeley.

— Implications for Further Study
By Delia M. Perrin. Teaching Assistant,
Yale University. New Haven, Conn.

THE CHILDREN LEARN TO USE THE
COMMUNITY

By Gladys L. Potter. Supervisor, Elemen-
tary Education. Long Beach. Calif.

- The Grocery Store Serves the Community
By Betty Muirhead, Teacher of First Grade,
San Diego Calif.

—Where Our Groceries Come From
By Gladys Romberg, Teacher of Third
Grade. Grand Island. Nebr.

—Community Life in the Harbor
By Marion M. Cameron, Teacher, First-
Second Grades, San Diego, Calif.

—A Power Plant Serves the Community
By Iva Covington, Teacher of First Grade.
Pasadena, Calif.

—Problems of Safety in the Community
By Virginia Beaty. Teacher of First
Grade, Santa Monica, Calif.

—The Cultural Aspects of the Community
By Ruth France, Teacher of Third Grade,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Trains Serve the Community
By Lois Kirkpatrick, Elementary School,
Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio.

—How Communities Have Changed
By Elaine Radkey. Truesdell School. Wayne
County. Mich.

—Understanding Natural Resources
By Helen Adele Whiting. State Supervisor,
Colored Elementary Schools, Atlanta,
Ga.

—Patrolling the Air
By Alene Selk, Teacher of Fifth Grade.
Grand Island, Nebr.

—Conservation of Land and Water
By Sister Sienna, Santa Cruz School.
Albuquerque. N. M.

—A Study of Conservation
Fairbrother-Rossell Schools. Washington,
D. C.

THE TEACHER LEARNS TO USE THE
COMMUNITY

By Corinne Seeds. Principal. Elementary
School, University of California. Los An-
C/rl, > ,

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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BROOKMIRE

ECONOMIC
SERVICE

INVESTMENT
AND

ECONOMIC

COUNSELORS

•

Descriptive, booklet

of Brookmire Services and

sample Bulletins on invest-

ment, business and economic

subjects mailed upon request.

Kindly address Dept. 37

BROOKMIRE
Corporaiion-JnvfjtTnent Counselors and
Administrative Economists-Founded 1904

551 Fifth Avenue, New York

The McGnee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

The Educator

DOCTOR ENJOYS THE
EDUCATOR

his subscription to

Dr. W. T. Tilley,
In renewing

The Educator,
states

:

Bellow Falls, Vt.

"The Educator has been arriving
each month and is eagerly devoured
I assure you. Keep up the good
work. I have always loved fine writ-
ing. I believe, that, once cultivated,
a taste for good writing is never
lost."

Assumption School, Topeka, Kan-
sas, Sends in Some Nice Work. The
following pupils in the Assumption
School, Topeka, Kansas, sent us some
well written letters showing good cor-
relation with writing and language:

Harlan Devlin, Rita Stewart,
Thomas Muller, and Joan Oswald.

These letters represent nice fifth

grade work and were submitted
through Mrs. Bonnie Stockebrand,
Independence, Kansas, Visiting Su-
pervisor for The Zaner-Bloser Com-
pany, Columbus, Ohio.

RICHMOND BUSINESS
COLLEGE

An attractive catalog has been re-

ceived from the Richmond Business
College, Richmond, Va. Charles W.
Mylius is the President, Richard B.
Ingham is the Vice-President and
George L. White is the Secretary.

This school gives regular instruc-
tion in penmanship. Of penmanship
they state, "Penmanship is receiving
more attention in the business world
today than was true some years ago.
Penmanship drills aid in the execu-
tion of shorthand, and special atten-
tion is given to the making of small,

legible figures and outlines. Business
men testify to the all-importance of

this subject."
Richmond Business College course

in Penmanship is under the direction

of penmen and handwriting experts
of national reputation.

D PLOMAS
AMES AND ROLLINSON
50 CHURCH ST.-NEWYORK
1- ONE ORATHOUSAND-IOOO

^(Trrttftrulr&

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

OFFICE MACHINES

PRUITT
SAVE UP TO 50% ON

Addressing Machines. Dictating Machines
Adding Machines, Typewriters, Check-
writers.
Write Pruitt, 134 Pruitt Building, Chicago

m

Write for our new Free Bo<
"How to Become a Go
Penman." Enclose 10c J

a Professional Pen Point a
your name beautifully wi
ten. Write today.
THE TAMBLYN SCHO(

438 Ridge Building
Kansa City, Mo.

BUSINESS UNIVERSI1

Professional Trainir

OKLAHOMA CITY. OKL
ACCOUNTING and C. P. A. COACHINI

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION and FINANC
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL-STENOTYPY

Oneof America's leadin^schools. Enroll anytime. Re
dent Classes; Home Study. FREE Placement serni

Pine employment opportunities. Success Book FRE
HILL'S BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Dept. P Oklahoma C

c\lODERNj>tltlHttt<t$

BOOK DIPLOMAS

Furnished in silk lined Leather o

Near Leather Covers. Gold Stamped

Large or small quantities.

Send for samples and prices.
,

MARTIN DIPLOMA CO.
87 Summer Street Boston, Mas]

A Re-New-Point for Every Writing System
Here is one fountain pen that you can welcome into your

classroom because your pupils can get it with the writing

point designed for the handwriting system you teach. If

mishap should overtake the pen, the student may replace

the point with a duplicate for only 25c.

THE ESTERBROOK PEN CO.

62 Cooper Street. Camden. N. J.

&rfei&WK
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CHRISTMAS SEALS

Help to Protect Your

Home from Tuberculosis

run ^

Ift CENTSW^J POSTPAID

e's the biggest 30 cents worth of v
y teacher ever bought. Your money
ithout question if you don't find that

it absolutely true. Instead of dreading
" papers, you'll find this comfortable Finger-

ing Marking Pencil putB an end to tiring and
ramping. The big mellow lead leaves a
ear mark without pressure. Comes in red
ith choice of black or red lead. Send only

lv*>r or stamps.^ for the CompW- x=™ d-

INK THAT LIVES

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records . . . for signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions . . . for formal

social usage . . . for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

commend it for training young

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

and 3 oz. cubes; also pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink, and write

with an ink that will live.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.. INC

271 NINTH ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HIGGINS

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS!
1 Doz. Embellished _.„. 35o
1 Doz. Ornamental .-to*

Greeting Cards, Embellished, each 25c
Large Greeting Cards, 6x7 in. embellished,

with bird, scroll, lettering, and

INER-BLOSER CO., Columbus, Ohio

tal writing, elaborate, very beautiful $1.00
Also I give courses in penmanship by mail.

Write for my free book, "How to Become an
Expert Penman," which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. Tour
name elegantly written on a card if you en-
close stamp. Write Today. T. M. TEVIS,
Box 26-C, Chilhcothe, Mo.
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By H. P. Behrensmeyer, Quincy, III. A fine specimen for your scrap book.

Mr. E. H. McGhee the engrosser of Trenton, N. J., delights in working on ornamental
penmanship and finds it helps in his engrossing business.
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An Enriquez Gem

HOTEL

M'ALPIN
(X$teatHotee'

unique, well made flourish by our skillful friend E. C.
riquez. Is it not a beauty?

FROM $3 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
LARGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED' NEWLY
DECORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!

2 POPULAR PRICED RESTAURANTS

HOTEL
M'ALPIN
BROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Undei KNOTT Management JOHN J. WOELFLE, Manager
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SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING

By CHARLES E. BATEN, Principal

The Lewis and Clark Public Night School

Spokane, Washington

A complete course especially designed

for business schools and

evening classes.

Important Features ....
Bold type, well spaced, easy to read and

follow even in poorly lighted classrooms.

Exercise carefully developed to produce

high speed and superior skill in the mini-

mum time.

Each exercise has a specific purpose, and
instructions are reduced to simplest and
briefest form.

Price 50 cents

Discount on quantity

THE PALMER COMPANY

JLpeuet Com/cht DAYTON
—i OHIO

370 Atlantic Avenue Boston, Mass.

Among the better hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters of comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, at

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

SECOND AND IUDIOW

400 ROOMS
WITH BATH from rV 50

O. E.TRONNES, MANAGEf

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

y HOTEL

MlAM

HOTEL

IMIRIIIUimi
21 FLOORS OF

OUTSIDE

ROOMS
EACH WITH

COMBINATION
TUB & SHOWER

CADILLAC SQUARE

AT BATES STREET

DAILY
SINGLE

DETROIT
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Manuscript

Writing
Texts and Materials for Teachers

and Pupils

GRADE ONE
"Print to Script" Practice Book number

one by Frank N. Freeman

"Print Letters" (Print to Script Alphabet—capital—small letters and figures
for wall or blackboard)

"Pencil" Zabco Primary Mechanical, large
lead

"Paper" Number two, pencil paper

"Charts" Hand and Body Position Charts

GRADE TWO
"Print to Script" Practice Book number

two by Frank N. Freeman

"Print Letters" (Print to Script Alphabets—capital—small letters and figures
for wall or blackboard)

"Pencil" Zabco Primary Mechanical, large
lead

"Paper" Number two, pencil paper

"Charts" Hand and Body Position Charts

Write

The Zaner-Moser Co.

612 N. Park St. Columbus, Ohio

Rest up before you hit the Fair.

The Lord Baltimore is just an

easy day's drive from New
York. Sleep in one of Mary-

land's most comfortable beds

and start out next morning

completely refreshed. 700

rooms, bars serving drinks as

you like them . . . and food fit

for a King!

$3 to $6 Single

lb
LORD BALTIMORE



Carl W. A. An-iersor B-x. Jun
R. 3, Box 60
McLean County
'A'ilton. N. Dak.

^Jkzz/ld/

Learn to Write on the Blackboard
A guide for all who desire to learn to write well on the

blackboard.

The book contains 32 pages, size 51/4x6% inches.

Good blackboard writing inspires confidence in one;s

ability. All teachers should be master of this art. lhis

book makes the work interesting and easy to acquire.

It is very important that a teacher should be a good

blackboard writer. Indeed, it is more important that she

write well upon the board than upon paper, although very

necessary that she excel in both. By being a good penman,

she knows through experience how much patience and per-

severance are required to learn to write well. By being able to write well upon^e black-

board, she can in a short time show many pupils how to practice in 01 tow ite weU

And by so doing she can enthuse them so that they may be interested, instructed ana en

thused; for it takes all three elements to lead a class onward to success.

This volume is issued in response to a number-of requests for^ practical ^f^8^
nresentinsr practical writing to classes from the blackboard. It is the teacher schiel ana

Sp^nffihS of shoeing, for there is much truth in the old saying that "Seeing is

believing."
Blackboard Writing $0.25 ~\

The Educator, one year 1.50 l Both for $1.50

$1.75J

Fascinating
PenFlOURISHJ^jC;

Fascinating Pen Flourishing
CONTAINING A COMPLETE COURSE AND A COLLECTION OF MASTER-

PIECES PRODUCED BY LEADING PENMEN

The most pretentious work ever published which is de-

voted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating art of flour-

ishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how to

make the simplest strokes and exercises and finishes with a

great variety of designs displaying the highest degree ot

skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the following

penmen of national fame appears in this book : C. P. Zaner,

E L Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Lehman, W. E. Dennis,

H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flickinger, L. M. Kelchner, EL.
Glick H L. Darner, L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behr-

ensmeyer, M. B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer,

E A Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A. Gas-

kell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A. Wesco.

Size 8V2 x 11 in., 80 pages beautifully bound.

Fascinating Pen Flourishing—$1.00^i

The Educator, one year - 1-50 I Both for $2.00

$2.50J

The Zaner-Bloser Company
612 NORTH PARK STREET COLUMBUS, OHIO



^LH^'

Ccoi^T^YVOic)^.. OHIO.

Published monthly except July and August at 612 N. Park St., Columbus. 0.. by the Zaner-Bloser Company. Entered as second-
class matter November 21. 1931. at the post office at Columbus. Ohio, under Act of March 3, 1879. Subscription $1.50 a year.
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A VaiueAU Book!
"I received my copy of FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING. The skill attained by

some of the old masters in this line is nothing short of marvelous. To anyone really inter-

ested in pen and ink art the book is worth many times the price you ask for it."

Mr. C. O. Elleson,

Box 1028, Proctor, Minn.

FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Containing a Complete Course and a Collection of Masterpieces Produced by

Leading Penmen of the Penmanship Profession

The most pretentious work ever published which

is devoted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating

art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how
to make the simplest strokes and exercises and fin-

ishes with a great variety of designs displaying the

highest degree of skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the follow-

SIZE 8>/2xll IN., 80 PAGES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND
Fascinating Pen Flourishing $1.00

The Educator, 1 year___ - 1.50 v, Both {m ^20Q

ing penmen of national fame appears in this book:

C. P. Zaner, E. L. Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Leh-

man, W. E. Dennis, H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flick-

inger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L. Glick, H. L. Darner.

L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behrensmeyer,

M. B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer, E. A.

Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A.

Gaskell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A.

Wesco.

$2.50

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. PARK ST. COLUMBUS, OHIO

Pencil Tablet No. 2 Writing Frame for Beginners

The blue pencil paper for Grades 1 and 2
in No. 2 Tablet is the same in ruling and
quality as the paper in 500 sheet packages.
Tablets are very convenient for handling.

Forty sheets No. 2 paper. Size 8x10%.

Price, per dozen $1.00

Prevents turning hand to the right

A large number of testimonials

from users of this frame could be

given if space permitted.
One Writing Frame, postpaid, net,

15c.

Net price, 40 or more Frames,
each I2V2C

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. Park St. Columbus, Ohio
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IN MY OLD
KENTUCKY
HOME

Dixie Hospitality in the atmosphere of the

Old South. Comfortable beds— spacious

rooms.

HOTEL

SEELBACH
500 ROOMS $1.75 up

visit the DERBY ROOM

Spend a pleasant

hour in this justly

famous Bavarian

Bar and Cafe
Lounge—thorough-

ly AIR CONDI-
TIONED — always

70°.

WALNUT AT 4th STREETS

LOUISVILLE

Professional Training

in Shorthand

Post-graduate courses at The Gregg College

thoroughly prepare for private secretaryships, court

reporting, and commercial teaching positions.

All departments are in charge of expert and

experienced instructors. Graduates are uniformly

successful and are located in all parts of the United

States.

Students for advanced courses may enroll any

Monday— progress being individual. Day and

evening sessions open all year. Free Placement

Service.

Write today for catalogue giving details about

this most distinctive school.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

THE FAVORITE OF THOUSANDS

HOTEL
MARK TWAIN
Solid comfort and real luxury at popular

rates make the Mark Twain the preferred

hotel in St. Louis... Modern, comfortable,

air conditioned sleeping rooms and an

ideal location. Visit the Steamboat Cabin

Coffee Shop and Old English Tap Room.

E. A. IEACH, MANAGER

300 ROOMS

ST. LOUIS
Newest Downtown Hotel

fe ONE Of THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS
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Hero you will find everything to fur-

ther your comfort and enjoyment

—

outside ocean-view rooms . . . sun

deck . . . beautiful dining room at the

ocean's edge . . . superb cuisine . . .

varied sports . . . and entertainment.

You'll like your fellow guests . . . and
the delightfully friendly atmosphere

of The Chelsea.

Special Weekly Rales.

ATLANTIC CITY
JOIl WUHAN I. CHIISTIAN MVHt • JULIAN A HUMAN

s4

FORT

MEIGS
HOTEL

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hotel is

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable

accommodations and reasonable rates.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime

Buffet serve the best food in Ohio.

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TOLEDO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

HOTEL OHIO
Right in the heart of things in Youngstown, the Ohio provides you with

greater comfort and a cordial atmosphere. Good beds, good food and

economical rates assure you of the best in hotel enjoyment. A highly

trained personnel attends to all details during your stay at Hotel Ohio.

400 ROOMS "om $2
H. R. PETERSON, Manager

YOUNGSTOWN
OHIO
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Provides for Variation

in Student's Abilities

New Standard Typewriting

Abundant Material

Correct Forms Only

Best Current Usage

Clear, Concise Direc-

tions

Interesting Topical

Arrangement

Distinct Type

Durable Binding

Good Illustrations

by

Nathaniel Altholz

Director of Commercial Education,
hoard of Education,
City of New York

Charles E. Smith

Specialist in Typewriting Instruction,

Trainer of Every World's Professional

Typewriting Champion

We might elaborate one feature after another—the topical arrangement of applied
problem material ; the interesting, instructive, carefully selected exercise and project

material; the constant attention to the interest and convenience of pupil and teacher;
the method by which the entire class, with no slighting of individual aptitude, mas-
ters the keyboard together.

But it all comes down to just this: Here is the typewriting text 'which will serve

you best. New Standard Typewriting is now in wide use, in every case with the

most satisfactory results. Embodying ideas gathered from exceptional experience
and thorough understanding of actual classroom problems, it stands approved by
every test of expert opinion and practical demonstration.

The Most USABLE Text Ever Devised

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
New York Chicago

'£& me A

Hotel Philadelphian
Highly Recommended by Experienced Travelers the World Over for its Warm Hospi-
tality ; its Excellent Cuisine Served in Comfortably Air-Conditioned Restaurants ; its

Convenient Location to the Business Section; and its Unlimited Parking Facilities.

600 ROOMS with Bath From $2.50 Up
DANIEL CRAWFORD, JR., President & General Manager

39th and Chestnut Streets PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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You Can Teach . . . HOW TO USE

THE CALCULATOR
AND

THE COMPTOMETER
By JAMES R. MEEHAN

Hunter College, New York City

Both Key-Driven Machines Are Covered in One Text

A basic skill training on the Burroughs Calculator and th

Felt and Tarrant Comptometer in twenty lessons. All ir

structional and work material is in the text. Perforated page

for tearing out; blank spaces for answers. Each lesson

clearly arranged in three achievement units. The first cor

tains all new learning, review, and testing. Levels two an

three contain additional skill practice. All students progre;

to a new lesson each day. List Price, 3*

M644A . . For Retailing Courses

RETAILING
Principles and Practices

WORKBOOK
by

RICHERT AND KAUFFMAN

Quality and Quantity

For use with any modern textbook on retailing or retail selling.

Outstanding for completeness, for quality, and for quantity

—244 pages, 8V2 by 1 1 inches, perforated and punched for

filing.

Contains problems, projects, and exercises dealing with every

phase of retailing, plus the physical, mental, and moral quali-

ties and personality skills necessary for successful selling.

List Price, 80c

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPAN'
New '.'ork Chicago San Francisco Toronto London Syd.
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business educationAzaner-bloser CO.

America's Only Handwriting Magazine

olume 46 COLUMBUS, OHIO. NOVEMBER, 1940

HANDWRITING
PROJECTS

COVER DESIGN
It matters little how elaborate or

mple a cover design is if it tells its

ory effectively, that is if the name
book or magazine stands out con-

sciously above all other details of
e design. Do not use a style of
ttering which needs a second glance
order to read it.

Referring to the design for this

sson it will be seen that the word
Educator" was given special prom-
ence. Always place heading well
love center of design.

Lay off design very carefully in

tncil giving attention to relative size

id spacing of the lettering. With
viders make circles for wreath of
getables and flowers, which are
yen a decorative style of treatment.

|A T-square, drawing board and
.ling pen should comprise the outfit

|
every pen artist. Some coarse and

he pens and Zanerian ink will be
[cessary for this design.

The words "The Educator" show
letter suitable for brush work, with
ee-hand relief line.

The values of the fruit and flowers
pre developed by using short broken
les and dots. The tinting in center
' rather effective. Observe uniform
acing of dots and the effect will

that of a pale wash when drawing
viewed at a distance of two or

[ree feet. Study color values very
trefully and remember that earnest
[deavors will bring pleasing results.

Every pupil should be thankful for
the many things he enjoys here in

America. Many boys and girls in

other countries today do not have the
advantages which we have here. We
have many things for which to be
thankful.

In the handwriting class we have
a good opportunity of encouraging
the Thanksgiving spirit. Thanksgiv-
ing provides excellent interesting ma-
terial to write about. Many projects
can be worked out.

Any teacher can greatly improve
the handwriting of her class by un-
tiringly helping the class to systemat-
ically check on the following:

Position: Pen
Hand
Arm
Body

Size:

Slant:

Spacing:

Too large

Too small
Varying

Too heavy
Too light

Varying
Kinky and slow

Too slanting

Too nearly vertical

Irregular

Crowded
Scattered
Irregular

Alignment: Off the line

Low letters uneven
Capitals uneven

Arrangement: Uneven margins
Crowded in places

Letter Forms: Poor ending strokes
Closed loops
Loops too large
Crowded a, e, o, p, r, s.

Legibility:

PROGRAM
The Penmanship Teachers of Iowa

will meet during the State Teachers'
Convention in Des Moines, on Friday,
November 8, 1940, at 2 p. m.

The president, Miss Georgia Conard,
special penmanship teacher, Leon,
Iowa, will preside, and Miss Nettie
Price, grade principal, Lake Mills,

Iowa, will act as secretary.

The program will consist of a panel
clinic with these penmanship teachers
taking part: Miss Florence I. Brown,
supervisor, Newton, Iowa; Miss Nell
McGowen, Knoxville, Iowa; Miss
Gwendolyn Pettigrew, Lohrville, Iowa;
Miss Maude Homes, Orient, Iowa.

Following this will be the principal

address of the meeting by Margaret
F. Davenport, Capital City Commer-
cial College, Des Moines, Iowa.

The session will close with a busi-

ness meeting and election of new
officers for the coming year.

THE EDUCATOR
rlished monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,
€12 N. Park St, Columbus, O.

A. LUPFER Editor
fcRKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. SI. 50 A YEAR
<To Canada, 10c more; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.
Change of address should be requested

promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the month
for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus, O.

You cannot make a letter correctly if you do not have a clear mental picture of it. Before practicing, look at

the copy carefully. Observe the shape, the size and wherein it is similar to other letters with which you are
familiar.

For instance, K begins the same as the H and M. Come down straight to the base line and stop before raising
the pen. The second part has two compound curves tied together at the center of the stem.
Which of the two loops in the letter is the smaller?
Is the top as large as the bottom ?

Write the entire sentence at the beginning of your practice, then again after you have worked on the individual
letters and words with which you have trouble. See if your sentences show an improvement.

Swing the K off with a free movement. Let the hand slide on the little fingers. Make many attempts. Don't
give up.

The small k has a loop similar to the h. The second part needs special attention because of the small horizontal
loop. Stop the movement just before coming down on the straight part of the second part. Swing the seconc
half of the letter freely, but carefully. Hit the base line with the first and second parts.

To get a free swing to the right practice these wide spaced exercises. Watch the position of your paper. Toj
part points to the upper left corner for righthanded students and to the upper right corner of the desk for left
handers.

r

This shows how the pen is held at an angle of about 45°, how the fingers are gracefully curved and how the ham
rests on the third and fourth fingers. Notice that the first finger extends below the end of the thumb.
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This will give you more study on k and other loops. It shows how to analyze letters. Take each point separately

and master it.

Practice e, b, h, k, and f together. The loops should be the same size on all of these letters. Many students do

not make good loops because they do not get them full enough.

These words will give you excellent practice on loops.

See that all loops are the same in size and that each one is plain. Come down straight on the backs of loops.

Make line after line of each word in this copy. Remember the more practice you do the greater will be your

improvement.

! This will provide a review since you have worked on the P. It will remind you to check your position. Let us

' stop and reread the previous instructions on position. Heads up, holder pointing to shoulder, rest hand on little

;
fingers and hold paper in front of you.
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In order to develop a free movement, you will find large exercises excellent to practice. Make them two spates

high. Get a light free movement. Don't grip the holder. Light on down stroke. Get even spacing.

Reduce the exercises to one space, maintaining the same freedom as in the larger ones. Avoid spots and heavy

places. Roll the arm on the muscle below the elbow. Glide on the little fingers. Keep knuckles pointing to the

4 &j #y dy dy J~y <h ^^^ ^ ^) a
) ^1 ^

The H is similar to K. The first part is the same and the top of the second part of H is the same as in K. Both

have a stop on the base line in the first part. Be sure to stop on the base line in the second part of H. Join the

two parts neatly. Do not spread the H. The K and H are the same in width and height.

Writing must be legible to be of value. A careful writer is usually a legible writer. A careless writer seldom

writes legibly. Some places require more care than other places. In the word Handwriting dot the i's and cross

the t carefully. Any person can do this after he knows where the dots and cross should be placed. Don't just

stab at the dots and slash at the crossing. I am sure you are going to try to be careful.

Handwriting trains one to be neat, and neatness helps to secure positions and promotions.

^i*d-

This shows how to test your slant. Notice that all down strokes slant in the same direction-

yours? Get your paper in front of you so that the down strokes point to your body.

-forward. Do
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Students enjoy making designs out of letters and words. Try this cross word exercise. It will encourage free-

dom of movement and regularity of spacing. Let us see who can make the prettiest design. Try other words
also.

DEFECTS IN WRITING AND THEIR CAUSES
From the New Jersey Department of Public Instruction

The following analysis of some of the more prominent defects in writing, and their causes, is presented to

/ou to be used in a common endeavour on the part of all of us to attain a higher efficiency in writing. It is

jelieved that pupils will develop a critical standard for judging their own work if familiarized with these de-
fects, and that they will work harder to remove the same if such a key is furnished as is given herewith.

Defects

Writing too small.

Writing too cramped

Too much slant...

Writing too straight

Writing too heavy-

Writing too light

Writing too angular

Writing too irregular

Writing too wide

Too many flourishes ...

Causes
Too much finger movement.
Movement too slow.
Poor position.

Too much finger movement.
Penholder held too near pen.
Writing arm too near body.
Point of pen too far from finger.

Paper in wrong position.

Arm too far from body.
Finger too near point of pen.
Paper in wrong position.

Poor pen.
Penholder of small diameter.
Index finger pressing too hard.

Pen held too obliquely or too straight.

Eyelet of pen turned to side.

Penholder too large diameter.
Thumb too stiff.

Penholder held too lightly.

Movement too slow.

Lack of freedom of movement.
Pen gripping.
Pen progresses too fast.

Too much lateral motion.
Lack of basic training.

Writing too rapidly.

J. H. Bachtenkircher, his niece Genevieve Brow—and his sum-
mer's catch. You will have to have Mr. Bachtenkircher tell

how he doe6 it.

By George A. Race, Supervisor of Handwriting,

Bay City, Mich. If you are looking for good fish-

ing or good public school penmanship, visit Bay
City and Mr. Race will give you proper directions.
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Applied Writing in Junior High Schools
Mamie Eppler, Supervisor of Penmanship, Fort Worth Public

Schools, Fort Worth, Texas
(N. A. P. T. S.)

Good applied writing is the result

of the cooperation of three distinct

forces

:

1. Responsibility of the "controllers

of the system" to provide in-

struction in handwriting where
needed.

2. The responsibility of the pupil

to become conscious of the need
and to acquire proficiency in

handwriting.

3. The responsibility of the teacher
to furnish ideals and provide
effective instruction.

The treatment of the subject of

penmanship seems to vary in junior

high schools according to the "con-
trollers of the system". In some
schools its status varies from no
treatment whatsoever of the subject,

to six weeks of instruction during a

semester, to a daily period combined
with spelling or English through L. 7,

or even throughout the 8th grade.

Does this subject merit a place in

the junior high school program ? I

think it does. The Committee on the

Reorganization of Secondary Educa-
tion has very wisely assigned an im-
portant place to health instruction,

and certainly no question is today
receiving greater attention both from
the school personnel and from the

public at large.

Many diseases of adult life, accord-
ing to physicians, are traceable to an
incorrect sitting posture while in

school, and there is no age when good
posture should be more encouraged
than at this age of rapid growth and
development of home and muscle.

Since much of the student's school
time, far too much I fear, is spent in

applied writing, the habits of correct
posture acquired in these hours of
writing will unconsciously influence
the sitting posture in other activities,

thus making a direct contribution to

his good health.
"If the ultimate purpose of educa-

tion is to develop moral character
among men, and if moral character
consists essentially of acts performed
rather than of ideas and sentiments
which give rise to them; then, truly,
making provision for practice in well-
doing is one of the chief functions of
a school." (C. O. Davis—Junior High
School Education). In the subject of
writing there is abundant opportunity
for the development of character val-
ues, such as, orderliness, thrift,
promptness, clear thinking, initiative,
etc.

Bagley has pointed out that it is

doubtful if with the great diversity
of racial inheritances that enter into
the complex of American society, six
years of elementary training are suffi-

cient for the pupose of integrating
all forces into body politic of the most
desirable kind. A part of the effort

and of the organization of the junior
high school must assuredly be di-

rected to a supplementation of the in-

tegrating processes begun in the
lower grades.

Snedden says that in teaching cer-
tain fundamental processes, such as
spelling, arithmetic, penmanship, etc.,

the outcome expected on the part of
the pupil is a certain quite definite

and easily recognized ability to do, to
execute, to express in action, and
the learning process cannot be term-
inated economically until this end is

achieved.

Briggs has said that it is probable
that even in the best schools there
will remain, after the sixth grade,
many details which because of the
generous conception as to what all

citizens should know or because of
the immaturity of pupils, have not
been taught and these when presented

"Character constantly realiz-

ing itself in practical citizenship,
in community life, in complete
living is the immediate, ever-
lasting, and only purpose of the
school.*'

—Francis Wayland Parker.

in the seventh, eighth or even more
advanced grades continue the inte-
grating effect of education.

The end to be achieved in penman-
ship before junior high school is over
is the translation of writing power
into such writing habits that the pro-
cess in no way interferes with the
thinking process. For one's real
writing is that which he does with
no thought of the method of attack,
form, posture, position of paper, pen,
and movement. He must be wholly
unconscious of these, if his writing is

automatic.

Davis says that only broadminded,
forceful teachers who have lived lives

filled with rich experience, who can
win the complete confidence and re-
spect of the pupils, and who are pos-
sessed of a peculiar love for boys and
girls, can hope to make a success in
junior high school. He goes further
and says that no one should be per-
mitted to teach in junior high school
who has not an abundance of physical
energy, and who is not possessed of
the ability to make class room work
vital and interesting; that nowhere do
these two qualities, enthusiasm and
the power to arouse interest through
appeals to the humanly interesting,

play so important a part. Emerso:
tells us that the only way to arous
human interest and enthusiasm is t
exhibit human traits and enthusiasm
in oneself. There is no subject in th
curriculum the success of which i

more dependent on these two quali
ties than is the subject of penman
ship.

One of the greatest aids to
teacher in creating interest in an;
subject is a thorough knowledge o

her subject. A teacher who would in

spire careful applied writing must b
equipped with the technical skill an(
training to teach and demonstrate
There is no greater inspiration to th<

student than the knowledge of th.

teacher's ability.

This teacher must know not onh
her subject but she must be familia
with the subject matter of the othei

school subjects of her pupils and mus
have a thorough knowledge of th<

traits and characteristics of the earlj

adolescent youth.

In our school days there are thref

classes of writers:

1. There is a class who can write

well and do write well. Ever}
paper is indicative of desirable

writing habits. This group car

be very advantageously excusec

from drill period provided the}

do not drop back into careless

habits. Their writing should be

examined from time to time tc

see that such is not the case.

2. There is a class whose writing ir

the drill period is of high qual-

ity, but their applied writing

does not measure up to this same
high standard.

3. There is a group who cannot
write well and who must have
instruction in the rudiments of

the subject.

The last two groups are the ones

in which we are chiefly interested

today.

The efficient penmanship teacher in

junior high school first makes a sur-

vey of the penmanship needs in the

classes under her supervision, and
then plans a consistent campaign for

its accomplishment. She creates a

desire in her pupils to become good
writers

:

1. By setting a good example.
There are many teachers whose
greatest inspirational factor lies

in their ability to write beau-
tifully. They set before the pu-
pils a style which they admire
and unconsciously imitate. No-
thing has so great an influence
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on a pupil as the knowledge that

the teacher can do expertly that

which she asks of him.

]
2. By showing specimens of good

and poor writing and by em-
phasizing writing as a mode of

expression—written to be read,

and being of such quality that

the thought may be grasped
quickly and accurately by others.

i
3. By telling stories illustrating the

value of good penmanship.
4. By giving opinions of business

men in regard to good penman-
ship. Many suiveys have been
made along this line and are

available. Local inquiries often-

times create great interest. Pu-
pils themselves may write let-

ters to business men, asking

their opinion of good writing.

5. By citing errors in business
transactions involving losses,

etc.

|
6. By giving health talks.

7. By emphasizing the value of cor-

rect habit formation in develop-

ment of their character.

The battle is half won when the

child is made anxious to write.

If the same care and attention were
given to the individual instruction in

penmanship as is the ease of many of

the other subjects, the result would

be many more good writers in our

schools today. The teacher must real-

ize and impress on her pupils that the

teaching of penmanship is successful

only to the degree in which the pupil

carries over into application that

which he learns from the formal les-

son; that the habit of writing well

grows out of the ability to write well;

and that the writing period is a place

where he may learn applied writing.

Each lesson, therefore, must be

planned with a view to the applied

writing.
Much thought and consideration

must be given to the material for the
practice period. It should be some-
thing in which the pupil is interested

and for which he feels a need.

The teacher is familiar with the

other school subjects and she corre-

lates her lesson with these subjects.

She is careful not to overestimate

drill. There must be some drill but
every exercise should have a definite

purpose and the pupil should be

shown that purpose. This drill should

be the outcome of needs discovered in

applied writing. The lesson should be

so planned that the pupil does much
more writing than drill work. She
encourages the pupil to bring his in-

dividual needs to the practice period.

Thus the pupil learns to apply the

the knowledge acquired and realizes

real need of writing skill.

She explains why writing is legible

or illegible.

She shows the value of correct pos-

ture in writing and how poor posture

is detrimental to good writing, also

to health.

She realizes the value of praise in

the learning process. A recent report

has been made of an experiment to

determine the value of praise or

blame as incentives. Three groups
with similar ability were selected.

To the first group was given no praise

nor blame. The second group was
criticized. The third group was com-
mended at every possible opportunity.

The result was that the group re-

ceiving the praise showed greatest

improvement.
She has many devices for creating

interest at her command. While
many of these are of an artificial

character they are used when neces-

sary to furnish an immediate use for

practice—until a truer motive can be
developed. Some of the most com-
monly used incentives follow:

1. Projects.

2. Certificates based on applied
writing.

3. Penmanship Clubs.

4. Contests—individual or group.

5. Honor rolls based on applied

writing. (Posted in room, hall,

etc., or published in city papers
or school news).

6. Special favors for good applied
writing.

7. Display best papers in applied
writing.

8. Excuse from class as long as ap-
plied writing is up to the class

standard.
9. Blue and red pencil marks on

papers—blue meaning excellent
and red meaning good.

10. Use of scales in which pupils

compete with their past records.

11. Assembly Programs.
12. Diplomas for superior achieve-

ment.
13. Penmanship Programs.
14. Permits to do special work.
15. Homogeneous grouping accord-

ing to ability into three classes.

Promotion when merited.
16. Publish "Penmanship News", a

school paper containing items of

interest involved in applied writ-

ing.
Incentives are only a means of in-

spiring. Inspiration is the biggest
factor in successful teaching and the
main force in securing legible ap-
plied writing'.

An attractive design by Parker Zaner Bloser. Study the accurate letter formations.
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This beautiful piece of engrossing first appeared in the Kiwanis Magazine pub-
lished at 520 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. It is a special token of
friendship and appreciation from the Rotary which they will present with their
congratulations to the Kiwanis Club upon its achieving 25 years of service.
This beautiful piece of work was also made by Mr. Cook of the Harris Studio,
Chicago 111.

LIGHTING THE LAMPS OF
LEARNING

The Staff Bulletin, Public School
System, Lawrence, Kansas

Henry Van Dyke, singing praises ol

the unknown teacher, says: "He lights

many candles which, in later years
will shine back to cheer him. This
is his leward. Knowledge may be
gained from books; but the love of

knowledge is transmitted only by per-

sonal contact."

The contagion of an interested, en
thusiastic teacher is one that few
young people can resist. Whether we
use a candle or a lamp to symbolize
a passion for learning is immaterial.
Possibly an indirect lighting fixture

might be more appropriate for modern
use, but the symbolism of the lighted
lamp is still suggestive of the spirit

we wish to arouse in our pupils.

After all, we still depend on books
for a multitude of purposes. The
laboratory, the shop, other forms of
physical equipment, give us wider and
finer opportunities, but we never get
away from the need for authoritative
information, for clear illustrations,

for inspirational sidelights and funda-
mental principles plainly set forth.

When we fail to inoculate our pupils
with a desire to read, with an appre-
ciation of the world of pleasure and
development which await the eager
searcher, we fail in the most vital

spot. No Edison, no Lindbergh, no
Einstein, or for that matter no man
or woman of full stature mentally or
spiritually can be found who has not
profited by contact with what has
been written throughout the ages.

Boys and girls who like to read
give little trouble to the teacher of
English or the social sciences. Those
who fail to acquire skill in and a
liking for reading may become expert
in manual operations, but they are
handicapped and hampered contin-
ually in gaining an understanding of
the world about them.

When a thirst for wholesome read-
ing is set up, the first great step to
learning and understanding has been
taken — the lamp has been lighted.

May we have many this year which
"in later years will shine back" to
cheer us.

"The teacher is an artist. He works
with the precious clay of unfolding
personality. The teacher is a friend.
His heart responds to the faith and
devotion of his students. The teacher
is a citizen. He is selected and licensed
for the improvement of society."

This signature was taken from one of our penmanship certificates which Mr.
Philipps of the Office Training School of Columbus, Ohio, signed for one of
his pupils. Mr. Philipps is a teacher of handwriting in the Office Training
School and has a very large and enthusiastic class of handwriting students.

Fine Carved

Greeting Cards $1.00 per doz.

Five Special Lessons in Card
Carving with Carving Tools.. ..$5

J. D. Carter Deerfield, 111.
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Our Lesson in Manuscript Writing
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Lena Hileman, 436 Eleanor St., Grand Rapids, Mich., a primary teacher, is preparing to teach manuscript. Like
many other teachers she finds manuscript easy to master. We receive hundreds of specimens like the above from
teachers everywhere. You can improve your teaching of wnuscript or your regular penmanship by correspondence.
Systematic, supervised instruction will produce results.

Ar_e__ih__a...pj.g.s___ bi.gz

Ar.e_.f.h.e..__p.ig-S.._r.ed_?.

.ls.___Q.u.n._.-CQW_---r.ad2
Have each word stand out plain. All spaces between words should be even, and the spaces in words should all

be the same. Get the spacing in your words to look much like the printing in your book.

Give special attention to new letters. The question mark will be new to most students. Call attention to the

height, the dot and the general space.

Neatness is very important. Develop neat habits.
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Handwriting Weaknesses in Marion County
Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts in the

Faculty of the Graduate School of West Virginia University

An analytical study of handwrit-

ing in Marion County, West Virginia,

was made by the county teacher of

handwriting. The method of study

included a pre-test, remedial instruc-

tion, and a final test. The study in-

cluded grades two to eight in the

pre-test, and grades one to eight in

the final test. Both rural and urban
schools were included in the study.

The pre-test was administered by
classroom teachers to 8,027 pupils

September 16. Scoring was done by
the county teacher of handwriting,
using F. N. Freeman's "A Chart for

Diagnosing Faults in Handwriting."

As soon as the analytical reports

were received, each teacher began
remedial instruction, based upon the

needs of her pupils, assisted by the
county teacher of handwriting.

The final test was administered to

8,242 pupils on April 14. Analytical
scoring was again done by the coun-
ty teacher of handwriting.

The results of each test were an-
alyzed separately, and also by rural

and urban groups. Then scores for

all groups and both tests wei'e com-
bined for study. The results were
similar regardless of the manner of

study.

Only one quality appears to be as-

signable to a grade: alignment seems
to make a definite drop in any grade
where the first size reduction is

made.
Line quality appears to be the

weakest of the five qualities (slant,

alignment, line quality, form, spacing)
studied in grades one, five, six, seven
and eight: while alignment takes pre-
cedence over it in grades two, three
and four.

Indications are that slant causes
least difficulty for pupils in grades
one to four. In grades five to eight,

form is marked low for fewer pupils.

The general tendency for all five

qualities appears to be to grow less

difficult with each succeeding grade.

For some unknown reason, grade
four failed to make satisfactory prog-
ress. Only one quality out of five

made as much as one-fifth of the
standard grade improvement, in fourth
grade. That one quality was align-

ment. The failure to make satisfac-
tory progress in this grade was disap-
pointing, since fourth grade was the
only one which showed a higher me-
dian score in all five qualities in the
pre-test, over the previous grade.

Under the circumstances, sugges-
tion is made that teachers in all

grades diagnose the handwriting er-
rors for all pupils, and apply remedial

By Eleanor D. McElroy, A.B.

instruction to individual cases. Re-
sults from this study indicate that
such instruction, together with inter-
ested and intelligent effort on the part
of each pupil, will permit more rapid,
and much greater improvement than
that indicated in standards accom-
panying the Freeman chart.

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Study

With the establishment of the
county unit of administration, a visit-
ing teacher was assigned to the
county-wide teaching of handwriting.

Miss Eleanor McElroy attended

the Zanerian in 1931, where she

executed her own seal in Busi-

ness Writing and became pro-

ficient in Blackboard Writing,

Methods of Teaching Handwrit-
ing and received her Profes-

sional Certificate in the Super-

vision of Writing.

Since that time a commercial course
of study in handwriting has been fol-

lowed with such adaptations as
seemed necessary to the visiting and
classroom teachers, but no definite

study has been made to base that
adaption upon research.

It was decided to seek by grade
levels for such specific difficulties as
could be located. The plan was, if

such difficulties were found, either to
write a new course of study to care
for the needs thus revealed, or to pro-
vide adaptations in the existing
course.

The Problem

The problem confronted was, "What
are the grade-level difficulties in hand-
writing in Marion County?" This
problem was broken down into the
following:

1. Is there a particular weakness
noted by grade levels?

2. Does any one of the qualities of
good handwriting improve more in
any particular grade than it does in

others ?

3. Does any one of the qualities of
good handwriting improve less in any
particular grade than it does in others ?

4. Is a tendency to make related
progress in any group of the qualities
of good handwriting discernible ?

Delimitation of the Problem

Previous studies of handwriting dif-

ficulties have dealt with letter diffi-

culties, and have shown that such
difficulties as are found tend to per-
sist at different levels. No records
are available of any previous study
dealing with specific writing qualities

by grade levels.

It was decided to consider only
those qualities that are measurable
by "A Chart for Diagnosing Faults
in Handwriting," by F. N. Freeman.'
These qualities are slant, alignment,
line quality, form, and spacing. The
study covered grades one through
eight. It was impossible to test the
first grade in September, since paper
work in that grade was not begun
until after Christmas. All grades
were scored in the April test.

Influential Local Factors

Certain conditions prevail in Marion
County which may have tended to

reduce variable factors in the study,
or caused results to differ from those
which would be found elsewhere.
Among these factors are: (1) Pre-
vious cooperation in teaching hand-
writing; (2) previous use of materials
pertinent to this study; (3) previous
use of methods pertinent to this
study; (4) the making of the first

size reduction in second and third
grade.

Out of the 323 teachers who have
cooperated in this study, 303 have
worked at least one year with the
present county teacher of handwrit-
ing. All schools in the county have
worked with her since 1933, and ten
of them were under her supervision
from 1931. This period of joint inter-
est in handwriting permitted closer
cooperation between pupils, teachers,
and the county teacher of handwriting
than might be expected under less
favorable circumstances.

During the period preceding the
study, the teachers have been given
materials and instruction which dealt
specifically with diagnostic and reme-
dial teaching of handwriting. Instruc-
tion sheets, dealing with characteris-
tic writing weaknesses, their causes,
and possible methods of attack, were
furnished teachers.

For five years, a preliminary "im-
provement test" page has been writ-
ten by pupils at the opening of school.
Teachers have checked these papers
and recommended particular attention
to specific weaknesses in slant, align-
ment, line quality, form and spacing.

'Published by Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston, Mass.
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During: the previous school year,
Handwriting Diagnostic Chart1

3 furnished each teacher. The
rt required only that the teacher
ck a pupil's greatest weakness,
ring the year no diagnostic scales
•e used. The teachers depended
n bulletin materials, teachers'

nuals, and personal suggestions
m the visiting writing teacher.

METHOD OF STUDY
lecause of the prevailing opinion
t the progress and needs of pupils
uld never willingly be endangered
purpose of experiment, the same
;erials and methods were followed
;he classroom as would have char-
;rized the work had no study been
progress. The steps in the de-
ipment of the study were: (a)
linistration and scoring of a pre-
;; (b) remedial instruction; (c)
linistration and scoring of a final

1 (d) summarizing and comparing
llts of the two tests.

Administration of the Pre-Test

bulletin explaining the purpose
method of study was presented to
teachers in the county. The copy
»e written, and specific directions
testing were included,

uring the first week of school,
ils were given an opportunity to
>me familiar with the words and
ling of the test sentence,

n September 16, each teacher ad-
istered the test to her own group,
ince it was known from previous
s that pupils were below both
sman's and Ayres' standards in
i, teachers and pupils made the
: check, although no study was
le of it for the county. This im-
liate check permitted some effort
e made to regain part of the speed
during the summer, before the

nsive effort to improve quality
:h was to follow scoring of the

However, stress was not laid
ate alone, but upon gaining speed
lout sacrificing the quality.

Scoring the Test
r
ith the test papers, each teacher
nitted a class chart. The chart
prepared to show individual scores
each of the five qualities of good
iwriting for each pupil in the
a.

le papers for one room were corn-
id for one quality at a time, with
samples on the Freeman Chart,
ers approximately equal to quality
I the scale for slant were placed
ther. Those equal to the sample
ed 3 were put in another group,
best papers, equal to sample 5,

those papers which did not seem
t the other three groups. When
et of papers had been so grouped,
approximate score was recorded,
le same process was repeated for
other four qualities. It was then
sferred to the classroom chart,
h was returned to the teacher.
:ore of 1 was equal to a grade

Handwriting Diagnostic Chart."
T-Bloser Company, Columbus, O.

of very poor; 2, poor; 3, satisfactory;
4, good; 5, very good.

Remedial Work
Within six weeks, all scoring was

completed. A bulletin was issued, call-
ing attention to basic causes of weak-
ness in each of the five qualities
scored, and reference was made to
possible sources of help in meeting
the individual problems revealed by
the charts. These sources were ma-
terials already in the teachers' pos-
session, and other available at the
library at the office of the Superin-
tendent.

Since the scale did not have indi-
vidual scores for the five qualities as
standards, the total score was used
for comparison. This was indicated
in the bulletin in graphic form.

Charts were prepared, showing com-
parison of the mean scores in each
of the five qualities for graded and
rural schools. Other graphs com-
paring the composite scores for rural
schools, urban schools, and the county
as a whole with the Freeman stand-
ards, were made for each grade level.
These graphs were used in meetings
with the principals of graded schools,
and with rural teachers, to clarify the
teaching problem confronted.

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
is the most important scientific

instrument at your disposal.

Learn to speak and write it with
precision.

C. W. Foulk,

01 io State University.

Actual remedial instruction was
necessarily left to the regular teach-
ers. Where common difficulties were
noted, specific group practice was
used. Otherwise, pupils used the as-
signed copy for practice, but with
attention to personal weaknesses as
revealed in the class chart.

Emphasis was placed upon attack-
ing the fundamental causes of the
defect. Pupils who were weak in
slant gave more attention to placing
the paper directly before themselves
and tipping it towards the left suffi-

ciently to permit the pen when prop-
erly held to trace the line from left
to right. When the proper paper
position was located, attention was
fixed on moving the arm towards the
body on down strokes, if the pupil
was right-handed. The reverse paper
position, and movement of the arm
towards the lower left corner of the
desk, was watched by left-handed
pupils.

Those who had alignment difficul-

ties gave relatively more attention to
frequent shifting of the paper and
rhythmical movement of the arm.
Where line quality was low, atten-

tion was directed to proper care and
dipping of pens, proper pen holding.

regular pressure, speed, and a rhyth-
mical movement which was checked
on points and retraces. Pupils were
also instructed to use the smooth side
of the paper when both sides were
not properly glazed.
Emphasis was placed on correct

visualization, comparison of the writ-
ten product with the desired form,
self-judgment, and the proper atten-
tion to checking motion on points and
retraces, where pupils were low in
form.

Effort was made to keep space be-
tween letters equal to that between
the downstrokes in small letter u.New words were started under the
finishing stroke of the previous word.
Since pupils vary in the space within
letters, they will necessarily vary in
the other three types of spacing (be-
tween letters, between words, be-
tween sentences), and the chief test
made was that of regularity of spac-
ing. The general suggestions given
above, when followed, avoided cramp-
ing and extremely wide spacing
which are undesirable.

A writing period is not complete
without excellent materials for
writing.

Merle J. Abbett.

Each pupil was encouraged to at-
tack only his poorest quality at first.
After improvement was noted, the
next weakest quality was studied. In
all work, pupils were taught and en-
couraged to use an analytical ap-
proach to their individual problems.
During the period of remedial in-

struction, the county teacher of hand-
writing visited and taught each one-
room school at least once; each two-
room school, twice. All other schools
were visited and taught at least three
times, and none more than four. At
the time of the visit, conferences were
held with the principal and teachers.
Where necessary, individual sugges-
tions and demonstrations were given
pupils, since the county teacher's
visits were utilized to permit atten-
tion to individual problems, as well
as those of the group.

In January, the September test
papers were returned to the teachers,
for the purpose of comparison. The
papers were displayed for P. T. A.
or other meetings, or sent home to the
parents.
As problems of general value were

noted in field work, bulletins were
issued suggesting further means of
overcoming such problems or meeting
needs. Schools making outstanding-
progress were listed in such bulletins.

This period of definite remedial
work extended from the second week
of school to the date of the final test.

The Final Test
As in September, directions for the

test were furnished each teacher. On
April 14, the test was administered
by the classroom teacher.

Teachers made the rate comparison
for their grades. Both in September
and April scores were recorded on the
class chart.
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Scoring the Test

The classroom chart was again pre-

pared, this time with three columns

for each quality. The scores were

tabulated as shown in Table I. In

the S column, the teacher entered the

September score. The A column was

used for the April score; the G column

indicated gain or loss. Losses were

written in red and preceded by a

minus sign.

Scoring was done by the county

teacher of handwriting, using the

same scale as in September.

When the chart was complete, it

was returned to the classroom teacher,

to be passed to the teacher of the

group for the next school year. These

charts are to be the basis for begin-

next
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Results

Freeman's grade standards (the

sum of the scores for slant, align-

ment, line quality, and spacing, plus

twice the form score) begin with 16

in the first grade and rise by one point

a year. If all five qualities are pre-

sumed to show equal gain, each qual-

ity should indicate a gain of approxi-

mately .2 points during one school

year. A comparison of grade median
scores shows:

1. The total score on the spring

test is standard in every grade.

2. Slant, alignment, line quality,

and form made satisfactory progress

in grade two.
3. Alignment and spacing made

satisfactory progress in grade three.

4. Alignment made satisfactory

progress in the fourth grade.

5. All five qualities made satisfac-

tory pi-ogress in grades five through
eight.

ning writing instructions the

September.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF INDIVIDUAL SCORES
IN FIVE HANDWRITING QUALITIES

Penmanship Chart — Grade 6 School

Align.

43 82 39

~~5—

T

B 1 2 1 2 1 5 1 4 5 1

3 4 3 —

1

3 3

?, 2 1 3 3 2 4 2

5 -2 2 1 4 1 3 5 2

4 1 2 3 1 4 1 4

4 3 -1 3 3 3 4 1 4

3 5 2 5 3 3 4 1 5

5 2 4 2 —

1

4 5 1 5 5

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

4 5 1 3 4 1 5 4 —

1

4 5 1

5 5 3 5 2 4 4 4

5 4 —

1

2 4 4 3 —

1

4 3 —1
5 R 4 4 5 b 5 5

S 2 1 —

1

4 3 —

1

4 1 —3
5 3 S 3 4 4 3 5 2

4 4 3 4 1 3 3 4 4

5 2 •/. 4 4 5 2 —3
4 4 2 4 2 3 3 3 4 1

3 1 3 3 2 2 4 3 —

1

3 3

6. All grades except fourth gainc

at least one and one-half years ov

the September rating. Fourth grai

may have made less effort, since pr

test scores were relatively higher f

that grade than for other grades

7. A large gain over the Septemb
scores is found in grades five to eigr

but grade two shows larger gains

all qualities except alignment ai

spacing than is found in grades thr

and four. It is possible that tl

change in size in the second gra
during the second semester accoun
for slightly less improvement in tho

two qualities.

8. The median gain for all gra
levels is equivalent to that requir

by the Freeman standards for 2,

years.

Results of the Pre-Test

The results of the pre-test will

discussed, first, from the standpoi

of improvement in quality scores frr

one grade level to another, as judg
by medians; and, second, from
standpoint of the per cent of pup
who were given low scores of 1

2 of each quality.

Slant

Median scores for slant for

rural and urban schools, and for t

composite county scores, are found
Table II.

TABLE II

Comparison of Median Scores
Slant in Rural and Urban Schools

in a Pre-Test

Grade Rural Urban Compos

40 108 68

2 3.14 3.24 3.21

3 3.58 3.55 3.56

4 3.47 3.72 3.65

5 3.35 3.44 3.42

6 3.46 3.51 3.47

7 3.62 3.64 3.63

8 3.69 3.45 3.53

Every teacher should encourage and give definite constructive criticism to all

no matter what subject or grade he is teaching.

pupils who write below the standan
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Several years ago Charles I. Ogden studied engrossing in the Zanerian. He is now running a sucess-
full engrossing business at 177 Bay Ridge Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. The above is a recent sample of
his work.
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What Would You Do With This Pupil!

rrr\&\St).

In the March issue we published the above specimen and asked for expressions as to what should be done with 1

Quite a number of teachers have replied. Some would change the slant while others would endeavor to improv

the quality of line and movement without changing the slant. Most of the replies from business colleges sugges

changing the slant since business men, they say, do not like a cramped vertical hand. Here is a reply from

former supervisor which should be of interest to many. Editor.

Dear Editor:

I took the copy out and showed it

to various friends of mine. Most of

them decided to leave it alone. The
common remark was, you can read it,

and that's something in this day and

age.

I used to be a supervisor of pen-

manship in the city schools of Rock-
land, Maine. The students had never

heard of the great penmen, Howard
and Brown. Only the outside world

knew about them. In Rockland we
had everything in the form of pen-

manship. Some of it was awful.

From my own experience I would
say, it all depends on where and how
you find the student. If a school sys-

tem has supervision, then change the

student over to the accepted styles

of writing used in business every-
where. On the other hand, trying to

change a student over in one grade
and then letting him go his merry
way in the next grade doesn't help his

handwriting.

Teaching is a form of salesmanship
—we must sell an idea before we can
hope to attain proficiency—and the
means to an end are many. As a

supervisor I used all sorts of tactics

to sell the idea of correct writing to

both students and teachers. If I found
a student who wrote back-slant, I'd

write back-slant, "better than he did."

I'd show him I could do it—then I'd

explain why I didn't write that way
as a rule and get him over to seeing
my point of view and then give him
special exercises upon which to work,
so he could write the right way.

Getting interest and holding it, is

hard, because when the student dis-

covers after the sales talk, that he

has to work harder than ever to

change over, he's not in his best mood.
I used to sell the idea of penmanship
and writing in all sorts of ways. Once
I put on a drive to prove that there

was demand for good writing in the

business world. I made an offer. All

students who would bring to me a

newspaper ad which said, "apply in

your own handwriting" I'd write for

those students their own name in

ornate writing on a card. I'd have
a standard ad with me and a card as

well showing how a name looked writ-

ten in ornate style. Then through the

teacher I'd get them to work up the

idea of making the room 100%! I

pushed that idea through the schools

by degrees and spent night after

night writing name cards for the stu-

dents—which improved my own card
writing— and — well, that's another
chapter.

I met a man on the street after the

big drive was over—he said, "Your
name Thayer?"

"Yes, sir," I replied.

"My kid brought home a name card

you wrote for him. Said he won it

as a prize? What was it for?"

"Sir," I said, "I'm trying to sell the

students of our schools the idea that

business men want good penmen. In

order to do this I figured out that if I

could get these boys and girls to read
some of the ads and see for them-
selves that handwriting was valuable,

I'd get better writers, more effort.

So I put on an ad campaign. All

those who found for me an ad ir

newspaper which said, 'apply in y(

own handwriting' got a card. Tha
how your boy got his card."

Well the story spread. The schl

board heard about it. Here was
supervisor who even spent outs

time trying to get better results fr

his subject. THEY RAISED 1

PAY $300 DOLLARS A YEAI
Figuring I wrote 2000 cards—well
net result wasn't bad at that. I
it did pep up the writing business 1

the schools of Rockland.

I tried many plans—took handl
Ryan's picture and samples of

work around and showed what a e

could do without hands, and
hands see what we should be able

do. Another was the picture of a
(I forget her name) but I met hei

a side-show at the circus. The A
less Wonder, she Wrote with her I

—and I had her write some cards
me which I purchased. Then I bou
her picture—showed it through
school system with samples of
writing; the picture showed her w
ing with her feet.

I used prizes, name cards, and 1

a constant patter going for four y
in the fight to get better writinj

the schools. I kept progress ch

of results and saw marked impr
ment on the part of the students f

year to year. All in all it was a

stant fight and many times I'd
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od writing bog down when it hit

jh school—courses which didn't

ve too much time for penmanship.
I met men who attended Howard
d Brown's business college and they
Id me that they learned to write
ill there, but after they got out in

e business world they wrote with
>re of a wrist motion than they did

th forearm movement.
I gathered the idea that the reason
is that they didn't have enough in-

•uction in the public schools, and
sre not in Howard and Brown's
lg enough to develop the skill.

Well, here I am on page 3. Blast-

j off steam again. It would be
;eresting to me to know just what
ichers everywhere thought about
i squib and what to do with the
ident.

Very truly yours,
E. G. THAYER,

Spencer Business and
Secretarial School.

SUCCEEDING IN ENGROSSING

Ox lcf/(W(to).

Arr>*

r/*
(ck'Me.

flipped from an envelope received
im C. A. McCluggage of St. Louis,
few years ago Mr. McCluggage

irted in the Engrossing business of
. Louis and is today conducting a
ry thriving Engrossing business. Re-
Itly he bought out H. O. White,
Engrosser of St. Louis, who is now
ated in California.

KNIFEMANSHIP

By Frank A. Krupp, Interstate Business College,

Fargo, North Dakota

This swan is a combination of knifemanship and flourishing. First of all draw
a sketch of the flourish or design then cut it with a knife, raising the cuts

which represent the water. Knifemanship can be used in many different ways
and it would pay you to give it a little study.

Lovmr riytt oav \ost

Wtyo'5 low oc^ccnoiry sun,

Views at tiiv bemo
3To worriiv t»cob ooite.

Neat, well made lettering by Jewell
Bethel, who is an Engrosser in the
Harris Studio of Chicago. Mr. Bethel
is a young man who recently took up

Engrossing and who is making very
rapid strides in the Engrossing busi-
ness.

$33 C ZZ- a,^Lz,f^

Written by F. B. Courtney of Detroit, Mich., one of America's finest. Few men have served good writing more
enerously and for so long a period. Penmanship has been a pleasure for Mr. Courtney. The above specimen is full

I dash and grace. Those who are having trouble to get enough freedom and ease into their work should study and
ork on this copy, then drop the Editor a note about it.
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A Course in Ornamental Penmanshii
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

Contrast between shaded strokes and light lines makes writing- beautiful. A few well^J^^ gj
beauty of writing. Study the location of shades and florishes. The begging oval in J fits aiound the letter Not*

the size of the final swing. Endeavor to get an even amount of flourish on each letter. Distribute the shade

evenly through the words. The capitals are made taller than in ordinary business writing.

Engrosser's Script

This copy in Engrosser's Script is an excellent one to develop a uniform pressure on the down strokes a

uniform slant. Be sure to draw head and base guide lines. By ruling these lines carefully and following the

you should have no trouble in getting your letters the same in height. Study the turns-:

and round.

In this style of writing there is very little connective slant as in ordinary writing,

amine any practice work you may wish to send us.

We shall be pleased to <
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c^n^-n^zi^

H. A. Howard

raetically every month our readers see work from E. L. Brown, but this month we have the pleasure of publishing
'ork from Mr. Brown's partner, H. A. Howard.
Ir. Howard began his career by graduating from the Bryant and Stratton Business College, Manchester, New
ampshire, where he met many penmen and educators like G. A. Gaskill, W. E. Dennis, A. N. Palmer, L. Madaraz
|nd Charles T. Cragin.

iir. Howard was a frequent contributor to the Penman's Art Journal (now consolidated with The Educator) and
as been continuously "slingling ink" probably as long as any man in the business. The Howard & Brown Co. is

jimous for fine penmanship. It is one of the old penmanship companies.
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Miss Paine is a student of J. A. Watson, Terre Haute, Ind.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Dur readers are interested in books of merit.

t especially in books of interest and value

commercial teachers including books of

ecial educational value and books on bus-

ess subjects. All such books will be briefly

viewed in these columns, the object being

give sufficient description of each to enable

r readers to determine its value.

(egg Speed Building, O n e - Y e a r

Course, by John Robert Gregg,
S.C.D., with Thirty-Two Lessons on
The English of Business, by E. Lil-

lian Hutchinson. Published by The
Gregg Publishing Company. New
York, N. Y. Cloth cover, 649 pages.
This text emphasizes the systematic
esentation of shorthand skill train-

g in the advanced year. Its 160
lily lesson-planned assignments for

I minutes of preparation and 40

inutes of classroom work are ar-

nged in 32 sections that follow the

me instructional pattern. Each five-

sson section covers (1) mastering
lorthand theory, (2) building tran-

ription skill, (3) building phrasing

111, (4) building sustained speed,

i) building sustained speed. Ob-
ciously the purpose is to focus the
aching and learning efforts in turn

i the major factors of advanced
lorthand skill.

The author states that one-third of

this 649-page text consists of short-

hand plate material and that the book
contains slightly over 125,000 words
of dictation. The first half of the

book is devoted to general business
dictation and the second half to dicta-

tion on specific vocations.

This signature was written by R.

. Reed, 1017% Frederick Ave., St.

sseph, Mo.

Ranks With the Best
A caricature of C. O. Ellefson of

Box 1029, Proctor, Minn., by W. J.

Jarvis. Mr. Ellefson is a penman of

great ability. Some of his work ranks

among the finest we have ever seen.

^nrJO^J-^vy^Ofl.

£U?-

lis student needs instructions in neatness. There are too many corrections

nd blurred places. No matter how fine the letters are otherwise these

mudged and blotted places will spoil the entire page. We know that it is

ifficult to get some students neat in their work, however, that is one ot the

ery first things that every teacher should insist on. By not excepting

areless work in the daily lessons, the pupils will do better work in the

andwriting, generally. One may not know much about handwriting, but

lere is very little excuse for one handing in a page which has a lot of correc-

ions, blots, and smeared places.

'his writer should get more knowledge of movement and freedom into his

fork. First of all the touch should be lightened. See that the pen is new

I in good shape and that the paper used is of good quality. Then swing into

he work with a free arm movement. This work is labored and cramped and

rawn out slowly. Wherever there is a kink in the line it is an indication

hat the work is too slow. Notice that in the one "f" the movement was
ompletely stopped, forming angles and in the second "f" the turns were

letter. This indicates that the pupil made the "f's" in two different ways,

'ry to discover where to stop or where to go fast or slow.

State of Ohit

Before me.
State and e
peared Parkei
duly

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC., RE-

QUIRED BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912. AND

MARCH 3, 1933

Of The Educator, published monthly at Co-
lumbus, Ohio, for October, 1940.

County of Franklin, ss.

Notary Public in and for the
inty aforesaid, personally ap-
Zaner Bloser. who, having been
ording to law. deposes and says

the Business Manager of The Edu-
atcor and that the following is, to the best

of his knowledge and belief, a true state-

ment of the ownership, management (and if

a daily paper, the circulation!, etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in

the above caption, required by the Act of

August 24. 1912. as amended by the Act of

March 3. 1933. embodied in section 537, Postal
Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse

of this form to wit:

imes and addresses of the
managing editor, and busi-

re : Publisher. Zaner-Bloser
ius. Ohio. Editor, E. A.
, Ohio. Business Manager,
iimbus, Ohio.

1. That the
publisher, editor
ness managers
Company. Colur
Lupfer. Columbi
P. Z. Bloser, C

2. That the owner is (If owned by a cor-

poration, its name and address must be stated

and also immediately thereunder the names
and addresses of stockholders owning or hold-

ing one per cent or more of total amount of

stock. If not owned by a corporation, the
names and addresses of the individual owners
must be given. If owned by a firm, company,
or other unincorporated concern, its name and
address, as well as those of each individual

member, must be given.) R. E. Bloser, Colum-
bus. Ohio : P. Z. Bloser. Columbus. Ohio

;

E. A. Lupfer. Columbus, Ohio ; R. B. Moore,
Columbus. Ohio.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding

1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,

mortgages, or other securities are: (If there

are none, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,

giving the names of the owners, stockholders,

and security holders, if any. contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders as

they appear upon the books of the company
but also, in cases where the stockholder or

security holder appears upon the books of the

company as trustee or in any other fiduciary

relation, the name of the person or corpora-

tion for whom such trustee is acting, is given
;

also that the said two paragraphs contain

statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and condi-

tions upon which stockholders and security

holders who do not appear upon the books of

the company as trustees, hold stock and secur-

ities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner : and this affiant has no reason to

believe that any other person, association, or

corporation has any interest direct or indirect

in the said stock, bonds, or other securities

than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of

each issue of this publication sold or dis-

tributed, through the mails or otherwise, to

paid subscribers during the twelve months
preceding the date shown above is. (This

information is required from daily publications

only.)
P. Z. BLOSER.
Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 27th

day of September. 1940.

I SEAL) EARL A. LUPFER.
(My commission expires January 11, 1941.)

Write for our new Free Book.
"How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for

a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully writ-

ten. Write today.
THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL

438 Ridge Building
Kansas City, Mo.

DIPLOMAS
AMES AND ROLLINSON
50 CHURCH ST.-NEWYORK
1- ONE ORATHOUSAND-IOOO
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BROOKMIRE

ECONOMIC
SERVICE

INVESTMENT
AND

ECONOMIC

COUNSELORS

•

Descriptive, booklet

of Brookmire Services and

sample Bulletins on invest-

ment, business and economic

subjects mailed upon request.

Kindly address Dept. 37

BROOKMIRE
Corporanon-/nvfsIm»Tit Counselors and
Administiativt Economisls-Foundcd lQ04

551 Fifth Avenue. New York

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

HUMANIZING YOUR LETTERS
By George A. Meadows

A very high percentage of the

world's business today is done by cor-

respondence; yet, when we see some
of the letters that are sent out by
business people, we can not help
wondering why such people are suc-

cessful—why they do so WELL. Per-
haps, in most cases, it is in spite of

the type of letters they send out,

rather than because of them.
To get to the point, you have, no

doubt, noticed that many of the letters

written by successful business people
are totally lacking in tact, courtesy,
or friendliness. It takes only a little

longer to make a letter sound much
more HUMAN or much FRIEND-
LIER; and think how much better
impression such a letter makes on the
recipient, how much better reaction
it produces, how much better results
it achieves!

People should write or dictate let-

ters just as they TALK. The only
thing is, they should eliminate unnec-
essary words, and, above all, leave
out stereotyped expressions. If one
will start his letters as though he
were personally talking to the indivi-
dual addressed, he will find that his
letters will receive a much warmer
reception and produce much better
results.

One should use simple, plain Eng-
lish, sound HUMAN, and "throw in"
a little personal "touch." In short,
one should HUMANIZE his letters, or
scatter a little cheer or sunshine, as
he goes along. If one does that, he
will find that people will enjoy hear-
ing from him, will want to ANSWER
his letters, will want TO DO BUSI-
NESS with him—will want to COME
TO SEE HIM!

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

w BUSINESS UNIVERSITY
Professional Training
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA.

ACCOUNTING and C.P.A.COAC
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION and FINANCE
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL-STENOTYPV

neof America's leadingschools. EnroJl anytime. Resl
tent Classes; Home Study. FREE Placement servi-

employment opportunities. Success Bonk TRrr
HILTS BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Dept D Oklahoma City

HUMANIZE, PERSONALIZE, ai

INDIVIDUALIZE your letters, ar

you will get far better RESULTS ai

make many more FRIENDS.
Be courteous to your friends by writi

Neatly written, friendly worded li

letters. Editor

CHALK TALK LECTURER
We had a visit from J. L. Turns

Bismark, N. D., who is a chalk ta
lecturer. Mr. Turner stated that 1

had planned for thirty years to vis

the Zanerian and finally had the pie;

sure of meeting us and seeing tl

pen work on the walls of the Zaneria
While here, Mr. Turner showed t

some of his remarkable blackboa:
stunts. Mr. Turner writes with be
hands and does many other diffici

things. He believes that habits a
secured early in the grade schools ai

that students should be given speci
attention in the lower grades to si

that they are started in the rigi

way, for bad habits are hard to bret
and have a tendency to stick to 01

for life. Mr. Turner was formerly
supervisor of handwriting in the pu
lie schools.

3:(rprttftrati*&

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-
Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send foi
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

fMoDER^tjthtttro^

BOOK DIPLOMAS

Furnished in silk lined Leather 01

Near Leather Covers. Gold Stamped.:

Large or small quantities.

Send for samples and prices.

MARTIN DIPLOMA CO. '

87 Summer Street Boston, Moss.
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CHRISTMAS SEALS

Help to Protect Your

Home from Tuberculosis

So Much EASIER
to Mark Papers!

With this Jumbo-Siz
^W

MARKING PENCIL

the biggest 30 cents worth of <

t any teacher ever bought. Your money
:k without question if you don't find that s

nt absolutely true. Instead of dreading 1

pils' papers, you'll find this comfortable Finger-
ling Marking Pencil puts an end to tiring and
yex cramping. The big mellow lead leaves a

mark without pressure. Comes in red
nth chok of bla red lead.

r P<?t

ZANER • 8LOSER CO.,

Enclosed find 30 cent*

postpaid. (U S. Silver

Com [.If

Dept. t, Columbus, Ohio.

for which please send the I

r Stamps)

Finn«r - Fitting Marking- Pei
(One Red Lead-One Black Lead) for 80c.

ANER-BLOSER CO.

INK THAT LIVES

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records . . . for signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions ... for formal

social usage ... for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

commend it for training young

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

and 3 oz. cubes; also pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink, and write

with an ink that will live.

CHAS.M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.

271 NINTH ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HIGGINS

i

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS!
1 Doz. Embellished 35o
1 Doz. Ornamental — 30o
Greeting Cards, Embellished, each 25c

Large Greeting Cards, 0x7 in. embeHshed.
with bird, scroll, lettering, and ornamen-
tal writing, elaborate, very beautiful.. ..$1.00

Also I give courses in penmanship by mall.
Write for my free book, "How to Become an
Kspert l'enman." which bIiows what others
hnvp Hpr'i'inplished by taking my courses. Your
name elegantly written on a card if you en-

uuae ulaiuu. Write Today. T. M. TEVIS,
Box 25-C, Chilllcothe, Mo.
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CfrLc^s ^^L^XJ-^t-ef *^-£-*£-«<*4i-^

-^i^z-^-e^i^ ^t^t-^/̂ t~&^i-*3--e^-^Z^Le^^CS ^sc^Ly^-zt^L-^e^

&o\ 2^^/^^s.

This beautiful letter was received from Mr. Bollinger in Sept. A letter as well written as this one will
always command attention. Good writing will help you to get a position.

e Etir^wJAI

This beautiful flourish by E. C. Enriquez of Macati Rizal, Philippines was loaned to us by C. N. Begin.
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ouncil

ofthe (Dtp of

Cbicago
bclivTimc20,t92$

tbc following resolution \

presentee bj> £itocrmcn

'CeoiuroyjDivd&mm iwd

Ml bert}). Ibocui xvae

timiiimondjp adoptee:

other page of a resolution made by the Harris En-
ding Studio. In studying this border, refer to the
it page of this album which already has appeared in

i Educator.

%, </ fit 'lift /r.16'/ f, /,«/// ////{/ s,f >/,s//v n

• {&iema/S%i// ;/f//;/r/ ;///;/ /,

CERTIFIGMIS

^Jit;;//s<"//<///// 3

One of the many beautiful pieces of engrossing re-

cently received from F. M. Martin.

V\W%
HOTEL

MALPIN
Ctg%eatHotW

FROM $3 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
LARGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED! NEWLY
DECORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!

2 POPULAR PRICED RESTAURANTS

HOTEL
MALPIN
BROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Undxi KNOTT Management JOHN J. WOELFLE, Manager
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SUCCESS DRILLS IN
TOUCH TYPEWRITING

By CHARLES E. BATEN, Principal

The Lewis and Clark Public Night School
Spokane, Washington

A complete course especially designed

for business schools and
evening classes.

Important Features ....
Bold type, well spaced, easy to read and
follow even in poorly lighted classrooms.

Exercise carefully developed to produce
high speed and superior skill in the mini-
mum time.

Each exercise has a specific purpose, and
instructions are reduced to simplest and
briefest form.

Price 50 cents

Discount on quantity

THE PALMER COMPANY
370 Atlantic Avenue Boston, Mass.

Jtuteiiet CottUrtfX DAYTON—
i OHIO

Among the better hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters of comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, at

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

SECOND AND LUDLOW

400 ROOMS
WITH BATH from

O. E. TRONNES, MANAGE!

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

HOTEL

MIAMI

HOTEL

iranRimiinT
21 FLOORS OF

OUTSIDE

ROOMS
EACH WITH

COMBINATION
TUB & SHOWER

CADILLAC SQUARE

AT BATES STREET

DAILY
SINGLE

DETROIT
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Sanford Graham of Buchanan, West
Virginia called at the office in Sep-
tember. Mr. Graham has been in the

banking business for a number of

years but has a deep interest in pen-
manship. He came to the Zanerian
to meet the different penmen here
and to see the collection of penwork
on the walls of the Zanerian. Mr.
Graham studied penmanship under
Uriah McKee, Oberlin. Ohio.

Dr. P. M. Lawrence of Stockton and
Lodi, Calif., on a tour of the East,
paid a visit to The Educator. Years
ago Mr. Lawrence followed penman-
ship and still is interested in all

branches of penmanship, lettering and
engrossing even though he is kept
busy in his profession. Dr. Lawrence
believes that each one should have
some kind of a hobby which he can
turn to for recreation. Penmanship
is one of the best hobbies you can
have.

Lena Paugh is teaching penmanship
this winter in the Philippi Schools,
Philippi, W. Va. Miss Paugh is an
expert penman and each year has her
pupils work for Certificates.

Mrs. Elizabeth Cater is a teacher
of penmanship in the East Jr. High
School, Joplin, Mo.

EXT time you're in Baltimore,

follow the lead of experienced

travelers and head for one of the

seven hundred most comfortable

rooms in Maryland. Enjoy facil-

ities and service that seem to have

been planned with you alone in

mind! Stop at the city's newest

and largest hotel.

Single rooms from $3.

The first page of the Amelia Earhart resolution

made by the Harris Engrossing Studio of Chicago.

lb II

LORD BALTIMORI
BALTIMORE
MARYLAND



Carl W. A. Anderson
R. 3, Box 60
McLean County
Hilton. N. Dak.

J
ff
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ifwMw%C in Your
Christmas Giving
to Your Pupi/s

You Cive the Pencil for 15c

We'll give the Penholder

to Match
it FREE

An
Ideal

Lasting

Gift

Both Packed Together in At-

tractive Colorful Box

This Matched Fin-
ger-fitting Pen and

:il set in beauti-
onyx-like finish,

to delight the heart
ry child.

Special Zaner-B loser
•Share-with-You" Gift Offer

brings you both Matched Pen-
holder and Pencil postpaid for
ily 15c.

ItSSi FINGER-FITTING «-««

Restful — Easy to Use — h
Here is a happy solution of the gift
problem for your pupils. You want
something first of all that will please-
something that will last—something at
a price you can afford to pay—some-
thing that will express your personal
interest in the welfare of your pupils.
How can you do this better than by
showing your interest in the improve-
ment of the child's handwriting?

A Matched Set for Every Child

To make it possible for you to make a
really worth while gift to your pupils
this Christmas, we are making a spe-
cial "Share-with-You" Gift Offer. You
give the Pencil—we'll give the Penholder.
In this way you are able to remember
every child with a lasting, useful, val-
uable gift—and all at a cost to you of
only 15c each.

and PENS

iprove Pupils' Handwriting

Order Promptly— Use the Coupon
We make no restrictions on this "Share-
with-You" Gift Offer. Whether you wish
10 sets or a hundred, all you need to do
is to fill out the coupon below, write your
name and address plainly, tell us how
many seU you will require, enclosing
check or money order to pay for the
Zaner-Bloser Finger-Fitting Pencils at
15c each and we'll include free as our
share in your gift to your pupils one
Zaner-Bloser Penholder to match, packed
with each pencil in attractive colorful
box.

For a delightful surprise—at Christmas
time to get unmatched value for your
gift money—this year—fill out and mail
this coupon today.

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
DEPT. E COLUMBUS, OHIO

SPECIAL "SHARE YOUR GIFT" COUPON
Zaner-Bloser Company, Dept. E, Columbus, Ohio

Gentlemen : I accept your special "Gift-Sharing" offer
to enable me to give the complete set of matched Finger-
Fitting Penholder and Pencil to my pupils. Enclosed find

in payment for Pencils
at the regular retail price of 15c each and you are to
include Free one Finger-Fitting Penholder to match each
Pencil ordered as per your offer. Penholder and Pencil
are to be packed together in attractive colorful box and
to be mailed to me postpaid.

Teacher's Name
Address

Town State..

SPECIAL NOTE: These sets are available in the following colors: red, block, blue,
yellow, green, pink, silver, orchid, and variegated.
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A ValuaUe Hook!
"I received my copy of FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING. The skill attained by

some or the old masters in this line is nothing short of marvelous. To anyone really inter-

ested in pen and ink art the book is worth many times the price you ask for it."

Mr. C. O. Elleson,

Box 1028, Proctor, Minn.

FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Containing a Complete Course and a

Leading Penmen of the

The most pretentious work ever published which
is devoted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating
art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how
to make the simplest strokes and exercises and fin-

ishes with a great variety of designs displaying the
highest degree of skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the follow-

Collection of Masterpieces Produced by
Penmanship Profession

ing penmen of national fame appears in this book:
C. P. Zaner, E. L. Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Leh-
man, W. E. Dennis, H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flick-

inger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L. Glick, H. L. Darner,
L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behrensmeyer,
M. B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer, E. A.
Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A.
Gaskell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A.
Wesco.

SIZE 8'/2xll IN., 80 PAGES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND
Fascinating Pen Flourishing #1.00^
The Educator, 1 year 1.50

$2.50

Both for $2.00

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. PARK ST. COLUMBUS, OHIO

Pencil Tablet No. 2 Writing Frame for Beginners

Mo!

The Zaner-bidser Co.
t

The blue pencil paper for Grades 1 and 2
in No. 2 Tablet is the same in ruling and
quality as the paper in 600 sheet packages.
Tablets are very convenient for handling.

Forty sheets No. 2 paper. Size 8x10%.

1 Tablet, postpaid. 10c, net.
Packed 144 Tablets in carton.

Price, per dozen $1.00

Prevents turning hand to the right

A large number of testimonials
from users of this frame could be
given if space permitted.
One Writing Frame, postpaid, net,

15c.

Net price, 40 or more Frames,
each 12'/2 c

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. Park St. Columbus, Ohio
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\ava%
HOTEL

ALPIN

FROM $3 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
ARGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED! NEWLY
)ECORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!

2 POPULAR PRICED RESTAURANTS

HOTEL
M ALPIN
1ROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Under KNOTT Management JOHN J. WOELFLE, Manager

Professional Training

in Shorthand

Post-graduate courses at The Gregg College

thoroughly prepare for private secretaryships, court

reporting, and commercial teaching positions.

All departments are in charge of expert and

experienced instructors. Graduates are uniformly

successful and are located in all parts of the United

States.

Students for advanced courses may enroll any

Monday— progress being individual. Day and

evening sessions open all year. Free Placement

Service.

Write today for catalogue giving details about

this most distinctive school.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

ssssss

FORT

MEIGS
H

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hotel is

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable

accommodations and reasonable rates.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime

Buffet serve the best food in Ohio.

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TOLEDO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS
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KEXT time you're in Baltimore,

follow the lead of experienced

travelers and head for one of the

seven hundred most comfortable

rooms in Maryland. Enjoy facil-

ities and service that seem to have

been planned with you alone in

mind! Stop at the city's newest

and largest hotel.

Single rooms from $3.

%

THE FAVORITE OF THOUSANDS

HOTEL
MARK TWAIN
Solid comfort and real luxury at popular

rates make the Mark Twain the preferred

hotel in St. Louis... Modern, comfortable,

air conditioned sleeping rooms and an

ideal location. Visit the Steamboat Cabin

Coffee Shop and Old English Tap Room.

i. A. LEACH, MANAGER

300 ROOMS

LORD BALTIMORE
BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

ST. LOUIS
Newest Downtown Hotel

H ONE OF THE ALBERT PIOXHQTELS

<igLSEA
A*t^r^ _. ./from

oc m

7"«

/Kuczeation

0~t /Relaxation

&hooie the (2/iellea

Here you will find everything to fur-

ther your comfort and enjoyment

—

outside ocean-view rooms . . . sun
deck . . . beautiful dining room at the
ocean's edge . . . superb cuisine . . .

varied sports . . . and entertainment.
You'll like your fellow guests . . . and
the delightfully friendly atmosphere
of The Chelsea.

Special Weekly Rales.

ATLANTIC CITY
>Oll HIUMAN I. CHIISTIAN UYEBS JULN . HIUMAN «
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Provides for Variation

in Student* s Abilities

New Standard Typewriting

bundant Material

Correct Forms Only

est Current Usage

Hear, Concise Direc-

tions

•iteresting Topical

Arrangement

• istinct Type

•urable Binding

'ood Illustrations

by

Nathaniel Altholz

Director of Commercial Education,
Board of Education,
City of New York

Charles E. Smith

Specialist in Typewriting Instruction,

Trainer of Every World's Professional

Typewriting Champion

We might elaborate one feature after another—the topical arrangement of applied
problem material ; the interesting, instructive, carefully selected exercise and project

material; the constant attention to the interest and convenience of pupil and teacher;
the method by which the entire class, with no slighting of individual aptitude, mas-
ters the keyboard together.

But it all comes down to just this: Here is the typewriting text 'which 'will serve
you best. New Standard Typewriting is now in wide use, in every case with the

most satisfactory results. Embodying ideas gathered from exceptional experience
and thorough understanding of actual classroom problems, it stands approved by
every test of expert opinion and practical demonstration.

The Most USABLE Text Ever Devised

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
New York Chicago

HOTEL OHIO
Right in the heart of things in Youngstown, the Ohio provides you with

greater comfort and a cordial atmosphere. Good beds, good food and
economical rates assure you of the best in hotel enjoyment. A highly

trained personnel attends to all details during your stay at Hotel Ohio.

400 ROOMS "om $2
H. R. PETERSON, Manager

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

YOUNGSTOWN
OHIO
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Handwriting Christmas Cards
These cards have a strong penmanship appeal. They are admired by everyone who sees them because of the/

beauty and dash.

USE THESE CARDS THIS CHRISTMAS
Twenty-five designs to select from. They are different and distinctive. Postal card size, printed in black ink o

good quality cardboard. Price, on blank Christmas cards, 50c per set of 25, postpaid; 100 cards, $1.50.

A Penman's Christmas Card for 1 Vic

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 NORTH PARK STREET COLUMBUS, OHI
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1EVOTED TO PENMANSIIIE ENGROSSING AND
BUSINESS EDUCATIONAZANER-BLOSER CO.

America's Only Handwriting Magazine

COLUMBUS, OHIO, DECEMBER, 1940

National Handwriting Council
ie National Handwriting Council

meet jointly with the Department

lupervisors and Directors of In-

dian of the National Education

iciation in Atlantic City, New
zy, at the meeting of the Ameri-

A.ssociation of School Administra-

February, 1941.

ie Council will meet as a separate

on Wednesday morning, February

L941.

The members of the Executive Board

have endeavored at all times, to bring

before the Council speakers well-

known to the field of education. At
this meeting we are to have the

privilege of hearing Dr. Frank N.

Freeman, Dean of the School of Edu-

cation, Berkeley, California. Dr. Free-

man, well-known to all educators, will

bring to his audience a message of

vital importance under the title, "The

Function of Handwriting in the

Scheme of Education."

The meeting is open to all inter-

ested in the field of education. The
National Handwriting Council does
not lean toward any one particular
method but is interested in all.

Plan to make this a MUST AT-
TEND meeting. Your effort will be
rewarded.

Alma E. Dorst, President

National Handwriting Council

average American as he ap-

ches the Yuletide has a wave of

mentality sweep over him.
ther it is real or temporarily as-

id we take an added interest in

! around us. We get a sincere

ure in bringing a mite of cheer

ur friends and neighbors. A
y "Merry Christmas and Happy
Year" greeting is welcomed by

i have enjoyed publishing this

izine for you during the past

and hope that its monthly visits

bring help and good cheer to

throughout the coming year.

THE LIFE WORTH LIVING
There is a life that is worth living

now as it was worth living in the
former days and that is the honest
life, the useful life, the unselfish life,

cleansed by devotion to an ideal.

There is a battle that is worth fight-

ing now as it was worth fighting

then, and that is the battle for jus-

tice and equality; to make our city

and our State free in fact as well as
in name; to break the rings that
strangle real liberty and to keep
them broken; to cleanse, so far as in

our power lies, the fountains of our
national life from political, commer-
cial, and social corruption; to teach

our sons and daughters by precept

and example, the honor of serving

such a country as America—that is

work worthy of the finest manhood
and womanhood. The well-born are

those who are born to do that work;
the wellbred are those who are bred
to be proud of that work; the well-

educated are those who see deepest
into the meaning and the necessity

of that work. Nor shall their labor

be for naught, nor the reward of

their sacrifice fail them; for high in

the firmament of human destiny are

set the stars of faith in mankind,
and unselfish courage and loyalty to

the ideal.—Henry Van Dyke.

THE EDUCATOR
;hed monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,

612 N. Park St. Columbus, O.

LUPFER Editor
[ER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, SI. 50 A YEAR
(To Canada, 10c more ; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the month
for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus, 0.

e^z?S-^&u

Usually you must make application for a position in your own handwriting. You cannot afford to write poorly «

that first application. Get busy now and improve your handwriting.

'J%
Practice on each capital letter given in the Dictation Exercise. Write various difficult combinations of letters an

words.

See how freely you can swing into this sentence. The hand should rest on the little fingers.

9^^9t^^T^^%^ ^T^1^9£
fO

Kinky lines indicate a slow movement. Speed up to get a smoother line. Go freely but not carelessly.
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s copy gives practice on a free lateral movement. You will be surprised at the strength this kind of practice

I put into your work.

ictice on words, letters and combinations. Take each one separately and make line after line of it. Do not

tter your effort too much.

&&
petition is the secret of improvement. You may have to make many attempts at this letter before you get a

)d one. Don't give up.

!eep the down stroke of e straight. Get light in the loop.
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-^^^^ -@-i&-ie-e -&n^is
-p^e^ ~p^3-& -^is^ -?-&-&
Check your position. Does the holder point toward the shoulder? Are your feet flat on the floor? Are yoi

shoulders even? How about your paper? Keep it directly in front of you. Re-read the instruction about pos

tion in previous issues.

Don't overlook the value of working on general exercises like the above. It will make your writing freer at

easier. Arm movement enables you to write longer and with less fatigue.

'7

'?77^/
<?). <n

s^yTSL/
/

Get a rolling over motion on M, N, m and n. Get turns where turns belong and angles where angles belong—thf

is essential for legibility. Pull all down strokes toward the center of the body.

Don't become discouraged if your first attempts are not satisfactory. Find out what is wrong, then keep on prac

ticing.

Frequently review the letters you studied in previous lessons. Watch movement, quality of line and slant.

Try a two space exercise occasionally. You need a surplus of movement and scope.
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actice Sales, Saturday, Sunday and similar words. If you have trouble with any letters in the words, practice

;m separately. You may have to make many pages of a letter before you master it.

practice the above paragraph observe what it says. Legibility is the most important quality of writing.

that your position is right. Have your teacher help you. Study illustrations of good handwriting positions.

Counf a.5 uol/ wr/'te .

V
l-J /-2-J 2-3-*S /-i\^J_ /-2-J

ere we have a review of capital letters. Swing them along with a nice free movement. Use mostly arm move-

ent.

7,

ry the entire alphabet and compare it with what you did at the beginning of this course.
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The Functional Learning of Spelling

and Writing
Is spelling being taught in the

schools today? Is handwriting as
important as was once thought ?

These are questions which have come
up in connection with discussions
concerning the newer trends in educa-
tion.

Let us consider briefly, the back-
ground of traditional practices and
the types of instructional practices
which are emerging in the immediate
present. The older education con-
sisted of the study-recite-test stereo-
type kind of work. The teacher took
care of the organization, did most of
the thinking, and alone judged the
success of the children. The children
were expected to follow directions
dictated by the teacher. A set cur-
riculum determined what should be
studied. The teaching was largely
mass teaching. Uniform methods

If every teacher is expected

to correct a pupil in his Eng-
lish whenever the opportunity

presents itself, why not work
out a plan whereby every

teacher of every subject will

show a similar interest in hand-

writing?

were used for all. There were few
experiences other than with books;
and question and answer recitations
followed their use. Spelling and
writing were taught in separate pe-
riods and were unrelated to the rest
of the work of the day.

In many schools all this has been
changed. The child is the center
about which everything is planned
and the whole child is considered.
The social, emotional, physical and
intellectual development are given
equal emphasis. Subject matter is

learned as children have need for it—but it is not given first place.
Children's interests in the life about
them are considered and under the
guidance of the teacher these inter-
ests expand and are lifted to higher
and broader levels. There is much
flexibility in the curriculum and in
the methods used and these are
adapted to the needs of the partic-
ular group and individuals who make
up that particular group. In the
functional learning of spelling and
writing the needs for these skills
grow out of real experience based
upon the activities of the group.
Some of the enterprises in which
learners of various ages might be-
come engaged, are:

I. Studying the flowers, trees, or
birds native to the locality.

By Helen C. Howland,
Schenectady, N. Y.

II. Going' on excursions for defi-

nite purposes.

III. Caring for pets, giving atten-
tion to suitable diets and liv-

ing conditions.

IV. Observing and making records
of bird activities and their
nesting; recording the time of
arrival and of departure of
migrating birds as well as
keeping lists of different birds
observed in the locality during
a season.

V. Canning and preserving foods.

VI. Constructing a door bell.

VII. Building a telephone.

VIII. Exploring history to find
stories of men who have done
much to build up their country
or to find the beginnings of
situations which are significant
in life now.

Helen C. Howland

Mrs. Howland has enjoyed an
enviable reputation as a pen-
manship specialist. She has
gone about her work quietly

and efficiently.

A few years ago she came to

the Zanerian where she was an
honor student, and executed her
own certificate of graduation.
Mrs. Howland majored in Meth-
ods of Teaching Handwriting
and Supervision.

Many other activities which h
been developed might be listed
all such situations children will ;

that they need to make use of sp
ing and writing in order to carry
the activity.

When a child is stimulated by
environment and is challenged
what he is doing, he has many i

purposes for discussing, investif
ing and searching. If his exp
ences in and out of school are V'

to him, he will want to share
contributions with his group,
will want to express himself throi
the various avenues that he
learned to use.

In such living are opportunities
the child to learn to cooperate \*

others, to choose, to judge the wo
of his activities, to solve proble:
to make decisions and to set up

Get your pupils to see that £

paper poorly written is never as

good as it would have been, hac

it been well and neatly written

Show them the effect it ha9

upon the reader. Ask there

whether or not these impres
sions count.

ues, all of which are so necessary
full self development. It is in s
a setting that a functional use
spelling and writing develops.

First grade children have m;
experiences with composition 1

before they are able to write. W
a child's experience causes him
burst forth with enthusiastic cc

ment, the teacher seizes the opj
tunity to write his vivid sense
pression or colorful story on a paj
chart or blackboard. This may
read later to the child and to
group. Sometimes the author lea
to read his expression. Notes, lett

and other writing needs of the g:

are also recorded by the teacl
Oral language, discussion and pi
ning precede this recording. In t

way the young child builds an
cellent attitude toward writing,
understanding of purposeful writ
and a satisfaction in using words
express his ideas and emotions 1(

before he attempts to write.

It is the responsibility of the sch
to build this readiness for express)
When the child has no purpose
need for writing the teacher must
aware of situations that will stir
late the child to want to write. !

must watch for leads from the cl
and choose from among these lea
These may be starting points for r
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periences. When the teacher is

irt to introduce new points of view

d new experiences, the activity will

enriched as it develops. With
her living will develop real pur-

ses and needs for writing.

There is nearly always a wide
ige in abilities. For this reason

; first grade children ai-e not all

idy to begin to write independently

the same time. As soon as the

ung child is mature enough to do
he often wants to learn to write

i name in order that he may label

; drawings or materials. He may
int to write such words as

lother" or "father" on his valen-

ie, birthday or Christmas cards; a
le for a drawing or picture book
has made, or a letter or invitation

classmates or parents. As soon

he develops a bit of skill, words

Teachers should not confine

themselves to their individual

subject, but have the foresight,

and insight of education that

will prepare the pupil for his

future economic and social life.

interest to him, phrases and short

ntences of his own creation are

ten chosen. Very often, an entire

ntence may be his first choice, be-

use of some purpose. Little by
tie the child grows in developing

feeling for writing of words,

.rases and short thoughts, skill in

.ndling materials and facility in

filling and handwriting. The manu-
ript which is used by first and sec-

d grade children in many school

stems greatly simplifies the writ-

I:
When a child has many rich and
tal experiences he must have ave-

les of expression. One of these

rms of expression is oral and writ-

n language. Purposeful writing

(en, follows vital experiences. In

e upper elementary grades we may
id individuals or groups forming
ass or group outlines or plans to be

led in their studies. Letter writing

p actual purposes and written re-

nts of information obtained by ask-

g some person or from library

,urces are frequently developed,

ptebooks in which records of ex-

iriments are kept may be an aid in

e child's school life. There is often

;
recording of impressions after a
ip or excursion, or rich experience

r the purpose of sharing them with

hers. There may be writing of an-

luncements and invitations to par-

its and friends, labeling of maps,
tarts or diagrams, the preparing of

aterial for a class newspaper, as

ell as the writing of original plays,

lories or verse.

When the child experiences chal-

nging situations, various forms of

ritten expression will hold meaning

and value for him. From his written

expression some of his spelling needs
may be determined. But instruction

will not cease with the mere correc-

tion of misspelled words. It is neces-

sary to determine the techniques that

the individual employs when he stud-

ies spelling, what weaknesses, if any,

are handicaps, what methods he uses

to help him attack the spelling of

new words, as well as procedures that

he develops to use available source

material as an aid in learning to

spell. The teacher must constantly

diagnose the child's errors and his

way of woiking and plan definite

help and practice for him in order

that there may be a continuous de-

velopment of good work habits, an
increased vocabulary and growth in

power to attack the spelling of new
words.

Tn this way of working the indi-

vidual develops a spelling vocabulary
to meet his particular needs. The
most common words necessary for all

expression will sooner or later be
used by all children. Each child has
a spelling booklet in which is written

the words he has needed to use and
study. These words are written on
pages, arranged alphabetically, as

soon as the child is ready to do so.

The young child may need to refer

to his spelling notebook again and
again for some of the common words
he is constantly needing. There is,

however, a place for drill in this way
of working. The child does not ob-

ject to it when out of his experiences

he feels the need. Some children

may be ready for certain types of

drill as early as second grade.

The teacher of the upper element-
ary school child checks from time to

time, the spelling vocabulary of the

There should be greater im-

portance attached to penman-

ship when we realize that we
still sign all official documents,

checks, papers, descriptions.

individual with an approved list in

order that common words of impor-
tance may not be overlooked. Occa-
sionally, a child whose achievement
is not commensurate with his ability

may need careful individual diagnosis.

Similarly the writing is given par-

ticular attention as the child's needs
warrant it. It is not "more practice"

that is needed so much as it is defi-

nite practice to fit each individual's

needs. Diagnosis of children's needs
at particular levels may include some
one, or two or three or more of the

following points:

I. Better position of body, arms,
hands or pen and pencil.

II. Uniformity of size.

III. Larger writing.

IV. Tall letters taller.

V. Regularity of slant.

VI. Less slant in loop letters.

VII. Even spacing between letters

and between words.

VIII. Alignment.

IX. Good beginning and ending-

strokes.

X. Straight slanted lines on down
strokes.

XI. Stronger turns.

XII. Letter formation.

1. Open loops.

2. Close a, o, d, s, g, p.

3. Careful crossing of "t".

4. Make m, n round over tops.

5. Cross loops in y and g at
line.

6. Connect f at line.

7. Distinct r.

8. Good retraces in w, v, b,

t, m, etc.

In short an acceptable quality of

writing with fluency and sufficient

speed are main objectives.

Mastery in any fundamental

comes through arduous, persist-

ent and consistent repeated ef-

fort.

Merle J. Abbett,

Supt. of Schools,

Ft. Wayne, Ind.

The program in this way of work-
ing must be a flexible one. The time
used for each phase of work may
shift about during the week. For
instance, the time used for oral and
written expression may be lengthened
one day, shortened another. More
time may be used on another day for

word study, work analysis and word
building, or diagnosis and practice of

spelling and handwriting. On other
days time may be needed for evalua-
tion of one's work, discussion of the
written expression and for sharing
the stories, records and reports with
other members of the group. It will

be necessary, however, for the teacher
to check frequently, the time used
for the different phases of work in

order that there may be a balanced
program.

Teachers who have used this way
of working over a period of years
say, "It means more work for me.
But I could not go back to the formal
set up. It is too deadening." One
can see that in such a set up spell-

ing and handwriting are not less im-
portant than they were in traditional

practices. Instead they take on a
new meaning and a new emphasis for

educators have accepted the point of

view that children learn best in situ-

ations that have both purpose and
meaning for them.
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Handwriting Weaknesses in Marion County
Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts in the

Faculty of the Graduate School of West Virginia University

§
2

By Eleanor D. McElroy, A. B.
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GRADE
Figure 1. Composite Slant Medians in September

GRADE
Figure 2. Composite Alignment in September.

(Continued from Nov. issue)

The data for other groups should be
lead similarly.

The striking fact about the curve
for slant in Figure 1 is that it is not
continuously progressive. It reaches
its peak in the fourth grade. The ex-
tremes, from 3.21 in second grade to

3.65 in fourth grade, give a total

range of only .44 points, or less than
the gain in total scores required for
one year of work.

The definite drop in fifth grade has
no known cause, since no change was
made in motion or position, both of
which have definite influence on slant.

However, the range of scores is SO

narrow that one is not justified in

saying that slant is peculiarly a fifth

grade problem. Particularly is this

true when one considers that 31 per
cent of fifth grade pupils earned
superior scores, and that the regres-
sion is not rapidly corrected in the
succeeding grades.

The general tendency of the scores
for slant is to remain definitely
higher than those for the other quali-
ties. At no time do the scores of
the four other qualities in grades 2,

3, and 4 reach the corresponding-
scores for slant. Only in grades 5-8.

and then only in spacing, are the
median scores for slant approxi-
mated.

Alignment

Table III presents the medians for
alignment by grade levels for rural
and urban schools, and the composite
county score. Figure 2 shows the
graphic representation of the com-
posite median.

Reference to Table III shows that
the urban schools are definitely su-
perior in alignment. Second grade
median in rural schools is 2.47, while
the corresponding median for urban
schools is 2.94. The county median
is 2.60.

TABLE III

I*re-test Medians in Alignment for
Rural and Urban Schools

Grade Rural Urban Compos
2 2.47 2.94 2.60
3 2.39 2.54 2.49
4 2.72 3.05 2.97
5 2.71 3.11 3.00
6 3.11 3.30 3.24
7 3.29 3.45 3.38
8 3.29 3.56 3.46

As the Figure 2 shows, alignment
falls quite noticeably in third grade.
This was to be expected. Grades one:
and two were taught double-spaced
writing, with line guides for the min-
imum letters. With the beginning of
third grade, the first size reduction
was made. Ruling was reduced to
five-eighths inch single spacing, with
no top alignment guide for minimun
letters. Hence, the pupil had to
judge the top alignment with only,
mental guidance.

The fall from 2.80 in the second
grade to 2.49 in the third, is onlyl
.31. a small loss considering the in-

crease in control necessitated by the
size reduction made in that grade the
week of the test.

This quality makes regular prog-
ress after the fourth grade, being .97

'

higher in eighth grade than in third.

This gain is approximately equal to

the required gain for one year.

Since the gain is continuous, except
in the third grade, this quality may
be designated as a particular prob-
lem for attention in grade three.
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GRADE
Figure 3. Composite Line Quality Medians in Sep-

tember.

GRADE
Figure 4. Composite Form Medians in September.

Line Quality

Grade medians for rural and urban
ehools, and for the composite county
cores, are presented in Table IV;
tie curve for composite score is

hown in Figure 3.

TABLE IV

ledian Scores for Line Quality for

Rural and Urban Schools in the

Pre-test

rade Rural Urban Composite

2 2.58 2.71 2.68

3 2.81 2.94 2.90

4 2.79 3.24 3.13

5 2.83 3.09 3.01

6 2.93 3.25 3.17

7 2.97 3.03 3.00

8 3.34 3.28 3.31

Line quality, like alignment, is

iiuch better in graded schools than
n the rural. Second grade medians
or the two groups are 2.71 and 2.58

espectfully. The country score is

.68.

A general tendency to progress is

loted in the curve of Figure 3, al-

hough slight drops are noted in the

ifth and seventh grades. The errors

ire such as might be laid to quality
if materials and the care of them.
lute as readily as to weaknesses in

he writing process.
Paper was not the same in all

grades, nor in all schools. Some of

it was poorly glazed on one side,

and the pupils failed to note which
side should be used. Other weak-
nesses in line quality were definitely

attributable to the use of pens which
had not been properly prepared, or

had been dipped too far in the ink-

wells.

Two weaknesses were attributable

to the writing process: the wide,

shaky, irregular line indicative of

slow, labored writing; and the angu-
lar, broken line indicative of lack of

rhythm in movement.

The extreme range from 2.68 in

the second grade to 3.31 in the eighth

grade, or only .63 points for seven
grades. The increase of muscular
control of the older pupils should
account for greater increase in this

score.

The curve for line quality as a

whole is definitely lower than those

for slant, form, and spacing. This
would indicate a general need for

attention to line quality in the work
of all the grades.

Form
Table V presents the medians for

each grade in form. Figure 4 shows
the curve for the composite median.

The curve for form indicates a
fairly rapid gain from second to

third' grade. .54, or more than the

total gain in slant, and almost as
great a gain as that in line quality,

for seven years. However, the gain
does not continue, but seems to have
reached a plateau, followed by a
slight drop in grade five. Grades six

to eight show practically no gain,
remaining within two hundredths of
the fourth grade median.

TABLE V
Pre-test Median Scores for Form

Grade Rural Urban Composite

2 2.61 2.71 2.69

3 3.14 3.26 3.23

4 3.09 3.37 3.30

5 3.03 3.18 3.15

6 3.19 3.35 3.31

7 3.29 3.35 3.32

8 3.31 3.27 3.31

The extremes are from 2.69 in the
second grade to 3.32 in the seventh
grade, which is only nine-hundredths
higher than the third grade score,
and .63 higher than the lowest score.

It is possible that pupils give too
little attention to form, once bare
legibility is attained. Studies made
in recent years concerning an accept-
able minimum standard for social

and business uses, have discouraged
effort to obtain a quality of hand-
writing which is also aesthetically
acceptable.
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5

GRADE
Figure 5. Composite Spacing Medians in September

GRADE
Figure 6. Composite Slant Medians in Final Test

3.02 3.07 3.06

3.21 2.98 3.05

3.23 3.29 3.27

3.29 3.37 3.35

3.33 3.51 3.44

3.48 3.42 3.45

3.67 3.65 3.66

Spacing
Median scores for spacing for all

grades in rural and urban schools,

and for the county, are given in

Table VI. The corresponding com-
posite curve is shown in Figure 5.

TABLE VI

Pre-test Median Scores in Spacing

Grade Rural Urban Composite
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

A study of Table VI shows that
rural and urban medians are much
closer than for other qualities. The
median for second grade in rural
schools is 3.02 and for graded schools,

3.07. The composite median is 3.06.

Steady progress is made, begin-
ning with the second grade median
of 3.06 through the highest score of
3.66 in the eighth grade. The range
is only .60, and no outstanding gain
is made in any grade.

Viewing the Problem by Grades
In order to find whether one of

the five qualities caused more diffi-

culty than others to pupils in a par-
ticular grade, the per cent of pupils
who made each of the five possible
scores was calculated for each of the
five qualities, by grades. Table VII
gives the per cent of pupils in each
grade who were scored 1 or 2 (poor)
in each quality. The table should be

read: Forty and seven-tenths per that the percentage of pupils who
cent of the pupils in second grade earn poor scores in grades five and
were rated poor in slant, etc. seven increases over the preceding

It will be noted that line quality is grade. This tendency towards re-
uniformly marked poor in all grades. gression as a group in grades five

Only in grades three and four is a and seven confirm general observa*
noticeably larger per cent of the tion covering a number of years. No
pupils marked pool- in another qual- reason for such regression has been
ity, and this is alignment. In grades found. For a time it was thought
five to eight alignment and line that physical development might have
quality are approximately of equal some influence, but there seems to

TABLE VII
Per Cent of Pupils in Each Grade Marked Poor in Each of Five Qualities

Quality 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Slant 40.7 24.3 18.2 26.8 24.5 24.4 27.8
Alignment 51.4 62.4 47.5 46.2 41.4 49.1 34.4
Line Quality 61.8 52.2 39.5 46.4 41.1 49.9 37.5
Form 58.7 37.2 30.3 42.0 34.3 35.9 35.8
Spacing 37.6 50.7 39.0 34.8 31.5 35.8 26.2

difficulty, as judged by the per cent be no documentary confirmation,
of pupils scoring low. Mittler' in his study states that
At no time do less than one-third anatomic age is irrelevant as a fac-

of the pupils in a grade score 1 or tor. "He suggests that there is a
2 in line quality. Beginning in sec- possibility that "manual aptitude"
ond grade with 61.8 per cent, the may exist, and influences handwrit-
smallest per cent earning low scores ing. However, that should be im-
is found in the eighth grade, where proving, rather decreasing, as the
37.5 per cent of the pupils do unsat- child develops,
isfactory work in line quality. Less Observation
than one-third of the pupils in Judging from the results of the
grades two to eight are marked poor pre-test, one would be led to con-
in slant, indicating that slant is a elude that there is no particular
minor difficulty after grade one. In quality which should be stressed in
only one grade is another quality any one grade, other than alignment,
marked poor in less than one-third Where size reduction is made, it will
of the cases. Spacing is marked
poor in only 26.2 per cent of the cases ' Mittler, Melton. "Factors Af-
in eighth grade. fecting Handwriting." School and

It will be noted from Table VII Societv, 29:847.
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necessary to give particular at-
ition to this quality. Since the
tools of Marion County make the
it size reduction in third grade,
; problem should be assigned to
it grade.
Since line quality is uniformly
jr, that should be stressed in all

ides.

'.t is likely that the greatest gain
1 be achieved through making in-

iduals conscious of their difficul-

TABLE VIII
Median Scores in Slant in Rural and
Urban Schools in the Final Test

Grade Rural Urban Composite
3.42 3.50 3.47
3.66 3.71 3.68
3.40 3.74 3.65
3.60 3.71 3.68
3.27 3.92 3.77
3.40 4.09 3.93
3.75 4.34 4.09
3.80 4.35 4.21

2.82 3.31 3.20
3.34 3.39 3.38
3.27 3.70 3.61
3.55 3.96 3.86
4.00 4.00 4.00
4.14 4.46 4.37

The steady improvement in align-
ment (Figure 7) made after second
grade is gratifying. As has been
explained in the introduction to this
problem, the necessity of making a

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

GRADE
ure 7. Composite Alignment Medians in Final Test.

GRADE
Figure 8. Composite Line Quality Medians in Final
Test.

and desirous of making improve-
it. West, Guilar, and Lehman
Pressey have made studies in

value of drill to remove specific

knesses, and find that improve-
it is more rapid during specific

I than during general drill.

CHAPTER IV

THE FINAL TEST
> in the discussion of the pre-
a two-fold analysis of scores

be made for the final test. The
question to be answered is, "How
h improvement is made in a given
ity from one grade level to an-
?" The second is, "What per
of the pupils in a given grade

ed low scores on each quality?"

Slant

le median for the spring test in

t are shown for rural and urban
ols, and for the county as a
le, in Table VIII. Figure 6 shows
curve for the composite scores.

The medians for the urban scores
are higher than those for the rural
schools throughout all grades, and
the range for the latter is much nar-
rower. The composite median for

slant for first grade is 3.47 and for

the eighth grade, 4.21, a range of .74

which is only approximately half as
much as might be expected for the
grades, if all qualities made equal
gain.
However, the curve for slant (Fig-

ure 6) shows steady progress, except
for a very minor regression in third
grade.

Alignment
Table IX presents the medians for

alignment for rural and urban
schools, and for the county as a
whole. Figure 7 shows the com-
posite curve.

TABLE IX
Median Scores in Alignment in Rural

and Urban Schools in the Final
Test

Grade Rural Urban Composite
1 2.81 3.38 3.27

2 2.84 3.06 3.00

reduction in size in the second semes-
ter of second grade caused some con-
fusion and dissatisfaction, and inter-
fered with the efficiency of second
grade handwriting. Reference to
Table IX will show that the drop
from the first grade median of 3.27
to 3.00 in second grade is equal to
slightly more than the expected im-
provement in alignment for one
grade. That is regained in third
grade, and progress thereafter is

continuous. This would indicate that
the drop in the second grade median
is due to the size of change made
there. This weakness is not notice-
able in fifth grade where the second
size reduction is made, probably due
to the smaller reduction made in that
grade.

The range, from the second grade
low of 3.00 to the high score of 4.37
in eighth grade, is 1.37, or approxi-
mately equal to the expected gain
through the grades.

(To be Continued)
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From the F. W. Martin Engrossing Studio, Boston, Mass.

m BUSINESS UNIVERSITY

Professional Training
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

nd FINANCE I

EXECUTIVE SECBETARIAL-STENOTVPV I

Oneof Amenca'sleadingscbools. Enroll anytime. Resl-I
dent Classes; Home Study. FliEE Placement Fertice I

i employment opportunities. Success Book FREE I

HIIL'S BUSINESS UNIVERSITY, Dept. D OklahomaiCityl

THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS A
SUBSCRIBER

George A. Race, a well-known pen-
man of Bay City, Michigan, states

that he has been a subscriber for the
Educator for thirty-seven years and
enjoys it as much as ever. He also

states that there is no better hobby
in the world than penmanship.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purp<

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester, N.

The finest script obtainable for
illustrations for bookkeeping texts,

ness forms ; works on corresponded
arithmetic, and for readers, spellei

By appointment only.
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lis eharming bird flourish was received from F. L. Faretra, supervisor of handwriting; in Milton, Massachusetts.

r. Faretra is one of the most skillful penmen and engrossers of today.
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By C. A. Barnett, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Problems Confronting the Business Schoo

Executive, the Manufacturer and the Marke
(From the New York Business Educa-

tion Association News)

In a sense, we are all "manufac-
turers" in that we must take certain

"crude" material and produce the

finished product. Now, the smart
manufacturer will study the needs of

a market and do his best to turn out

a product suited to the market he
hopes to serve. And change from
that plan means he must "educate his

client to a new desire or need."

We would never urge a friend to

sell automatic refrigerators to Eski-

mos nor oil burners to South Sea
Islanders and yet we may try that

in some of our class procedures. For
example: how many of your gradu-
ates who learned about Controls, De-
ferred Accounts, Accruals and such
have used that knowledge in the past
five years ? Or, do you spend a lot

of time teaching Secretarial majors
the art of preparing a complex itin-

erary ? Probably not one student
has used that technique in the past
year. The list could be extended for

many pages.
Each year, I call upon certain

offices for information. They form a
"key" for me. It gives me a "samp-
ling" survey that indicates quite ac-

curately what equipment the average
office has, what those offices expect
employees to know, systems of filing

used, and a few of the complaints
they register about the average young
person who comes in for a job.

Thus, I know whether filing is more
important locally, than ability to use
adding machines. I know what per-
centage of total employment is as-
signed to Office Staff. In this way,
we can work here at school to see
that we approach the same percent-
age of time in teaching various sub-
jects as those subjects have impor-
tance in the local market.

This survey idea has many benefits.

Here are a few I believe may be ac-
cepted without much argument:

1. It gears your class-plan to the
local needs.

2. It gives your graduates a bet-
ter chance to get a job.

3. It keeps you on the "business"
firing line and acts as insurance
against your becoming just "an-
other teacher with a book to
follow."

4. It puts you in a favorable light
with the employers of your
trading area.

5. It is authority to what you say
to students.

6. It improves your placement
efforts and record.

In general, we have had a good
response from all classes in following

OFFICERS

William S. Risinger, President
Utica School of Commerce,

Utica, N. Y.

Frank D. March, Vice-President
Drake Business Schools, Inc.,

New York, N. Y.

Leslie G. Kelley, Secretary
The Kelley Business Institute,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Arthur B. Backensto, Treasurer
Troy Business College,

Troy, N. Y.

suggestions made to them in the

light of what such a survey showed.
Also, the attitude of the business

man who has been much more favor-

able toward the school. (That has a
two-fold benefit: placement and the

possible enrollment of the children in

his own family or those of friends.)

And, although the business pick-up
has not been spectacular in Pough-
keepsie, we have had excellent place-

ment since the beginning of the year
and today there are but four gradu-
ates available for jobs. All the
others are working and two of those
would be, but the two jobs offered

did not pay enough. We had the
girls turn them down.

So, know what your market wants,
what it will pay, how much of the
product it can use, and then work
untiringly to see that you meet the
specifications. Remember, we are in

the BUSINESS school profession . . .

yes, BUSINESS. Thus, we should
know something of the conditions in

the business houses we seek to serve.

WM. ROBERT WOOD,
Wood Purinton Sec. School
52 Market St., Poughkeepsie.

Peirce School, Philadelphia, one of
the oldest schools of business educa-
tion in the country, held its seventy-
fifth commencement exercises on

Wednesday evening, October 23,

the Academy of Music of Philad
phia. This year's class, one of t

largest in recent years, number
484 and the diplomas were award
by the school's Dean, John Alexanc
Luman. The graduates were su
moned to the stage for this featr

of the ceremony by Mr. William
Evans and Mr. Walter E. Dengl
heads of the school's two acaden
divisions. The formalities
opened by Mr. Thomas May Peir
Jr., son of the institution's found:

He presented Mr. Robert T. IV

Cracken, one of Philadelphia's bi

known attorneys, who acted as p
siding officer. Invocation and bei

diction were pronounced by the R
Charles J. Miller, pastor of 1

Methodist Church at St. Clair, Peru
Peirce School has always pric

itself upon obtaining men of natioi

fame to be the speakers on su

occasions. These have been leadc

in professional and business life, a

several Presidents of the Unif
States have been in the lengthy 1:

This year a man of internatiof

political fame was chosen in

Alexander Kerensky, Premier a

Generalissimo of Russia in 1917 l

der the Provisional Government, pr

to the rise to power of the Bolsl

vists. Dr. Kerensky, still an ardi

believer in democracy which he ter

the "one sane doctrine in a troubl

world," discussed "The Effects

Recent Events in Europe". By r
son of his contacts with authoritat
soui'ces abroad he spoke in terms
the most recent developments and
address was in many respects seni

tional in its revelation of conditio

Since his escape from Russia in 1!

he has lived in England, Czec
Slovakia, Germany and France, 1

of late he has dwelt in New York
After the graduation exerci

there was a supper dance in the fo;

of the Academy for the gradua
and their guests. This part of
event was under the auspices of

Peirce School Alumni Association

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS!
1 Doz. Embellished 35c
1 Doz. Ornamental 300
Greeting Cards, Embellished, each 25c
Large Greeting Cards, Gx~ in. embellished.

with bird, scroll, lettering, and ornamen-
tal writing, elaborate, very beautiful....$1.00

Also I give courses in penmanship by mail.
Write for my free book, "How to Become an
Expert Penman," which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. Your
name elegantly written on a card if you en-
close stamp. Write Today. T. M. TEVIS,
Box 25-C, Chllllcothe, Mo.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE DIPLOMA
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.
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DESIGNING AND
ENGROSSING

By E. L. BROWN
Rockland, Maine

This cover tells a story of the
nter season, when friends and kin

ther on festive occasions. The
jdernist would call this design a
mbination of "old stuff," as he pre-
rs the fantastic and the ugly, which
devoid of all the fundamentals of

od art.

However, we are too conservative
accept modern ideas, especially

len the principles of beauty are
lored.

Simplicity is the keynote of good
signing. A design must tell its

>ry well and effectively. Plain
tering is best for covers.

The original of this design, 16x11%
:hes, was sketched in pencil with
ecial attention to details. Study
lance and action, two important
:tors to observe in making a design
painting a picture.

Details: Lettering in heading 2%
:hes high, initial, A XA inches. Spray
holly extending diagonally across
ge is full of action; aim for free-

n and grace in the sprays. Suggest
ir values. Use Zanerian ink for
kinds of pen drawing and letter-

ing. A No. 2 lettering pen was used
for background, leaving flecks of
white paper showing for effect of
snow and ice. Note direction and
quality of lines used in treating light

and shade of the holly. The lettering

was done with a No. 2% broad pen
and retouched with a common pen.
Add border lines free hand with a
coarse pen.

Pen drawing is more difficult than
wash drawing, although the values
must be the same in either technique.

Let us see some of your work.

Penman." Enclose 10c for
a Professional Pen Point and
vour name beautifully writ-
ten- Wr te today.
THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL

438 Ridge Building
Kansas City. Mo.

^Piyimttas

BOOK DIPLOMAS

Furnished in silk lined Leather or

Near Leather Covers. Gold Stamped.

Large or small quantities.

Send for samples and prices.

MARTIN DIPLOMA CO.
87 Summer Street Boston, Mass.

C. E. LOWDER
A newspaper clipping announces

the death of Charles E. Lowder, 62,

of Minneapolis, Minnesota. For the
past twenty-four years he was asso-
ciated with the American Business
College of Minneapolis. He was a
penman of great skill, being an honor
graduate of the Zanerian College.
He did work as a handwriting expert
and did various types of penwork.

IRENE TAUCHEN
It is with sad hearts that we

learned of the untimely death of our
friend and former student, Irene
Tauchen of Omaha, Nebraska. In
1925 J. A. Savage, Supervisor of
handwriting in Omaha, Nebraska,
was one of the special teachers in

the Zanerian Summer School. Two
of Mr. Savage's teachers attended
that session of the summer school.
They were the Tauchen sisters, Irene
and Angeline. Both were very tal-

ented students and both were award-
ed certificates from the Zanerian.

Miss Irene Tauchen was consid-
ered the best penwoman in the mid-
dlewest and for a number of years
did fine engrossing and pen work in
general.
She was a very efficient teacher,

and was a talented musician and en-
tertainer. Miss Tauchen was well
liked by both the teachers and stu-
dents and had a host of friends. At
the time of her death she was a
teacher in the South High School,
Omaha, Nebraska.

Wmm
HSByjf W/fflB&B^B
B wgg&Bra

m&tomn
A beautiful copy worth imitating by S. M. Blue.



A Course in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

'/^^€Z£4^y-Z7?7~Zc^

^z-^z^A-^>if?^^y

Shade every other small letter. Do not put two shades on one small letter.

Are your words uniform in slant? Draw slant lines to test your slant. If you are having slant trouble, draw a
few slant lines on your paper before beginning to practice.

Most beautiful ornamental penmanship has considerable slant. Compare the slant of your writing to that of various
famous penmen. Vertical writing is not as attractive as slant writing.
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Written by Jay Truitt, 584 10th St., Oakland, Calif.

By the late C. C. Lister.
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prc^enteo in Court at ©cu> IVunsmirk. flcu! Jersey, the following 0>nwtal
at" the (jpftiina of the September form. BID. nineteen hundred and fortu.-

€Jiarl©ffl.ffiin?WiUiant
sivty-scven years of age. advocate and loyal friend, died on iftprU 18.1940. Although

he had been tailing in health tbr?otiirtitnc. the announcement of his death camea*>a

distinct shock to the members of the f&ddlesex County Bar. Che member? of the

feir Association pause in grief on this occasion, bring the first formal meeting cf the

Association since the death of our beloved friend and associate. mem.wuqmummu

.rL native of Sunnuside.prince (filward ?slands,~f¥tai\ as lie was Tmotvn to his asso-

ciates and friends, came to $erth iSmboy in bis youth, "lie worked at the local dry •••

dock company a;id later pith the ITchigh Dallcy IJailroad (Company. In tlte owning*

he read lato with ?udgc Adrianllyon. and successfully passed the £tate <8ar (&eami-

nation without having attended law school. which attests to the thoroughness of his le-

gal training. Tf|is friendship arid association u'ith Aidgc %ion in later years ripened

into one of his most cherished possessions, mmasam --•-' ***?** - -, m u '

,—
t prominently entered public life twenty-nine years Ago. when he am appointed

Probation (Officer and Adjuster in and for the (bounty of $}iddlcscT which •:•

post he held to his untimely demise. During all of those years, lie maintained

law offices in perih Amboy, and in his practice enjoyed the respect and esteem

of those he serocd. js well as his fellow-associates. 3it addition to his many
activities, he ecrwi as (treasurer of the f^lcddlcset County Hbr Association for

the past twenty -four years, in which office he established the highest reputation for con-

scientious labor for the profession he loved. > • -
.

SharksAAarVtUtum
tras a competent and devoted public_scrvant. l6e was a man of character and ability,

ever courteous, genial and patient, H)e was a safe and prudent advisor, a painstaking

and earnest advocate, a genial and accomplished friend. i><i—»-ws»«*»*%«i».

[Mi his memory, the ISiddlcscx (County <8ar Association presents this memorial,

©c lament and deplore his passing and ask that this tFUlcmorial he transcrib-

ed as a minute on the records of the Court of this County, and a true copy be

engrossed and presented to his bereaved family.

tfHtddtesc* County TSar Association

Secrctan, <^ prudent

A very careful piece of workmanship by E. H. McGhee, Trenton, N. J. This specimen
will bear close inspection. Notice the exact retouched headings and the well spaced

small lettering.
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BOOK REVIEWS
>ur readers are interested in books of merit.

especially in books of interest and value

commercial teachers including books of

cial educational value and books on busi-

s subjects. All such books will be briefly

iewed in these columns, the object being

jive sufficient description of each to enable

readers to determine its value.

>nd Fast For Freedom, by Lowell
rhomas and Berton Braley. Pub-
ished by The John C. Winston
Company, Philadelphia, P e n n a.

Dloth cover, 314 pages.

ro educate truly for democracy, it

imperative that your pupils really

ierstand that phrase of the hour
'the American way." Only by
owledge of the past can they ap-
;ciate and thrill to their precious
i unique heritage. To aid you in

nging the incomparable American
>ry to your classroom, two great
n e r i c a n collaborators, Lowell
omas and Berton Braley, have pre-

yed a timely and timeless book

—

AND FAST FOR FREEDOM.
)ne chapter—Chapter 27—entitled

ersonal and Public'' strongly con-
.sts life in democratic America
:h life in totalitarian Europe. By
realistic presentation of everyday
; in a typical American family,
i authors bring home the privilege

"being an American." This chap-
constitutes a powerful denoue-

nt to the whole theme of the prog-
is of American liberty and the
ides of foreign dictatorship.

Nineteen full-page illustrations

—

itures and cartoons—tied with the

:t further invite interest. The
ptoons are typical of the up-to-the-
nute content.

tailing Principles and Practices
Workbook, by G. Henry Richert
ind Harry N. Kauffman. Pub-
ished by The Gregg Publishing
Company, New York, N. Y. Paper
Cover, 246 pages.

Fhis is a well-organized workbook
[the comprehensive type, consisting

;
retailing problems, projects, and

jrcises, including necessary blank
ms. The first part of the book
lis with the four principal divisions

retailing — buying, advertising,

ling, and management. The stu-

it learns to apply retailing prin-

les to actual store work.

The second part of the book deals
h (a) physical, mental, and moral
alities needed by the successful
esman and store executive, and
) training in the personal skills

jded by the average beginning re-

ling employee.

This workbook can be used with
y independent text in retailing or
ail selling, and can also be used
ere the subject is taught by the
'erence-library method, since each
son contains reading assignments
a number of well-known texts.

CLUB
Thousands of young students in the

United States have international
friendships because of an idea de-
veloped by R. C. Mishek of Waseca
High School. Waseca, Minnesota. He
operates what he calls the Student
Litter Exchange which he started five

years ago when he was teaching an
economic geography class and was
checking some way tn mal-p +he sub-

ject more tangible to his pupils.

He started a letter writing club by
securing names of students in foreign
lands. This idea has been developed
and is a means of encouraging letter

writing, good penmanship, and should
promote better international relations.

Many countries are represented in

Mr. Mishek's club. At the Minnesota
Education Association held recently.

Mr. Mishek displayed a collection of
letters he had received from teachers
in foreign countries.

Teachers interested in developing
a project along that line would do
well to communicate with Mr. Mishek.

JUST A DOG
By Guy Lockwood

Kalamazoo, Mich.

"She's just a dog!" they say. 'tis true
She's just a dog, perhaps, to you.
A dog's a dog, and that is that

—

But we who own her.

Who've watched her, known her,

Waited on her, brought her up
Since she was just a "weeny" pup;
To us she's more than "just a dog"

—

She's close to us!
And oft' her big brown eyes
Are filled with wonder and surprise;
She looks us through and through to

find

The thoughts she knows are in our
mind,

For, by some subtle power, her own,
Our words and thoughts to her are

known

;

And in her eyes we often seek
The thoughts she has no power to

speak.

"She's just a dog!"—Admitted, true!

But could I not write this of you,

—

"He's just a man!" and leave untold
A thousand things that, to unfold
Would take a book ?

oin
American Red Cross

She's just a dog, a playful pup,
Some simple tricks,—she can set up,
Roll over, on her hind legs stand
And dance a bit, and we have planned
Some other stunts,—but it is ti-ue

They're tricks that other dogs can do,

She's just a dog.

She's just a dog!—Yet, she is more,
For in her little body's rife

The mystery of sentient life;

And, in the working of her mind
We see her linked to human kind;
The love we give her is returned,
(A dog's love nothing to be spurned)
To her we are as Power Divine.
She looks up to us, eyes a'shine
With loving confidence and trust,

And, understandingly, we must
Look back at her and see,

—

Not—"just a dog!", but life and
mind, reality,

A wondrous thing, this dog,

A mystery so deep, so wide

That sages for ages have sought in

vain,

Tried to explain the mystery away,

And so, to hide our ignorance we
say

—

"She's just a dog."
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Workable Methods to Get Students
To Do Good Writing in

All Subjects.

By CLAIR G. PATENAUDE
Student of C. E. Dover

To maintain a good standard in

penmanship, it is necessary to have a
definite goal or aim. This goal or
aim should be set as soon as possible,
beginning in the grades. The wisest
thing a teacher can do is to make
the children feel the importance and
the value of good writing. I think
that these suggestions would be
helpful

:

1. Reserve credit for penmanship.
If a written exei'cise is given,
allow about 75% for the value of
the work and 25% for the quality
of the penmanship.

2. Compare the first set of papers of
September with the most recent
set. The progress should be much
more evident from September to
June than from day to day or
week to week.

3. Displaying the papers around the
classroom makes an impression
upon the pupils.

4. Let the pupils know what pro-
gress they are making.

5. It is also good to have a general
exhibition of the pupils' work.

6. By the end of the year, send the
papers of the class to the next
year's grade; for example, a third
grade teacher would send the
papers to the fourth grade
teacher, who grades them accord-
ing to the standards of her class.

Some may compare easily with
the fourth grade papers.

All of these, from my own ex-
perience this year, that the com-
parison of the first paper with the

one of the latest is most beneficial.

The best evidence of DEPEND-
ABILITY is faithful attendance. When
I refer to attendance, I not only mean
being in school each day, or some of
each day, but I refer to being on time,
not checking out, or "slipping off"

during the day—and remaining on the
job until after the final bell rings in

the afternoon. I, also, mean being
here the entire five school days each
week, which, incidentally, includes
Friday afternoon.

Most employers ask for young peo-
ple who are DEPENDABLE. The
first thing I do when I want to de-
termine for myself whether any stu-

dent can be DEPENDED upon, is to

get his Roll call card and check his

attendance; also check the slips, show-
ing where students get excused dur-

ing the day, as well as where they
come in late, or where they return
after having been absent and have to

fill out blanks, showing WHY they
had to be out of school, etc.

Believe it or not, the student's

ATTENDANCE RECORD in school

reveals, DEFINITELY, whether or

not he is DEPENDABLE. Nobody
wants to employ someone who is late

getting to work, even occasionally;

who has to get off, even occasionally;

or who has to leave early, even on&
in a while. Employers want to hir

young men and women who, abov
everything else, can be COUNTED oi

to stay on the JOB.

Another thing, any student who i

DEPENDABLE can usually be pu
down as being LOYAL, or one wh
possesses LOYALTY. LOYALTY "

something that is very essential

any employee—in his success on thl

job—in his ultimate personal success
Yet, it is something that you cannc
BUY. It has to be born in a persor
to some extent; however, I think i

can be DEVELOPED, the same
other personal qualities.

In forming habits—just as being o>

time and being loyal—it is well
remember that it is just as easy, o

a little EASIER, to form BAD habit
than it is to form GOOD habits-
and, yet, BAD habits never paid an}
body any dividends, whereas GOOl
habits INVARIABLY pay GOOD d|
idends.

So, let us not only be careful abot

our ATTENDANCE and about beini

LOYAL, but also let's see that w
DEVELOP PERSONAL success. Yo
will never have cause to regret

RESOLVE such as that.

An excellent study in envelope addressing. Attractive envelopes make good advertising.
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CHRISTMAS SEALS

Help to Protect Your

Home from Tuberculosis

10 CENTSW%J POSTPAID

the biRgeat 30 cents worth of
y teacher ever bought. Youi
ithout question if you don't find that

,it absolutely true. Instead of dreading to
you'll find this comfortable Fn

ng Marking Pencil puts an end to tiring
;r cramping. The big mellow lead lea^
d clear mark without pressure. Comes ii

th choice of black or red lead. Send
nple

INK THAT LIVES

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records . . . for signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions . . . for formal

social usage . . . for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

commend it for trainingyoung

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

and 3 oz. cubes; also pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink, and write

with an ink that will live.

CHAS.M. HIGGINS & CO.. INC.

271 NINTH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HIGGINS

^(Tprtift ruins

INER-BLOSER CO.,

ZANER -

<
Enclosed

BLOSER CO., Dept. 1, Columbus. Ohio,

find 30 cents for which pleue aend the f

(TJ S. Silver or Stamps!
„,.,„

- plete Set of two Finger - Fitting Mmrkin? Pen
lOne Red Le»d-One Blick Leadj for 80c.

""— "

. 1

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE
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Our Lesson in Manuscript Writing

Is__thB._-ii.an. i.t±l.e..2

i.s__..t.h.a_.h.e.n....b.ig-2.-_
j

In teaching Manuscript, correlate it with Language work. First write the sentence "Is the hen little?" Substi-

tute other words for "little" like "big", "black," "red," etc. These words should be suggested by the class. Sub-

i

stitute other words for "hen" such as "dog," "boy," "cat," "doll," etc.

%<%<%%%
Copies for study and imitation by John S. Griffith, Chicago, 111.

Horace Greeley, who, like most of

the great men of his day, wrote a
terrible hand, one day left some blank
paper on his desk. In his absence,
some flies got tangled up in his ink-
well and walked across the paper. The
copy was picked up by a copy boy
and turned over to the printer—who
set it up! What a printer!—North-
west News.

DIPLOMAS
AMES AND ROLLINSON
50 CHURCH ST.-NEWYORK.
1- ONE ORATHOUSAND-IOOO

*7^e Wwili'l Qtit&tt WtUwKf Point*

Smooth-writing Esterbrook Steel Pens assure

better classwork because there is a point style

that is directly suited to the system of

handwriting you teach. You'll find that

even beginners will write better

with the right Esterbrook Point

THE ESTERBROOK PEN CO.

62 Cooper Street. Camden. N. J.

or Brown Bros., Ltd.. wtei&vuk
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municipality inorcvr tkit tbc

City map par fbetn fitting hon-

or in commemoration oftbc

firet fligbtacross tbelflortb

HtLmtic Ocean from (Europe

tollmcria-iiiaoe by tl.vin

in tbc airsbip •foremen" on

fapril r:-i3. ».$. ipcacss

jitlteSS, tbcbanjte

of tix (Hayor ant*

JS tbc Giy Clerk of

eaifc City of G.Mcago ano tbc

Corporate Seal thereof tbis

eigbtccntb oar of Upril in

fourth page of the Amelia Earhart resolution made
the Harris Engrossing Studio of Chicago.

rouRs FOR TEN DAYS
MI-REFERENCE

TRIAL

Drovides a permanent, perpetual inventory of all assets

and liabilities. Instant access to every reference need
i
—no brain-racking figuring to determine your net worth.

Mo knowledge of bookkeeping systems is necessary.
MI-REFERENCE is a handsome, handy three ringed loose-ieaf

>ook. Celluloid index tabs. Twelve different forms, page size

"/•""xo 1

,

;"

REGULAR EDITION Embossed flexible Leatherette binder,

W' ring, with 100 sheets, price ?4.50 postpaid.

DE LUXE EDITION—Beautifully embossed genuine leather

tinder, 1" ring, with 200 sheets, price ?8.50 postpaid.

! DE LUXE JUNIOR EDITION—Beautifully embossed gen-

line leather binder, l/->" ring, with 100 sheets, price $S6.50 post-

paid.

I
An examination will prove the great value of MI-

REFERENCE to you. Ask to see it—give it a trial

—

d if you are not entirely satisfied with the book, re-

.ttach this coupon to your letterhead

-Regular Edition Mi-Reference
-DeLuxe Edition Mi-Reference
-DeLuxe Junior Edition Mi-Referenc

J4.50
8.50
6.50

Keep personal fin. nee, in .

Ml - REFERENCE book — "private

secretary" that records income, divi-

dends, interest. Twelve separate

sections for stocks, bonds, insurance,

notes, real estate, etc. Simple, com-

pact, permanent, complete. Thou-

PFENING & SNYDER

DIXIE Hospitality
AND COMFORT
SOUTHERN STYLE

Hotel

Seslkli

You'll enjoy staying at

"Your O I d Kentucky
Home in Louisville".

Pleasant rooms, fine
food and real service.

500 ROOMS From

2 Room Suites with

connecting bath For

3 persons $6. a day,- ecu

additional person S1.00

visit the

DERBY ROOM/
Spend a plea-

sant hour in this

Hy fa

and Cole

WALNUT AT FOURTH STREET

Louisville



Unequaled ornamental by F. B. Courtney.
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PENMANSHIP
Let Us Help You Now

CHECK ITEMS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
AND MAIL TO US

Send catalog of Zanerian College of Penman-
ship.

S end information regarding Correspondence
Work in Penmanship.

Send information about Stock Cuts.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies for schools.

^ame

Address

Co/umbus. Ohio

DAYTDN
—i OHIO

Among the belter hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters of comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, at

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

SECOND AND LUDLOW

400 ROOMS
'2.50WITH BATH fror

O. E. TRONNES, MANAGER

HOTEL
ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS MIAMI

HOTEL

BARLUM
Now one o

21 FLOORS OF

OUTSIDE

ROOMS
EACH WITH

COMBINATION
TUB & SHOWER

f the ALBERT PICK hotels

DAILY
SINGLE

CADILLAC SQUARE
AT BATES STREET

DETROIT



Carl W. A. Anderson
R. 3, Box 60
Mo Lean County
'Vilton. N. Dak.

*X. ,

Christmas Giving
to Your Pttpi/s

You Give the Pencil for 1 5c

We'll give the Penholder

to Match
it FREE

Both Packed Together in At-

tractive Colorful Box

An
Ideal

Lasting

Gift

This Matched Fin-
ger-fitting Pen and

Pencil set in beauti-
il onyx-like finish,

e to delight the heart
ry child.

Special Zaner-Bloser
-with-You" Gift Offer

gs you both Matched Pen-
and Pencil postpaid for

ZANER-
BLOSER FINGER-FITTING

PENCILS
and PENS

Restful — Easy to Use — Improve Pupils* Handwriting

Here is a happy solution of the gift
problem for your pupils. You want
something first of all that will please-
something that will last—something at
a price you can afford to pay—some-
thing that will express your personal
interest in the welfare of your pupils.
How can you do this better than by
showing your interest in the improve-
ment of the child's handwriting ?

A Matched Set for Every Child

To make it possible for you to make a
really worth while gift to your pupils
this Christmas, we are making a spe-
cial "Share-with-You" Gift Offer. You
give the Pencil—we'll give the Penholder.
In this way you are able to remember
every child with a lasting, useful, val-
uable gift—and all at a cost to you of
only 15c each.

Order Promptly— Use the Coupon
We make no restrictions on this "Share-
with-You" Gift Offer. Whether you wish
10 seta or a hundred, all you need to do
is to fill out the coupon below, write your
name and address plainly, tell us how
many sets you will require, enclosing

check or money order to pay for the

Zaner-Bloser Finger-Fitting Pencils at

15c each and we'll include free as our
share in your gift to your pupils one
Zaner-Bloser Penholder to match, packed
with each pencil in attractive colorful

box.

For a delightful surprise—at Christmas
time to get unmatched value for your
gift money—this year—fill out and mail
this coupon today.

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
COLUMBUS, OHIO

SPECIAL "SHARE YOUR GIFT" COUPON
Zaner-Bloser Company, Dept. E, Columbus, Ohio

Gentlemen: I accept your special "Gift-Sharing" offer
to enable me to give the complete set of matched Finger-
Fitting Penholder and Pencil to my pupils. Enclosed find

m payment for
at the regular retail price of 15c each and yoi
include Free one Finger-Fitting Penholder to ma
Pencil ordered as per your offer. Penholder an
are to be packed together in attractive colorful
to be mailed to me postpaid.

Teacher's Name
Address

Town state

ils

SPECIAL NOTE: These sets ore available in the following colors: red, black, blue,
yellow, green, pink, silver, orchid, and variegated.
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nthly except July and August at 612 N. Park St., Columbus, O., by the Zaner-Bloser Company. Entered as
November 21, 1931, at the post office at Columbus. Ohio, under Act of March 3, 1879. Subscription $1.50
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Left-Handed Writers Should

be Tested and Taught

What About the Left handed Child?

Opinions This is the most frequent question which
Differ teachers and administrator a<k about hand-

writing. It is the most frequent because

left-handed children are common, because they frequently

have difficulty in writing well, and because there i' doubt

a> to what can and should be done to remedy the difficulty.

There are marked differences of opinion regarding what
-hould be done and thc-e differences magnify the per-

plexity of the teacher. However, they arc not in them-
selves the primary cause of the perplexity hecau'c ihcv rc-t

on seemingly contradictory bits of evidence. It is the pur-

pose of this paper to tell the gist of what is known about

left-handedness and to apply this knowledge to the teach-

ing of handwriting.

Speech and The questions are particularly import-

Reading ant because what we do about hand-

Involved writing touches not handwriting alone

but also other form- of language, par-

ticularly speech ami reading. All the form- of under-

standing and expression in languages are hound together «i

ORDER BLANK
Zaner-Bloser Co.

Columbus, 0.

Gentlemen:—Please send me a copy of Dr. Freeman's new brochure on Lefthanded-
ness. I am enclosing a dime.

Name

Street City

Position
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\\W*%
HOTEL

MCALPIN
agteatHoteC

FROM $3 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
ARGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED! NEWLY
ECORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!

2 POPULAR PRICED RESTAURANTS

I HOTEL
M'ALPIN
ROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Jnd.i KNOTT Management JOHN J. WOELFLE, Manager

Professional Training

in Shorthand

Post-graduate courses at The Gregg College

thoroughly prepare for private secretaryships, court

reporting, and commercial teaching positions.

All departments are in charge of expert and

experienced instructors. Graduates are uniformly

successful and are located in all parts of the United

States.

Students for advanced courses may enroll any

Monday— progress being individual. Day and

evening sessions open all year. Free Placement

Service.

Write today for catalogue giving details about

this most distinctive school.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

PENMANSHIP
Let Us Help You Now

CHECK ITEMS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
AND MAIL TO US

Send catalog of Zanerian College of Penman-
ship.

S end information regarding Correspondence
Work in Penmanship.

Send information about Stock Cuts.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies for schools.

Name

Address

Co/umbus. Ohio
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N.EXT time you're in F3altimore,

follow the lead of experienced

travelers and head for one of the

seven hundred most comfortable

rooms in Maryland. Enjoy facil-

ities and service that seem to have

been planned with you alone in

mind! Stop at the city's newest

and largest hotel.

Single rooms from $3.

A
M

lb
LORD BALTIMORI
BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

DIXIE Hospitality
AND COMFORT
SOUTHERN STYLE

Hot e I

SeeU

You'll enjoy staying at

"Your O I d Kentucky
Home in Louisville".

Pleasant rooms, fine
food and real service.

500 ROOMS From *

fJf»2 Room Suites with

connecting bath For

3 persons $6.0 day,- each

additional person S1.00

'•sir the

pERBY ROOM/
Spend a plea-

sant hour in this
/

iustly famous/
3ar and Cate
Lounge.

WALNUT AT FOURTH STREET

Louisville
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Provides for Variation

in Studenf s Abilities

New Standard Typewriting

Abundant Material

Correct Forms Only

Best Current Usage

Clear, Concise Direc-

tions

Interesting Topical

Arrangement

Distinct Type

Durable Binding

Good Illustrations

by

Nathaniel Altholz

Director of Commercial Education,

Board of Education,

City of Ne<w York

Charles E. Smith

Specialist in Typewriting Instruction,

Trainer of Every World's Professional

Typewriting Champion

We might elaborate one feature after another—the topical arrangement of applied

problem material ; the interesting, instructive, carefully selected exercise and project

material; the constant attention to the interest and convenience of pupil and teacher;

the method by which the entire class, with no slighting of individual aptitude, mas-
ters the keyboard together.

But it all comes down to just this: Here is the typewriting text -which will serve

you best. New Standard Typewriting is now in wide use, in every case with the

most satisfactory results. Embodying ideas gathered from exceptional experience

and thorough understanding of actual classroom problems, it stands approved by

every test of expert opinion and practical demonstration.

The Most USABLE Text Ever Devised

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
New York Chicago

HOTEL OHIO
Right in the heart of things in Youngstown, the Ohio provides you with

greater comfort and a cordial atmosphere. Good beds, good food and

economical rates assure you of the best in hotel enjoyment. A highly

trained personnel attends to all details during your stay at Hotel Ohio.

400 ROOMS «om$2

H. R. PETERSON, Manager

YOUNGSTOWN
OHIO

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS
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B-U-S-l-N-E-S-S S-P-E-L-L-l-N-G
A New and Different Method

Teach Your Fingers

To Spell

by

BITHA CRAIG

and

LOUIS A. LESLIE

A NEW SENSE FOR SPELLING

In addition to the senses of memory and sight, you can now make use of the

kinesthetic sense, and, with surprising success, attack the problem of spell-

ing instruction from a distinctly different angle. For maximum results, spell-

ing by this method should be developed through the medium of the type-

writer. The fingers of the typist will retain the correct spelling more tena-

ciously than the mind.

THE NEW PROCEDURE
This new type speller has a Spiral binding, and can be stood up on the desk

like a typing textbook. First the student practices several lines of each

word from a selected word list and then makes several copies of the mean-
ingful-content exercise that follows. This exercise contains the words on
which the preview practice has been done.

VALUABLE BY-PRODUCT
This method of teaching spelling also increases the student's skill in type-

writing. He is asked to type the lines of the word list at his best speed.

Thus, both spelling and typing the word tend to become normal habits.

Try this new method and become convinced of its double value.

List Price, 52c

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
New York Chicago San Francisco Boston Toronto London Sydney
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)EVOTED TO PENMANSHIP ENGROSSING AND
BUSINESS EDUCATIONA ZANER-BLOSER CO.

America's Only Handwriting Magazine

COLUMBUS, OHIO, JANUARY, 1941 N

National Handwriting Council

J. HE National Handwriting Council is an organization composed of educators in-

terested in handwriting, namely; Superintendents of Instruction, Directors of Eng-

lish, Language Arts, Elementary and Primary Grades, Commercial Education,

Handwriting, and Research.

Membership in this organization offers an exchange of ideas with leading edu-

cational authorities, the privilege of an active part on the program and an oppor-

tunity to help determine the policies of the organization. Membership is open to all

interested in handwriting. The dues are one dollar (#1.00) per year. Miss Ethel

Kesterson, Treasurer, 1 1 2 W. Hill Street, Champaign, Illinois, will be pleased to re-

ceive your enrollment. Miss Olive Mellon, Secretary, Supervisor of Handwriting,

Atlantic City, New Jersey, will be glad to give further information regarding the or-

ganization.

You will receive a most cordial welcome at Atlantic City. This meeting will be

just as large and just as good as you help to make it. I know you will be glad to

come, and invite your friends to share in the contributions of this educational meet-

ing.

The National Council needs you; you need the support of the National Coun-

cil.

REMEMBER: THE PLACE—ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY.
THE TIME—9:30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26,

1941.

Room where meeting will be held to be announced later.

Alma E. Dorst, President,

Oak Park, Illinois.

THE EDUCATOR
iblished monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,

612 N. Park St, Columbus, O.

A. LUPFER Editor
^.RKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada, 10c more ; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the month
for the issue of the following month.



Drills in Handwriting
By O. G. MARTZ

Supervisor of Handwriting, Norwood, Ohio

To acquire a good handwriting requires persistent effort. I know of no other way it can be acquired exce
by careful, intelligent practice. But my aim has been to present copies and training that will reduce to a mir
mum the time and effort required to learn to write well.

In preparing the copies I have tried to be mindful of the fact that present day demands are for practical pe
manship; a style suited to all business requirements; one which can be easily and rapidly executed, and ju
as easily read.

It has been my endeavor to present first the simplest exercises and letter forms, and to develop gradual
and logically from these.

To the beginner the importance of securing good writing materials, and maintaining a good healthful wri
ing position can not be over emphasized. Both are essential to obtain the best results.

MATERIALS
A good quality of smooth surfaced paper with ruling % in. should be used. A pen such as Zaner & Blosei

Business Pen, and a straight holder. I have found Zaner Method penholders best. Use a free flowing ink.

POSITION
Sit back in the chair as far as possible. Place both feet flat on the floor with the right foot a little in advan

of the left. Face the desk or table squarely. Lean forward at the hips, but not enough to touch the desk, ai
let both arms rest on the desk with the elbows just off the edge. Only the weight of the arm should rest i

the muscle in front of the elbow. Keep the shoulders square and the head erect.

Place the paper directly in front of you with the lower edge about an angle of 45 degrees with the edge
the desk or table. In this way you can secure the proper slant to your writing.

Hold the pen between the thumb and index finger. The index finger on the upper side of the holder, abo'
an inch from the point of the pen, and the thumb underneath just opposite the first joint of the finger abov
which should be slightly curved. The second finger should be placed at the side of the holder in such a we
that the holder rests against the first joint. Curve the third and fourth fingers just enough so the nails re
and glide on the paper as the pen moves across the page. The holder should rest against the hand just ba<
of the large knuckle joint. Keep the top of the holder pointing over the right shoulder, and the wrist raisi
slightly from the paper so as not to obstruct the movement which should come from the arm and shoulder.

You are now ready to begin practice, but although your first efforts may be discouraging, if you mainta
the proper position, and practice each copy not once but many times, success will surely crown your efforts.

No. 1. The direct continuous oval. Start in the direction of the arrow. Make it two spaces high. Aboi
200 revolutions per minute. Count 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Cultivate a light touch and a free arm movement.

No. 2. The straight line or push-pull exercise. Make it two spaces high with a forward and backwai
motion, the arm moving in and out of the sleeve. Make 200 downward strokes per minute and count one f<

each downward stroke. It should be compact, and uniform in slant.

No. 3. Make this exercise the same size and at the same rate of speed as No. 1, but reverse the motio
Make it indirect. Keep ovals all the same size by just touching head and base lines.
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No. 4. In making retraced ovals, either direct or indirect, your aim should be to produce well shaped
rms carefully retraced. Retrace six times using same rate as on continuous ovals.

No. 6. Make ovals two spaces high retracing six times, then put straight lines through with a push-pull
)tion.

No. 7. Since this is a one space exercise the rate should be just a little faster than in the previous copies,

e direct ovals, and a uniform motion throughout the exercise.

No. 8. Retrace the oval six times and without a pause swing into the lower turn exercise keeping turns
base line and angles touching headline. Downward strokes should be on main slant.

No. 9. Same as No. 8, except initial movement.

No. 10. Same as 8 and 9 except in size and number of turns. A little faster rate may be used.

No. 11. Strive to keep turns, angles, and spacing uniform. Use a rapid arm motion and glide easily on the

Is of the third and fourth fingers.

Intelligent Practice and Perseverance Win
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Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus, O.

Study the letter first then make line after line of each exercise. Always have some definite thing to work foi

or improve.

Get the down stroke of the g straight. The straight line exercise helps to form the habit of coming down straight

(TZ^tS ^f^C?^ £7^>

Get full, open loops. The top of the g should be the same as the small a.

In writing the sentence see that you get a uniform slant. Watch your position.

c^ cy c^ c^

It is a very good idea to practice letters large in the beginning as it will give you a clear picture of the letters

Practice the compound curve, finishing the V at two-thirds of the height.
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he beginning of the U is the same as the V. Practice each exercise and letter separately.

0j 0) <?y <?y cy *y <h ^ ^ Ji <*h th

lonie down straight to the base line. Stop, then raise the pen. When you come down to the base line with the

econd stroke, stop before taking the final swing.

he h is the same as the y reversed. Get the turns round. Get the loop full and a point at the base line.

M^^lte'Zf'&%%%%%%
'he H begins the same as the V. Watch the size of the beginning and the center loops. Curve the two at the top.

L^A^y,
ieep the back of the I straight. Stop before making the final swing.

ractice each one of these exercises separately, watching size, slant and spacing.
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Teaching Teachers to Teach
By W. A. Larimer

Denton, Texas
North Texas State Teachers College

Every institution for the training

of the 'teachers has its own methods

or ways of doing the job in every sub-

ject matter field. The readers of this

magazine have had statements made

bV teachers in different places as to

the work being done by them. Here

"jftrSK Texas State Teachers

College the subject of handwriting is

made a methods one and while it is

handled in the Business Education de-

partment it is a course required of

all elementary education majors and

strongly recommended in other de-

partments. This is because of the

need for such work in the elementary

schools and also for the correlation

element to be found in handwriting

with other courses.

We have two major aims in this

course. The first one is the improve-

ment of the writing skill of the student

or prospective teacher. This is very

essential as a great many of the

students who come for this course

have had no specific training in hand-

writing and the rest of them have

had none since their days in grammar

school. Hence, the quality of writing

at the beginning of the term is not

at all the type of writing desired and

needs a great deal of revision Be-

cause of the fact that the teacher is

considered an example before the

small boys and girls, she should be a

better writer than she expects to be

able to make of any of the pupils in

her classroom. Children are great

imitators and are just as likely to

copy poor work as good. Therefore

the illustrations placed before them

should be of the best type available.

Our second major aim is along the

line of method. How to present hand-

writing at different stages, a knowl-

edge of the various systems in use,

drills in grading, using incentives of

different types, blackboard writing,

and a host of other things enter into

the method side of the course.

The first day the class meets a

specimen of the handwriting of each

person is taken and at regular month-
ly intervals thereafter during the

course of the term. These are kept

by the instructor until the end of the

term when the group of papers, fast-

ened together, is returned to the stu-

dent as a souvenir or evidence of the

progress made during the term. Ex-
actly the same material is written

each time and includes an alphabetic

sentence, a set of capital letters, a set

of small letters, the ten figure forms
and the signature of the writer. Any
late comer who was not present the
first day is given a little piece of

paper which contains instructions for

the writing of this specimen and this

paper filed with the others.

W. A. Larimer

As the in-coming student is not

equipped with the desired kind of

paper, the teacher takes it upon him-
self to furnish each one present with
at least one sheet of paper upon which
the specimen is written. This same
sheet of paper also is used in work-
ing out the proper placement of ma-
terial upon the desk in the instruction

on position. At the end of the class

period, which we attempt to use in

full the first day, this paper is taken
up and put away. Instructions have
been given as to the purchase of

necessary supplies, and each person is

expected to have the needed materials
at the second meeting of the class. The
second day, the previously given in-

struction on position is repeated with
the student's own material on the
desk. She is told how to make a new
pen work, where to place her ink bot-
tle and paper, how to sit at the desk,
hold the pen, and handle the paper as
it is written on.

Because of the fact that the greater
number of our students and the pupils
in the public schools are equipped
with fountain pens, we permit the
use of the fountain pen if the point
in the pen is rather fine and the
flow of the ink even and regular.
Mention is made of the fact that these
pens should be taught one of the fund-
amental lessons in courtesy given to
small boys, "keep your hat off while
in the house". This means that the
cap should not be left on the pen but
should be placed on the desk in order
to make a lighter writing instrument

North State Teachers College
is the largest state supported
teachers college. It believes in
training its teachers in hand-
writing.

and to relieve the finger pressure tl

would come with the greater weig"

Movement drills are introduced w
a careful explanation of the fact tl

these drills are, in themselves, of

value but that they can be carried c
into the formation of letters wl
properly used. After the first act' 1

lesson, very little time is given

'

movement drills except as a relaxi

and warming up proposition.

Our plan is to teach the little let

first clear through the alphabet i

then take up the capital letters. T
is done on the theory that the lit

letters are what we term the
day-a-week, round-home, type of fo

who carry the big burden of life, s

that the capitals are the dress-up, \

to-meeting-on-Sunday type of fo

who put on the show but do not
much of the actual work". There
this further value in that when c-

itals are studied it is not necessary
take time out to study little lett

that go into the formation of

words or sentences used. We kn
this is not the plan followed by m
teachers but have found it a v<

usable type of presentation.
Very early in the course an outl

is given of the sizes of letters

normal adult writing so that tlv

need be very little question at s

later date as to the size of any let

which may fall within a given gro
The words used in letter devel
ment always involve review matei
in addition to drill on the new let

being studied. No letters are int

duced in words until they have b<

individually drilled upon, usually
groups of four. Sentence work con

rather early as an aid in developi

lateral movement and in teachi

proper spacing. A great many of 1

words used are chosen because tl

represent some activity or interest

the child and we find that names
things to do are as important and
interest provoking as anything we <

find. Tying in the writing with otl

subject matter fields is also an
sential element.

Blackboard writing as a part of 1

teacher's equipment is stressed fr

the point of view of position of
individual and the crayon and
value of the blackboard as a demi
stration aid. Its use in developi

letter forms and the part it plays

the early training of a smaller ch

forms a part of the regular work
this course.
Forming an acquaintance with a

drills in the use of measuring sea

receives attention in a drill given
least twice a semester in scoring et

others writing. This particular d

was written up in this magazine a f

years ago. Becoming familiar w
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ie letter forms and different grade
anuals of the state adopted system
id of a number of other systems is

It to be of value. The chief emphasis
placed upon those of the state sys-

m because practically all of our
udents teach in this state. But in

ise they should go to other states

here other systems are in use, an
:quaintance with the other systems
ill be of value to them.

In developing the writing skill of

e student the greater part of our
ork is in the field of cursive writing
ith a few days given to manuscript
riting. No high degree of skill is

iked for in the manuscript work but
knowledge of how to make the
rms, proper sizes, spacing and the
ansition from manuscript to cursive
>pears to be a necessary part of the
urse.

One of the highest incentives at our
mmand for these college students is

handwriting certificate. Its value
n be stressed because of the fact
•at many of the schools in the state
quire all elementary teachers to have

such a certificate and in many others
the possession of such a certificate

will add to the salary of the teacher.
Its possession means college credit in

the course. Approximately one-third
of the class enrollment will earn cer-

tificates. This does not mean that
the certificate holder is a person of
superior skill.

That the student may have informa-
tion aside from that found in the text-
book used and in the information
given by the instructor, she is requir-
ed to go to the library and read a
number of magazine articles pertain-
ing to handwriting or the teaching of
it and then to write up a summary or
outline of each of these articles. These
are handed in not later than the mid-

Good penmanship is about the

most valuable accomplishment
one takes from the schoolroom.

—Mclntire.

die of the term and are considered
in the term grade. The Educator is

recommended quite strongly for these
readings although other magazines in

the fields of education and psychology
are frequently used.

Our term grade is a composite of a
number of different things, chief of
which are position and movement, im-
provement during the term, final writ-
ing quality, and the scores made on
several theory tests given during the
term. We feel that this does give a
proper picture of the student's work
and is, of course, a very necessary
thing from the administi'ative point
of view.

Dorothy Hape, a student in the
Scranton-Lackawanna Business Col-
lege, Scranton, Pa., has succeeded in

getting her work up to The Educator
Professional Certificate. She is to be
congratulated on the excellent skill

she has acquired and it is hoped that
she will become a professional teacher
or a teacher of penmanship. She is a
student of C. N. Harer.

)ne of the finest Alphabets made in recent times. Made by a penman with whom the public is not familiar.

Ie is J. E. Lester who in 1929 attended the Zanerian and who is, at the present time, taking some advanced work
n Engrossing and penwork in the Zanerian. Mr. Lester is a young man from whom the penmanship profession

nay expect great things.
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Handwriting Weaknesses in Marion Counts
Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Arts in th«

Faculty of the Graduate School of West Virginia University

By Eleanor D. McElroy, A. B.

5

GRADE
Figure 8. Composite Line Quality Medians in Final

Test.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 9. Composite Form Medians in Final Test.

(Continued from Dec. issue)

Line Quality
While not so marked as that in

alignment, the tendency of the curve
for line quality (Figure 8) is to rise

from the first grade through the

eighth.
TABLE X

Median Scores in Line Quality for

Rural and Urban Schools in the
Final Test

Grade Rural Urban Composite
1 2.81 2.88 2.87

2 3.02 3.26 3.19

3 2.96 3.24 3.18

4 3.16 3.33 3.30

5 3.16 3.44 3.38

6 3.35 3.55 3.51

7 3.59 3.67 3.64

8 3.68 3.79 3.76

Reference to Table X shows the
median scores in line quality to be
lower than those for alignment. Be-
ginning with 2.87 in the first grade,
and rising to 3.76 in the eighth grade,
the range is .89 points or approxi-
mately one-third less than the ex-
pected line quality gain for all

grades.

Types of difficulty again were fre-

quently due to what might be called

mechanical weakness. Papers pre-
pared on supplies purchased for the
school year 1937-1938 were superior
to those prepared with supplies
which had been left in stock. Weak-
nesses due to the type of handwrit-
ing process used were much less

prominent.
Form

Table XI and Figure 9 present the
statistical data for the final test

medians in form.

TABLE XI
Medians in Form for Rural and
Urban Schools in the Final Test

Grade Rural Urban Composite
1 2.72 3.21 3.09
2 3.09 3.25 3.21

3 3.12 3.32 3.27
4 3.18 3.29 3.26
5 3.21 3.59 3.52
6 3.38 3.73 3.67
7 3.58 3.72 3.67
8 3.76 4.00 3.94

Looking at Table XI, we find that
the extremes to range from 3.09 in

the first grade to 3.94 in the eighth

grade, a gain of .85 points, or a;

proximately two-thirds of the

pected gain through the grades. TI

largest gains are from fourth
fifth grade (.26) and from seven-

grade to eighth (.27), each of the;

grades making a little less than on

third of the total gain in form f
all grades, although the amount
only slightly above that expected f
one school year.

Figure 9 shows more irregular pr

gress in form than characterized t

curve for slant, alignment, or li:

quality. Particularly marked are £

plateaus found between third ai

fourth, and sixth and seventh gradt

marked gains following in grades fh

six, and eight.

Letters most frequently illegib

were q, k, b, v, f, and x. While th

would disagree with Newland's fin

ings,1 the difference may be explaine
The illegibilities he listed as mo
prominent in the elementary scho
were given much emphasis in dr
from the first of the school year
all grades.

Spacing
Figure 10 shows the curve for spa



g to be definitely progressive ex-
pt for a very small regression in

rade two. In fact, the relationship
practically expressed in a straight

ie.

Table III shows the lowest score to
! 3.23 in the second grade, and the
ghest, 4.24 in the eighth grade. This
nge, 1.01, is second only to that of
ignment in growth, and the two
rves are very similar in outline.

The steadiness of the gain from
ade three through grade seven is

ite noticeable, the yearly improve-
jnt in these grades lying within .11

.17—none of them up to the expect-
yearly gain.
The eighth grade makes quite a def-
ite improvement (.37), the gain
er seventh grade being equal to the
pected gain for nearly two school
ars in this quality, and slightly
ore than twice the next highest
acing gain, .17 points.

TABLE XII
MEDIANS FOR SPACING FOR
RURAL AND URBAN SCHOOLS

IN THE FINAL TEST
rade Rural Urban County
1 3.16 3.30 3.26
2 3.23 3.23 3.23
3 3.25 3.37 3.34
4 3.30 3.49 3.45
5 3.34 3.70 3.62
6 3.62 3.78 3.75
7 4.02 3.80 3.87
8 4.24 4.24 4.24

Grade Level Weaknesses
Figures 11 to 18 inclusive present
e curves for percentages of pupils
rning each of the five possible scores
r the five qualities.

It will be noted that there is a
irly general similarity in the curves
r various qualities for one grade,
cept for line quality and alignment,
rich are prominent because of the
rge percentage of pupils marked 1
id 2 in all grades from 1 to 7.

Table XIII presents the total per-
ntage of pupils in each grade who
rned the low scores in any of the
e qualities of good handwriting. It
clear from this table that a pro-
essively smaller percentage of
pils have difficulty with each of the
e qualities, studied, as measured by

The Educator
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GRADE
Figure 10. Composite Spacing Medians in Final Test.

those earning low scores in the final

test.

TABLE XIII
PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS EARN-
ING LOW SCORES IN THE FINAL

TEST

s

5

s ^
tog
— 01

< g
.5 3
JO"

g

fa

2 bu

co .5

1 31.4 40.4 55.1 46.3 41.1

2 23.8 50.0 42.7 39.4 41.3

3 24.6 43.4 42.1 40.0 36.4

4 24.1 36.7 37.0 37.3 32.3

5 25.0 31.0 33.5 23.3 29.1

6 21.9 24.2 29.7 18.2 24.5

7 19.4 21.9 26.0 17.0 25.9

8 18.3 13.1 22.1 10.4 14.5

Except for the expected increase in

the percentage earning low scores in

alignment in the second grade, the
few increases from one grade to the
next all lie within .8 per cent. The
most marked increase other than that
in alignment is in slant, where very
little change is noticeable from grade
two through grade five, which has 25
per cent of its pupils marked poor
in slant as compared with 23.8 per
cent in grade two. After fifth grade,
slant also becomes seemingly less diffi-

cult for pupils as they progress
through the grades.

In no grade are as many as one-
third of the pupils marked poor in

slant. Beginning in fifth grade in

50 .-»()

40

H
Z
B 30

SCORE
igure 11. Per Cent of First Grade Pupils Earning
ach Score in the Final Test.

SCORE
Figure 12. Per cent of Second Grade Pupils Earning
Each Score in the Final Test.
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alignment and form, in fourth grade

in spacing, and in the sixth grade in

line quality, less than one-third of

the pupils are marked poor.

From this comparison of the per

cent of pupils earning low scores in

any one quality, one would be led to

the same inference as that deduced
from a study of the grade medians
in the individual qualities, namely,
that there is no particular quality of

handwriting which caused greater
difficulty than the others on any grade
level, at the time of the final test. The
one possible exception is alignment.

That quality tends to fall in the
grade in which the first size reduction

is made, but is not influenced by the

second reduction. This observation
from the final test bears out a sim-
ilar one made from the pre-test.

^ewland. T. Ernese. "An Analytical Studs
of the Development of Illegibilities in Hand-
writing from the Lower Grades to Adulthood.*'
Journal of Educational Research, 26: 249.

30

SCORE
Figure 14. Per Cent of Fourth Grade Pupils Earnin
Each Score in the Final Test.
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SCORE
Figure 15. Per Cent of Fifth Grade Pupils Earning
Each Score in the Final Test.

SCORE
Figure 16. Per Cent of Sixth Grade Pupils Earnini
Each Score in the Final Test.
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Figure 17. Per Cent of Seventh Grade Pupils Earning

Each Score in the Final Test.
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Figure 18. Per Cent of Eighth Grade Pupils Earninf
Each Score in the Final Test.



Broad Pen Lettering for Beginners

. Black Japan Ink or India Ink.

. Broad pen, use No. 1 nib to begin.

. A sponge in a wide-mouthed jar
(about 2" high).

. A good ruler.

Lined paper that is not too soft.

Music paper is excellent for be-
inners—it saves ruling guide lines.

Position of Body

Sit as you should for business pen-

By Eileen Broad
Richmond Hill High School

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada
Materials

Position of Pen
Hold the pen as in business writ-

ing, making sure that the whole
broad edge of the nib touches the
paper. This is the most difficult part
to learn. (See illustration).

Working Instructions

A new nib does not work well until
all the oil is finally removed. It

takes a good deal of rubbing on a

paper where it will be handy, and
not in the way.

Dipping the Pen
Before dipping the pen into the

ink. the nib should always be cleaned
on the sponge. This will permit the
ink to flow more freely. Be careful
not to get too much ink on the nib.

I „.

anship. There will be a tendency
> come closer to your work.

Position of Paper

Keep the paper straight in front
* you (bottom edge of paper parallel

) the edge of the desk).

if \>
soft piece of paper, a blotter or a
sponge to remove the oil.

The sponge in the bottle should be
kept moist. Place the ink bottle and
the sponge to the right of your

Pull downstrokes toward the center
of the body. Never change the posi-
tion of the pen. The position of the
pen is correct if you can make a
thin line at a 45° angle. When be-
ginning a downstroke, wiggle the
pen a little until the ink begins to
flow.

Study these illustrations by Miss Broad on how to hold the pen. Keep the paper straight in front of you.
The edges of the paper should be parallel to the edges of the desk. Do not grasp the holder or press on the pen.
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One of America's Most Skillful Living Penmeri
Henry P. Behrensmeyer

For many years our readers have
seen specimens from the pen of Henry
P. Behrensmeyer of Quiney, 111. Many
have specimens in their scrap books

and have corresponded with Mr. Beh-
rensmeyer. We have had frequent re-

quests for more information about Mr.
Behrensmeyer, so we take pleasure in

presenting his picture and a few facts

regarding his life.

H. P. Behrensmeyer was born on

February 18, 1868. He received his

first penmanship lessons from C. L.

Martin followed by a course under
Fielding Schofield, who was known
as one of America's finest. A spe-

cial edition of The Educator was at

one time dedicated to Schofield and
his work. He taught penmanship in

the Gem City Business College for

many years.

Mr. Behrensmeyer spent two years

in the Gem City Business College

office and taught penmanship classes

beginning September, 1886. During
the three years that followed Mr.
Behrensmeyer taught Mr. Schofield's

classes during his vacation and suc-

ceeded Mr. Schofield in 1890, where
he had full charge of the penmanship

at Gem City Business College until

1932 when he retired from active

teaching. He was married in 1890 and
has one daughter and one grand-
daughter.

In the ranks of our most successful
penmen and penmanship teachers are
to be found many of Mr. Behrens-

H. P. BEHRENSMEYER
Quiney, 111.

meyer's former students, which speak
for his ability as a teacher.

Mr. Behrensmeyer has a great fas

cination for the outdoors and spend
much of his spare time hunting
fishing. He has lived a simple life-

the kind of life that has enabled hii

to maintain his high standard of ex«

cution through all these years.
Thousands have been inspired b

his matchless penmanship. It has ir

fluenced the lives of many person;
Some men achieve greatness throug
their command of language, others b
their knowledge of some professioi
but Behrensmeyer achieved greatnes
through his skill with the pen.
He is generous and always tryir

to help others interested in pen wor'
Integrity, honesty, and industry an

prominent traits in his character an<

like many of America's finest penmei
he is extremely modest.
To Henry P. Behrensmeyer the pei

man, teacher, Lutheran, 32nd degrc
Mason and gentleman, we extend be;

wishes and hope that he may enjc

many more years of "ink slinging
Yes, the penmanship profession is fo:

tunate for your long, unselfish labo
May we have many others like you.

Few penmen have made more or handsomer bird flourishes than Henry P. Behrensmeyer.
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This is a typical Behrensmeyer page — a masterpiece. Mr. Behrensmeyer has been turning out work like

this for many years. We suggest that you send him a letter expressing your appreciation of his work. We
extend to our genial friend best wishes for a prosperous New Year.

Skillful signatures by H. P. Behrensmeyer of Quincy, Illinois.
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for beginners

At a imu?Hm? uf the full

itfriie

Jfastott ^bmm*lftjt3£m?£
hclt* ct\ uur itfftcc tnl^itirKnt fittrtirirrtcbu$cthj.

Jlunc irtfimfr, tit tUc ucar *f iwrjfojrl* nine-

teen hunfrr^ ant* thirhj-eight, the frlUuutiuj

jtmtmMe mtL> r£$#luttim$ were niVuteit:

Here we have a heading for a resolution. Study how to make the different lines stand out. This is done by
using larger pens, by changing style or by adding ornament or color.

Give special attention to the retouching or ruling. The letter p shows plainly how the sides are ruled up. Ruling
will help you to get very smooth high class lettering.

The difference between highclass engrossing and mediocre work is the ability to retouch.
An important thing in engrossing is to learn to letter a solid mass of lettering. That means getting letters uni-
form in size, proportion, spacing, slant and color.

It takes the average person some time to learn to letter a good page of simple lettering. When you can letter a
good page you become valuable in an engrossing studio.

Practicing on these simple styles of lettering will give you the foundation you need to produce large pieces of
illuminated work later when you have reached that stage.
There are some great possibilities ahead of you, but you must first lay a good foundation.

/M^^/a^
This Alphabet by J. D. Todd of Salt Lake City deserves your careful study.
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DESIGNING AND
ENGROSSING

By E. L. BROWN
Rockland, Maine

Book and Catalog Illustration

There seems to be an increasing
mand for illustrations for adver-
iing matter. Pen and ink drawings
produce well, and make very print-

ile cuts. Line cuts are especially

ipropriate for resort advertising.

E course photographs are used to

large extent but designs by a
illed artist often tell a more im-
essive story of the beauties of na-
re, and for this reason have more
awing power for tourist resort ad-
rtising.

We need not tell you that the pen
awing for this lesson shows a bit

the rugged coast of Maine. The
unding sea, the high cliffs in bold
lief against a hazy background
id the ever busy gulls, make a pic-

re full of action and general in-

rest.

Excepting sky and distant cliffs a

o. 1 lettering pen was used. By
ilding pen at different angles the
arse and fine lines were produced,
le foreground cliff is in shadow,
ving a strong contrast to the light

tones of the water dashing against
it. Color values mean everything
in the effect of any design or pic-

ture. Note the strong contrast of
sail against distant cliffs. Use a
fine pointed pen for these cliffs an...

the sky.
This sketch is full of strength,

strong contrasts and action. Values
must be correct—observe gradation
of tones in water. Avoid a "spotty
effect" in your picture.

Send us your work for criticisms
and suggestions.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE
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A Course in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

You have studied and practiced individual letters. Now you should have no trouble in combining them ir.

signatures. This affords an interesting review.

Ornamental signatures are very beautiful when properly written. To get a beautiful signature you should

get uniform distribution of shades, uniform distribution of flourishes, uniform slant of letters, uniform spacing

in letters and uniform size.

Notice the uniform spaces in the first signature. All ovals are nearly the same in size.

All of these signatures are beautiful because of their simplicity. Don't overflourish your signatures.

&„/,pf>;nes_

C. N. Begin, the penman of Quebec, loaned us this beautiful specimen which was made by Mr. E. C. Enriquez



RAY HEDBERG
LEFT WING

LOUIE ZEMAN
CENTER

V,
POTTER. SMART
LEFT DEFENCE

PHU SHIMMIN
LEFT OEFENCE

JOSEPH V0DRA2KA

0N I0PPRECIATION TO

IJOSEPH HODRAZKA
iSpoasor or rlyi

IiimgnJ untrterjimitriir

rrlurkrulriim
pw,O you , whose accomplishments hi

gtf ri)c pasrWiirs have been unparalleled
(331

1

ffi ^c pasr^years nave been unpara Uele<

ft A WK i" oil sporisdom's jjistoi^y -to whom
I'J U< f^c future holds even greater rri

•*5U^3 ttmphs - nv your Boys present" this

token of- our affection ano esteem.

I |g Ct it be wur evidence of our pride in being

associa ted wi rl) you — our pledge to always
continue in your wholehearted support.

\\ c_ wish vo^ continued

access, fjcalti) and Jjntppmcss

t'hicaao Illinois, February 22, 19-40

BUN LAPRAIRIE

&
n-

JOHN CABLK
TRAINER ^

JOCK RIODELL
COAL - MANAGER DICKIE WILLS

MASCOT

GIL MILLER
RIGHT DEFENCE

EMERSON RYAN

'

LEFT WING

MONTY WELLS
RIGHT WING

A novel piece of engrossing prepared in the M. L. Harris Studio, Chicago, 111.
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For

NEW EMBLEM
National Association of Pen-
manship Teachers and

Supervisors

The reproduction below is of a
beautiful pin which was recently
made up specially for the National
Association of Penmanship Teachers
and Supervisors and is now available
for any of its members.

Better join now and attend their

next Convention.

Some very fine Ornamental Penman-
ship has been received from B. S.

Cross, Great Cacapon, W. Va.

OFFICE MACHINES

P R U I TT
SAVE UP TO 50°/,, ON

Addressing Machines. Dictating Machines, Add-
ing Machines, Typewriters, Checkwrlters.

Write Pruitt, 134 Pruitt Building. Chicago

Write for our new Free Book.
"How to Become a Good
Penman." Enclose 10c for
a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully writ-

M'r te today.

These pins may be obtained by
writing to Doris E. Almy, 337 Wal-
nut Street, Fall River, Massachusetts,
President of the National Association
of Penmanship Teachers and Super-
visors.

Have you joined the N.A.P.T.S. ?

DIPLOMAS
AMES AND ROLLINSON
50 CHURCH ST.-NEWYORK
1- ONE ORATHOUSAND-IOOO

IS
BUSINESS UNIVERSH
Professional Trainir

OKLAHOMA CITY. OKL

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL- STENOTYPV
leof America's leading*schools. Enroll anytime. Rft

dent Classes; Home Study. FREE Placement serrii

Fine employment opportunities. Success Book FRE
HILL'S BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Dept. D Oklahoma Ci

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS!
1 Doz. Embellished 36c
1 Doz. Ornamental 30c
Greeting Cards, Embellished, each 25c

Large Greeting Cards, 6x7 in. embellished,
with bird, scroll, lettering, and ornamen-
tal writing, elaborate, very beautiful.. ..$1.00

Also I give courses in penmanship by mail.
Write for my free book. "How to Become an
Expert Penman." which shows what others
have arr>nmpli:>hed by taking my courses. Tour
name elegantly written on a card if you
close stamp. Write Today. T. M. TEVIS,
Box 25-C. Chlllicothe, Mo.

W'

*/**

-<>/'
,JS
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he lettering on this page was 5 by 6 inches. The
d congratulations was first outlined in pencil, then

:d with a pen. The lower part was inked in black,

black horizontal lines were used to give it a

ided appearance. The capital "C" was red. In the

>nd line the capital letters were in red. The Old
rlish lettering was in black, done with pen number

The ruling above and below the first two lines

i red. Lines 3 and 4 were in black, done with pen
iber 4. "Doctor of Laws" was done in black with
number 2Vz. The scroll around these words was

:k. The leaves in the wreath were in shades of
jn while the berries were in red. "Sincerely yours"
i in black, pen number 4 was used. This was also

; in the last line. The touch of color on this page
le the message look cheerful. Remember that in

photostat white paper reproduces black and that
:k ink reproduces white.

?Hav vou live manv years to enjoy

the honor couFcrrco upon you a5

Bnriar nf 2£aui*

§ -\<V"€ ^mccrcl .V yours,

;rossed by M. C. Leipholz of Baltimore, Md. You
can make beautiful things if you learn to letter.

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hotel

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable

accommodations and reasonable rotes.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime

Buffet serve the best food in Ohio.

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TOLEDO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

iANK&OFHCE

From the Martin Engrossing Studio.

W. H. Morgan, Principal of Raysal School, Avondale, West Virginia.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in books of interest and value

to commercial teachers including books of

special educational value and books on busi-

ness subjects. All such books will be briefly

reviewed in these columns, the object being

to give sufficient description of each to enable

our readers to determine its value.

Artyping, by Julius Nelson, Instruc-
tor, Secretarial Science, Windber
High School, Windber, Pennsyl-
vania. Published by The Gregg
Publishing Company, New York,
N. Y. Paper cover, 96 pages.

Here is a unique book in what
appears to be a new development in
typewriting. The author, who is the
sponsor of the Annual Artyping Con-
test, in which there were 2,000 entries
in 1940, has designed a book to show
anyone who can use a typewriter
how to use it as a medium of ar-
tistic expression.
Through instructions, exercises, and

patterns, the author gives the pro-
cedures for reproducing on the type-
writer portraits, landscapes, and
drawings; how to make simple, inter-
mediate, and advanced designs, cross-
stitch designs, cut-out designs, multi-
colored designs, letters of all sizes,
letterheads, and artyping for special
occasions. Practically every design
in the book can be reproduced read-
ily by any method of duplication
used by schools, clubs, or business
concerns. The contents of the book
and access to a typewriter could be
the foundation of an interesting
hobby that would have its practical
values in decorating material to be
reproduced — such as programs,
menus, stamp cachets, etc.

A LESSON IN
LOWER LOOP LETTERS

Rule pencil lines to write upon and
lines to regulate the height of let-
ters. A line at the bottom of the
loops may help you.
The loop should be twice as long

below the base line as the top of the
letter above the base line.
Keep the loops full and open. Both

sides of the loop should be curved
evenly. Notice the crossing. Place
a suggestion of a shade on the bot-
tom left side of the loop.
Make the loops with one stroke of

the pen. You may raise the pen at
the crossing.
Make the dot of j rounding and

above the j. Get the first and second
strokes of g and y the same thick-
ness.
Do not pull the shade too low on

the loops. The turn part of the loop
should be a hair line.

Use a 303 pen for work % of an
inch high or less, and a Zanerian
Fine Writer for work above an eighth
of an inch high.
Send some of your work for a few

free suggestions. Enclose return ad-
dress and stamped envelope.

ri //' r^// , £j? fr

(<^n^rQyfiea^^i^G^^a
f I^es. Afea cfows -Draughon^^***&t^£

Business Ca//ege
l
ShreveporiJ1&.

YOU AND TIME

The most important person in the
world to you, regardless of relatives

or loved ones, is YOU. The most im-
portant thing in the world, regardless
of what you may think, is TIME—be-
cause time represents LIFE, itself.

It, therefore, behooves you to do
everything you can to advance your
interests, which, in turn, means using
your time to the best advantage.
Hence, see that you learn the RIGHT
PRINCIPLES and HOW to USE
YOUR TIME—as well as your talent
or talents—while you are YOUNG.

See that you SO LIVE and conduct
yourself that people will have CON-
FIDENCE in you—in other words,
BELIEVE in you and TRUST you.
Tell people the TRUTH! Live so

that they will RESPECT you. I
your time to LEARN the THIN'
that make life WORTHWHILE.
You should not only become w

trained or well educated, but well

formed on current events and wo
affairs. In short, learn enough ab(

what goes on around you and in 1

world that you'll be interesting a

entertaining.
If you give enough serious thouf

and attention to yourself and yr

time, you should be able to develop
STRONG character and live

WORTHWHILE life. It is UP
YOU to use both your TIME a

your LIFE in such a way that th

"will count for SOMETHING WORT
WHILE. Remember that, and be g<
erned accordingly, every hour, eve
day, and every week and month
the year!
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THE FAVORITE OF THOUSANDS

HOTEL
MARK TWAIN
Solid comfort and leal luxury at popular

rates make the Mark Twain the preferred

hotel in St. Louis... Modern. comfortable.

air conditioned sleeping rooms and an

ideal location. Visit the Steamboat Cabin

Coffee Shop and Old English Tap Room.

E. A. LEACH, MANAGER

300 ROOMS

2
ST. LOUIS
Newest Downtown Hotel

ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

The McGfiee Studio

Makers and designers of

Ine di plom as
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

THANKS FOR THE BOUQUET
The Educator is certainly indis-

pensable to any one interested in fine

penmanship and, if possible, it seems

to get better all the time. T. M.

Hurt, Jackson, Mississippi.

A. W. H. Ronish, penman of New-
ark, N. J. reports that he is quite

busy doing engrossing and pen work.

He recently completed a very large

book for the Veterans.

IUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, Mont.
Member N.A.T.A.

Ttification booklet free to members

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Good teachers needed. Excellent opportunities all depart-
ments, particularly music. For early placement
with Huff's NOW superior placement service for

quarter of a century.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS IN DEMAND
Our Field Middle West and West

ROCKY MT. TEACHERS' AGENCY
410 U. S. NATL. BANK BLDG. WILLIAM buffer. p» .0..Men DENVER. COLO.

VO<

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West

Special Service—Write today for our six Special Services to teachers

INK THAT LIVES

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records . . . for signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions ... for formal

social usage . . . for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

commend it for training young

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

and 3 oz. cubes; also pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink, and write

with an ink that will live.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.. INC

271 NTNTH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HIGGINS IT

J
MoDERNj)iiiXtfttt<t4r

BOOK DIPLOMAS

Furnished in silk lined Leather or

Near Leather Covers. Gold Stamped.

Large or small quantities.

Send for samples and prices.

MARTIN DIPLOMA CO.
87 Summer Street Boston, Mass.
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Old Manuscript

This reproduction of an illustrated page of the Gutenberg Bible appeared in

"Printing Equipment", a monthly magazine published at 1276 W. Third Street,

Cleveland, Ohio. Size of the page was 12 x 17 inches. The reproductions were
distributed as souvenirs at an anniversary dinner.

9^ (Z^

By F. B. Courtney, Detroit
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For Students of Engrossing
ZANERIAN MANUAL OF ALPHABETS

AND ENGROSSING
The greatest collection
of practical engrossing
ever published. Revised
edition, about one-half
of the book being new
material — the finest

work of the kind ever
prepared by the profes-

A' book 83frxll%,
136 pages, containing
complete courses of in-

structions in Round-
hand, Broadpen. Pen-
ciled and Freehand Let-
tering. Wash Drawing
and Pen Drawing. In-
structs how to make
Diplomas, Certificates.
Title Pages. Engross
Resolutions, and pre-
sents numerous full-

page examples of pen
and brush work from
the leading engrossing
masters of the country.

The one indispensable
book for all engrossing
artists and all who wish
to learn practical and
profitable engrossing or
lettering. It contains a
wealth of materials and
ideas.

PLAIN USEFUL 35c

BROAD POINTED LETTERING PENS
the pens that are

i£^g*^jkj| |„ i, ,)

These a
used by engrossers fo
cuting the various styles of
lettering, German Text, Old
English, etc., etc. For mak-
ing or filling names in diplo-
mas, engrossing resolutions,
for ledger headings, or in
fact for executing any kind
of practical, rapid lettering,
these pens are the best made.
There are a few other num-
bers of these pens th
mentioned here, but these
twelve are all any engross-
ing artist ever has occasion
to use. Double Lettering
Holder 20c

1 complete set of these twelve pens. Nos. 1, l'/a, 2, 2%, 3. 3%, 4,

5, and 6 single pointed, and Nos. 10, 20 and 30 double pointed.
postpaid $ .35

1 dozen of any numbers (assorted as desired I single pointed 25
1 dozen of any numbers (assorted as desired) double pointed .60
Less than a dozen single pointed pens. 2 for 5c. and less than a
dozen double pointed. 5c each.

V4 gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid .50
1 gross of any one number single pointed pens, postpaid 1.75

Vx gross of any one number double pointed pens, postpaid 1.5U

"INKHOLDER"
for Text Lettering Pens. But little

ink dipping
holder is used. Sav
when one has cons

iry when this ink-
's time and patience
iderable work to do.

Each. 10 cents

INKS
Zanerian India, Postpaid 40c

Zanerian Gold, Postpaid 25c

Arnold's Japan, Postpaid 50c

PAPERS

Zanerian 5 lb., Express Coll $1.50

Zanerian No. 9, Express Coll 83

Artificial Parchment (16x21) 6 sheets
postpaid 1.50

Genuine Sheepskin (16x21) 1 sheet postpaid 2.50

White Cardboard (22y2x28y2 ) 6 sheets
postpaid 90

TEXT LETTERING AND ENGROSSING
COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE

Our Text Lettering and Engrossing Course will

train you to handle a broad pen successfully,
to letter diplomas, and do broad pen lettering

for all occasions. It covers in twelve lessons
alphabets like the American, Unretouched and
Retouched Old English, German Text, Shading,
etc. Teachers can profitably take this course, as
well as those who are going into the engrossing
business. Lettering as a business or as a sideline

is very profitable. You can become quite skillful

by faithfully following this course.

Price of Text Lettering and Engrossing
Course (including manual) $12.00

Supplies for Text Lettering and Engrossing
Course 2.85

ADVANCED ENGROSSING COURSE
BY CORRESPONDENCE

Our advanced Engrossing Course supplements
our Roundhand and Text Lettering and Engros-
sing courses. It covers standard alphabets, as
the Egyptian, Roman, Medial, Old English, etc.

It covers the work from fundamentals of letter-

ing to the making of elaborate resolutions, etc. It

will train you to make initial letters, borders,
scrolls, alphabets, resolutions, memorials, testi-

monials, diplomas and most of the things done
by engrossers. This course lays a good founda-
tion, and if after completing it you desire to go
higher you can attend the Zanerian and complete
your training in a short time. The Text Letter-
ing and Engrossing course should be taken before
the Advanced Engrossing course.

Price of Advanced Engrossing Course
(including text) $12.00

Supplies for Advanced Engrossing Course 2.25

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Park St. COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Charles M*Higgins
Founder of

Charles M. Higgins
& Co., Inc.

Charles M. Higgins was born in

County Leitrim, Ireland, in 1856. He
came to this country at the age of
six with his parents. As a young
man he was employed by the F. W.
Devoe & Co., paint house, later known
as Devoe & Raynolds. He was of
an inventive mind and secured a
patent on a leather screw pegging
machine at the age of nineteen. He
became a draftsman, largely self-

taught, and secured a position with
S. H. Wales & Son, publishers of
the Scientific News, now extinct.
While working for this publisher he
met many famous inventors.

Mr. Higgins was versatile, and at
one time his drafting ability inclined
him to take up architectui-e and at
another time law. He worked ardu-

Mr. Gianella's death in 1914. In

1888, the patent business was sold

and Mr. Higgins devoted his entire

time to developing his ink business.

About that time their first factory
was started at 168 Eighth St.,

Brooklyn, New York, with John E.

Gavin as manager, who remained
with the company until 1923. In

1923 they began selling direct to
the trade, which brought about a

great expansion of the business. Be-
tween 1890 and 1900 Mr. Higgins
was granted twenty-one new patents
relating to inks and adhesives.
By 1900 the company had developel

into a model American manufacturer
of inks and adhesives. It was about
that time that Mr. Higgins began
to devote much of his time to cam-

CHARLES M. HIGGINS

ously at the patent soliciting business
and eventually opened his own office

in New York. In the evenings and
spare time he conducted experiments
in ink making. The result was the
waterproof Higgins American India
Ink, also the Higgins Eternal Ink.
The inks Mr. Higgins had invented,

which included colored inks as well
as black and India, sold very slowly
for the first few years, so that he
manufactured it at his own home and
continued to conduct his patent so-
liciting business.

In 1885 Mr. Higgins took in his
brother-in-law, Mr. John Gianella,
Sr., forming the Charles M. Higgins
& Co., which was dissolved only by

paigns for public good. He became
interested in many and varied civic

campaigns.
In 1929, at the age of 75, Charles

M. Higgins passed away. He was
survived by his wife and three chil-

dren. In 1930 the heirs incorporated.
The general offices are located at
271 Ninth St., with the factory build-
ing in the rear.

The founder's son, Tracy Higgins,
is now President and General Man-
ager and John Gianella, Jr., son of
the original partner, is Vice-Presi-
dent and is in charge of production
and is responsible for maintaining
the unvarying high quality of the
Higgins products.

Little could Mr. Higgins visualize

A NEW STENOGRAPHER
I have a new stenographer—she cai

to work today,
She told me that she wrote Grah;

system;
Two hundred words a minute seem

to her, she said, like play;
And, word for word at that —

never missed 'em.
I gave her some dictation—a letl

to a man—
And as I recall it this is how t

letter ran:
"Dear Sir:—I have your favor, a

in reply would state
That I accept the offer in yours

recent date.
I wish to state, however, that unc

no condition
Can I afford to entertain your fn

lance proposition.
I shall begin tomorrow to turn t

matter out;
The copy will be ready by April

about.
Material of this nature should i

be rushed unduly.
Thanking you for the favor, I a

Yours very truly."
She took it down in shorthand, i

with apparent ease and gra
At last, I thought, I have a girl woi

having 'round the place.
She didn't ask me to repeat, nor jui

up in a flurry.

I said, "Now go write it out; 1

don't be in a hurry."
The Underwood she tackled—now

then she hit a key,
And after thirty minutes, this

what she handed me:
"Dear Sir:—I have the fever, and:

the fly I sit;

And I except the offer as you h."

reasoned it.

I wish to say, however, that under
condition

Can I for to take your free lui

proposition.
I shall be in tomorrow to turn

mother out.

The cap it will be red, and cost
dollars about.

Material to the nation should not n
N. Dooley.

Thinking you have the fever, I

Yours very truly."—Exchan

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
J. A. Francis, Box 165, Portal, No

Dakota, one of the skillful or:

mental writers of today and one
the closest imitators of the Mai-

rasz style, is making a generous
fer. You can have a chance of vi

fying the opinion of experts sim
by writing to Mr. Francis, who m
without charge, send you some
his pen work. Mr. Francis is >

gaged now in other work but he
deeply interested in the penmans
profession and wishes to correspe
and exchange specimens simply
pastime. When writing to 1

Francis, please enclose sufficient pc
age stamps to cover the postage.

during these early days the mig
structures that were to develop fr

his inks.
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It Will Pay You
To Master

'3twsm&?iJ7i&/

Residence and Correspondence courses are now
offered by The Zanerian College of Penmanship
in the following subjects:

Roundhand or Engrossers' Script

Professional Business Writing

Text Lettering and Engrossing

Ornamental Penmanship

Advanced Engrossing

Write for information and catalog of supplies

The Zanerian College
of Penmanship

612 North Park Street

Columbus, Ohio

Jufuuot Com/pit\

1*1 DAYTON—
i OHIO

Among the batter hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters of comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, at

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

SECOND AND LUDLOW

400 ROOMS
WITH BATH from y7 50

m

O. E. TRONNES, MANAGER

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

HOTEL

MIAMI

HOTEL

BARLUM
Now one o

21 FLOORS OF

OUTSIDE

ROOMS
EACH WITH

COMBINATION
TUB & SHOWER

f the ALBERT PICK hotels

DAILY
SINGLE

CADILLAC SQUARE
AT BATES STREET

DETROIT



Carl w. A. Anderson
R. 3, Box 60
Mo Lean County
Wilton, M. Dak.

'

Pencil Tablet No. 2

The zaner-bicser Co

The blue pencil paper for Grades 1 and 2

in No. 2 Tablet is the same in ruling and
quality as the paper in 500 sheet packages.
Tablets are very convenient for handling.

Forty sheets No. 2 paper. Size 8x10%.

10c, net.

Price, per dozen $1.00

Writing Frame for Beginners

PEN OR PENCIL

Prevents turning hand to the right

A large number of testimonials

from users of this frame could be

given if space permitted.
One Writing Frame, postpaid, net,

15c.

Net price, 40 or more Frames,
each 12'/2C

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. Park St. Columbus, Ohio

A VaiucMU Bock!
"I received my copy of FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING. The skill attained by

some of the old masters in this line is nothing short of marvelous. To anyone really inter-

ested in pen and ink art the book is worth many times the price you ask for it."

Mr. C. O. Elleson,

Box 1028, Proctor, Minn.

FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Containing a Complete Course and a Collection of Masterpieces Produced by

Leading Penmen of the Penmanship Profession

The most pretentious work ever published which
is devoted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating

art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how
to make the simplest strokes and exercises and fin-

ishes with a great variety of designs displaying the

highest degree of skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the follow-

ing penmen of national fame appears in this book
C. P. Zaner, E. L. Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Leh
man, W. E. Dennis, H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flick

inger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L. Glick, H. L. Darner
L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behrensmeyer
M. B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer, E. A
Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A
Gaskell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A
Wesco.

SIZE 8V2XII IN., 80 PAGES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND
Fascinating Pen Flourishing #1.00^

The Educator, 1 year 1.50

$2.50

Both for $2.00

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. PARK ST. COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Left-Handed Writers Should

be Tested and Taught

What About the Left-handed Child?

nions 1 in* is the most frequent quc^tic

»ng of handwriting.

Speech and The ^notions are particularly import-

Reading .iiM because what we do about hand-

Involved unim.: louili^ not handwriting alone

but ;il -i.i "tluT form- of language, pjr-

ticularly speech and raiding All the form- of undcr-

-t.inding .ind csprt'-toii jn language? arc bound together -r>

ORDER BLANK
Zaner-Bloser Co.

Columbus, 0.

Gentlemen:—Please send me a copy of Dr. Freeman's new brochure on Lefthanded-

ness. I am enclosing a dime.

Name

Street City

Position State
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\xMH%
HOTEL

MALPIN

FROM $3 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
ARGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED! NEWLY
DECORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!

2 POPULAR PRICED RESTAURANTS

HOTEL
MALPIN
BROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Under KNOTT Management JOHN I. WOELFLE, Manager

Professional Training

in Shorthand

Post-graduate courses at The Gregg College

thoroughly prepare for private secretaryships, court

reporting, and commercial teaching positions.

All departments are in charge of expert and

experienced instructors. Graduates are uniformly

successful and are located in all parts of the United

States.

Students for advanced courses may enroll any

Monday— progress being individual. Day and

evening sessions open all year. Free Placement

Service.

Write today for catalogue giving details about

this most distinctive school.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

PENMANSHIP
Let Us Help You Now

CHECK ITEMS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
AND MAIL TO US

Send catalog of Zanerian College of Penman-
ship.

S end information regarding Correspondence
Work in Penmanship.

Send information about Stock Cuts.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies for schools.

Name

Address

Co/umbus. Ohio
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N,EXT time you're in Baltimore,

follow the lead of experienced

travelers and head for one of the

seven hundred most comfortable

rooms in Maryland. Enjoy facil-

ities and service that seem to have

been planned with you alone in

mind! Stop at the city's newest

and largest hotel.

Single rooms from $3.

lb
LORD BALTIMORE
BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

DIXIE Hospitality
AND COMFORT
SOUTHERN STYLE

Hate I

5eeU

You'll enjoy staying at

"Your I d Kentucky
Home in Louisville".

Pleasant rooms, fine
food and real service.

</
500 ROOMS From >fc,r

2 Room Suites with

connecting bath For

3 persons S6. a day,- each

additional person S1.00

visit the

fDERBY ROOM/
Spend a plea-

,

sant hour in this
)

justly famous
/

and Cote
Lounge.

WALNUT AT FOURTH STREET

Louisville
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Provides for Variation

in Student* s Abilities

New Standard Typewriting

Abundant Material

Correct Forms Only

Best Current Usage

Clear, Concise Direc-

tions

Interesting Topical

Arrangement

Distinct Type

Durable Binding

Good Illustrations

Charles E. Smith

Specialist in Typewriting Instruction,

Trainer of Every World's Professional

Typewriting Champion

by

Nathaniel Altholz

Director of Commercial Education, ,

Board of Education,
and

City of New York

We might elaborate one feature after another—the topical arrangement of applied

problem material; the interesting, instructive, carefully selected exercise and project

material; the constant attention to the interest and convenience of pupil and teacher;

the method by which the entire class, with no slighting of individual aptitude, mas-
ters the keyboard together.

But it all comes down to just this: Here is the typewriting text which <will serve

you best. New Standard Typewriting is now in wide use, in every case with the

most satisfactory results. Embodying ideas gathered from exceptional experience

and thorough understanding of actual classroom problems, it stands approved by
every test of expert opinion and practical demonstration.

The Most USABLE Text Ever Devised

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
New York Chicago

HOTEL OHIO
Right in the heart of things in Youngstown, the Ohio provides you with

greater comfort and a cordial atmosphere. Good beds, good food and
economical rates assure you of the best in hotel enjoyment. A highly

trained personnel attends to all details during your stay at Hotel Ohio.

400 ROOMS FR™ $2
H. R. PETERSON, Manager

YOUNGSTOWN
OHIO

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS
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FORT

MEIGS
H TE

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hote

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable

accommodations and reasonable rates.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime

Buffet serve the best food in Ohio.

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

DAYTON
—i OHIO

Among the better hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters o( comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, al

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

SECOND AND LUDLOW

400 ROOMS
WITH BATH from §9 50

O. E.TRONNES, MANAGE

HOTEL
ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS MIAM

HOTEL

BARLUM
Now one o

21 FLOORS OF

OUTSIDE

ROOMS
EACH WITH

COMBINATION
TUB & SHOWER

f the ALBERT PICK hotels

DAILY
SINGLE

CADILLAC SQUARE
AT BATES STREET

DETROIT
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)EVOTED TO PENMANSIIIR ENGROSSING AND
BUSINESS EDUCATIONA ZANER-BLOSER CO.

America's Only Handwriting Magazine

COLUMBUS, OHIO, FEBRUARY, 1941 >

N. A. P. T. S.

To the Members and Friends of the National Association of Pen-

manship Teachers and Supervisors

Greetings:

At last we know where and when we are going to convene.

The Date: May 1, 2, 3, 1941.

The Place: Arlington Hotel, Binghamton, N. Y.

Hostess and Chairman of Local Arrangements Mrs. Elizabeth

Drake.

The Theme: "Quo Vadis—Has Penmanship Met a New Chal-

lenge?"

This may be worked around the National Educational Program

"The American Way of Life."

May we have a large attendance this year and a good exhibit? Our
exhibit was excellent last year as in past meetings.

Exhibits should be sent by April 29th to Mrs. Elizabeth Drake,

North High School, Frederick Street, Binghamton, N. Y.

A tentative program will appear in the next issue of this paper.

Remember the foothills of the Adirondacks are especially beautiful

the first of May, so we will be looking for you.

With best wishes for a happy new year, Sincerely,

Doris E. Almy,

President.

THE EDUCATOR
dished monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,

612 N. Park St., Columbus, 0.

k. LUPFER Editor
BKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada, 10c more; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the

old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the month

for the issue of the following month.



Drills in Handwriting
By O. G. MARTZ

Supervisor of Handwriting, Norwood, Ohio

No. 12. Retrace the oval five times and finish with i. Then make i to the count of 1-2- dot. Curve up strokes

and make down strokes straight and on the main slant.

No. 13. Connect five i's in a group. Be careful of position and movement.

No. 14. Starting a letter with a movement drill develops freedom. Count 1-2-3 for letter.

No. 15. Connect four u's in a group. Keep spaces wider between letters.

No. 16. Make same as u then finish with a slight retrace and an outward, upward swing. A pause in the

motion at the retrace may help you to form it correctly.

No. 17. Join three w's in a group. Note connecting strokes carefully.

No. 18. Make this direct oval one space high and about two-thirds as wide as it is long. Retrace six times.-

Finish second half of line with a loop and curve same as O.

No. 19. It requires a free rolling motion to make O. Try to keep top closed. Note well the shape.

No. 20. Make O and then with just as free a motion add the underturn exercise. Watch slant and spac-
ing.

No. 21. This copy is a review of the preceding letters. See how easily and freely you can make them.

/TTo^rrm^/y?TKn/?iy. /yrToo^n^-yT^rm^rL
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No. 22. Make ovals and push-pull one space high. This is a good movement developer. Do not lift pen but

glide from one to the other.

No. 23. Begin with push-pull and end with five overturns. They should be one space high and done with
pure arm movement.

No. 24. Same as 23 but about a third of a space high. Keep turns uniform in height.

No. 25. This is a splendid movement developer for such letters as m and n. Count 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

Move the arm and glide the fingers.

No. 26. Review 25 before making n. Make n to the count of 1-2-3. Try to keep both hills or turns alike.

No. 27. Connect three n's in a group without a pause in the motion. Be sure of your movement and

position.

No. 28. Review 25. Keep turns and spaces uniform in m. Count 1-2-3-4.

No. 29. Make many lines of connected m's.

No. 30. Keep upper and lower turns alike in the exercise. Place the two parts of x so they just touch
in the center.

No. 31. The pen should be lifted at bottom of first half of each x.

No. 32. End exercise same as v. The v ends same as w. Be sure to get a slight retrace and upward
curve on the finish of each.

No. 33. Make a little pause at the finish of each letter. Keep your work neat and well arranged.

No. 34. Make direct oval and retrace six times. Glide to push-pull and retrace six times then finish same

No. 35. Make A to the count of 1-2. Keep oval part narrow and slanting. Straight downward stroke on
the main slant.

No. 36. Join A to five underturns with a continuous motion. Watch slant and spacing.

No. 37. This copy is a review of previous letters. Write freely and easily.
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Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus, O.

This is an excellent month for penmanship projects. We have Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, St
Valentine's Day and we also have Lincoln's Gettysburg Address and a lot of other fine material to copy. Hav<
your pupils work on something outside of the regular penmanship drills. Use the drills to assist in getting

the general writing better.

^rz/sjksfs/^?S>^?s^ /7

This copy shows how to practice on individual letters. Each exercise has a special purpose. It is not necessarj
to have the pupil work on an exercise or drill after he becomes proficient. Have him select letters and drills

upon which he needs training.

Make the J a little larger at the top than at the bottom. Study the length of the loops and the slant. Practice
the names of pupils in the class beginning with J. See how many different names can be handed in beginning
with J.

Watch the slant and see how much snap and life you can get into this copy. Be sure to write freely enough
to keep out kinks and wabbles.

V-2^-<?^-Z-^<^/

Watch the parallel effect between the oval and finishing part of the R. Notice that the loop divides the letter
into two equal parts. Study the shape of the oval.
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Write the word Reported a number of times. Watch spacing, size and slant. Did you close the o, p, and d ? Keep
the e's open.

/t^W-i^^^

This copy shows how to test good writing for slant, height and spacing.

JlU
stt

The r is a fourth larger than the other letters. It is necessary to make it slightly larger in order to appear as
large as the u and other small letters. Watch the motion on the shoulder of the r. It is important. Be sure
that you keep the proper width at the top of the letter, otherwise, it would look like an i.

Practice these words. Be sure to keep the letters open and clear. The s, o, e, a and r should by no means be
crowded inside of the letter.

^^^>

fhis word should be easy to write. Again watch the slant, height and spacing.

7 ^u^u^
et back of the loop straight. Straight line exercises will help to straighten the backs. Make a distinction be-
:ween the 1 and the e.

The more I's you make the better they will be. Keep the tops and bottoms the same in roundness. Be sure to
keep the back straight and uniform in slant.

Write this copy signing your name as you do when writing a letter.
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Practical Penmanship from a Practical Point of View

Our processes of thought in the

ever-widening environment of these

busy, modern days have become so

automatic that we are apt to lose

sight of the historical evidences of the

long, constructive past written large

over the pages of the voluminous
present. That there is a whole volume
of human history back of every one of

the twenty-six characters with which
we write our thoughts and that there

are many volumes of human history

back of the development of writing

through the past millenniums is in-

formation that one can well afford to

review at frequent intervals.

Let anyone for a moment picture

King Tut's Office in Egypt 3300 years

ago and we would find instead of an

attractive girl taking dictation and

the young man perched on a stool

behind a high desk recording the day's

transactions in a ledger, two men
carrying between them a small box

with leather handles and perhaps a

third who carried ink wells or a small

desk with ink pots inserted in the

top. If you scrutinized the balance

of their luggage each would probably

be carrying, slung over his shoulder

a pot of water and a palette, in the

cavities of which he kept his black

and red ink. Along with the rest of

his outfit would be the reed pens
which he carried in a holder. These
were the Egyptian Scribes—The clerks

of 3300 years ago.
Considerable skill could be devel-

oped in the Egyptian writing as it

was done with ink upon the pressed
papyrus plant, which permitted freely
flowing strokes. Their penmanship
was probably the most beautiful in

the world.
Babylonian writing developed in a'

quite different manner from that of

the Egyptians, because the Babylo-
nians wrote upon clay or stones with
a stylus. The Babylonian scribe was,
however, educated in somewhat the
same manner as the Egyptian. He
learned the routine of administration
or judicial affairs, the forms for cor-
respondence either with the nobles or
the ordinary people, the art of writ-
ing, of calculating and of making out
bills correctly.

Like the Egyptian and the Babylo-
nian, the Chinese writing is very
ancient. The two arts, writing and
drawing, have ever been as one in
China; the writer and the painter
using the same brush and the same
ink.

I think that it would be much more
interesting to spend all of my time
telling about such interesting phases
of the development of writing as the
Hebrew scriptures being recorded on
goat skin; the Greeks using oyster
shells and pottery for making their
records; the Eskimo using walrus

GLENN HOFFHINES, (N.A.P.T.S.)

Harris Trust and Savings Bank,
Chicago

ivory and the Mexican manuscripts
which are done in bright and varied
colors with a feather pencil on pre-
pared skins instead of talking about
something more practical. However,
since my subject is Practical Pen-
manship from a Practical Point of
View, we must leave the historical
phase and talk about the practical
phase. But before doing so, I want
to point out in just a sentence why,
according to H. G. Wells, many of the
young men of ages past became
scribes. It seems that they had two
paths to follow, one of military service
and forced labor or one of learning to
be a scribe. By choosing the latter
they escaped the spears, the arrows,
the flying stones and other horrors
of ancient warfare and they no doubt
enjoyed some distinction as they were
placed in a class with the nobles and
priests.

The business man consid-
ers scrawly, hardly intel-

ligible handwriting an in-

dication of a careless un-
educated personality. n
the other hand, neat, or-
derly, plain handwriting is

sure to aid the approach to
a position.

The Boston Post.

Today gives us about the same pic-
ture. Those who are unable to write
legibly are forced to earn their live-
lihood by means of a trade or by
means of common labor and a few
find the army or navy are ways in
which to get three meals a day. How-
ever, very few of us who can write
enjoy the distinction of being placed
in a class with the nobles and priests,
but are content in most instances with
our pay envelope. (Perhaps the scribes
about which H. G. Wells tells us were
more fortunate than some of us are
today.)

In my own department in the bank
we are continually emphasizing the
importance of selecting for employ-
ment the best trained young men and
young women—placing special em-
phasis on the grades they made while
in school and their ability to write
legibly. Our officers are also con-
stantly stressing this point. It has
been less than a month since the
treasurer of our bank stopped me as
I was passing his desk to emphasize
the importance of selecting men for
employment who could write well. He
also said that without this qualifica-
tion we should not employ them, re-
gardless of their other qualifications
and that if they were employed that

their career with us would be limitec
to punching adding machines.
We do, however, make a few excep-

tions to this rule: About two yean
ago we employed an unusually prom-
ising high school graduate who seemec
to fill every requirement except thai
he couldn't write as well as we expecl
our employes to write. However, h<
promised to correct that within
short time and we gave him a job
At first there was considerable im-
provement in his penmanship, but at
a very material cost in the volume of
work that he did each day. Whenever
pressure was brought to bear upor
him and the volume increased, thi
quality of his penmanship suffered
During the six or eight months that
followed we tried to find a place foi
this young man, but in each depart-
ment in which he worked we had so
many complaints from department
heads about his penmanship that wt
finally asked for his resignation.

Last week a graduate from a small
middle western college applied for a
position. He was exceptionally well
qualified for our work in every way
except his inability to write legibly;
This he promised to correct by taking
a special course in penmanship and
we gave him a job. At the end of a
month and again at the end of two
months we'll give him some tests and
if his penmanship has improved we'll'

keep him—otherwise we'll have to ask
him to resign.
These two men were both outstand-

ing men and their cases have been1

handled as such because they had:
other qualities that we want in our
organization. Ordinarily, if a man
cannot fill out his application blank
in a clear readable manner, we do not
consider him for employment.
You will be interested in knowing

that between 12 and 15 per cent of
those who apply for positions are re-

jected because they cannot write legi-

bly. Between 15 and 20 per cent of
the people that are employed are good
penmen.
Many of the jobs in our organiza-

tion that were several years ago filled

by penmen are now filled by machine
operators. Banks and other business
organizations find that it is easier to

keep an accurate record of their af-

fairs if the entries are made by
machines.
A good penman can make an entry

quicker than it can be made on a

machine, but we have installed ma-
chines because we can't get people
who are able to write legibly. Men
in charge of operations of banks and
business organizations have found it

necessary to use machines and ma-
chine operators because of the tre-

mendous increase in the number of

transactions and the failure on the
part of our schools to provide indivi-
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duals who can write legibly and to

provide young people who can add and
subtract correctly. In our own organ-

zation we use machines wherever
possible. Our savings department is

Equipped with National Cash Register

nachines with which every transac-

tion made between the customer and
the bank is recorded. We found it

hecessary to install these machines
because of the difficulty we had in

Ending bookkeepers who could make
•eadable figures.

All of the men in our organization
.illing responsible positions have to

So a certain amount of writing:—The
bookkeepers and tellers must be able

;o make figures that are legible. Our
Salesmen are an exception to this rule,

fhey are required to fill in the sales

dckets and we ask that they print

instead of attempting to write in the

information we want. Please don't

get the impression that our salesmen
are illiterate men, because of the fact

that not all salesmen are good pen-
jnen. About 95 per cent of our sales

staff are college graduates, but it

aappens that not all college graduates
are good penmen, and in this par-

ticular class of employees we are

looking for sales qualities and not
expert scribes. By having our sales-

men print the information required
on the sales tickets, we are spared
many embarrassing situations that
might arise between the bank and its

customers.
How simple it would be if we could

educate the general public and pos-
sibly ask some of them to exercise

greater care in their penmanship in-

stead of carelessly filling in drafts,

checks, and other negotiable instru-

ments. There would probably be fewer
forged signatures and raised checks if

that were possible. Raising checks
has become the greatest danger to the
banks. There is no comparison be-
tween raising checks with a genuine
signature and forging the signature

Great losses in business can

be traced to teachers who fail

to do their duty by demanding
legible handwriting in their

classes.

itself, so far as ease of execution is

concerned. After many years of

arduous work and after great expen-
ditures of money the banks have to

admit sorrowfully that if the maker
isn't very careful in filling in his

check and seeing that it gets into the

hands of responsible parties, that if

a man wants to raise a check he can
do it, and the detection, while, of

course, inevitable when the paid check
returns to the original maker, is not
immediate enough to prevent the
swindler from getting away with the
money.

I should like to say just one thing
about forged signatures and this is

that fancy signatures are the easiest

to forge and that the coming genera-
tion should be taught a simple, free,

and easy signature.

In closing I want to emphasize one
thing. The future of one of the old-

est arts will depend upon the ability

of the supervisors and teachers to
train young men and young women
to meet the present day demands; for
business men are looking for a well
trained product ready to learn prac-
tical business problems.

Jv?t€/-'sC?fta<7? •.^^^^^^^^/^%^/^^^

Set/ Z^jAav//&/s/tfs aetry.

Leo E. Nash, 91 Palm Street, Nashua, New Hampshire has been following the lessons in

Script in the Educator from time to time. He is able to write a beautiful page of Script.

This style of work is used extensively on Resolutions, Memorials, Diplomas, etc. It is well

worth mastering. What Mr. Nash has done you also can do.
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National Handwriting Council
Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel, Atlantic City, February 26

The National Handwriting Council

will meet in Atlantic City on Febru-

ary 26th at the Marlborough-Blenheim
Hotel, Boardwalk and Ohio Avenue,

in the west Solarium.

Its membership is composed of

Superintendents of Instruction, Direc-

tors of English, Language Arts,

Elementary and Primary Grades,

Commercial Education, Handwriting
and Research.

The Program

A worthwhile program is being

planned by the Council. On the pro-

gram will be nationally known speak-

ers. There will be entertainment and
something of interest going on every
minute. You can't afford to miss this

meeting of the Handwriting Council.

It will give you a chance to help the

Council and to help the penmanship
profession. It is one of the means of

getting educators and persons inter-

ested in penmanship together, ex-

changing ideas with leading educa-
tional authorities and a privilege of

an active part on the program and an
opportunity to help to determine the
policies of the organization. Be sure

to attend. Membership is open to all

interested in handwriting.

You will receive a most cordial wel-
come in Atlantic City. It will be an
opportunity for you to share in and
contribute to this important educa-
tional meeting.

Dr. Frank N. Freeman, Dean of the

Dr. Frank N. Freeman

School of Education, University of
California, Berkeley, California will

talk Wednesday morning, February
26th at 9:30 A. M., on the subject
"Handwriting and Its Place in Pres-
ent Day Education."

Dr. Freeman began his studying of
handwriting in 1907 with an experi-
mental study in the Yale Psychologi-

cal Laboratory. From that time to
the present he has published a long
series of monographs, articles and
books on handwriting. He is an
honorary life member of the Na-
tional Association of Penmanship
Teachers and Supervisors.

Dr. Freeman is author of Corre-
lated Handwriting Books. He is very
active in local and national educa-
tional affairs. He has written text-
books on several subjects in the gen-i
eral field of educational Psychology,
such as the Psychology of the Com-
mon Branches, How Children Learn,
Experimental Education, and Mental
Tests.

Dr. Freeman's talk alone should be
worth a trip to Atlantic City.

Dr. James W. Evans, Director of

Instruction and Research, St. Joseph,
Missouri, Public Schools, will speak
on the subject of handwriting in the
public schools before the National)
Handwriting Council in connection
with the American Association of

School Administrators Meeting at

Atlantic City on Wednesday, Feb-'

ruary 26.

Dr. Evans has a message you will I

want to hear. It is a subject youi

should be vitally interested in. Dr.
Evans speaks as an authority andi

one with a very wide experience in

public school work. Dr. Evans is

greatly concerned over the handwrit-
ing in our public schools and will

give you many ideas to ponder over.

Miss Olive Mellon, Supervisor of

Handwriting, Atlantic City, is Sec-

retary of the organization and will

be glad to give you information about

the organization or the meeting.

Alma E. Dorst, Oak Park, Illinois,

is the President.

Lucretia Cavanah, Cleveland, Ohio,

is Vice-President.

Miss Ethel Kesterson, 112 W. Hill

Street, Champaign, Illinois, is the

Treasurer and will be glad to accept
your membership dues which are

$1.00. The council is an organiza-
tion composed of educators inter-

ested in handwriting.
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The Evolution of Writing Materials
For 500 years the thoughts and

acts of men have been recorded by
the impression of movable types

upon paper, so that to most of us

a book means a number of folded

sheets fastened together, the pages
of which are covered with printed

characters. But for 5000 years be-

fore the invention attributed to

Gutenberg these thoughts and acts

were written by hand on many dif-

ferent materials.
Leaves, if Virgil is to be believed,

were the material on which the

Sibyl inscribed her oracles, and his-

torically Pliny affirms that these

were the first writing material. In

India books have been written on
palm leaves from early times down
to the present day. Bark, again ac-

cording to Pliny, came next in order,

and gave its name to the Latin word
for "book." The bark of the Him-
alayan birch was only superseded by
paper in the north of India as late

as the seventeenth century. Linen is

said by Livy to have been the ma-
terial on which the early chronicles

of Rome were written, and the

largest extant manuscript in the still

undeciphered Etruscan language is on
linen

More extensive was the use of

wood, tablets of which were either

inscribed in ink or coated with wax,
on which the letters were formed
with a sharp-pointed pen or stilus.

These were primarily used for let-

ters or notebooks, but the fastening
together of a number of tablets prob-
ably gave the first idea of a book

j
in the modern form of leaves and
pages.
Far more important, however, as a

writing material was clay, which was
. in general use in the Near East from
the earliest ages. Hundreds of

thousands of clay tablets, dating from
at least the third millennium B. C,

From "The Times Printing
Supplement"

inscribed with cuneiform characters,

have been brought to light in

Mesopotamia within the last cen-

tury. . . .

Tanned skins or leather are known
to have been used in Egypt about the

period of the Great Pyramid, and
this material was also employed for

the royal chronicles of Persia. But
the most important ancient writing

material from the point of view of

modern civilization is papyrus, the

universal book material of the Greco-
Roman world. This was fashioned

from the pith of the papyrus plant,

which they grew plentifully in the

waters of the Nile. The strips of

pith were laid down in two layers

at right angles to one another, so as

to form sheets, which might be as

much as 19 inches high and 15 inches

broad, but were normally about 10

inches by 8 inches. These sheets

were then fastened together side by
side to form a roll. Egyptian rolls

sometimes ran to great lengths, 133
feet being the largest known; but for

Greek books 35 feet is an outside

measure. On rolls such as these the

great literature of Greece and Rome
was written, from at least the sixth

century before Christ to the fourth

of the Christian era, when it was
superseded by vellum. During the
latter part of this period, however,

The same opportunity exists

in handwriting as elsewhere to

encourage the cultivation of

fine attitudes and development
of suitable traits and habits of

good character.—M. J. Abbett.
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a modification was introduced, when
the papyrus, instead of being formed
into long rolls, was folded into sheets

in "codex" form—i.e., in the form of

a modern book. Recent discoveries

have shown that this form was pre-

dominantly favored by the Christians

in Egypt, presumably because a co-

dex could contain more material

than a roll. Specimens of papyrus
codices are now known as early as

the first half of the second century.

But the final victory rested with
vellum, the prepared skins of cattle

or sheep, which, at first used only

for notebooks, was recognized as at

once the most durable, beautiful, and
suitable material ever used as a

writing medium. First used for

books by Eumenes of Pergamum in

the second century B. C, it did not
supersede papyrus until the begin-

ning of the fourth century after

Christ. From this period the mag-
nificently written Vatican and Sinai-

tic codices of the Greek Bible have
come down to us, and there are manu-
scripts of Homer, Virgil, Livy, and
Terence not much later. Thencefor-
ward the vellum codex became the

well-nigh universal form for books
throughout the Middle Ages.

When the art of paper-making (in-

vented in China in A. D. 105 and
first practised in Europe about the
twelfth century) progressed and the
material proved a good medium for

prints from metal plates and wood
blocks, the universality of vellum
was plainly threatened. Later, the
increasing number of mills and the
greater economy and suitability of
paper over vellum for impression by
movable types provided a powerful
argument in favor of book-production
by means of the invention of Guten-
berg.

This specimen was submitted through the Education Department of Witten-

berg College. The students of this Department are preparing as teachers

and handwriting is one of the subjects which they give attention to. Stu-

dents leaving this school as teachers are able to teach and write a good,

practical business hand. The above specimen was written with blue ink

and was written freer than the reproduction would indicate.

ROBINSON JOINS GREGG STAFF
The Gregg Publishing Company

announces the addition to its sales

staff of Mr. R. M. (Robbie) Robinson,
until recently an instructor in the
commercial department of the George
Rogers Clark High School, Hammond,
Indiana. Mr. Robinson, a Missourian
by birth, is a graduate of the South-
west Missouri State Teachers College,
and is a candidate for the Master's
degree at the University of Iowa.
The new Gregg field man became the
company's representative for the
state of Michigan on December 1,

1940.

A GOOD YEAR
Some very beautiful engrossing

has been received from Otis Sked,
Jr., 43 Cedar Street, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.

Mr. Sked reports that he had a
very good year of pen work and is

looking forward with high hopes for
the future.
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The Passing of H* S* Blanchard
Through friends we learned of the

death December 31, 1940 of H. S.

Blanchard, Los Angeles, Calif., one
of America's oldest and finest pen-

men. Death was due to heart failure.

Mr. Blanchard was born in Hopkins-
ville, Iowa, in 1855. Mr. Blanchard
lived a long life of service. He was
able to do remarkably fine pen work
up until he was past 85 years of age.

Few men can equal that record.

We have on the walls of the Zan-
erian a number of pieces of pen
work done by Mr. Blanchard after
he had passed the 80th year mark,
which show an extremely steady line;

in fact, no one could detect age in

these specimens by looking at the
quality of line. Harry S. Blanchard

He lived a clean modest life guard-
ing his health.

Mr. Blanchard received his first

training from D. L. Musselman of

the Gem City Business College,
Quincy, 111. Since 1911, he has been
in Los Angeles, Calif., where he has
done all kinds of pen work. He was
especially fine in flourishing, engross-
ing and in making pen and ink
sketches. He was a lovable old man,
a skillful penman and a fine Chris-
tian gentleman. He has inspired
thousands and his beautiful work
will continue to inspire the penman-
ship profession for many years to

come.

To Mr. Blanchard's widow we ex-

tend our sincere sympathy.

A

'//s; ,;,'-'-i'r Is -f-S-fS
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These specimens were made by H. S. Blanchard and in a small way show his masterful
skill.
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First Grade Writing Lesson
Aims— Primary— To make the

transition from Blackboard writing
to writing on paper.

Secondary — 1. To establish the
concept of "lines" on paper.

2. To drill on correct formation of
letters used.

3. To teach the names of letters

used.

Introduction:

—

We have written several words on
the Blackboard, now we are ready to

write two of those words on paper.
The boys will write boy and the girls

will write girl. I'll write them both
on the boai'd to help you to remem-
ber. Be sure when you write that
you choose the word that tells what
you are.

Procedure,

Teacher draws 3 lines on the black-
board and writes boy. Child tells the
word. All the boys stand and trace
the letters in the air with forefinger.
Children name the letters in order as
they practice writing. Teacher points
out the difficulties of each letter al-

ways calling the letter by name.
Now the boys may think about their
word, while the teacher helps the
girls.

Use same procedure with girl.

Now we are ready to write on
paper.

Arlington, New Jersey

Distribute unlined paper. Fold in

half, then half again making three
folds across the paper. Call these
folds "lines". Touch each line and
call it "top line", "middle line" and
"bottom line".

Girls think about their word while
teacher proceeds with the boys.

Teacher writes on folded paper one
letter at a time naming it as she
writes and stressing that the b starts
on the top line and goes straight
down to the bottom line, etc., etc.

help to choose the bestGirls
papers.

Now girls write while boys watch.
Use same procedure with girls. Boys
choose best papers.

Several boys spell boy and several
girls spell girl while papers are be-
ing collected.

Miss Thornton,
Teacher.

This was an excellent lesson and
the results were amazing, all of which
I feel was due to Miss Thornton's
very well planned and careful pro-
ceedure.

Mrs. Irene K. Acker,
Supervisor.

A TEACHER IS ALSO KNOWJ
BY HER TOOLS.

The old adage that a workman
known by his tools applies to
teacher of handwriting as well as
the carpenter or bricklayer.
We are often asked why it is £

some teachers are able to get gi

results in handwriting with seemin;
very little effort, while other gi

teachers put forth much more eff

and secure only mediocre results. 1

difference is in the methods u
which depend a great deal upon to
and equipment.

Here Is An Unfailing Recipe
for Good Handwriting

If you can supply each pupil w
a Correlated Practice Book, ei

teacher with a Teachers' Manual,
low fifteen minutes each day for s

practice, and have the Practice Bo*
sent to the Supervisor's or Principt
office once each month for check
improvement, we are sure, judg;
from results in other schools t!

some satisfactory results in ha
writing can be secured.

The year is closed, the record is:

made;
The last deed done, the last

word said.

The memory alone remains
Of all its joys, its griefs, its

gain;
And now with purpose full and

clear

I turn to meet another year.
—Robert Browning

~&^ZZHZ

This copy is from Correlated Handwriting Practice Book number one.
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C.H.Clute

J.C.Cole
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I. L.Comer
W. Converse
C.R.Crane II

R.G.Crcviston

.MarvCzoschka
W.ADallack
WL.Dawi
H. L.Delander
C.A.Dopp
W. H.Dopp. Jr.

FADuncan
G.L.Envm.Ir.
AE.Eiala
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W.Ejones
CKapotm
W.L.Kcefer
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A. ). \orre
ED. Gates
WH.Pape
Harion Patton
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C. J. Tippet
F.FUphues
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F.R.Venton
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F. J.Waaner
1. J.Ward
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WH.Wrtt
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G.F.Wriakt
F. 1 iabokrtskv

This beautiful page was made by the Harris Engrossing Studio, Chicago, Illinois.
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This shows the especially fine penmanship results secured at the Franklin University, Colum-
bus, Ohio. The Franklin University is conducted by the Columbus Y. M. C. A.
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DESIGNING AND
ENGROSSING

By E. L. BROWN
Rockland, Maine

Cover Designing

(See front page)

lerewith we present design em-
cing lettering and pen drawing,
wing a variety in pen technique
I styles of lettering. Size of orig-

1 drawing about 12 x 15. First

ke a rough sketch of a size to fit

nt cover of The Educator, sug-
ting style of lettering and color

ues. Enlarge sketch for finished

wing. The words The Educator
st be most prominent, next of im-
tance the figure of Lincoln show-
him in a pensive mood. Treat
clothing in strong vigorous lines

produce the desired contrast to
kground. The log cabin and capi-
building, also wreath and ribbon
rather effective in stipple tech-

ue. The lettering of name of pub-
lers and address on scroll shows
her an effective way of treatment,
st outline lettering carefully in

icil, but in inking add only the
ded part at right and on base of
ers. The background of short,

parallel lines will give the lettering

the desired relief. The solid black
shade may be softened by ruling lines

in "decorative" white applied with a
medium fine pointed pen. Decorative
white comes in small jars and we find

it very satisfactory for many pur-
poses.
Study all backgrounds carefully

and remember that dark objects re-

quire a light ground and light objects
a dark ground. This is a general
rule to follow, although many pic-

tures in the hand of a master become

effective when this rule is ignored
to a certain extent. Such pictures
produce a sense of mystery and tend
to excite the imagination. Attempted
effects of this sort in the hands of
beginners usually result in failure.

We would be pleased to hear from
those interested in these lessons, with
any suggestions regarding style of
work for future lessons. It is our
aim and always has been our plan to
interest all, by giving a variety of
pen work for commercial demands.
Send us your work for criticism.

This skillful signature was written by J. 0. Brunet, of 207 Lawndale
Ave., Morwood, Man., Can. Mr. Brunet uses this signature on his busi-
ness card, which contains his telephone, residence, etc. He states that
his customers tell him that this card is not thrown away the same as
other ones.

Mr. Brunet states in his letter that he filled in 450 certificates and wants
to know who says it doesn't pay to write well.

One of a series of dashy signatures by F. B. Courtney.



A Course in Ornamental Penmanshi]
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

Try various ways of joining letters. See how many different ways you can join three capitals. Some of cours<

will be better joining than others.

See that all crossings are right angle crossings or as nearly so as possible.

Send your signatures to The Educator for criticism. We will help any reader on his signature free of chargi

Enclose return postage.

Simplicity has been the aim in these combinations. When letters do not join in a natural way it is better not t

join them. They look well where one letter overlaps another even though disconnected.

JAMES O. THOMPSON JOINS
GREGG STAFF

The Gregg Publishing Company
announces the addition to its sales
staff of Mr. James 0. Thompson,
formerly the head of the Commerce
Department of the High School and
Junior College, Bristow, Oklahoma,
and more recently Professor of Com-
merce, University Junior College,
Tonkawa, Oklahoma. At Tonkawa
he was also Co-ordinator of Distrib-
utive Education.
During the fall semester of 1940,

Mr. Thompson was Graduate Assist-
ant, Department of Commercial Edu-
cation, University of Pittsburgh,
where he also did work toward his

Doctor's degree. He has been visit-

ing instructor at several well-known
schools, including Eastern Illinois

State Teachers College, Oklahoma A.
& M. College, and Bowling Green
College of Commerce, Bowling Green,
Kentucky. His experience also in-

cludes considerable time spent in
business.

Organizations to which this well-
known educator belongs include Delta
Pi Epsilon, a graduate business edu-
cation fraternity of which he was
president of a local chapter and
national vice-president; Pi Omega Pi;
Phi Delta Kappa; Kappa Delta Pi;
and Phi Alpha Theta.

Mr. Thompson became the com-
pany's representative for Kentucky
and Tennessee on February 1, 1941.
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This is one of the few fish pictures
we have received this year. It repre-
sents our genial and skillful penman-
fisherman, G. R. Brunet, Lord Selkirk
School, Winnipeg, Man., Canada. In
his right hand he holds a muskie
which weighed 14 lbs. In the other
hand he holds a Northern Pike of 8
lbs., one walleyed pike and one black
bass caught near the Lake of the
Woods, Ontario. Mr. Brunet states
that it represents a two hours catch
and one fish fed his family for three
days.

GENERAL PENMANSHIP STUD

Pauline Loya who is conducting

Studio in Boston, Massachusetts, w
the aid of her sister, reports tl

their Studio is doing a very nice v

ume of business.

She was recently assigned to a

of cleaning and restoring an
sheepskin document.

The Studio, she says, is not 01

an engrossing studio but a har

one as well. They do all classes

art work.

Miss Loya attended the Zaneri

College where she received her pi

manship and engrossing training.

ENGROSSING FOR PROMINEN
PEOPLE

Arthur P. Myers, 340 N. Char

St., Baltimore, Md., recently mi

a testimonial scroll which was p

sented to the Marquis of Lothi

ambassador from Great Britain. Si

ilar scrolls made by Mr. Myers w
for President Roosevelt, the I

Louis McHenry Howe, the late Jan

Ramsay McDonald, former prew
of Great Britain, the late Sir Thon
Lipton, noted English sportsman, t

Marshal Petain of France.
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•"irst page of a resolution engrossed by M. C. Leipholz, Baltimore, Md.
excluding the initial letters these pages were 4 inches wide and ap-
iroximately 6 inches long. No coloring was used on this job. Wherever
hading appears it was done with a fine-pointed pen. Note arrangement
>f wording on title page.

The McGfiee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE Dl PLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

• for jr new Free Book.
How to Become a Good

Penman." Enclose 10c for
a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully writ-
ten. Write today.
THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL

43S Ridge Building
Kansas City. Mo.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester, N. Y.
The finest script obtainable for model

illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.

^T)iplnmad ana

^(Trrriffralrs

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

m BUSINESS UNIVERSITY
Professional Training
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA.

ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION and FINANCEEXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL-STENOTYPY
Oneof America's leadingschools. Enrol] anytime Rwl.
dent Classes; Home Study. FREE Placement service

ployment opportunities. Success Book FREE
HILL'S BUSINESS UNIVERSITY, jjjjjt j> Oklahoma City

A flourish by H. P. Behrensmeyer, Quiney, Illinois.
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Burtner Replies to Patri

ANGELO PATRI DISCUSSES
PROBLEMS IN WRITING

(The following appeared in The
Peircetonian, published monthly by

the Peirce School, Philadelphia, Pa.)

Such an eminent authority on the

education of young people as Angelo
Patri, believes that some people can-

not possibly write a good hand and

that for such as these the modern
typewriter provides a rapid method
of expression in printed words, and

also furnishes an admirable means of

establishing a liaison between mind
and hands. In one of Mr. Patri's

recent articles in the Evening Bul-

letin, he says that "no amount of

practice changes the fact that the

penmanship of some children is de-

plorable. Usually this means that

their coordination is poor, and I

should advise them to use a type-

writer."
Mr. Patri further develops his

practical theory, saying, "Typing
according to a good system is fine

discipline for the hands. It makes
them accurate where they were
clumsy and that helps one to pro-

duce accurate work in other fields.

NEARLY EVERYONE MAY
ACHIEVE GOOD HAND-

WRITING
(Mr. H. G. Burtner, teacher at

Peirce School takes exception to

Patri's remarks on handwriting. Mr.

Burtner is a teacher speaking from
many years of successful experience

in teaching thousands to write. He
is not a theorist and can back up his

remark with results.)

Many young people upon entering

a commercial school ask the question,

"Can I learn to write"? This is in-

spired by the too frequent remark,

"He (or she) has natural talent"!

Again they may have read in some
paper or magazine, an opinion that

only certain people are capable of

becoming good writers. The name
of the person expressing such an
opinion may give it authority.

In the last number of the Peirce-

tonian there appeared an article

quoting the eminent educator, Angelo
Patri. In this Mr. Patri makes the

seemingly rash statement that he
believes some people cannot possibly

learn to write. The reason given is

because their coordination is poor.

To this statement I must take ex-

H. G. Burtner

GOOD HANDWRITING is not

inherited, is not a gift and is

not gained by only a few excep-
tional people, but with good
teaching and intelligent study
and practice the average person
can learn to write well.

Editor.

ception. May I ask just how 1

Patri arrived at this very import:

conclusion? Has Mr. Patri

tried to learn to write a good bt

ness hand ? Has he ever taught p
manship ? Has his practical expt

ence been such that it enables r

to speak with authority on this ph:

of education ?

Inability to learn to write is

the lack of coordination. It is rat
the lack of concentration, intellig

study and practice. We speak
studying shorthand writing; we spi

of practicing penmanship. If we
not study the proper outlines

shorthand, they may have a diff

ent meaning from that intended,

we do not use the proper curves i

angles in the formation of the lett

of the alphabet in longhand,
writing becomes illegible.

If one-half the time usually gi-

to the study and practice of shf

hand writing or other subjects, co

be given to penmanship, we wo
not have any poor writers.

In my experience in teaching p
manship for more than forty ye?

I have taught thousands of stude)

They varied in age and ability. D
ing this time I never had a stud

who did not improve his penmans
in exact proportion to his intellig

effort in trying to improve it.

Students in school today sho

give serious thought to their ha
writing. Many high schools do
teach this important subject. Th
is a decided scarcity of good writ
Business men are scanning the W.

ing on applications for positions v

carefully. They want their

done neatly. They also know t

the young person who has the abi

to learn to write well, also has
qualities necessary for success -

many other lines of business.

'^C^-sts /cz/ ~Jy^ -^n/^ -J^zy ^O'-'W

'

The above alphabet was written by Miss Raastad who is teaching handwriting in the Interstate Business Collej

Fargo, N. D. Miss Raastad is very skillful in other styles of penmanship. Some time ago we published an I

English alphabet by Miss Raastad.
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BOOK REVIEWS
are interested in books of merit,
in books of interest and value
teachers including books of

onal value and books on busi-

All such books will be briefly

columns, the object being
iplio Of ch to enable

3 WE SEE THEM TODAY
By Dr. Frank N. Freeman
ean of the School of Education

University of California

housands of teachers just like

rself have been wondering how to
die those left-handed students

—

ones who twist around in a pain-
awkward position. You question
ohnny is definitely right or left-

ded. Doubtless you have many
:r questions concerning the teach-
of handwriting.
r. Freeman has prepared a thirty-
page brochure, in which he an-
rs many of the questions with
eh you have been struggling. In
clear-cut way he makes sugges-
s how you can overcome some of

i problems.
r. Freeman attacks penmanship
alems from a scientific way then
leeks them in his practical way in

schoolroom. He is the outstand-
authority on problems pertaining
handwriting teaching. He began
1907 in the Yale Psychological
oratory to study and solve many
the penmanship problems with
ch the teacher is daily confronted,
following titles will give you

ie idea of the contents:

,eft-Handed Writers Should be
Tested and Taught

What About the Left-Handed
Child?

Opinions Differ
Speech and Reading Involved
The Nature of Handedness
Nature vs. Training
Initial Preference
A Million and a Half Left-
Handed in School

Test of Handedness
Tests Should Begin in Grade One
Tests to Determine Handedness
Tests of Skill

Eye Dominance
Applications to Handwriting
Writing is a Right-Handed Art
Two Difficulties Need to be Over-

come
Second Difficulty

Convenience
Position of Paper Important
Avoid Awkward Position
The Proper Method
Left-handed Writing vs. Unpre-

ferred Hand
Mirror Writing
Hand Dominance
Persuasion Not Force
How to Teach the Left-handed

Child

Manuscript Writing Meets Needs
in Grades 1 and 2

Vertical Writing
Scientific Comparisons of Manu-

script and Cursive Writing-
Photo Analysis

Lines and Strokes
Legibility
Speed
Use of Manuscript Writing in

Early Grades
Early Training
Easier to Learn in Lower Grades
Early Expression
Manuscript in Relation to Read-

ing
Manuscript for Young, Cursive

for Older Pupils
Primary Supervisors Report Fa-

vorably on Manuscript Writing-
in Grades 1 and 2

Opinion vs. Analysis
New Survey
Time for Making Change to Cur-

sive Writing
Conclusions
Finally

3. Skill Periods Provide Necessary
Balance in Handwriting In-

struction
Perennial Problem

An Old Problem
History Repeats Itself

Direct Practice Needed
Habit
Skill and Practice
Books and Materials

Yes, you'll want a copy of this

valuable brochure. It will be sent to

anyone interested for a dime. Ad-
iress your letters to The Zaner-Bloser
Company, 612 North Park Street, Co-
lumbus, Ohio.

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS!
1 Doz. Embellished 35c
1 Doz. Ornamental 30c
Greeting Cards, Embellished, each 25c
Large Greeting Cards, 6x7 in. embellished.

with bird, scroll, lettering, and ornamen-
tal writing, elaborate, very beautiful.. ..$1.00

Also I give courses in penmanship by mail.
Write for my free book, "How to Become an
Expert Penman." which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. Your
name elegantly written >~>n a card if you en-
close stamp. Write Today. T. M. TEVIS,
Box 25-C. Chilllcothe, Mo.

This harmonious well balanced skillful flourish was loaned to us by H. E. V.
Porter, Box 513, Jamestown, New York. This flourish appeared in the Ac-
credited News and is one of the finest flourishes we have ever seen. This
flourish suggests how very fine pieces of work could be produced which would
have quite a commercial possibility. Short poems and Biblical quotations with
beautiful decorations are in demand.
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A Lesson in Roundhand
The first down stroke of the d should

be as heavy as the second down
stroke. Bring- your shades clear
down to the base line in both short
and long strokes. It is easy to make
the short shades in d. g, h, k, p, q,

y and z lighter and smaller in ap-
pearance than the long strokes.

Make these letters and words large
and small. Use a Fine Writer pen
for work over an eighth of an inch
and the Gillott's 303 or 170 for work
an eighth of an inch or under. You
must learn to use both pens and do
various sized writing, if you are to
handle orders for pen work. Become
prepared to handle any kind of script
well.

Get your loops well balanced.
Curve both sides evenly. Do not get
the shades on loops too long.

The other day a penman receive!
$45.00 for filling the names on cer-
tificates in script. Yes, this style is

practical, profitable and easy to learn.

Script is appropriate for most oc-
casions. Many business men prefer
it to lettering when they order reso-
lutions, memorials, etc.

Let us help to get your script in

good shape. It's fun.

G.H.Locl^ood

I'M INDIFFERENCE
By Guy Lockwood

I'm Indifference,—I do not care a
whit;

Could, if I would; but what's the use?
I say.

It hurts my head to try and make
things fit,

Or do things right; and so, some
other way

I do them;—Get them done;—that is

the thing;
What matters how, as long as I get

through ?

Patience and Care with me soon take
to wing;

I make a botch of everything I do:

Indifference, thou speakest to the
point;

Nor try to hide behind some slim
excuse;

Thou carest not if things are out of
joint;

Thy favorite exclamation — "What's
the use."

Yet, thou does sow to wind and yet
will reap

The whirlwind, for thy soul is now
asleep.

Complete equipment of modem business college
located in large mid-western city. 100 stu-
l'iil capacity. Address Bon 673, c/o The
Educator, Columbus, Ohio.

LITTLE THINGS
The little things we leave undone,

Put off, from day to day,

The letters that we should have sen

The bills that we should pay,

The kindly thoughts and kindly deei

We fail to think and do,

All these from little things grow bi;

Neglect, we'll some day rue;

A mountain's but a pile of sand,

Small drops the oceans fill,

Neglected tasks loom mountain hig

What's needed-strength of will

To do each day what should be don

Along this path is victory won.
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NEWS OF PENMEN
re received some very fine Orna-

ital Penmanship from James A.

1 of Hutchinson, Kan. Mr. Hall

me of the few skillful writers of

Some nice penmanship has been re-

ceived from two of our Hawaiian
friends, Frederick F. D. Chu, Kapaa,
Kausi, T. H„ and Harold T. Hayashi,

Honolulu, Hawaii.

. very beautifully addressed en-

ipe has been received from L. M.
:hner of Seattle, Wash. Mr. Kelch-

is one of the old-timers and is

ely known as one of the outstand-

penmen for the past fifty years.

AN ENTHUSIASTIC PENMAN
Some very skillfully written Orna-

mental cards have been received from

L. A. Platz, 136 East Brighton Ave.,

Syracuse, N. Y., who is still holding

his own in penmanship.

[iss Josephine Tucker of Olean,

Y., has developed an unusual
)unt of skill in Ornamental Pen-
iship as displayed recently by
ie work received from her.

PENMAN DIES
Leslie E. Jones of Elbridge, N. Y.,

died on December 9 at the age of 56.

Mr. Jones has been a subscriber to

The Educator for a good many years.

He was an enthusiastic booster of

good penmanship.

GOLD
ome nice specimens have been re-

ed from Sister Mary Dennis, St.

'rence School, Carson and Laclede.

cinnati, Ohio. The package con-

led some large, well written pri-

y work, some extra fine fifth

sixth grade work. The pupils

this school are developing a very
nt and usable style of handwrit-

The work of Patrica Grant
ws some very nice applied hand-
ting. The style which she has
uired will be an asset to her
jugh life.

Work done for the en-

grossing profession. We
offer superlative gold

leaf work at surprisingly low prices.

Send your work carefully laid out in

pencil and well packed. We will re-

turn promptly C. 0. D.

ROLLER STUDIO
12 S. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

DIPLOMAS
AMES AND ROLLINSON
50 CHURCH ST.-NEWYORK
1— ONE ORATHOUSAND-IOOO

||rr TEACHERS AGENCY

IIrh MISSOULA, Mont.W1 Member N.A.T.A.
rtificatinn booklet free to member?

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Good teachers needed. Excellent opportunities all depart-

ments, particularly music. For early placement register

with Huff's NOW-superior placement service for over a

quarter of

&iiei£njuk

No. 756
: OVAL POINT

SUITED
Illustrated is one of the most popular
"school" points in America. But remember,
it is just one member of the 'Esterbrook

Steel Pen family . . . the nation's largest . . .

and certainly its finest. Specify Esterbrook

in vour school work.

EN COMPANY, 62 Cooper St.. Camden. N. J.

S v
c</>

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS IN DEMAND
Our Field Middle West and West

ROCKY MT. TEACHERS AGENCY
410 U.S. NATL. BANK BLDG. William buffer. Pm .0 w. DENVER. COLO

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West

Special Service

—

Write today for our six Special Services to teachers

INK THAT LIVES

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records ... for signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions ... for formal

social usage ... for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

ronimenditfortrainingyoung

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

cubes ; also half pints, pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink. and write

with an ink that will live.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO. INC

271 NINTII ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HIGGIIIS

uycnuutUCd

BOOK DIPLOMAS

Furnished in silk lined Leather or

Near Leather Covers. Gold Stamped.

Large or small quantities.

Send for samples and prices.

MARTIN DIPLOMA CO.
87 Summer Street Boston, Mass.
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Fine Art Engrossing

*,, the sons anh bauqhtcrs of
'?% the tjniversitu of Colombo,

,.
(

J "'•', back home from maun
places, grateful for what we have rc-

ceiucb front thcTIuhicrsitu, anb proub
of our /lima IDater. express to uou on
our annual /Ilumni Day our apprecia-

tion of what uou have bone to make
the, lluiucrsity what it is.

6. know that the greatness of

i'>tr .our Zluinersitu in scholarship

in teaching staff in phusical plant,
in reputation is buc principally to

uour leabcrship. your scholarship

your uisiou, your loyalty anb bcuotcb

service through many years.

m§? ^ou '
^lis ^a-' u,c exPrcss over

&$&#' sincere thanks. lOe feel for

uou beep lone, great abmirafion, high

esteem, sincere beuofion. TUe plebge

our continueb loyalty anb support to

fhetluiuersity anb the ibeals uou
have given to it.

of the

lluiuersitu of Colorado

3Uumni Do, B»
8»ulkc« ' i. lu^.
Colorado

'
'

' -! Jjmtsem
c'mic 10 C'.d- £T '/*At_ %

£6_jj the tallowing in attendance at the CAn-

mial C? avt&lc I ijjkt iSanquct in the 9Tietuerial

iBuile-ivta.
3

; , /P/ P <?2/^

This resolution was engrossed by Norman Tower, penman and engrosser of Denver, Colo.

4/^X^

By F. B. Courtney, Detroit
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learn ENGROSSING
Increase your income by doing engrossing as a business

or as a side line. There is pen work of every description to

be done in every community. High prices are paid for pen
work. Some penmanship teachers make many hundreds of

dollars doing engrossing after school hours. You can do the

same.

How To Learn Engrossing

The Zanerian Correspondence Course in Text Lettering

and Engrossing presents the work in such a simple, interest-

ing and concise way that everyone can become skillful in let-

tering diplomas, engrossing resolutions, etc.

Tuition and Text #12.00
Educator, 1 yr 1.50

IRounDhanu.Trt-

trriiu).€iu|nissinq,

#Vstqninq.prn mtb

iJnuhArt.fttrr

Both for

Size 8xl0{/2 in -> 136 pages, Dur-
ably Bound in Stiff Boards, #2.50

(Extra to Can. 20c, Foreign 30c)

Write for catalog of supplies

13.50

#13.00

THE ZANERIAN COLLEGE OF PENMANSHIP
612 North Park Street COLUMBUS, OHIO

SUosit Cut ta Plain Wtititicj,

The book is typical of the title, a real "Short Cut to

Plain Writing."

It is constructive rather than revolutionary, and re-

formative rather than reactionary. It is based upon the

idea that it is better to improve the quality of the writing

rather than change the style; that most writing is poor on

the part of a few letters only and that it is better to im-

prove the few poor ones rather than to change the good
ones. Of course, it is a book for busy adults rather than

for children; neither is it intended for people who are "sot" in their theories, but rather for the

growing, going, and ambitious, progressive people.

It's different; it's unconventional; it's stimulating; it's helpful; it's concrete in its sug-

gestions, fe.^jow^-

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Pork Street COLUMBUS, OHIO

Price, postpaid, 25c. Per dozen, #2.40.
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Hilton. N. Dak.

THE ROAD TO SKETCHING FROM NATURE
For those who

f
desire to learn
to sketch from
natt ith

hook wili
interest

in both art and
natu re. and
teach you to
know, appreci-
ate and pro-
duce good art.

Learning to

easy as any-
thing else if

you go about
it correctly
"The Road to
Sketching from
Nature" tells you how.

The instructions are plain, interesting, progressive, enthusi-

astic and enjoyable. It discusses location, proportion, light and
shade, reflection, treatment, composition and suggestions. The
work contains 62 pages, over 50 illustrations made direct from
nature, is printed on the finest plate paper, 6%x9 inches, and
is bound in flexible art linen.

It is graded from the simplest outlines sketch to the most
artistic pen and pencil pictures. It contains one water color

painting beautifully reproduced in colors. If you get this book,
you will certainly go out and learn to sketch and appreciate

PRICE $1.00 POSTPAID

Write for catalog of penmanship books and supplies.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
Columbus, Ohio
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0~t /Relaxation

(Zkooie the Gkeliea

Here you will find everything to fur-

ther your comfort and enjoyment

—

outside ocean-view rooms . . . sun
deck . . . beautiful dining room at the

ocean's edge . . . superb cuisine . . .

varied sports . . . and entertainment.

You'll like your fellow guests . . . and
the delightfully friendly atmosphere
of The Chelsea.

Special Weekly Rales.

ATLANTIC CITY
/Oil HILLMAN . I CHDISTIAS

A Valuable. Book!
"I received my copy of FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING. The skill attained by

some of the old masters in this line is nothing short of marvelous. To anyone really inter-

ested in pen and ink art the book is worth many times the price you ask for it."

Mr. C. O. Elleson,

Box 1028, Proctor, Minn.

FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Containing a Complete Course and a

Leading Penmen of the

The most pretentious work ever published which
is devoted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating

art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning snowing the student how
to make the simplest strokes and exercises and fin-

ishes with a great variety of designs displaying the

highest degree of skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the follow-

Collection of Masterpieces Produced by
Penmanship Profession

ing penmen of nation-si fame appears in this book
C. P. Zaner, E. L. Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Leh
man, W. E. Dennis, H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flick

inger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L. Glick, H. L. Darner
L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behrensmeyer
M. B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer, E. A
Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A
Gaskell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A
Wesco.

SIZE 8!/2xll IN., 80 PAGES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND
Fascinating Pen Flourishing $1,001
The Educator, 1 year__. ._ 1.50 t Both for $2M)

$2.50

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. PARK ST. COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Prepare Now!
Keen competition and other national conditions make it all the mc

important why you should prepare now for the future. Begin that penma

ship training now.

If you desire to enter the penmanship profession as a penman, (

grosser or teacher come to the Zanerian now. If you are a regular gra

teacher or a special teacher plan to come to the Zanerian Summer Scho

Courses are arranged to meet all conditions.

REGULAR TERM

You can enter the Zanerian College on any date and take Busint

Penmanship, Ornamental Penmanship, Engrossers' Script, Text Letterir

Standard Lettering, Engrossing, Illuminating or Flourishing; in fact, a;

branch of pen work.

SUMMER SCHOOL

Summer school begins July 7. Special courses will be given for re

ular grade teachers to improve their teaching of handwriting, for superviso

and for persons wishing to improve in any branch of penmanship or t

grossing. Teachers may enroll before the opening of the regular sumtrj

term. Many teachers come to the Zanerian as soon as their school is or

CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION

Our correspondence courses have been developed from the expe

ences which we have gained training penmen and teachers of penmanst

in the Zanerian since 1888. Each pupil is given individual instructi

which makes it possible to make very rapid and excellent progress. Cour.

are offered in the following: Professional Business Writing, $10.00; Rout

hand or Engrossers' Script, $12.00; Text Lettering and Engrossing, $12.

C

Advanced Engrossing, $12.00; Ornamental Penmanship, $12.00.

Co La U MS U ^-€) H I O
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\va itif\
HOTEL

MALPIN
agteatHoteC"

FROM $3 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
^RGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED! NEWLY
iCORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!

2 POPULAR PRICED RESTAURANTS

I HOTEL
M'ALPIN
ROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Jndet KNOTT Management JOHN J. WOELFLE, Manager

Extraordinary Methods

Courses For

Commercial Teachers

The Gregg Summer Session has been the pathway

to better teaching for thousands of men and women

during the past quarter of a century. Going to the

Gregg Summer Session is more than merely attending

a "Summer School.*' It is a way that will enlarge

your vision, broaden your experience, refresh the

tired imagination, give you "new ways to do old

things better," and enable you to recapture the am-

bition to be a leader in your profession.

Courses are arranged to meet the requirements

of experienced teachers, as well as those about to

enter this profession. Graduates from all parts of the

United States and Canada enthusiastically recommend

the practical courses of study.

The 1941 Session begins July 7 and closes

August IS. Write today for special bulletin.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

PENMANSHIP
Let Us Help You Now

CHECK ITEMS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
AND MAIL TO US

Send catalog of Zanerian College of Penman-
ship.

S end information regarding Correspondence
Work in Penmanship.

Send information about Stock Cuts.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies for schools.

Name

Address

Co/umbus. Ohio
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and tfhsatfUi m DAYTO
—i OHIO

Among the batter hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters ol comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, at

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

SECOND AND LUDlOt

400 ROOM!
WITH BATH from $9 5!

O. E.TRONNES, MAN AG

HOTEL

MIAM

EXT time you're in Baltimore,

follow the lead of experienced

travelers and head for one of the

seven hundred most comfortable

rooms in Maryland. Enjoy facil-

ities and service that seem to have

been planned with you alone in

mind! Stop at the city's newest

and largest hotel.

Single rooms from $3.

LORD BALTIMORE
BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

FORT

MEIGS
HOTEL

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hotel is

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable

accommodations and reasonable rates.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime

Buffet serve the best food in Ohio.

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TOLEDO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

from

1.50
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For teachers who desire to equip their pupils with experience in the hind of work

they tvill actually perform—

Record-Keeping in Business
AMSTER GLATZER ROSENBLUM

336 pages. Price $1.20

This new text provides a logically plan-

ned and coordinated course in business

practice in which the student obtains prac-

tical experience in the recording routine

of the average office.

Through the preparation and handling

of typical business forms, the student learns

the need for systematic records of business

transactions, acquires a practical skill in

recording procedures, and obtains clear

concepts of the principles of bookkeeping.

Adaptable to individual instruction and
to the varied aptitudes of pupils. Any
portion of the course provides experience

of commercial value.

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
2 WEST 45TH STREET NEW YORK

Now one o

21 FLOORS OF

OUTSIDE

ROOMS
EACH WITH

COMBINATION
TUB & SHOWER

\ the ALBERT PICK hotels

DAILY
SINGLE

CADILLAC SQUARE
AT BATES STREET

DETROIT

HOTEL

BARLUM
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BUSINESS ITSELF

<

The

English of Business

HAGAR
HUTCHINSON

COMPLETE
by WILSON

BLANCHARD

THE BUSINESS ENGLISH TRAINING NECESSARY FOR BUSINESS SUCCES

1. Remedial English 3. Vocabulary Training

2. Punctuation 4. Letter Writing

THE COMPLETE COURSE (Includes Letter Writing)

This text deals with the essentials of English used in everyday business

lations and in business correspondence. By eliminating superfluous ex

cises and concentrating on high-frequency business English faults, t

material carries the class along at a speed in keeping with the speed of bu

ness today. It was written for the definite purpose of providing a stro

review of the fundamentals of grammar and punctuation, and to devel

the ability to write an informal, effective business letter.

THE BRIEF COURSE (Without Letter Writing)

The English of Business, Parts I and II, by Hagar, Wilson, and Hutchinsc

contains identically the same materials as the Complete Course, except

the letter writing chapters. It provides a highly constructive foundati

training to precede a separate course devoted to business corresponder

alone, or a foundation training for better shorthand transcription.

THE ENGLISH OF BUSINESS WORKBOOK
The use of this workbook with the two texts described above is entirely <

tional, but its use naturally provides greater opportunity for the immedi.

application of the principles of good English usage. It is a powerful

to instruction. The exercises appear in the order of their use with the te

The English of Business, Complete List Price, #1.00

The English of Business, Parts I and II " " .80

The English of Business Workbook " " .40

THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPAN
New York Chicago San Francisco Boston Toronto London Sydr
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)EVOTED TO PENMANSHIP ENGROSSING AND
BUSINESS EDUCATIOnAzANER-BLOSER CO.

America's Only Handwriting Magazine

COLUMBUS, OHIO, MARCH, 1941

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PENMAN-
SHIP TEACHERS AND SUPERVISORS

Arlington Hotel, Binghamton, New York

MAY 1, 2 AND 3, 1941

Plan to attend the annual meeting of the N. A. P. T. S. in Bing-

hamton. A good program is being planned. There will be plenty

of entertainment and speakers of national reputation. You will no

doubt get help at this meeting on some of the problems you are

facing.

Material for the exhibit should be sent to Mrs. Elizabeth Drake,

North High School, Frederick Street, Binghamton, New York by

April 29th.

Miss Doris E. Almy, 337 Walnut Street, Fall River, Massachusetts

is the president. Either Miss Almy or Mrs. Drake will be glad to

supply you with any information you may need regarding the con-

vention.

Let us make this meeting a memorable one.

THE EDUCATOR
lisbed monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,

I 612 N. Park St., Columbus, 0.

1 LUPFER Editor
*KER 2ANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada, 10c more; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the month
for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus, O.

Be sure you are right then go ahead. Much valuable time can be wasted by practicing in the wrong way.
your position good ? To find out, reread instructions on position. Head up, feet flat on floor, don't slouch, cu
fingers naturally, point holder towards shoulder, rest hand on little finger and keep the hand off the side. Kr
your shoulders even.

^*XZ-Z-<^-

—

Your paper should be directly in front of your body, turned to left for right-handers and turned right for k
handers. Keep it within easy reach.

Do you change your pen when it scratches? Keep the eye of the pen up so that you get an even pressure:
both nibs of the pen.

Occasionally practice exercises like the above.
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he base line should be easy to hit, but examine your writing and you may get a surprise.

n this lesson vou will find some very interesting flourishes. Study the location and shape of the shades. Shades

LuW be made
y
with a quick snappy motion. It kills the life of the shade if it is pulled out too long.

7>C^L

actice f/iejoinings of fetters , ^4^y^ ^^t^y.

Dip ink sparingly. Too much ink on the pen point will cause a blot. Dip into the ink until the eye of the pen

submerged. Draw pen from ink slowly. Don't hit side or bottom of well with pen.

ZQ._ZZ(ZZZ
Study the oval in the Q. Get the top loop larger than the bottom loop. The bottom loop should be horizontal.

Xt^f^T^^T

Practice these exercises over and over again until you can make them well. Watch the slant.
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/// ^^4
The J and I start the same. Keep backs straight.

Are your lines as light on the down strokes as they are on the up strokes? Do not grip the holder. A lig
touch enables you to write with more speed and ease.

'^t/^T-z^csiy^.

4

Good writing is done freely with a combined movement. Excessive finger movement makes writing a difficul
tiring task. More arm movement makes it easy and free looking. Roll the arm on the muscles below the elbov
Use a free hand. Don't let the side of the hand drag.

Practice exercises to secure freedom and ease.

Slant should be uniform. See that the loops and capitals are all the same in slant as the small letters. Drav
lines down along the backs or down strokes of each letter to test the slant. A few pencil slant lines drawn
your paper before you write will help to get uniformity.

Watch the compound, curved back. It is important. The top loop should be larger than the bottom.

-^^e^e
Get good full ovals. An oval should be about two-thirds as wide as long. Both ends of the ovals should be
equally rounded.

Check the motion at the shoulder of the r and keep the top wide.
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Lj^-CP-T^iy,

^'Z*^s^^^7^C^^?-'??^ZZ^7^Z^t^-Zf^'

^ZlJ(^£*£Ley--&<f^L^^^-^^

An excellent copy to practice at this time. Watch the size, slant, spacing and arrangement.

DRILLS IN HANDWRITING
By 0. G. Martz

(Continued from February)

No. 38. Finish the ovals with an outward stroke. Begin second group same as C.

No. 39. Make C with a rapid rolling motion. Note beginning and ending. Count 1-2. Sixty letters per
minute.

No. 40. Combine C with under and overturn movements. Strive for freedom and ease as well as uniformity.

No. 41. In these groupings of letters work for good letter formation. Note height, slant, and spacing.
Strive for smooth, strong lines.
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44th Annual Convention Eastern
Commercial Teachers Associatioi

APRIL 9, 10, 11, 12, 1941, HOTEL STATLER, BOSTON

Convention Program
Theme: "Business Education for Tomorrow"

APRIL 9

2:00 p. m. Arrangement of Exhib-
its.

2:00 p. m. Meeting of Executive
Board.

APRIL 10

10:00 a. m. Registration.
Sale of Banquet tickets.

10:00 a. m. Official tour of exhibits.

Official Opening.

10:15 a. m. Music.
10:30 a. m. Address of Welcome

—

Maurice J. Tobin, Mayor, Bos-
ton.
Greetings—Arthur L. Gould,

Supt. of Schools, Boston.
Response— Alice Wakefield,
Vice-Pres., Washington.

10:45 a. m. Pres. Address—John G.

Kirk, Franklin High, Philadel-

phia.

11:00 a. m. Address: "Business Ed-
ucation for Tomorrow."
Thomas H. Briggs, Teach. Coll.,

Columbia Univ.

2:00-4:00 p. m. Commission on Busi-
ness Education—Panel Discus-
sion.

Under John G. Kirk.
Report on the work of committees.

The reports will deal with the Func-
tion of Business Education in a De-
mocracy; Trends, and Factors Affect-
ing Curriculum Revision in the Busi-
ness Education of the School; and
the Principles, Procedures, and Meth-
ods of Curriculum Construction.

Opportunity will be allowed for
discussion.

7:00 p. m. Banquet, reception,
dance.
Speaker: Neal O'Hara.

APRIL 11

Section Meetings

10:00-12:00 m. Balance and Coordi-
nation of the Topics, Standards,
and Sequence of Subjects
offered in a Secretarial Cur-
riculum.

Directed by Katherine W. Ross,
Boston Clerical School.

Chair.: Mildred Taft, Colby Junior
Coll., New London, N. H.
"Revamping the Teaching of Type-

writing to Conform to the Modern
Trends in Education and Business"

—

Mrs. Esta Ross Stuart, Columbia
Univ.

"Relationship of Shorthand and

OFFICERS and EXECUTIVE
BOARD

John G. Kirk, Pres., Franklin High,
Broad and Green, Philadelphia.

Alice Wakefield, Vice Pres., Strayer
College, Washington.

Raymond C. Goodfellow, Sec, Dir. of
Business Ed., Bd. of Education,
Newark.

P. M. Heiges, Treas., Chair., Business
Department, Central Com'l & Tech.
High, Newark.

Noel P. Laird, Franklin & Marshall
Coll., Lancaster.

Katherine W. Ross, Boston Clerical
School.

Clyde B. Edgeworth, Sup. of Com'l.
Ed., Baltimore.

Conrad J. Saphier, Dept. of Sec.
Studies, Samuel J. Tilden High,
Brooklyn.

Alan W. Furber, The Chandler
Schools, 245 Marlborough Street,
Boston.

Peter L. Agnew, Ex-Officio, New York
Univ. School of Education, New
York City.

Foster W. Loso, Yearbook Editor,
Battin High., Elizabeth, N. J.

Transcription to the Subjects in a
Secretarial Curriculum"— J. Mar-
guerite Neilson, Eastern High, Balti-
more.

"Integrating the Teaching of Sten-
ography, English, and Typewriting

- '

—Mrs. Margaret Ely, Carnegie Insti-

tute of Technology.
"Bridging the Gap Between the

Secretarial Curriculum and the Busi-
ness Office Through the Teaching of
a Terminal Subject"—Margaret Gay-
lord, Hillside High, Hillside, N. J.

Balance and Coordination of the Top-
ics, Standards, and Sequence of
Subjects offered in an Account-
ing Curriculum.

Directed by Conrad J. Saphier,
Samuel J. Tilden High, Brooklyn.

Chair.: John K. Homer, Babson
Inst., Babson Park, Mass.
"Revising the Teaching of Book-

keeping and Accounting in a New
Accounting Curriculum"—Morris Gol-
ler, Washington Irving High, New
York.
"Changing Conditions Affecting the

Teaching of Geography in High
School Curriculum"—'Ruth Abraham-
son, Jamestown High, Jamestown.
"Teaching Business Management

and Law in a World Economically

Unsound and at War with Law a:

Order"

—

Lisette Henderson, T
Chandler Schools, Boston.

"Relating Business Arithmetic
Everyday Needs of the Future"
Henry Smithline, New Utrecht Hij
School, Brooklyn.

"Vitalizing the Accounting Curri
ulum with a Course in Office or M
chine Practice"—Garland H. Smit
East Side High, Newark.

Balance and Coordination of the To
ics, Standards, and Sequence
Subjects Offered in a Retailii
Curriculum.

Directed by Noel P. Laird, Fran''
lin and Marshall Coll., Lancaster.

Chair.: Bishop Brown, Reseaw
Bureau of Retail Training, Univ.
Pittsburgh.

"Better Buying Through the Teac)
ing of Advertising"—Peter F. Coi
gan, Simmons Coll., Boston.

"Placing the Proper Emphasis c

Salesmanship in a Retailing Cm
rieulum"— William Cunninghar
Dorchester High for Boys.

"Vocationalizing Retailing"—Held
Knorr, Eastern High, Baltimore.

"Developing and Coordinating tl

Teaching of Economics with Ecc
nomic Geography and Retailing"
Richard Holme, Olney High, Phih
delphia.

Balance and Coordination of the Toi
ics, Standards, and Sequence c

Subjects Offered in a Genera
Clerical Curriculum.

Directed by Peter L. Agnew, Scho(
of Education, N. Y. Univ.

Chair.: Elmer C. Wilbur, Centrs
High, Providence.

"Vitalizing the Teaching of Junio
Business Training"—Harold Buckle;
Special Agent for Business Educs
tion, State Dept. of Education, Hai
risburg.
"Advancing Junior Business Train

ing into the High School Through th
Teaching of Business Principles"-
George E. Mumford, Gratz Higl
Philadelphia.

"Meeting the Need for Vocations
Bookkeeping on a Clerical Level"-
Harold Cowan, Dedham High, Mass

"Bridging the Gap Between th
General Curriculum and Business b;

Teaching Clerical Practice"—Vein A
Frisch, High, New Rochelle.
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lue. Balance, and Coordination of

the Topics, Standards, and Se-

quence of Business Subjects

Offered on an Elective Basis to

Non-Commercial Majors.

)irected by Foster W. Loso, City

11, Elizabeth.
]haii\: Bert Card, Orange High,

inge.

'The Purpose and Place of Con-
ner Education in the Curriculum"
ilabel Leidy, Temple Univ.
'Developing Consumer Education
Individual Needs"—Edward Reich,

wton High, New York.
^Personalizing Typewriting"—Jane
rriman, Brookline High.
'Record-Keeping for Personal Use"
larry I. Good, Associate Supt.,

blic Schools, Buffalo.

e Placement and Follow-up of the

Private Business School Graduate.
Jnder the direction of Alice Wake-
d, Strayer Coll., Washington.
Dhair.: Mrs. M. J. Langston, Kath-
ne Gibbs School, New York.
'Finding and Developing the Em-
yment Resources of a Community"
»irs. Madeline Strony, Washington
jool for Secretaries, Newark.
fKeeping Records for Placement
rposes"—Harold B. Foye, Boston
icement Bureau.
'Selecting and Preparing an Ap-
cant for an Interview"—Margaret
tchinson, Strayer Coll.

'Creating Good-Will Through Fol-

y-up of Private Business School
aduates"—Mrs. Virginia Drew
inson, Merrill Business School,

Imford.

e Promotional and Vocational
Guidance Aspects of a Progres-
sive Business School.

Under the direction of Alan W.
rber, The Chandler Schools, Bos-

Chair.: L. P. White, Bryant and
i-atton, Boston.
'Selling the Value of a Private
'siness School Education to the
mmunity"—Mrs. Katherine Dun-
r, Katharine Gibbs School, Boston.
''Adjusting the Advertising to the
mmunity"—George H o c k e r, Jr.,

rd Avon School, Baltimore.
"The 'I' Factors in Selecting Em-
)yees"—Samuel P. Allison, Babson
stitute, Babson Park, Mass.
"Vocational and Psychological
sting of Applicants"— Ha r 1 e s s

enborne, Miller Sec. Schools, New
jrk.

SECTION MEETING
:00-4:00 p. m. Organization and

Effectiveness of Part-Time Co-
operative Programs in Busi-
ness Education.

Under the direction of Katherine
I Ross, Boston Clerical School.

Chair.: Asa S. Knowles, North-
stern University, Boston.
^'Interpreting the George Deen Act
|
it Relates to a Part-time Coopera-

te Program"—Earl B. Webb, State
lucation Dept., Boston.
"Organizing a Cooperative Retail

Program in a School System"—Jen-

nie Graham, Board of Education,

Rochester; B. Frank Kyker, U. S.

Bureau of Education.
"Organizing a Cooperative Part-

time Business Education Program for

the Secondary School"—William E.

Haines, Wilmington Public Schools.

"Scheduling, Controlling and An-
alyzing the Effectiveness of Coopera-
tive Assignments"— Myrtle Hensor,
Princeton Jr.-Sr. High.

The Importance of Ability Grouping
in Business Education in the De-
velopment of Effective Standards.

Directed by Foster W. Loso, City

Hall, Elizabeth.
Chair.: Charles Beahan, Liverpool

High, Liverpool, N. Y.
"Ability Grouping as a Factor of

Guidance in Curriculum Selection"—

-

Frank Phillips, Medford High.
"Selective Methods Used to Enroll

Shorthand Students"—P a u 1 Turse,

Peekskill High School, Peekskill.

"Differentiated Curriculum to Care
for Weak Students"—Harvey A. An-
druss, State Teach. Coll., Bloomsburg.

The Selection. Purchase, and Up-keep
of Visual Aids, Machines, Furni-
ture, and Supplies for the Busi-

ness Education Department.
Directed by Conrad J. Saphier,

Samuel J. Tilden High, Brooklyn.
Chair.: Robert Kriger, Head of the

Com'l. Dept., The High School, Pitts-

field.

GOOD ADVICE
Cultivate a good disposition

—

take as well as perpetrate a

good joke and don't worry. This
and plenty of outdoor exercise

will carry you a long way in

life, provided you don't carry
any of it to excess.

Henry P. Behrensmeyer.

"The Selection of Visual Aids for

Business Education Instruction"

—

Clifford Ettinger, Haaren High, New
York.
"Adequate Visual Equipment for a

Business Education Department"

—

Abraham Krasker, Boston Univ.
"Office Practice Machine Equipment

for a Modern Model Unit"—James
R. Meehan, Hunter Coll., New York.
"The Budgetary Problem of Up-

keep and Replacement of Equipment
and Supplies"—Bernard A. Shilt, Bd.

of Education, Buffalo.

The Placement and Follow-up of

Graduates of the Business Edu-
cation Curriculum.

Directed by Noel P. Laird, Franklin
and Marshall Coll., Lancaster.

Chair.: Horace G. Thacker, Head
of the Vocational Dept., Boston Univ.

"Organization of a Placement De-
partment"—Mrs. Eleanor A. Baker,
Placement Dir., Battin High, Eliza-

beth.
"Methods of Graduate Follow-up"

—S. Fenton Harris, Frederick High,
Frederick.

"Value of an Effective Organized

Placement and Follow-up System"

—

Susan Ginn, Boston Placement Bu.

The Integration and Methods of De-
veloping Personality and Appear-
ance in the Business Education
Department.

Directed by Alan W. Furber, The
Chandler Schools, Boston.

Chair.: Mrs. Ethelyn Lelash, Miller

Sec. School, New York.
"Using Scientific Research as an

Aid to Personality Study"— Mrs.
Marylin Park Davis, Montpelier.

"Correlating the Development of

Personality and Personal Appear-
ance with the Subject Matter Content
of a Course"—Dorothy Mulgrave,
School of Education, New York Univ.

"Vitalizing Instruction in Individ-

ual Development"—Charles A. Metz-
ger, Temple University.

"Selling the Product of the School
with Dress and Style"—Mrs. Char-
lotte Lochhead, Packard School.

The Business Education Teacher of

Tomorrow.

Directed by Peter L. Agnew, School
of Ed., New York Univ.

Chair.: Catherine Nulty, Vermont
Univ.
"Classroom Problems and the

Teachers of Tomorrow"—Earle T.

Wingate, Supt. of Schools, Millin-

ocket, Maine.
"Educational Background and Im-

provement of the Teacher in the
Business Education Field for the
Future"—Michael Travel's, State Tea.
Coll., Trenton.
"The Modern Business Teacher,

Her Supervisor, and Her Principal"—
Stanton A. Ralston, Central Com'l.
and Technical High, Newark.

"Problems of Maintaining the
Health and Security of the Teacher"
—Mrs. Mary Barnes, Elizabeth.

Developing a Dynamic Private Busi-
ness School Curriculum to Meet
Changing Business and Indus-
trial Conditions.

Directed by Alice Wakefield, Stray-
er College.

Chair.: Orton E. Beach, Morris
Business Coll., Hartford.
"Determining the Private Business

School Needs of a Community"—J.

W. Miller, Goldey Coll., Wilmington.
"Establishing a Program of Sub-

jects, Methods, and Standards, in a
Private Business School"—Sadie Zie-

gler, Rider Coll., Trenton.
"Advertising the Business School

to the Community"—E. G. Purvis,
Strayer Coll.

EVENING, APRIL 11
Associations, clubs, and groups of

friends are encouraged to use this

evening for special meetings. The
editor will gladly assist in making
the necessary arrangements.

APRIL 12
10:00 a. m. General Meeting.

Speaker: James R. Young,
"Japan— Russia — The United
States."

11:00 a. m. Business meeting, in-

cluding the drawing for prizes.
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Adapting the Newer Instructions

Materials to the Child
When looking back over the his-

tory and development of this skill

called handwriting, we find that a

great variety of writing tools or

recording instruments were used.

From the sharpened stone of the

early stone carvers; the stick of the

ancient Assyrians and Babylonians;

the pointed reed of the Egyptians;

the stylus of the Greeks and Romans
on up to the quill pen, the steel pen

and finally the fountain pen of to-

day-
11 j

Each recording instrument called

for its special writing medium and

history relates there were tablets of

stone, clay and of wax; that papyrus

and parchment and finally paper

were used.

In the earliest days the desire to

record events for all time seemed to

be uppermost in the mind of the

recorder for he chose mediums of

lasting qualities. The early events

were recorded in stone. Only a small

number of the race were trained to

do the carving. An example of

hieroglyphic writing in stone on an

obelisk done by the early Egyptians

may be seen in Central Park, New
York City, any day.

During the Middle Ages it was the

Monks in the monasteries who kept

alive the knowledge of handwriting.

They slowly and beautifully inscribed

in gilt and color the Gospels and

other sacred writings on scrolls of

parchment.
Due to the wheels of progress,

handwork and craftsmanship have
given way, by a greater or less de-

gree, to the machine.
With the invention of the printing

press, then the typewriter and many
other machines of modern age used

in transmitting messages (such as

the telegraph, telephone cable, radio,

etc.) the slow process of handwritten
messages has been stepped up a

thousand fold.

Some one has said, "The total cul-

ture of the times is available today
for the education of our citizens re-

gardless of age, race, or creed, in

contrast to limited opportunities of

book education of the past."

Let us look into some of these

newer instructional materials and see

how they can be adapted to the hand-
writing learning for the child.

Most children come to school with
a desire to write but with a slight
knowledge of how to do it.

It is surprising how much the chil-

dren can learn from pictures, espe-
cially if the teacher points out in the
picture the specific feature which
will drive home the salient point she
wishes learned.

Teachers, who are in school sys-
tems that do not have the more mod-

By Mrs. Maude Meyers
Supt. of Handwriting, Newark, N.J.

ern equipment will do well to mount
and display pictures showing good
standing positions at the blackboard,
and good sitting positions at desks.

Position charts can be purchased
from companies dealing in handwrit-
ing supplies.

Children must be given an under-
standing of how to write before they
can be expected to develop skill in

writing.

When we receive an applica-

tion from a teacher that is

carefully prepared in long hand,
we at once begin with a fine

measure of respect to look fur-

ther for commendable traits

that we expect that teacher to

possess.
MERLE J. ABBOTT,
Supt. of Schools,
Ft. Wayne, Indiana.

There are several visual aid ma-
chines which lend themselves very
well to the teaching and learning of
handwriting.

First—the slide or stereoptican ma-
chine. Many schools are equipped
with these slide machines.
An upper grade class studying the

history and development of hand-
writing can make a set of slides

showing how the ancient people
wrote; or a set showing how the

forms of the letters of the alphabet
were improved and made more legible

by the great nations who spent much
time and thought upon the develop-
ment of the alphabet. These slides

can be shown to other grades and an
appreciation of the heritage handed
down to us by way of the alphabet
can be derived.

Secondly—the Balopticon, opaque
projector machine—it enlarges pic-

tures to be shown on the screen.
Series of pictures of correct position
of body, pen, and paper as used in a
daily practice lesson can be made and
used in a practical way. Many other
series of pictures may be made as the
1—correlation of health and hand-
writing, 2—series of signatures writ-
ten by outstanding penman to show
what training will do, 3—series of
pictures to show errors in handwrit-
ing and how to correct those errors.
This machine presents a wealth of op-
portunity to the teacher who can give
time and thought in developing, no
end of pictures, to be used in the
learning of handwriting. The only

draw back about the two machin
named as well as the slow mov
which is a very fine visual aid, is
that they are expensive and th
makes them prohibitive to ma:
schools.

I hear that one city in the Unit
States uses talkies for practice 1«

sons. They are made by the Sup«
visor of Handwriting and sent out
the classroom to be used by the cla
for the writing lesson.

This visual education broadens a;

vitalizes further learning on the ci

tural side of handwriting. It giv
an opportunity to learn how natie
who adopted a flexible alphabet ha
progressed commercially as well
raised their standard of living f
in advance of nations who still cli;

to a symbol language.
The radio lends itself to brii

quickly and dynamically to the pub!
the realization of the importance
good handwriting and its value to t
daily needs of mankind. This w.
demonstrated by Lowell Thomas du
ing the National Association of Pe
manship Teachers & Supervisors co
vention held in Atlantic City durii
March of last year.
The mimeograph machine offe'

great opportunities to the teach
who is a good penman for she cs

adapt content material directly fro
the language or social studies lesso
and prepare handwriting lessons th.

will give the child practice on tl

difficulties of his present needs.
There is a sight saver chalk fi

the blackboards that is worth lool

ing into and testing. We cann
guard too carefully the eyesight •

pupils under our care.
The use of the colored pen holde

and colored inks have not lost the
value as an incentive to get betti

results in handwriting.
As a handwriting teacher I fe'

that every classroom should be equii
ped with a standard set of alphab
forms to serve as a model for tr

teacher as well as the pupil; a stam
aid measuring scale; a good text 1

use as a guide but not to slavish!]
follow; good pencils; paper; pens arj
ink; together with good blackboaij
for the teacher demonstration arj
some means to line the blackboard
for the pupils use.

Let me quote from Mr. Clyde Lii]

ter who was a marvelous teacher anl

penman.
"Our greatest need is not sorej

other kind of handwriting, nor soroj

other method of teaching it; but hoi
to induce more public school teacll

ers to learn how to teach our preser
style of handwriting through th]

medium of our modern methods.
(Continued on Page 3)/
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'METHOD OR MADNESS"
During the fall Griffith Institute

jrchased a combination radio-vic-

ila-recording machine and I have

en making quite a pleasurable use

[ it in my typing and shorthand

'sses. I use the victrola attach-

mt in my typing classes to develop

ythm with marked success. Have
u ever tried to introduce jazz into

p key-board? Don't laugh! It

illy works. I discovered it more by
pid'ent than anything else. While
iiting for some professional rhythm

I

arrive, I decided to experiment
th the only available records in the

ciool at that time. These happened
i be jazz recordings. The first rec-

ti I played was none other than
.•tie Shaw's "Begin the Beguine,"
id it was received with enthusiasm
1

you might imagine in this age of

iterbugs. This particular record is

;orded at 28 words per minute.
om this natural setting the stu-

nts grasped the idea of rhythmical
ping almost immediately.

Out of the present European con-

?t we have drawn another motiva-

m device for typing which we call

'e "blackout." The purpose of this
1 to develop touch typing by dark-

ling the room until the student can-

't see his keyboard. When this has

;

en done the material to be typed
projected on a screen at the front

the room by a lantern. The stu-

|nts are thus forced to rely entirely

on the sense of touch in making the

aches.

The "blindfold test" produced inter-

ting results at "G. I." This is an-

her method that we use to develop

uch typing. The students are
indfolded, typing the alphabet, the

ride keys, finger path drills,

emorized sentences, and other ma-
trial that is dictated by the
acher. This method is more suc-

ssful than merely asking the stu-

;nts to close their eyes while they
rpe, because it eliminates the "peek-

For example let me cite one case:

fitty was a likeable girl but she had
;r troubles in the typing room be-

iuse she had been confined to the

jspital during several weeks of that

tal early training period. When
atty returned to class she was very
scouraged. The task of learning

tat keyboard was just too much to

cpect. This attitude is always a
lallenge, one that we like to grasp,

or after all, Patty was a normal girl

id there was no reason why she

>uld not learn that keyboard. Yes,
le had to be encouraged; not jjdc-

isionally but daily. We realize that

ris student was only a girl, and as

ich was not an end in herself but
ither the means toward that end.

^e tried out many theories but
atty still "hung up that goose egg"

By James Gemmell, Head Coml. Dept.

Springville, N. Y.

in the net word column. Finally we
tried the "blindfold test" and much
to our delight this girl started to

write. In two weeks she jumped from
no words per minute to nine words
per minute. At the end of the first

semester she took her place in the

middle of the class where she right-

fully belonged. After 20 weeks of

school, five of which she missed,

Patty is writing slightly under 20 net

words per minute.
Believing that actions speak louder

than words we photograph those stu-

dents who are using faulty technique

while they type. In the majority of

HANDWRITING TEACHERS
Read Mr. Gemmell's article

and apply his ideas to your
handwriting classes. You will

find that they will work in the

handwriting class as well as in

typing or law classes. Hand-
writing is a skilled subject, re-

quiring drill. It can be learned

in no other way than by intelli-

gent drills. It is the teacher's

duty to make those drill pe-

riods interesting and result get-

ting.
Editor.

cases the pictures will speak for

themselves and the remedial practice

will be instituted by the students

without urging from the teacher. The
school Photography Club cooperated

gladly with us on this project.

The value of wall charts will be en-

hanced if you can stimulate the stu-

dent to compete with his previous

past records. Use several charts in-

stead of one. We display charts

showing net stroking rates for each

student on one, five, ten, fifteen, and
thirty minute tests. Students are

eager to compare their achievement
on the respective charts.

The radio-phonograph combination

is also used in shorthand classes at

Springville. Shorthand is a drill sub-

ject and nothing is as monotonous as

continuous drill if carried on in an
identical maimer and with the same
method day after day. Therefore
method and motivation play a large

part in any well-conducted class. The
shorthand teacher has always been
handicapped during a dictation class

insofar as it is impossible for him
to observe the outlines produced by
the student as they are written be-

cause his time must be devoted to

the material being dictated and also

the clock. By recording the dictation

prior to class period the teacher

would be free to pass from student

to student and detect errors imme-
diately and institute remedial prac-

tice at the most feasible time. The
expense of recording dictation is not
prohibitive. Professional records
may be obtained for supplementary
dictation.

Students enjoy taking dictation

from actual broadcasts. The teacher
needs to be familiar with the pro-

grams available during the class pe-

riod.

Just before the Christmas recess,

students at Springville were asked to

bring Christmas recipes to class.

These were dictated and they brought
added interest to the class at a time
when it could have lagged.

Let us look at commercial law for

a moment. Have you inoculated

your course with consumer value ? Do
you bother to explain the difference

between choice beef, quality beef and
prime beef, between Grade A milk
and Grade B, between Grade A eggs
and Grades B and C? True these
are not required by the syllabus, but
they might serve to illustrate the
principle of caveat emptor.

"How can my knowledge of law get

me that position?" How can I sell

my employer on the value of my
training in law?" These are peren-
nial questions that you and I as com-
mercial teachers should be able to

answer without hesitation, questions
that might well be advanced by the
teacher. The solutions, however,
should be proferred by the students.

Use the scientific approach in your
law class. A rural student may not
remember that spontaneous combus-
tion is caused by allowing old paint

rags to accumulate but he will never
forget that spontaneous combustion
will result if hay is placed in the barn
while it is too green. Let's not stop

on their doorstep with the explana-
tion. Let's get inside and get ac-

quainted.

Did you sustain the enthusiasm
your students brought to the law
class in September when they were
eager to learn what this unpub-
licized course held for them ? Or did

the wave of enthusiasm ebb because
the class degenerated into a group
memorization project? Motivation
will lift law out of the slough of

despondency and give it a realistic

touch. It will serve to integrate and
functionalize knowledge which stu-

dents have acquired in other courses.

A principle of law, unapplied, ac-

complishes nothing of itself. All the
scientific law in the world never pro-

duced one single result. But when
those laws were applied the results

were unmistakably evident. How
much we know is not of cardinal im-
portance. The important thing is:

"How do we employ what we know?"
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Here is a piece of work which you can study in detail. It is especially fine for students of let-
tering for the forms are large and clear. We would be glad to see some lettering from you after
practicing upon this piece of work.
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An alphabet by The Editor for study and imitation.

Dashy signatures by F. B. Courtney.
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Practical Handwriting To Meet
Practical Needs

C. E. Doner

The following procedure may help

you to understand how children learn

to write.
Teaching is setting the stage by

making conditions favorable for chil-

dren to learn. The teacher is the

leader, and the child does the work.
In the first stages of learning, motive
is more important than method.
When the teacher succeeds in incit-

ing the child's interest and a desire

to learn, she should then follow up
this desire with practical methods of

procedure. Indeed, there may be no
time when both methods are not used
interchangeably.

First consider why children have a

desire to learn to write. Most chil-

dren learn something about writing
at home simply because they see older

people write. Then when they enter

school they observe older children
writing. This gives them a feeling of
"growing up" and they wish to do as
teachers and older pupils do. This is

a natural incentive.

Without doubt, the most important
and basic motive is the power of ex-
ample. It is well, not only for young
children, but also for older people, to

take advantage of this power and

skill. Most children admire and re-

spect the teacher who is a skillful and
fluent writer. It is, therefore, im-
portant that every teacher learn to

write a hand that is worthy of imi-

tation and admiration. The power of

a fine example cannot be fully esti-

mated, except as the teacher lives and
acts it.

Again, children do more studying
and admiring the teacher's copy than
most of us realize. And they remem-
ber, too. How important it is then

that the teachers study and practice

good writing in order that the chil-

dren may learn through sensory im-
pressions the best in form, spacing,

relative sizes of letters, and slant.

These impressions will certainly have
a strong influence on their writing.

Set a good example.
In order that children may secure

clear mental pictures of all the let-

ters, train them to study, compare,
and to trace over model letter forms.

Get pupils to compare one letter with
another, similar letters, and to talk

about the good points in form, spac-

ing and slant. See that the child is

provided with a good model in a

printed manual, and also a well writ-

ten copy on the board. Model forr-

for comparison and analysis of

rors through remedial processes, w
certainly be fruitful of practical i

suits in any grade. The best teachii

and result-getting are secured wh
a model copy is furnished, such
is found in Correlated Handwrith
Manuals; and when the teacher writ

and demonstrates these same moc
copies on the blackboard.

Finally, some of the essential ste

in learning to write are: first,

strong desire or motive not only
write but to write well. Second,
furnish the kind and quality of pre

tice needed for each grade. This

done by supplying good copies

manual form and on the blackboai

Third, close correlation between
formal writing lessons and all oth

written subjects. To avoid failu

this must be uppermost in a teache
procedure. Handwriting must
necessity be a ready and fluent mea
of written expression,—practi(

handwriting to meet practical neei

Wishing you the best of success

carrying forward the foregoing su

gestions, and may this year be fru

ful in all your teaching activities.

This alphabet was made by J. A. Buell, penman in the Minneapolis Business College, Minne-
apolis, Minn. Probably no other penman has had as many students secure penmanship certificates

as has Mr. Buell. Mr. Buell sent us some Ornamental Penmanship recently which is very re-

markable. Mr. Buell has started many penmen on their way to success in penmanship as well as

having trained thousands of good business writers for offices.
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SEEING AND REMEMBERING
I have been "bored" so many times

y so-called public speakers that I

ever have any desire to "bore" an
udience.

,
My Dad impressed upon me that

, was given two ears that I might
ear, and two eyes that I might see,

nd they were to be used wholly and
xclusively for those two functions,

[e also told me that I was given one
louth to be used in taking nourish-

lent and refreshments, as well as
ir talking and expressing myself,
he lesson he wanted to impress upon
>;e was that I should listen and ob-

erve not more than twice as much
b I talked, but, more than four times
,3 much!

I have tried to follow that advice,

1 public, at least, with the result

hat I never get up before an au-
dence that one of my knees does not
eem to say to the other, "How are
ou doing partner; think you'll make
|?" And the other one always seems

answer, "Not if it's for long,

jddy!" Some fellows—like my
-iends here—really enjoy talking—in

t fact, they like to orate before a
owd.

Some audience evidently encour-
?ed them by listening to them and
.ughing at their jokes. I don't think
iese fellows are any smarter than I

m; they are just a little "quicker on
le trigger." I don't think they are
iy funnier, either; they just sound
iinny. They don't look any funnier,
am sure.

That reminds me of an elephant

—

jferring to my size with gestures; I

Jn't know what it reminds you of.

ut, you know, an elephant is depend-
ble, once you have trained it. But
etting on with my subject—-I want
i say something about seeing and re-
membering. That is the reason I

arted off as I did.

I wonder how many of us really
;e what we look at— CONCEN-
RATE on the thing we are LOOK-
1G at? Do we concentrate SUFFI-
IENTLY to make an INDELIBLE
apression on our minds ?

' You are familiar with the old
hinese proverb, "One picture is

orth ten thousand words." No doubt,
3U are willing to acknowledge that
a TRUE statement.

But things should not necessarily
ave to be, literally, a picture to
immand our attention—to make an
npression on us. We might regard

any object, such as an article of
merchandise, or a human being, as a
picture. The point is, how close do
we observe—study the things that we
see.

To better illustrate my point, sup-
pose we take two people—one an
average man or layman; the other,
a scientist. Now, suppose I bring and
lay before these two persons a dead
fish?

What will the average person—the
layman—see ? He will simply see a
fish. Yes, a dead fish. Maybe he will
recognize it as a perch, a bass or a
trout—but he will hardly see beyond
that! Now, the other fellow—the
scientist—not only recognizes the ob-
ject as a dead fish, but he observes
the scales, the color, the eyes, the
fins, etc. Then in his mind's eye,
he looks beyond the surface and sees
the meat, observes its coarseness or
its fineness, sees the bones, etc. And
he wonders how this dead fish or the
elements its body contains can be
used to benefit society or mankind.

Get my point?

Now let's take two more people

—

say the average, modern man and
wife and let them walk down the
street together. If the husband is

like the average man of today, as he
walks by the store, all he sees is

clothes. He pays very little atten-
tion to the different kinds of clothes,
the style, the cloth, or anything else.
But the wife observes closely—and
can tell you, when he gets back from
the stroll, just what sort of a suit,
or dress, or hat, or shoes, were in a
certain window. She can tell you the
styles, the colors—and even the price,
if it is on them. Yet, the husband
probably looked in the same windows
and saw the same clothes—but all he
remembers is a show window with
clothes in it. He doesn't remember
the kind, color, style, or anything else.

Of course, if you reverse, the pic-
ture; let a man and wife go out
somewhere, where there are things
that interest the husband and not the
wife,—he'll remember, in detail, the
things he saw and she won't!

The lesson there, then, is: Let's
learn to take more interest in more
things, in everything, in fact. Become
a close observer from an informative,
educational stand-point, for our own
good.

If we could once realize the im-
portance of observing things as a
scientist would observe the dead fish

—or as the woman would observe the
women's clothes in the show window—or as the man observes the things
he is actually interested in—we would
get a lot more out of life as we go
along—things that would add greatly
to our knowledge, education, pleas-
ure, and, last but not least, to our
financial profit.

I could go on and tell you the im-
portance of observing people closely,
when you meet them, especially for
the first time, so that you may re-
member them in the future, be able
to recognize them wherever you see
them and call them by their names.
This is one of the greatest assets
any person can have. Then, if you
are really a close observer, when
considering a purchase, you will ex-
amine things with a trained eye, an
eye that concentrates—will see the
good points as well as the bad points.
This may mean getting much better
values and making your money go
farther.

It is just as important, of course,
that we be able to remember the
things that we hear as it is that we
be able to really see the things that
we are supposed to see; and this can
be done in the same way that we
learn to observe better, see more
and that is by concentration.

Whenever we hear a speech, or
when someone tells us something
lets concentrate on that particular
thing—and get our minds off other
things that are not of interest at the
moment; at least, that are not help-
ful. We can learn to remember
races and names in the same way by
concentrating at the moment, and it
will certainly pay handsome divi-
dends.

A. A. C. C.

New officers of the American As-
sociation of Commercial Colleges are-
President, Ben H. Henthorn of the
Kansas City College of Commerce,
Kansas City, Mo., Miss Catherine S
Walsh is Vice President and Director
of the Walsh School of Business
Science, Miami, Fla.; Secretary, C W
Woodward of the College of Com-
merce, Burlington, Iowa.

The annual meeting was held on
December 26 at Hotel Sherman, Chi-
cago, 111.

By G. R. Brunet,

Lord Selkirk School, Winnipeg,
Canada.
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Use compass or string in making the curved heading. Draw vertical guide lines on
the heading. Let us see your efforts on his lesson.

HIGGINS INK CO. IMPROVES 10c
DRAWING INK PACKAGE

The famed % oz. desk bottle of
Higgins' Drawing Ink has a lusty
little brother in the redesigned 10c
size just released by the company.
This bottle has the concave neck and
shoulder which makes the larger
bottle so popular with draftsmen and
artists because it permits the stop-
per to be removed with one hand.
The dynamic lines of the standard
bottle have not been changed one
iota in designing the smaller bottle.

Higgins new 10c bottle should
prove popular as an introductory size

and is calculated to appeal to the
millions of children who cannot afford

the 25c container. The new bottles

are stoppered with a flat top cork
containing no quill. It is the com-
pany's belief that the majority of

users of this small size will not be
using drafting pens or lettering pens
requiring a stopper equipped with a
pen filler.

The new bottles are not individu-

ally cartoned as are the standard
sized bottles but are shipped to the
dealer a dozen in a corrugated box.

It is estimated that this size will

open a new field and educate many
to the use of Higgins India Ink who
will ultimately require a larger size.

The new bottle is available in

Waterproof Black only.

DIPLOMAS
AMES AND ROLLINSON
50 CHURCH ST. -NEWYORK
1 - ONE OR ATHOUSAND - 1OOO

m BUSINESS UNIVERS!

Professional Traini

OKLAHOMA CITY, OK

d FINANC
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL - STENOTVPY

. .,ieof America's leadingschools. Enroll anytime. Rl
dent Classes; Home Study. FREE Placement serrt

Fine employment opportunities. Success Book FBI
HILL'S BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Dept. D Oklahoma C
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DESIGNING AND
ENGROSSING

By E. L. BROWN
Rockland, Maine

PEN DRAWING
(See cover page)

mall sketches on same scale of
ger drawing will be found very
pful in making a well balanced
ign. The word Educator in white
;ering on solid black ground stands

in bold relief. Note size and
racter of the lettering and aim
uniformity of size and spacing,

jgest color values. Make rough
all sketch, then add ink to obtain
per color effects. When this is

e make design in larger size,

:16, following effect with desired
nement for zinc etching.

Jse Zanerian ink, coarse and fine

ited pens for different tone values,
on these depend the effect. Use
ine pen on palm leaves and ob-
7e the pleasing contrast between
light tones of leaves and the

kground. A student learns more
critical observation than by in-
action—both are essential, how-
r.

end us a copy of the whole design
any part of it and we will gladly
d you criticisms and suggestions.
art is coming into its own, and
predict a revived interest in all

Inches of plain and artistic pen-
hship, including ornate writing
t flourishing.

VARIETY OF WORK
pme very fine samples of work
e been received from J. D. Carter,

rfield, 111. The work is a combi-
on of card carving, text lettering,

Ininating, flourishing and splatter

k. Mr. Carter's cards are always
t and delicate.

WHO WALKS WITH WILL
CAN WIN

By Guy Lockwood
He sat before the door, 'twas closed,
He wanted to get in,

—

At least he said he was disposed
To enter—and to win:
He said he'd tried,—that it was

locked,
He'd "pushed upon it," too,
And, though he'd pounded, loudly

knocked;
No one would let him through:
And, while we talked, another came,
And Will walked by his side,
He put his shoulder to the same,
The door flew open wide;
"SUCCESS" upon that door was writ,
Who walks with Will can open it.

GOLDEY COLLEGE GRADUATING
EXERCISES

Goldey College held its fifty-fourth
graduating exercises January 24,
1941. Ninety were graduated from
regular courses and about one hun-
dred thirty received credits for ex-
tension work.
Diplomas were presented by Dr. J.

W. Miller, Principal of the school.
This annual affair of the Goldey
College is one of the high lights in
the school life of Wilmington.
The Goldey College requires each

student to be a graduate of a four
year high school to gain admission to
any of its classes. The standards of
this school are high and its in-
fluence is felt in surrounding states.
W. E. Douglas is President of the

school.

The McGhee Studio
Makers and designers of

FINE Dl PLOM AS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

SPEECH
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox

Talk happiness! No path is wholly
rough.

Look for the places that are smooth
and clear,

And speak of them to rest the weary
ear.

Of earth, so hurt by one continuous
strain

Of mortal discontent and grief and
pain.

Talk faith! The world is better off
without

Your uttered ignorance and morbid
doubt.

If you have faith in God, in man, or
self

Say so, if not, push back upon the
shelf

Of silence all your thoughts till faith
shall come

No one will grieve because your lips
are dumb.

Talk health! The dreary, never end-
ing tale

Of mortal maladies is worn and stale.
You cannot charm or interest or

please
By harping on that minor chord,

disease.
Say you are well, or all is well with

you,
And God shall hear your words and

make them true.

Write for
"How to
Penman." Enclose 10c for
a Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully writ-
ten. Write today.
THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL

438 Ridge Building
Kansas City, Mo.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

y^-j--

By F. B. Courtney, Detroit, Michigan
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A Course in Ornamental Penmanshi]
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

The beauty of ornamental penmanship to a great extent lies in the contrast between light graceful hair lim

and snappy shades.

We suggest that you recheck your position and your tools. Keep the paper directly in front of you and s

that all down strokes are pulled toward the center of the body. Let the hand glide freely on the third ai

fourth fingers. The pen point should be placed in the oblique holder so that it points toward the center

the body. You should always see that the nibs are even on the paper. If you drop the pen down too low

will throw an uneven strain on one nib or the other.

If you have any trouble with the penholder or if there is any doubt about your holder not being properly bs

anced send it to us and we will look it over for you. A poor penholder makes writing difficult, while a pro

erly balanced holder is an aid to properly placing and shaping the shades.

"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again" applies to penmanship. It is disconcerting to know how a lett

should be made and not be able to make it. But be sure that you do know how it is made. Perhaps the reas

that you can't make it is because you don't understand the movement or know the exact form. Better take a

other good look at the copy. Or better still, draw it out large with a lead pencil. We have seen large lett«

drawn carefully for form study by penmen like H. W. Flickinger, Lyman P. Spencer, C. P. Zaner, A. D. Tayl

C. C. Canan, H. L. Darner, E. W. Bloser, J. A. Wesco and many others. Draw head and base lines for capita

and small letters, also draw slant lines. Use hard, sharp pencil and eraser.

q y> j\ sT^t^otf ae°ij3z
money eame6 at art is mone^ earne6

pleasantly. Onqrosser ~ Cnqltstr gHt4s

This lettering was done by Miss Ann Hoyer, Westwood, N. J. Lettering is a very

excellent field for girls. Women can become as fine in lettering as men.

We will be glad to see specimens from other women.
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kve join in felicitating you. upon thus hap.pi) occasion and wish to express our

warm appreciation of your untiring cfforts,.paticticc, and friendly interest in

everything pertaining to the welfare of the members of our organisations.

affection in which you are held inspires vis to present this token of our
esteem and gratitude.
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An appreciation illuminated by F. W. Martin of The Martin Diploma Co., Boston, Mass. There are many things
i this piece for you to study.
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L. H. Hausam, Retired Penman Die;

L. H. Hausam who retired from

active penmanship work some years

ago and who has been living on a

farm in Emporia, Kansas, died on

the 13th of January.

L. H. Hausam was born in St.

Charles, Mo., in 1870. Mr. Hausam

became interested in penmanship

when he was quite young and became

an expert. At the age of fifteen he

began organizing classes in the coun-

try districts and was known as the

"Boy penman."

Mr. Hausam was the author of the

book, "The New Education in Pen-

manship." He wrote articles for dif-

ferent magazines, among them was

The Educator. He taught in many

business colleges and finally became

author of a series of writing books

which was at one time used in the

public schools of Kansas.

Mr. Hausam excelled as a fine

Ornamental writer and a bird flour-

isher. He was also an authority on

the teaching of handwriting. Only

recently The Educator published some

of Mr. Hausam's late pen work.
Thousands of persons have been in-

spired by his work.

L. H. Hausam as he appeared when
he was in his prime.

This specimen was made by Mr. Hausam during the past year. Ii^

has a touch which is remarkably delicate and a line which is particu-

larly smooth. His work was simple, neat and accurate.

This flourish was made by L. H. Hausam years ago. It is attrac-

tive because of its simplicity and skill. Mr. Hausam was not only a

fine penman, but was an interesting speaker on various subjects.

He was frequently called upon to make speeches for different organ-

izations.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

t especially in books of interest and value

commercial teachers including books of

ecial educational value and books on busi-

ss subjects. AH such books will be briefly

ciewed in these columns, the object being

give sufficient description of each to enable

r readers to determine its value.

distributive Education, by Kenneth
' B. Haas, Specialist in Distributive

j
Education, Washington, D. C. Pub-

. lished by The Gregg Publishing
Company, New York, N. Y. Cloth

cover, 310 pages.

I Here is a unique book in a new and rap-

ly developing field—education for those en-

iged in distributive occupations. The gov-

mment's recognition of the need for such

aining. expressed in the George-Deen Act,

leased such a pent-up demand for the

raining that there has been something of a

nshroom growth in it. Thus arose the

ted for a book of just the nature of this

he—to clarify objectives, organization pro-

cures, instruction procedures, and subject

latter.

The book presents a comprehensive and
jthoiitative treatment of those factors as

ley apply to training in secondary schools,

nrt-time classes, co-operative part-time

'asses, evening classes, adult classes, adult

ctension and teacher-training programs.

he Appendix contains thirty-five pages of

ery practical material, such as co-operative

aining contracts, rules and regulations for

.udent employees, an outline in merchandis-

ig and retail selling, a salesmanship work
jcord card, store report blanks, the weekly

iport blank, a teacher training certificate,

istructiun units for trainees, rating, scales,

nd a variety of other aids.

The book should be a guide, reference ma-
rial, and interesting reading to those who
•ish to advance professionally in the dis-

-ibutive education field.

Essentials of Business Mathematics,
Principles and Practice, by R. Rob-

ert Rosenberg, Ed.D., C.P.A., Prin-

cipal, School 34, Jersey City, New
Jersey; Former Instructor of Com-
mercial Subjects, Dickinson and
Ferris High Schools, Jersey City,

New Jersey. Cloth cover, 373

pages.
While clearly of a vocational nature, this

ery comprehensive text also contains much
raining that is definitely of social value.

Joticeable in this respect are chapters on
nstallment Buying; Taxes; Fire Insurance;

nd The Farming. Petroleum, and Lumber
ndustries. A chapter on Civil Service Ex-
mination Problems and one on General Re-
iew also attract attention.
Designed for one semester on the second-

ry school level, the book is arranged in

linety-eight lesson-planned units. Attractive

eatures are the wealth of illustrative prob-

ems in each unit, and a series of timed

Irills at the end of chapters. For each chap-

er there are three or four of these drills

arying in length from five to twenty min-
ites. The supporting materials include a

orrelated methods book, teacher's manual.
rod outside tests.

3irect-Mail Advertising and Selling,

by Frank Egner, Director of Mail-

Order Department, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., and L. Rohe
Walter-

, Advertising Manager, The
Flintkote Company, Inc., President,

The Direct Mail Advertising Asso-
ciation, Inc. Published bv Harper
& Brothers, New York, N. Y. Cloth
cover, 215 pages.
A how-to-do-it book by two well-known

lirect-mail specialists, based upon long and
raried experience. The book tells

direct mail

;

ain a mailing list

;

—how to get the customer's viewpoint into

your direct-mail

;

—what to put into a mail campaign ;

—how to write a direct-mail campaign ;

—how to plan a sales letter series ; etc.

A special chapter of direct mail case his-

tories selected from a wide variety of fields

and purposes offers the direct-mail man a

store-house of usable ideas which have proved

their worth.

How to Write Effective Business
Letters, by Edward Jones Kilduff.

Published by Harper & Brothers,

New York, N. Y. Paper cover, 49

pages.
This book tells you how you may develop

more skill in writing business letters.

Its aim is to show you, by means of ex-

amples taken from various fields of business,

just how you may be able to make your
letters more effective, more successful, in

producing the results desired by you or your
company.

In all fairness to you and the author, it

should be said that this book does not attempt
to teach you your business—whether that be

collection work, credit work, adjusting, or

selling, for example ; or whether it be in

such general fields as banking, manufactur-
ing, wholesaling, or retailing. The author

has assumed that you either know your busi-

ness or are learning it. but that yoif desire

to improve your ability in dictating your

letters.

The author, Edward Jones Kilduff, is one

of the leading experts in his subject—business

letter writing. For more than a quarter of

a century, he has been engaged in instructing

university students of business in how to

write more effectively. He has been em-

ployed, also, by several outstanding business

houses to lecture to their staffs on his sub-

ject.

An Introduction to Business Manage-
ment, Third Edition, by Harold H.

Maynard, Ph.D., Professor and
Chairman, Department of Business
Organization, College of Commerce
and Administration, Ohio State

University, Walter C. Weidler,

M.A., Professor of Business Organ-
ization and Dean, College of Com-
merce and Administration, Ohio
State University, and Orin E. Bur-
ley, Ph.D., Assistant professor of

Business Organization, College of

Commerce and Administration,
Ohio State University. Published
by The Ronald Press Company,
New York, N. Y. Cloth cover, 698
pages.
This volume is designed to meet the needs

of a course which gives a comprehensive
picture of the business life of our day and
basic enough to serve as a common founda-
tion for the later specialized studies of the

Changes in the institutions and procedures
of business go on at a seemingly accelerated
pace. As a consequence, time itself makes
necessary this revision in order to meet the
changes of an economic and legal nature
which affect our business system. Neverthe-
less, it is the hope of the authors that the
present revision goes far beyond this single

the problems are particularly perplexing to

the beginning student. Thus, an attempt has

been made to give the students a planned,

coordinated, and balanced view of business as

a whole. The authors have sought to de-

scribe, analyze, illustrate and appraise the

various business institutions and practices in

order to facilitate the student's understand-

ing of our business system.

The new material includes chapters on the

economic setting of business; the records of

business: business risks and personal risks : the

consumer in our marketing system ;
and the

relationship of government and business.

Numerous illustrations are used to portray

graphically various business institutions and

procedures. To increase teachability, the new

edition has been reorganized into nine parts

and 33 chapters. It is treated m such a way

as to avoid undue emphasis on any one sub-

ject and at the same time to give the essen-

tials of each.

req

In general, the organizational pattern of

earlier editions has been retained. Some
chapters have been deleted : others have been
consolidated ; while sixteen completely new
chapters have been added after having been
tested in the classroom. Despite the modern-
ization of content, however, primary emphasis
is placed upon the basic methods and pro-
cedures of business.

In addition, the objectives of a broadened
business vocabulary and the development of

a scientific approach to the problems of busi-

ness have been consciously included in the
new edition. It is recognized that the field

of business is very broad and that many of

HIGGINS INK CO. OFFERS NEW
COLOR ASSORTMENT

"Systematic Color" are the words

which best describe the new complete

color assortment just launched by

Higgins Ink Co., Inc. The most

unique feature of the assortment is

the placing of the eighteen colors

contained therein in the same order

in which they appear on the Higgins

Color Card. The Color Card was de-

signed by Egmont Arens, famed in-

dustrial designer and released by

Higgins the same year they won the

Modern Packaging Prize for the best

family group of packages. The Color

Card shows the sample chips made

with Higgins American Drawing Inks

actually applied on white drawing

paper. The chips are arranged in a

color wheel of eight hues patterned

after the highly popular Wilhelm

Ostwald color system. The space

outside of the color wheel and the

corners of the card are reserved for

shades and intermediates. Higgins

have gone a step further than this

card by offering to the public their

drawing inks arranged in the same
order and in a fine sturdy container.

The container in itself is extremely

novel in that for the first time for an

outfit of this type it makes use of

the new embossed white corrugated

board developed by Hinde and Dauch.

The patterned containers are printed

outside and inside to give display

value whether open or closed in

window and on counter.

A color card is pasted on the inside

cover to give the key to the colors.

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS!
1 Doz. Embellished 35o
1 Doz. Ornamental 30o
Greeting Cards, Embellished, each 25c

Large Greeting Cards, 6x7 in. embellished,
with bird, scroll, lettering, and ornamen-
tal writing, elaborate, very beautiful.. ..$1.00

Also I give courses in penmanship by malL
Write for my free book, "How to Become an
Expert Penman." which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. Yonr
name elegantly written on a card if you en-
close sUmp. Write Today. T. M. TEVIS,
Box 25-C. Chillicothe, Mo.
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A Lesson in Roundhand

This is a lesson on the curved stroke which forms letters c, e, o, a, q and g. Do not get too much curve in the
back of these letters. Notice the inside of the shade is fairly large.
Keep the dot of the c up close to the headline so that it will not resemble small e. Get the top and the bottom
the same in roundness.

Get a full loop on the e. Notice the small shade on the right side of the loop. Make that stroke downward.

The o is a symmetrical letter. The top should be as full and round as the bottom. Both sides should be evenly
curved. Study the light shade at the upper right side of the letter.

Keep both shades on the a the same thickness. Do not let the second part of the a extend higher than the first

part. The oval part really should be slightly higher than the finishing stroke in order to appear even. Practice
these letters over and over again, making them both large and small.

Always rule head and base lines. Some slant lines will also help.

OLD ENGLISH LETTERING FOR STUDY AND IMITATION
By D. L. Gadbery, Ann Arbor, Michigan
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ftp Bvnvb of Dirrrfnrrf nf
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tycrc place upon tfye record tfyis cxr-

^ presston ofttyctY profound sorrott?

> and deep regret at tfyc 5uo^en and

==unttmeiy bcatt), on DHciy U, 1940, of
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loss attyis passing, and thereby con-

vey to ttye president and to ttyefam-
ily their sincere sympathy.$®J%v

Second page of an engrossed album by M. C. Leipholz, Baltimore,

Md. Mr. Leipholz believes that every commercial teacher and many
grade teachers can well afford to learn to do neat engrossing. Note

the decoration of the initial letter.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, Mont.
Member N.A.T.A.

booklet free to members

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Good teachers needed. Excellent opportunities all depart

ments, particularly music and vocational_ subjects.

early placement register with Huff
ment service for over a quarter o

For
NOW-superior place-

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS IN DEMAND
Our Field Middle West and West

ROCKY MT. TEACHERS' AGENCY
410 U.S. NATL. BANK BLDG. WILLIAM RUFFES. PH. B.. KM DENVER. COLO.

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West

Special Service—Write today for our six Special Services to teachers

¥T^v "^V
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v\r"i 1 1
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HIGGMS

Allk"""^ Ji

INK THAT

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records . . . for signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions ... for formal

social usage ... for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

commend it for training young

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

cubes ; also half pints, pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink, and write

with an ink that will live.

CHASM. HIGGINS &. CO.. INC.

271 NINTH ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HIGGinS4BH

JUo»£™$iytkxnt<ts

BOOK DIPLOMAS

Furnished in silk lined Leather or

Near Leather Covers. Gold Stamped.

Large or small quantities.

Send for samples and prices.

MARTIN DIPLOMA CO.
87 Summer Street Boston, Mass.
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The
Txnerian Manual

^ .An Jnsmufor in

fi^j) lyountthtm&. irfr

faring.Engrossing.

J^jA iDEjijm'nrj.prn anb

leasut ENGROSSING
Increase your income by doing engrossing as a business

or as a side line. There is pen work of every description to

be done in every community. High prices are paid for pen

work. Some penmanship teachers make many hundreds of

dollars doing engrossing after school hours. You can do the

same.

How To Learn Engrossing

The Zanerian Correspondence Course in Text Lettering

and Engrossing presents the work in such a simple, interest-

ing and concise way that everyone can become skillful in let-

tering diplomas, engrossing resolutions, etc.

Tuition and Text $12.00

Educator, 1 yr 1-50

fflUfflfflH

Both for

Size 8x10'/ 2 in -> 136 pages, Dur-

ably Bound in Stiff Boards, #2.50

(Extra to Can. 20c, Foreign 30c)

Write for catalog of supplies

13.50

#13.00

THE ZANERIAN COLLEGE OF PENMANSHIP
612 North Pork Street COLUMBUS, OHIO

Slw^it Gut to Plain Wnitivuj,

The book is typical of the title, a real "Short Cut to

Plain Writing."

It is constructive rather than revolutionary, and re-

formative rather than reactionary. It is based upon the

idea that it is better to improve the quality of the writing

rather than change the style; that most writing is poor on

the part of a few letters only and that it is better to im-

Price, postpaid, 25c. Per dozen, #2.40. prove the few poor ones rather than to change the good

ones. Of course, it is a book for busy adults rather than

for children; neither is it intended for people who are "sot" in their theories, but rather for the

growing, going, and ambitious, progressive people.

It's different; it's unconventional; it's stimulating; it's helpful; it's concrete in its sug-

gestions.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 North Pork Street COLUMBUS, OHIO
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The following two cuts were loaned to us by D. L. Stoddard of R. 4,

Box 174, Indianapolis, Indiana, publisher of "Gems".

—-<-^h » <>

fl^c^^e^Ctz^ fl-z^£-^, ^Ce^cz-£^-^/
:

The above specimen was written by E. C. Enriquez, Pineda, Pasig,
Rizal, Philippines.

This envelope is by H. P. Behrensmeyer.

c^^^^O
The signature of H. L. Darner, one of America's foremost living

penman.

(5.'^l.£upfipr# (!fdifor

612 forte fark3ireer

dJoiumJms,©kio
This envelope was received from E. H. McGhee of Trenton, New

Jersey. Mr. McGhee is one of the well known Engrossers. He has a
very prosperous Engrossing business.

NEW OFFICERS
Handwriting Section, Indiana Sta

Teachers Association:

President—Emma Grayce Peed, I)

dianapolis.

Vice-President— Ida Koons, Fo
Wayne.

Secretary—Fannie Stout, Seller
burg.

NATIONAL'S CATALOG
A very attractive 1940 catalog hs

been received from the Roanoke Ni
tional Business College, Roanoke, V
The envelope contained some of th;
inimitable penmanship by the pres
dent of the institute, E. M. Coulte

Good penmanship is one of tl

essential subjects taught in the Ns
tional Business College. It is a pas:
port to a good position. Bad ham
writing sends the letter of applic;

tion directly to the wastebasket. On.
business penmanship is required
National courses.

Class drills, plus home lessons, pr
duce with a minimum effort an e:

cellence in plain business penmai
ship. Opportunities are offered

those who wish to pursue penmai
ship in the ornamental field. Pei

manship is a visible, tangible thin;

and its first impression is the mo:
important. The young man
woman seeking a position has an a<

vantage as his handwriting is di,

tinctive.

We congratulate the college

its fine catalog and its exceller

enrollment.

Handwritten cards. 20c per do:

NEATLY system'*'. Useful when least
colored. 25c per doz. "Tambl

—. - system". U:

pected. No postage accepted.

A. T. SODERSTROM
343 S. San Pedro St. Los Angeles. Cal

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester, N.

The finest script obtainable for mode
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-

ness forms ; works on correspondence
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.

By appointment only.

A*| Mk Work done for the en-

ill I II grossing profession. We"""•
offer superlative gold

leaf work at surprisingly low prices.

Send your work carefully laid out in

pencil and well packed. We will re-

!urn promptly C. O. D.
ROLLER STUDIO

12 S. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

ENGROSSING and DESIGNING'

THE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
$1.00 PER DOZ.

SPECIMEN OF CARVED CARD, 15,
I will be pleased to exchange a small speci-

men of illuminating with all members of the
ltuund-Robin.

J. D. CARTER, Deerfield, IIL
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DAPTING NEWER INSTRUC-
TIONAL MATERIALS TO

THE CHILD
(Continued from Page 14)

'hese methods are as far in ad-
ice of the methods in use a quar-
of a century ago as are the

thods used in teaching any other
mentary school subject. In fact,

feel safe in stating that more
Egress has been made in methods
teaching handwriting than in many
our other branches.

ffe still have innumerable poor
imen, just as we have millions of
>r spellers, poor linguists, poor
thematicians and poor musicians in

te of the fact that superior
thods are used in teaching these
ijects.

5ut it can be said truthfully that
ere our modern methods are used
efficient teachers our public

lools are producing more good pen-

to than ever before in their his-

y.

n closing I would like to say that

h all the helps we can gather,

ldwriting can not be taught in-

entally. It is a skill and not only

>st be intelligently taught but it

[uires sufficient practice on the

-t of the pupil to develop the skill.

Jive me an earnest teacher with

: ability to intelligently teach

ldwriting and although the mate-

rials at hand are meager, she will

turn out a class that can do legible

writing on the level of the grade no

matter which grade is given to her.

In these days no child can afford

to enter high school laboring over

his handwriting.

And as surely as the "mills of the

gods grind slowly, yet they grind ex-

ceedingly small," just so surely the

child who has learned to write a legi-

ble hand in grammar school has had

his character trained in persistency,

courtesy and dependability.

SAMPLES OF PENMANSHIP
In renewing his subscription to The

Educator, Ferdinand Heim of 320

Benton Blvd., Kansas City, Missouri

sent in some samples of his flourish-

ing and ornamental penmanship. Mr.

Heim greatly enjoys the Educator

and enjoys doing penwork. Even
though he is 79 years of age, his line

quality is very strong and steady.

PERCY O. PETERSON DIED ON
ON JANUARY 26, 1941

Dr. P. 0. Peterson, the handwriting

supervisor and penman of Greens-

burg, Pa., died of a heart attack. He
was 64 years of age and had been

in supervision work for thirty years.

Dr. Peterson was an elder of the

First Evangelical and Reformed

Church, a member of the Odd Fellows

lodge and a Rotarian.

He conducted the Peterson Busi-

ness College of Scotdale, Pa.

In a recent visit to The Educator,

to which he was a subscriber for

many years, he appeared hale and

hearty and full of penmanship en-

thusiasm. He was a firm believer

in having a trained teacher super-

vise the handwriting in every com-

munity.

Dr. Peterson attended the Zanerian

College in 1902. In 1911 and again

in 1926 he sent his sister, Elizabeth,

to the Zanerian.

SEND YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE EDUCATOR NOW.
LET YOUR SUBSCRIPTION LAPSE.

DON'T

Hotel Philadelphian
Highly Recommended by Experienced Travelers the World Over for its Warm Hospi-
tality; its Excellent Cuisine Served in Comfortably Air-Conditioned Restaurants; its

Convenient Location to the Business Section; and its Unlimited Parking Facilities.

600 ROOMS with Bath From $2.50 Up
DANIEL CRAWFORD, JR., President & General Manager

39th and Chestnut Streets PHILADELPHIA, PA.



1 W. a. Anderson
R. 3, Box 60
McLean County
Wilton, N. Dak.
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Here you will find everything to fur-

ther your comfort and enjoyment

—

outside ocean-view rooms . . . sun
deck . . . beautiful dining room at the

ocean's edge . . . superb cuisine . . .

varied sports . . . and entertainment.
You'll like your fellow guests . . . and
the delightfully friendly atmosphere
of The Chelsea.

Special Weekly Rales.

ATLANTIC CITY
JOH HIUMAN J. CHRISTIAN UYEHS JULIAN A. HIUM

THE FAVORITE OF THOUSAND

HOTEL
MARK TWAIN
Solid comfort and real luxury at popular

rates make the Mark Twain the preferred

hotel in St. Louis... Modern, comfortable,

air conditioned sleeping rooms and an

ideal location. Visit the Steamboat Cabin

Coffee Shop and Old English Tap Room.

E. A. IEACH, MANAGER

300 ROOMS

ST. LOUIS
Newest Downtown Hotel

ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

A VaiualU Aoo&!
"I received my copy of FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING. The skill attained by

some of the old masters in this line is nothing short of marvelous. To anyone really inter-

ested in pen and ink art the book is worth many times the price you ask for it."

Mr. C. O. Elleson,

Box 1028, Proctor, Minn.

FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Containing a Complete Course and a Collection of Masterpieces Produced by

Leading Penmen of the Penmanship Profession

The most pretentious work ever published which
is devoted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating
art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how
to make the simplest strokes and exercises and fin-

ishes with a great variety of designs displaying the
highest degree of skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the follow-

ing penmen of national fame appears in this book:
C. P. Zaner, E. L. Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Leh-
man, W. E. Dennis, H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flick-

inger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L. Glick, H. L. Darner,
L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behrensmeyer,
M. B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer, E. A.
Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A.
Gaskell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A.
Wesco.

SIZE 8^4x11 IN., 80 PAGES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND
Fascinating Pen Flourishing #1.00~)

The Educator, 1 year___ .____ 1.50 I^ f<jr $2Q0

?2.50j

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. PARK ST. COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Prepare Now!
Keen competition and other national conditions make it all the moi

important why you should prepare now for the future. Begin that penmai

ship training now.

If you desire to enter the penmanship profession as a penman, et

grosser or teacher come to the Zanerian now. If you are a regular grad

teacher or a special teacher plan to come to the Zanerian Summer Schoo

Courses are arranged to meet all conditions.

REGULAR TERM

You can enter the Zanerian College on any date and take Busine:

Penmanship, Ornamental Penmanship, Engrossers' Script, Text Letterinj

Standard Lettering, Engrossing, Illuminating or Flourishing; in fact, an

branch of pen work.

SUMMER SCHOOL

Summer school begins July 7. Special courses will be given for rej

ular grade teachers to improve their teaching of handwriting, for supervisor

and for persons wishing to improve in any branch of penmanship or ei

grossing. Teachers may enroll before the opening of the regular summc

term. Many teachers come to the Zanerian as soon as their school is ou

CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION

Our correspondence courses have been developed from the expei

ences which we have gained training penmen and teachers of penmansh

in the Zanerian since 1888. Each pupil is given individual instructic

which makes it possible to make very rapid and excellent progress. Cours

are offered in the following: Professional Business Writing, #10.00; Row*

hand or Engrossers' Script, #12.00; Text Lettering and Engrossing, #12.01

Advanced Engrossing, #12.00; Ornamental Penmanship, #12.00.

O© La U MS U S^E) H I O
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\\ttW%
HOTEL

MALPIN
agteatHoicC"

FROM $3 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
ARGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED! NEWLY
3ECORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!

2 POPULAR PRICED RESTAURANTS

I HOTEL
MALPIN
BROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Under KNOTT Management JOHN J. WOELFLE, Manager

Extraordinary Methods

Courses For

Commercial Teachers

The Gregg Summer Session has been the pathway

to better teaching for thousands of men and women
during the past quarter of a century. Going to the

Gregg Summer Session is more than merely attending

a "Summer School." It is a way that will enlarge

your vision, broaden your experience, refresh the

tired imagination, give you "new ways to do old

things better," and enable you to recapture the am-

bition to be a leader in your profession.

Courses are arranged to meet the requirements

of experienced teachers, as well as those about to

enter this profession. Graduates from all parts of the

United States and Canada enthusiastically recommend

the practical courses of study.

The 1941 Session begins July 7 and closes

August IS. ft rite today for special bulletin.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

PENMANSHIP
Let Us Help You Now

CHECK ITEMS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
AND MAIL TO US

Send catalog of Zanerian College of Penman-
ship.

S end information regarding Correspondence
Work in Penmanship.

Send information about Stock Cuts.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies for schools.

Name

Address

Co/umbus. Oh/o
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EXT time you're in Baltimore,

follow the lead of experienced

travelers and head for one of the

seven hundred most comfortable

rooms in Maryland. Enjoy facil-

ities and service that seem to have

been planned with you alone in

mind! Stop at the city's newest

and largest hotel.

Single rooms from $3.

LORD BALTIIUORI

DAYTO
—i OHIO

Among the better hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters ol comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, at

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

J
ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

SECOND AND LUDLOW

400 ROOMS
WITH BATH from VV 5G|

O. E.TRONNES, MAN/

HOTEL

BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

^Si-
ll T E L ^

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hotel is

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable

accommodations and reasonable rates.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime

Buffet serve the best food in Ohio 4

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager '

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TOLEDO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

from

».so
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For teachers who desire to equip their pupils ivith experience in the kind of work

they will actually perform—

Record-Keeping in Business
AMSTER GLATZER B.OSENBLUM

336 pages. Price $1.20

This new text provides a logically plan-

ned and coordinated course in business

practice in which the student obtains prac-

tical experience in the recording routine

of the average office.

Through the preparation and handling

of typical business forms, the student learns

the need for systematic records of business

transactions, acquires a practical skill in

recording procedures, and obtains clear

concepts of the principles of bookkeeping.

Adaptable to individual instruction and

to the varied aptitudes of pupils. Any
portion of the course provides experience

of commercial value.

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
2 WEST 45TH STREET NEW YORK

'£'b the A
ApJl/M

Jii.

Hotel Philadelphian
Highly Recommended by Experienced Travelers the World Over for its Warm Hospi-

tality ; its Excellent Cuisine Served in Comfortably Air-Conditioned Restaurants ; its

Convenient Location to the Business Section; and its Unlimited Parking Facilities.

600 ROOMS with Bath From $2.50 Up

DANIEL CRAWFORD, JR., President & General Manager

39th and Chestnut Streets PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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THE FAVORITE OF THOUSANDS

HOTEL
MARK TWAIN
Solid comfort and real luxury at popular

rates make the Mark Twain the preferred

hotel in St. Louis... Modern. comfortable,

air conditioned sleeping rooms and an

ideal location. Visit the Steamboat Cabin

Coffee Shop and Old English Tap Room.

A. IEACH, MANAGER

300 ROOMS

Htm
ST. LOUIS
Newest Downtown Hotel

ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

^SEA
4^^^^ .—• /from

L /» ^ WITH
ox /

$6 meals

X
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S<eczeation

Wt jQ.elaxa.tion

(2(iooie ike <2heliaa

Here you will find everything to fur-

ther your comfort and enjoyment

—

outside ocean-view rooms . . . sun
deck . . . beautiful dining room at the
ocean's edge . . . superb cuisine . . .

varied sports . . . and entertainment.
You'll like your fellow guests . . . and
the delightfully friendly atmosphere
of The Chelsea.

Special Weekly Rales.

ATLANTIC CITY
JOCl HIUMAN • ;. CHSISTLAN MYEU • JULIAN A. HIUMAN

SUoxt Cut to. Plain WtUUnxj,

The book is typical of the title, a real "Short Cut to

Plain Writing."

It is constructive rather than revolutionary, and re-

formative rather than reactionary. It is based upon the

idea that it is better to improve the quality of the writing

rather than change the style; that most writing is poor on

the part of a few letters only and that it is better to im-

prove the few poor ones rather than to change the good
ones. Of course, it is a book for busy adults rather than

for children; neither is it intended for people who are "sot" in their theories, but rather for the

growing, going, and ambitious, progressive people.

It s different; it's unconventional; it's stimulating; it's helpful; it's concrete in its sug-

gestions.

THE ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY

Price, postpaid, 25c. Per dozen, #2.40.

612 North Pork Street COLUMBUS, OHIO
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JEVOTED TO PENMANSHIP ENGROSSING AND
BUSINESS EDUCATIONA ZANER-BLOSER CO.

America's Only Handwriting Magazine

ume 46 COLUMBUS, OHIO, APRIL, 1941 No. 8

TWO GREAT CONVENTIONS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PENMANSHIP
TEACHERS AND SUPERVISORS

Arlington Hotel, Binghamton, New York

MAY 1, 2 and 3, 1941

Miss Doris E. Almy, 337 Walnut St., Fall River, Mass., Pres.

Mrs. Elizabeth Drake, North High School, Binghamton, N. Y., Local Chairman.

EASTERN COMMERCIAL TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

Hotel Statler, Boston, Massachusetts

APRIL 9, 10, 11, 12, 1941

John G. Kirk, Franklin High School, Philadelphia, Pa., Pres.

P. Myers Heiges, Central Com'l 8C Technical High, Newark, N. J., Chairman.

THE EDUCATOR
lished monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,

612 N. Park St, Columbus, O.

V. LUPFER Editor
JKER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1.50 A YEAR
(To Canada, 10c more ; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the

old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the month
for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus, 0.

^JA^Z^?^<^c^^ CJtyi*^<?-/

-&**/*/

<ZZ^^t<4^€ZL<d^/

A page of forms to practice. Watch arrangement, neatness and legibility.
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y\-c^^<^tc^ (^JCcrz?^us C2^

'-/s^z^s•^-£>i-<^^l^Z^^-/^^^-z^ c^z^cny^t^j^z^^' <^^>?>^^^^^^-^^^-c>-i^c^

jee how open and clear you can make all of the loops. Keep the e's open and also watch the body part of the o, a

ind s.

/^z^z^fe^^^^^L^L^^^

Whenever you have trouble with one letter practice several lines of that letter alone. See that your line is smooth
.nd free from kinks.

't^^-Z^C*^-£Z^7-^Lk^yC^- (^yt^d^^C^d^zZ^^T^L^t^'

C/L^?lC<d/L^<£*4^ 0-< /<? C -^-€^7^^^Z^€^- ^^^C^d^2^^t^^(L^Cy .

Use arm movement and very little finger movement. Whenever there is a wobbly line increase the movement and
you will improve the line quality.
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After writing the paragraph, check your writing for general appearance. See that your line quality is unifor
margins are even, and if the letters are all uniform in size.

After writing this paragraph check your writing for size, slant, spacing, loops and legibility.
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sJ(-~*44>La-^C/'ci^c*<^ast4<£^^c€^/

,

-^t^-^oc^t/l.'^Z^er-tsC^-

^^Ct-^^j^t^^zi^-^zy

Lloyd Tiantham is a teacher in the Excelsior School, Girdner, Mo. He is not only securing remarkable

results from his students but is also diligently studying and trying to improve his own handwriting.

We congratulate Mr. Tiantham on his progress. It shows what you can do if you will follow these

lessons.
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Teaching Handwriting Through *

Unit of Interest
By OLIVE A. MELLON
Supervisor of Handwriting

Atlantic City, N. J.

Study—Marine life.

Grade—Two.

Time Allotment—Ten Weeks.

I—The Approach.

The children entered school in Sep-

tember very much interested in their

summer experiences on the beach,

since that is where they spent a large

portion of their time during vacation.

They were interested in telling their

own experiences and hearing about

those of the other children. Their

main interest seemed to center on

shells. They told about many inter-

esting shells they had seen. The va-

riety of sizes and queer shapes at-

tracted their attention. Some were

brought into the class room.

A visit was made to the beach to

find more shells. While at the beach,

the children asked questions about the

animals that live in shells. They
wanted to know more about these ani-

mals, so books containing such in-

formation were read and discussed.

Suggestions were made by the chil-

dren as to what to do with the shells,

so that they might be able to rec-

ognize them. It was suggested to

label them and place them on dis-

play. The shells, not known, were
placed on one end of the table, un-

til someone found the correct names
for them in one of their reference

books.

Some shell ornaments were placed

around the room. Children admired
them and wanted to make some
things of their own with shells.

The children suggested that we
make a book showing the pictures and
names of the shells. This book was
to be used for our own enjoyment
and to help other people to identify

shells. Many attractive pictures and
interesting stories were put into the
book. Before a page of writing was
inserted in the book, it had to repre-
sent the child's best efforts. This in-

teresting unit furnished ample ma-
terial for the following series of com-
plete lessons in manuscript.

II—Objectives.

General

1. To acquaint the children with
the sea life of the community.

2. To teach handwriting in con-
nection with this study.

3. To develop attitudes of interest,
satisfaction and enjoyment to-
ward writing.

Miss Olive Mellon

Specific

1. To develop desirable writing
habits.

2. To develop skill in letter forma-
tion and figures.

3. To provide uses for writing.

4. To provide experiences for word,
phrase, and sentence practice.

5. To encourage cooperative plan-
ning.

Ill—Writing Equipment.

a. Large pencils with thick soft

lead.

b. Manilla paper— M>" ruling.

c. Chalk—square or round—yellow
or white.

d. Blackboard erasers.
e. Posture chart.
f. Alphabet Strip—Capitals, small

letters and numbers.
g. Measuring scales.

h. Text on Manuscript.

IV—Purposeful Writing Activities
Based on the Marine Unit.

1. Labels for shell exhibit.

2. Captions on pictures and stories,

i. e., "On the Beach," "A Blue
Sea," "In the Sea," "A New
Shell."

3. Invitations for the Shell Party.

4. Directions for care of turtle.

5. Directions for making shell or-
naments.

6. Reading short original stories.

7. Plans for the party.

8. Lists of names of shells.

9. Daily bulletin board.

10. Diaries.

11. Charts telling of:

a. Excursions—Where we wer
b. Activities—What we did.
c. Observations—New thing

we learned.

12. Character Posters; i. e.:

a. "Share Your Shells."
b. "Keep Your Hands Clean
e. "Help Others."
d. "Finish Your Job."

13. Labels on Materials.

14. Jingles.

15. Short Letters.

V—Instructional Materials Used fi

Unit.

1. Collection of shells.

2. Collection of sea weeds.

3. Living things— turtles, fis

snails, etc.

4. Pictures of seashore and marir
life.

5. Material to make seacraft.
a. Pipe cleaners.
b. Aeroplane glue.
c. Shells.

6. Material to make booklets.
a. Finger paint.
b. Crayons, paper, shellac.

7. Material to make gifts.

a. Plaques, wooden disks, shell
poster paint, glue, shellac.

b. Place cards, cards, shell
paint, glue.

c. Shell baskets, shells, pip
cleaners, crepe paper, pain

8. Material to make pictures c

marine life. Paper, crayon
paint.

VI—Kinds of Shells.

Aim—To review the letters of tk

alphabet as far as the list pre
vides. All letters appear excep

d, q, v, x.

Words
boat razor clam
clam sea horse
cockle scallop
couch snail

crab star fish

jingle turtle
king crab whelk
muscle whelk egg cas
oyster skate egg cas

Drill—Most difficult letters for di

rection of strokes.

VII—Construction Unit.

Aim—To learn how to place th

upper and lower stem letters.
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'hings We Made What We Used

Turkey
Clam shell, scal-

lop, pipe cleaner,

glue.

Surf clam, sword
Ash Tray razor, horse

muscle, glue.

Turtle Scallops, pipe
cleaner, glue.

"T Oyster shell, boat
Boat shell, slipper shell,

paper, glue.

Drill — Placement of combinations
cl - oy - sh - gl - pp - ho.

dditional Ideas for Construction
Work.

1. Basket
Two scallops glued together
Painted clam shells for flowers
Stems painted green
Pipe stem handle

2. Penguin.
Conk shell head
Muscle feet

3. Shell Jewelry
Place on string as beads, brace-

lets, pins.

4. Shell Pin Cushions
Use pin cushion with shells

painted and glued on.

5. Wall Plaques.
Use glue and paint—wood for

background — shellac the

wood
6. Pin Trays

Use large clam shell glued on an
inverted oyster shell.

7. Tally Cards
Use tiny shells glued on card.

Make decorative designs.

8. Decorate Any Kind of Cards
Thanksgiving—turkey, etc.

Christmas—trees, Santa Claus.

Lincoln's Birthday—log cabin.

9. Shell Trimmed Vases.
Glue shells on vases—arrange

in flower bouquets—glue and
paint.

Ill—Sentences to be Used as Les-
sons.

Aim—For reading and writing pur-
poses.

1. We can read our shell stories.

2. We made pictures of shells to-

day.
3. We have finished our book

covers.
4. Our boats are sailing on the

ocean.
5. How many shells did we gather

today ?

6. We found some seedweed on the
beach.

Drill—P h r a s e s underlined. Em-
phasize roundness on all circle

letters.

X—Daily Diary—E x a m p 1 e : MY
DIARY.

Aim—To learn to spell and write
the days of the week.

MONDAY
We started our shell collection.

I brought in six shells. I found
them at 10th Street.

TUESDAY
We labeled our shells. We have

many kinds. I have four new
clam shells.

Drill—Days of the week.

X—Care of Our Turtle.

Aim—To spell and write the most
interesting words.

1. Our turtle lives in an aquarium.
2. He rests on a large rock.

3. We feed him every day.
4. We feed him ant eggs.
5. He likes flies, too.

6. He chews his food.

Drill on words—turtle, aquarium,
rock, ant eggs, flies, food.

XI—Marine Life—Bulletin Board.

Aim—To practice most difficult

words.
1. Jack found a new kind of shell.

2. Mary brought in a sea-urchin.
3. June cut her foot on a clam-

shell.

4. William found a star fish shell.

5. We have 24 shells today.

Drill on words—Kind, sea-urchin,
foot, star fish, clam shell, 24
shells.

There would be fewer mis-
takes all around if people just
signed their names a little more
carefully and legibly. Your
mail would arrive more punc-
tually. The hotel clerk could
give you better service. The
bank clerk could take care of
your check and possibly the po-
lice blotter would become a
document that an ordinary cit-

izen could read.

Johnny Jones,
Columbus Dispatch.

XII—Our Work Table.

Aim—To observe carefully, spacing
between words.

1. You must see our table.

2. It is interesting.

3. You will see many things.
4. We made them all.

5. They are made of shells.

Drill—Check on spacing by meas-
uring between words. Will the
finger fit between ?

XIII—Read and Answer.

Aim—To do independent writing
and spelling.

1. What did you see?
2. Name three things.

We saw and .

The remainder of the work is in-

formational. The above is a notice.

It, also, gives opportunity for the
use of a question mark.

Drill—Capitals—R, A, W, N.

XIV—Plans for the Party.

Aim—To observe arrangement and
to practice figures.

Entertainment
1. Mary and Ann will read their

shell stories.

2. Betty will say the poem she
made up.

3. Jack will tell about the shells

we have collected.

4. Bill will tell about the things
we have made out of shells.

5. John is going to show some
pictures we have made.

6. Sue wants to tell how we made
our books.

Drill—Figures— 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Refreshments
Aim—To practice on words con-

taining difficult letters.

1. We think our mothers will like

lemonade and cookies.

2. We will make the lemonade.

3. We need 3 dozen lemons.

4. We need 1 dozen oranges.

5. We need 2 pounds of sugar.

6. We will buy 4 boxes of cookies.

Drill—Figures and words
3 dozen, 2 pounds, 4 boxes,

lemonade, cookies.

Additional Opportunities for Figure

Drill.

1. Dates
When activity was begun.
When some interesting thing

was discovered.

2. Numbering
Pages of record book.

Kinds of shells.

Items in Table of Contents or

pages where items are to be
found.

3. Correlate with arithmetic—con-

crete problems.
4. Write room number in sending

notice to other rooms to visit.

Visit Room 5.

See our shells.

XV—Original Poem.
Aim—To observe even margins.

We watch the clams
Play hide and seek
And see the razors
Dive down deep.

Drill—Capitals W, P, A, D.

XVI—Letter Writing.
Aim—To learn the proper arrange-

ment for letter writing.
Dear mother:

Please come to school Friday
afternoon at 2 o'clock. We will

tell you about our shells.

Love,
Johnny.

Drill on the letters which may not
be clear to the reader.

XVII—Reference Books on Marine
Life.

a. "What Shell is That?"
Percy A. Morris—D. Apple-

ton—Century Co.
b. "A Conch Shell for Molly."

Lucille Wallflower — David
McKey Co., Phila.

c. "Top Gallant—A Herring Gull."
Marjorie Medary— Harrison
Smith and Robert Haas

—

New York.
(Continued on page 21)
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The Cultural Side of Teachin
Penmanship

In all the years that I have been

teaching handwriting, I have always

had the notion that the subject should

be taught not only that the pupils

may acquire a neat, fluent business

hand, but also at the same time

they should learn about traits of

character and character-building as

necessary equipment for becoming

better individuals and better citizens.

This can be done in a most interest-

ing and helpful way by the teacher or

supervisor who is interested in the

physical, mental, and spiritual growth
development of childhood, as well as

in the proper training of all children

in acquiring neat, fluent writing. As
a helpful suggestion toward this end,

I have the following to offer to teach-

ers of handwriting:

Since we all know that thoughts

and ideas move humanity and the

world, I am always seeking and look-

ing for the most helpful and appro-

priate thoughts that I can find in my
reading, study, from lectures, etc.,

which would serve as copies to be
written or as the best material for

dictation, thus aiming at making
these worthwhile thoughts as much
a part of the pupil as his good writ-

ing is a part of his stock in trade in

the easy and rapid expression of his

thoughts in all the various kinds of

writing he has to do in school and
throughout life. We must bear in

mind that handwriting is and always
should be a tool which of necessity is

a ready means of written expression,

to be executed almost wholly auto-
matically, especially with older peo-
ple, and without any apparent effort.

Of course this can never be accom-
plished without good teaching, pur-
poseful drill, practice and efficient

learning.
In cooperation, tolerance, or cour-

tesy, for example, come up for dis-

By C. E. Doner

cussion, this is what I would dictate

to my class toward the end of a prac-
tice period in penmanship:

"Preparation and Attitudes con-
tributing toward successful living

through planned education:
1. Cooperation — the desire to

work with others.

2. Tolerance — willingness to
see the other's point of view.

3. Courtesy and Appreciation —
consideration for and enjoy-
ment of others."

Also, sometime during the lesson, I

dictate the following reflective

Every person should write his

name plainly. There should be
a movement established with
that purpose in mind.

Johnny Jones,
Columbus Dispatch.

thoughts for developing a little speed
in writing: "Let us find a way to re-

place the pupil's anxiety to pass with
an eagerness to understand what he
is studying plus an ability to apply
his knowledge and skill."

"There is an ease and a sureness
and a lightness of touch that always
comes from Mastery." "Be prepared
for a woi'ld of free competition, to
get ahead by hard work, self-reliance,

high sense of honor, responsibility,
cooperation, and individual achieve-
ment." "When you get into a tight
place, everything may go against you,
but hang on, the tide will turn."
"Men have always made music to re-
lieve themselves of sorrow and frus-
tration and to express their joy."
"The quality of one's thinking is de-
termined first and foremost by the
things he thinks about."
"When one reaches the very height

of his ambition it usually means that

he never had an ambition." "Tl
heart is a more dependable guide i

morals than the head." "Victories thj

are won in the mind and in the hea
are the basis of contentment." "Abi
ity to win acclaim is given to ve)

few, but the ability to be equal
|

the best and noblest in character
given to everyone."

"List the constructive attributes,-

love, sympathy, kindness, courag
faith,—as against the opposite—hat

fear, greed, worry, etc., and set o
determined to reflect these in ever
thing you do." "You cannot sprink
the sunshine of happiness on othe
without spilling a few drops on you
self." The best way to teach is 1

intelligent suggestion and guidan
in moulding willing hands and heart

thus making persuasion do the wo
of fear."

"The man who gets but never givt

may last for years but never lives

"Our American Way of Life does n
lie in fighting European wars,
lies in our own internal strength,
the character of the American peop
and of American institutions,

long as we maintain an army, a na>
and an air force worthy of the nam
and as long as America does n
DECAY WITHIN, we need fear l

invasion of this country."
The ultimate force in education

the contagion of a great soul, ai

the most beautiful of all works of A
is a well-lived human life."

Of course the foregoing though
must be used by the teacher at tl

proper time, in the proper place,
|

be most effective and helpful
pupils. We, as teachers, must 1

very much broader than the subjec
we teach, else we are not setting t

cultural values for students as a pa
of real living. Human understan(
ing is the key to this situation.

^y-y . f /

/ /--

l /

-Z

A dashy semi-ornamental specimen by F. B. Courtney, Detroit, Michigan, who is un-
doubtedly one of the most skillful living penmen.
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The above specimen was written by Doris Jean, a third grade student in the Big Bend School in Tuscarawas
County. Her teacher is Miss Maude Kohr of 119 W. 7th St., Uhrichsville, Ohio. Miss Kohr has each pupil
write the lesson on the blackboard before practicing on paper. She teaches grades one, two and three and is

getting some marvelous work in handwriting.

Clhere is a 6esfin^ thai makes us

brothers, none goes his tucry alone,

^\II fhaf iuesen6 info fhe lives of ofhers

comes back info our own.

This beautiful lettering was done by Miss Ann Hoyer, Westwood, N. J. Miss Hoyer
has maintained very good spacing. Proper spacing is very important in any pen work.
Notice the uniform spaces in and between letters. We compliment Miss Hoyer on
her lettering.

The Editor At Work

A photograph of the Editor
work, showing a student in the Zan
erian, the proper position for broai

pen lettering. Notice that the pape
is held straight and directly in fron
of the body. It is always a gooc
plan to pull the strokes toward th
body, using mainly finger action.

The elbows should be placed evenl;

on the desk so that the shoulders ar
kept straight. In lettering the han<
may be turned over on the side mon
than in business writing. Curve th'

fingers gracefully and do not grip thi

pen.

It is good practice to keep a blot

ter under the hand. This keeps thi

paper clean and free from perspira
ation. After all, if you are to be
come fine at lettering, you will hav
to work hard enough to get up ;

little perspiration. Lettering can bt

acquired by anyone but can never bf

inherited.
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The National Association of Penmanship
Teachers and Supervisors

dnesdav Evening: April 30th—Art
lery, Arlington Hotel—8:30 P. M.

Binghamton, N. Y.
Friendship Hour—Directors Bing-
hamton Schools Host and Hos-
tess.

Meet your old friends and make
new ones.

irsday Morning—Art Gallery 9:30.

Registration.
Girls Glee Club No. 16.

Invocation—Dr. Claude A. McKay.
Address of Welcome—Dr. Daniel

Kelly—Supt. of Schools.
Response to Welcome — Olive

Mellon — Supervisor of Hand-
writing, Atlantic City — 1st

Vice President.
President's Address

—

Quo Vadis ? Has Penmanship
Met A New Challenge ?

Address—Rural Education — Dr.
Alice Pierce, State Teachers
College, Cortland, N. Y.

irsday Afternoon — 2:30. North
High School.
Exhibits.
Welcome: Mr. McE. Wan, As-

sistant Supt. of Schools.
Dr. Maltha Sibley — New York

University.
Marion Woodworth — Sight Con-

servation, Perkins Institute for
the Blind, Watertown, Mass.

Marion Woodworth who has been
a member of the teaching staff

of the upper school at Perkins
since 1922 is well qualified to

tell of the work which is being
done for the blind throughout
the country and what we as
teachers can do to conserve the
sight of many of our children.

TENTATIVE PROGRAM
Thursday Evening—Annual Banquet
—Spanish Ball Room—Arlington
Hotel.
Binghamton a Capella Choristers
—Ray Hartley Director.

C. W. Duncan—Roving Reporter,
Philadelphia Evening Ledger.

C. William Duncan was born in

Gettysburg 43 years ago and is

a graduate of Gettysburg Col-
lege. During the World War he
served aboard a ship carrying
high explosives between Ho-
boken and Bordeaux.

For the last 15 years Mr. Duncan
has been a member of the staff

o f the Philadelphia Evening
Public Ledger and specializes

in interviewing.
He has interviewed 3900 people

in all walks of life and in his

speech, "Close Ups of Famous
Americans" tells of their
eccentricities, characteristics,

opinions and appearances of 15
or 20 of the best known. Ruth
Bryan Owen Rhode, Helen
Hayes, Miriam Hopkins, Ethel
Barrymore, Tallulah Bankhead,
Wendell Willkie, Paul V. Mc-
Nutt, Al Smith, Dizzy Dean
are a few of the many with
whom he has chatted person-
ally.

As a speaker Mr. Duncan has ap-
peared more than 600 times in

22 States. While holding a
regular job on the Evening-
Ledger he has covered 300,000
miles as a speaker, sending
back interviews with promi-
nent men and women he meets
enroute. During June and Julv

of this year he will travel 7,000
miles to the summer sessions
of State Teacher Colleges in
West Virginia, Missouri, Kan-
sas and the Dakotas.

Friday Morning

—

Visitation of Schools.
Luncheon—North High School.

Friday Afternoon

—

Sight seeing around triple cities.

Visitation of Endicott Johnson
Shoe Corporation.

The Agfa Ansco Camera Corpor-
ation.

The International Business Ma-
chines Corporation.

Friday Night

—

Dinner — I. B. M. Homestead.
I. B. M. Glee Club and Orchestra.
Round Table Forum.
Visual Education—Olive Mellon.
Penmanship in Art — Parker

Bloser.
Demonstration — Spencer

Chambers, Syracuse, N. Y.
Question Box:
Use of Fountain Pens.

Research report — Clarence Mc-
Kelvie—West Chester, Pa.

Professional Resolutions.
Saturday Morning — Art Gallery.

Arlington Hotel, 10 o'clock.

N. High Capella Choir.
Business Session.
Reports of committees.
Constitutional Revision.
Election of Officers for 1942.
Please make hotel reservations
and banuet reservations as soon
as possible and above all please
make a special effort to attend.

Commercial exhibits opposite the
Art Gallery.

he Manuscript line was by Beulah Anderson, Bridgeport, W. Va., who has taken three lessons in Manuscript
prrespondence Course. Teachers are able to handle the Manuscript work very successfully. It requires less skill

td. therefore, less practice than Cursive Writing.
he second line was written by Wilma Kesling, Shinnston, W. Va., who has completed a course in Manuscript Writ-

[g for teachers. Both of the above teachers are wide awake teachers, interested in improving their ability to teach,

e congratulate them upon their ability.
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Tri- State Commercial Education Associatio
(Ohio-Pennsylvania-West Virginia)

PROGRAM OF SPRING MEETING
April 25 and 26

Statler Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio
Friday, April 25

6:30 P.M. Exhibitors' Dinner
8:00 P.M. Registration and Inspec-

tion of Exhibits
(Exhibits will be open
the entire evening)

9:00 P.M. Reception and Ball

(Semi-Formal)
Floor Show, Dancing,
Cards, Refreshments.
All members of the

Association and their

friends are invited.

Saturday, April 26
8:30 A.M. Past Officers' Breakfast

The Past Officers'

Breakfast is open to

members of the Asso-
ciation and their
friends. Breakfast 40c
up.

9:00 A.M. Registration and Open-
ing of Exhibits

9:45 A.M. Business Meeting and
Election of Officers

10:15 A.M. Address of Welcome.
Charles H. Lake, Super-
intendent of Schools,

Cleveland.
10:30 A.M. Panel Discussion—"Bus-

iness Education Today"
Chairman: E. J. Bryan, Asst. Super-

intendent in Charge of

Senior High Schools,
Cleveland.

F. H. Elwell, Director of
the School of Com-
merce, University of
Wisconsin.
H. L. Forkner, Director
of Commercial Courses,
Columbia University.

D. D. Lessenberry, Di-
rector of Commercial
Courses, University of

Pittsburgh.
P. H. Powers, Superin-
tendent of Schools,
Youngstown, Ohio.

T. W. Reinbrecht, Per-
sonnel Manager, Chase

Brass Company, Pi

dent of the Office

agers' Association
Greater Cleveland.

12:30 P.M. Luncheon — Euclid
Room
Dr. James Thomas,
tionally-known ecor
ist, world-traveler,
lecturer. Dr. Thoma
a former president

(1) Chrysler Instf

of Engineering,
Clarkson C o 1 1 e g i

Technology. He
served as chief ecot

ist for Commonwt
and Southern.

(Luncheon $1.15 per person, incr

tax and tip.)

Send reservations to

Willia Brownfield,
Glenville High School,

Cleveland, Ohio.

C. A. Romont, 83 Montgomery St., Boston, is the penman who pro-
duced the above dashy flourish. The cut was loaned to us by D. L.
Stoddard. Indianapolis, Ind., publisher of "Gems". Mr. Romont is to
be complimented on his skill.

DIPLOMAS
AMES AND ROLLINSON
50 CHURCH ST.-NEWYORK
1- ONE ORATHOUSAND - lOOO

FOR YOUR SCRAP BOOK
Set of Ornamental Capitals. Business

Capitals. Ornamental Letter.

Your name on card. All for $1.00.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

AUSTIN JONES

The accompanying resolution

made by Michael C. Leipholz, B
more, Md., who is conducting a

successful engrossing business in

section of the country.

By learning to do good engros

you can secure considerable pen v

to do, and thus help to increase

income. Why not begin today?
an outfit and begin by working
broad pen lettering.

The original was lettered

space 8 a/2 by 12 Vz inches for fram
Borders can be made as wide as

quired. The lettering in the se<

line was done with pen number
The capital letters in this line \

outlined and stippled with a

pointed pen. The next display

"Daniel Willard, Jr." was carei

outlined, then the lower part of <

letter was inked in solid black,

the upper part was blended by i

pling with a fine-pointed pen.

next line was lettered with pen r

ber 3% and so was the last lini

the page. The bulk of the lette

on this page was done with pen I

ber 4. It may help you to know
the small lettering on this page
2/16 of an inch high and that

spacing between the lines was
inches.

No coloring was used on this

except for the gray shading ir

first display line, also the v

"Vice President and General Cou
and the last line on the page.



AfaSnrefing vf fht 9taarft uf jBirrcfnri* njf

held inibe <?tty ojf 3iew Bork on 5hursday, dune 20tty, 1940,

ttye following minute was unanimously adopted:

It/ v V7

if J oJtt)is Corporation, died at -Salisbury, Connecticut,
^f*^ on 5Tiav litl), 1^40, at the age op forty -six .sgssstEsgssSszE

jJUtV. wJul&ru had been with the (Corporation since its inception.

Xe was associated with the Advisory (Commitieeof the Association

of Slailway Executives which created the fJKarsballing and jD tstrtb-

uting f?lan, 1931. Xc took an active part intbc organization of the
(Corporation, became its first Secretary, then (Counsel, and (finally

Vice president «nd General (Counsel as well as Assistant 5reasurer.

JLi,£ assisted in drafting the bill wbicty became Section TT of i\)c

iFcdcral iSankruptcv -Act under which railroad reorganisations have

been proceeding. Mis thorough knowledge oftbe provisions o£tl)e

Act and the decisions construing it were invaluable in dealing
vvitb borrowing debtors which were in reorganisation. JHis peti-

tions, answers anb briefs are models of clarity, skill <m<> thorough-

ness. 5nthc arena of controversy and hearings before courts and
commissions fyc was a forceful advocate and a courteous and
gallant antagonist, s^sssssissss^

JD!,£ commanded the respect ano admiration of all who knew bint

He won and retained the affection of his staff associates. Our loss

cannot be replaced, but the work will be carried on <xs be planned it

until the fund h<*s been administered and the Corporation liquidated.

1

J*\np j&Tl&vb here records its appreciation of 0Ur.NtfiUards ability

and service and expresses to bis family its sincere sympathy .ssssste

S\J£?0XlIEtf, Shattbc foregoing be entered upon tfye minutes and
an engrossed copy be sent to

MriSmbi HHilHrft, Jr„ and to ^&$l»nfcl WftljrrlL
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This month we have a simple style

of engrossing which is in demand.

It is especially useful where the cus-

tomer does not want to pay as much

as for lettering and illuminated ini-

tial letters. The lettering can be done

with or without retouching. It can

be plain, shaded or nourished.

Roundhand is appreciated by most

business men and is appropriate for

any occasion.

Learn to make the Roundhand uni-

form in slant and uniform in the

weight of shades. If necessary, draw

slant lines to help you in getting the

page uniform in slant.

Neatness is one of the important

things in engrossing. See that your

arrangement of the page as a whole

is carefully designed. Never let a

smeary, dirty looking piece of work

leave your desk.

SEND YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE EDUCATOR NOW.
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION LAPSE.

DON'T LET

Always erase the finger prints

pencil lines before giving the Wi

to a customer. It might pay also,

look at the back and see if there

any finger prints or ink marks wb
have gotten on the back accidents

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS
I have a complete stock of Blank Cards, B
Design Cards. Bird Design Envelopes, a

Greeting Cards. REAL MONEY MAKE
FOR CARD WRITERS Send 25c for sampl
Circular free.

Also, I give courses in penmanship by mi
Write for my free book, "How to Become
Expert Penman ,

'

' which shows what oth'

have accomplished by taking my courses.

name elegantly written on a card if yo
close stamp. WRITE TODAY.

T. M. TEVIS
Box 25-C. Chtlllcothe. Mo.
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Written by E. W. Bloser, and loaned to us by E. J. Kneitl, Stratford, Canada.

ACHING HANDWRITING THRU
A UNIT OF INTEREST

(Continued from page 13)

"The Green Gate to the Sea."

Ethel C. Brown—Silver Bur-
dett & Co.

"Changes All Around Us."
Craig and Baldwin—Ginn &

Co.

"Dolly and Molly at the Sea-
shore."
Gordon and Beem—Rand Mc-

Nally & Co.

"Shell Craft."
Walworth—Bruce Humphries,

Inc.—Boston.

"Little Sonny Sun Fish."
Gale—Rand McNally & Co.

"Sea Horse Adventure."
Bostelmann and Eberle—Holi-
day House, Inc.

"Beachcomber Bobbie."
Bourgeois—Doubleday, Doran
& Co., Inc.

"Strange Sea Shells and Their
Stories."

Verrill—L. C. Page & Co.—
Boston.

"Dwellers of the Sea and Shore."
William Crowder—The Mac-

millan Co.—New York.

"Stories of Animal Life."
Bass—D. C. Heath & Co.

m BUSINESS UNIVERSITY

Professional Training
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

ACCOUNTING and C. P. A. COACHING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION and FINANCE
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL-STENOTYPV

Oneof America's leadinpschools. Enroll anytime, Real-
dent Classes; Home Study. FREE Placement eerrice

employment opportunities. Success Book FREE
HILL'S BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Oept. Oklahoma City

AA| Wk Work done for the en-

II II I I grossing profession. We
offer superlative gold

leaf work at surprisingly low prices.

Send your work carefully laid out in

pencil and well packed. We will re-

turn promptly C. O. D.
ROLLER STUDIO

12 S. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

BOOKS! BOOKS!! BOOKS!!!
Gems, -' Vol.. each :fOc. both l'41Ed.l..$ .50
Practical Paying Penwork (Fifth Ed.).. 1.00
A. B.C. of Everyday Penwork

that Bring $$ so
Drawing For Photo-engraving, etc.

(2nd Edition) 60
I '.-signing. America, ami Poultry, each.... .25

Total cost $3.35
If taken at once only $2 00

D. L. STODDARD. R. R. 4. BOX 174,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Get Your Students
to Subscribe.
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A Course in Ornamental Penmanship]
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

^Lsz^<

One of the best ways you can use Ornamental Penmanship to advantage is in addressing envelopes. Many,
firms send out their advertising in beautifully addressed envelopes. Recently one of the large manufacturers of

airplanes sent out their announcements beautifully written by penmen. These addressed envelopes caused con-

siderable comment among the business men who were invited to the luncheon. Penmen could no doubt induce

many others to use fine penmanship in their advertising.

Many business colleges have built up large enrollments by the use of well addressed envelopes,

few who have used penmen of national reputation in advertising their schools.

Roanoke National Business College Albany Business College

Here are a

Eastman College

Bryant & Stratton Colleges

Spencerian Schools

Peirce School

Duff's College

Rochester Business Institute

Gem City Business College

Chillicothe Business College

Packard Com'l College

Drake Colleges

Metropolitan Colleges

and thousands of others

One of the important things is arrangement and general appearance of the envelope. Be sure to get your writing

straight on the envelope, even If you have to rule guide lines. Leave plenty of margin and learn to address

envelopes quickly.

tThc Zatier-Bloser Company,

bvz HortU tPark 5trcd%

A well lettered envelope was received from A. T. Gaumer, 1524 Edgemont Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., who has been

turning out some excellent pieces of engrossing. Several pieces of his work have appeared in our columns and

others will follow later.
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Wo
nlnnrljinih 0mtt
bcrCtlS. CblOnd \8iyb-$COtt presentlv)liainHicr

of rU lateralis ^nmrisfration jfacilitp,>lme<

*

Illinois. has bovoteb Hie most fruitful years of htV
«-f life to public- .service, his country anb l)is follow men,

v« both in time of warand in time of peace; anb

IiKrCtt!*, in his capacity a*jTUmagcr of fl)C Jaciiiiy locates air

.Hiucs, .Illinois, be bus at all times rcubcrcb outstaubiita, .service

to all veterans, over conscious of rf)c comfort-or the patients'

entrusfeb to hi* care, anb at all times bemaubiitq sympathetic
administration of the laws.qrantiitq benefits to veterans anb
their beponbentS; anb

(('IbcrCiUC unber bis abministration.thc.HmcsJfacilitvhas inabc

rapiosrriocs in the fielb ofutcbiciuc anb is now rocoqniseb as"

the outstanbiua .facility of its hinb: ulso, he has been responsible

for rr>o development" of sucf) services as the Cancer Clinic, thc'Di-

aqnosttc Center, anb consulting .staff; anb throuqhhis Keen fore-

siahf anb unberstanbiua as a qreat~'J
>
l)v.sician, as well as.~iominis

trator, this J^acilitv wifl remain as a permanentanb outstanbiua
shrine to ru'^ efforts; atib

\\[l)tT£l\$, the VeteransHoministration hasbeomcb if necessarv

to transfer ColonclXiUji?^>cott from our.^rea; anb

(.(.J i)CTCtl£, wc recoqniae our loss in the transfer oran.^fbmin
tstrafor of his ability posscssinq as he boes, rare aiialifications.

including professional traininq.sympathetic attitube anb human
unberstanbiua of the frailties of bis fellow men; anb

v{Jl)CrCi"l$ these qualifications, wl>icb baveenbeareb him to voter

ans as well as all others ippoknow him. will be likewise appreci-
ateb wherever he qocs; therefore, be it \£_

CSOllKO, tljar wc jointly anb unanimously bo hereby rccorb
our highest anb beepestcommenoittion anb appreciation to

Colonel J-Cuqb^>corr for l)is accomplishment, anb we thci-c

fore sprcab this resolution as a permanent rccorb in honor ofa>
qrcarJHoministrator,frlwsician,c£oJbicr anbXumanitarian.

& r///Ysn/ r/f////r///,

This is a beautiful piece of engrossing. It is an excellent study in the writing of signatures to a resolu-

tion. It was made by the Harris Studio, Chicago, 111.
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Writing ^Projects

Katherine Varlese,

4 and 4A
Garfield School,

Kearny, N. J.

I. Addressing and Wrapping pack-

ages for mailing.

a. Secured from the post office

specially wrapped and addressed

packages which they had had on dis-

play in their lobby.

b. Class studied these. Then, each

one brought in boxes of various

shapes and sizes, paper and twine,

to practice package-wrapping.

c. Learned where to place ad-

dresses.

d. Practiced manuscript printing

and used it in addressing our pack-

ages.

II. Money Order Forms.

a Class planned and took a trip

to the World's Fair. We decided

to pay the Public Service by money
order. During our Writing Class

periods we practiced the words and

numbers needed. The post office

accommodated us with enough

money orders so that each member
of the class could fill one out. The
best written one was chosen and

that child presented his money order

with the money, at the post office.

We made a date with the postmas-

ter for a class trip thru the post

office. We were happy to have our

Writing Supervisor accompany us

on the trip. Besides learning about

the travels of our money order, we
were guided thru other depts. We
found the letter dept. especially

fascinating. The money order was
presented to the bus driver on the

morning of the trip.

After our trip to the post office,

we composed a "thank you" letter

to the postmaster. This was corre-

lated with our English Class — let-

ter-writing and addressing en-

velopes. The best written letter was
chosen and the best addressed en-
velope. One of the children mailed
it for us.

In the wrapping of pkgs. the chil-

dren were very interested and cer-
tainly learned how to print and place
legible addresses on pkgs.

In Lesson on Money Orders they
also worked diligently. Not only did
they learn to make out money orders,
but it greatly improved writing.

Mrs. Irene K. Acker, Supervisor.

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester, N. Y.
The finest script obtainable for model

illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.

NEW TEACHER
The Federal Institute, Tyler, Texas,

reports the employing of L. W. Heiser
to head accounting department. He
has long experience in the account-
ing field and business administration
which will greatly strengthen the
faculty of the Institute.

Mr. Heiser is a graduate of the
Kansas Wesleyan College of Com-
merce at Salina, Kansas. He at-
tended the Zanerian College of Pen-
manship, Columbus, Ohio and holds
a Kansas state life teacher's certifi-

cate. He has fifteen years experi-
ence in the business college field

where he majored in teaching twen-
tieth century bookkeeping, Walton
higher accounting and professional
penmanship. Mr. Heiser is also
qualified by training and experience
to teach all commercial subjects with
the exception of shorthand and type-
writing.

Before going to the Federal Insti-
tute Mr. Heiser taught in the Gal-
lagher School, Kankakee, 111. He is a
faithful follower of the lessons in
The Educator and is expecting to send
us some of his students' work.

L. W. Heiser

SPECIMENS FROM CANNON'!
SCHOOL

It is always a pleasure to exams
specimens from the Cannon's Sch
of Business, Honolulu, Hawaii. 1

have just had the pleasure of exa
ining a large package of specimt
from this school. It is one of
finest lot of specimens we have
ceived from any school in the Uni'
States for the past six months. 1

penmanship instructor is Ann Jon
This school has a right to be pre
of their handwriting. Some of
first and last specimens show rema
able progress.

In the package were designs mi
from movement exercises. A str

ing one in particular was made
Raymond Lee, which consists of
map of the United States, the Ame
can flag and "God Bless America,"
handsomely designed in red, wh
and blue.

Write for our new Free B(

"How to Become a G
Penman." Enclose 10c
a. Professional Pen Point
your name beautifully
ten. Write today.
THE TAMBLYN SCHC

438 Ridge Building.
Kansas City. Mo.

The McGhee Studio:

Makers and desi jners of

FINE DIPLOMA!
Estimates furn shed

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs-.

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitatioi

Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send f'

Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAIK

wlei&vuk fOUNTAIN PENS ith

RENEW- POINTS FOR EVERY WRITING SYSTEM

The point's the thing, as Mr. Shakespeare might

have said. Beautiful penmanship can be achieved

only when the pen-point suits the writing-style pre-

cisely. There are 31 different Esterbrook points

Tom which to choose. A big point!

THE ESTERBROOK PEN CO., 62 Cooper St., Camden,
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BOOK REVIEWS
r readers are i iterested in books of merit.
especially in b Mks of interest and value

teachers includi ig books of

al educational value ind be busi-

subjects. All such be oks w ill be briefly

wed in these columns , the object being
ve sufficie nt descriptio n of e ach to enable
readers to determine i ts val

troved Practice Drawing, by D. L.

toddard, Route 4, Box 141, Indian-
polis, Ind. Flexible cardboard
aver.

book promoting interest
hip and also fine art ir

It contains specimens in
~

;ing. Business Writing. Flourishing. En-
sing, Roundhand, Lettering, Illustrations
he Square. How To Make Various Cuts,
>enter Work With The Use Of The Square,
ane interested in penmanship or interested
uilding a home will find this book worth

irndike Century Senior Dictionary,

y E. L. Thorndike, Teacher Col-
sge, Columbia University. Pub-
shed by Scott, Foresman & Com-
any, Chicago, 111. Cloth cover,
104 pages, set in 8 point type.
3,000 entries, 2,300 pictures, 19,000
lustrative sentences and phrases.

lis Dictionary follows the same general
ciples as the Junior Dictionary, adapting
n to students who have wider knowledge
greater intellectual maturity. It aims

irovide such students with the most effec-
means of learning quickly the spelling,

.unciation. and meaning of more than
thousand words.

?arning the spelling of a word is facili-

tated ( 1 ) by using narrow spaces between
syllables so that the word is easily recog-

nized, (2) by entering important variant

spellings in their alphabetical positions as

well as in connection with the commoner
spelling, and (3) by having the definitions

with which the spelling should be connected
in the learner's mind, follow it closely and in

easily comprehensible form.

Learning the pronunciation of a word is

facilitated by a system of representing Eng-
lish sounds which is adequate, usable, and
easy to learn and remember.

The result of Dr. Thomdike's work is that,

without doubt, 999 out of 1000 words needed
to be looked up by the average student will

be found in the quickest and most instruc-
tive way. Literally, this dictionary has gone
through the refining fires and comes out the
ne plus ultra in scientific simplicity and ac-
curacy for both school and general use.

You Can Make a Speech, by William
Doll, President State Bar Associa-
tion of Wisconsin; former president

of Milwaukee Bar Association

;

former instructor of speech at Uni-
versity of Washington and Univer-
sity of Wisconsin; author of "The
Art of Public Speaking". Published
by The Ronald Press Company,
New York, N. Y. Cloth cover, 250
pages.

This book is intended to help you be what
you have always wanted to be—an effective

public speaker. There is nothing complex
about it. It is based upon common sense. It

is not a text of vocal exercises, gesture gym-
nastics, or breathing lessons. It contains no
memory tricks, pronunciation drill, or tech-
nical formulae. It represents the composite
experience of the several thousand men and
women trained by the author.

The content and treatment have special

appeal to business and professional people.

They are busy folk. They have no patience

with heavy tomes. Accordingly, the subject

matter has been prepared with an eye to

their needs and their available time.

The man who never made a speech will

learn how to select a subject, develop and
deliver it. For him the veil of mystery will

be removed. He will observe that the prin-

ciples of effective speaking are simple and
few. The seasoned speaker will find many
helpful suggestions and may discard some
old methods.

C. L. RICKETTS
From a Chicago newspaper which

was sent to us by Rene Guillard we
learned of the death of C. L. Ricketts,

one of America's outstanding en-

grossing artists.

For many years Mr. Ricketts has
conducted an engrossing studio in

Chicago. Mr. Ricketts made quite an
extensive study of Medieval Manu-
scripts and illuminated work. He
made frequent trips to Europe where
he collected a vast amount of very
precious manuscripts.

Associated with Mr. Ricketts have
been some of America's outstanding
penmen, like C. W. Norder, now of

Pittsburgh; A. T. Bondy, L. L. Fields,

who in years gone by have attended
the Zanerian College of Penmanship.

Mr. Ricketts died on February 20

at the age of eighty-one years. For
several years he has not enjoyed
good health.

A series of dashy signatures by F. B. Courtney.
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A Lesson in Roundhand

/2 3 ~¥S 6 f f&.

We are presenting the small letters. Practice on each letter individually, then try the entire alphabet; also prac-

tice on simple, easy words.

Develop a uniform downward stroke. This means that the downward strokes should be the same length, the same,
slant and the same thickness. Try not to get your long strokes heavier than the short strokes in the extended
letters.

Work for contrast, keeping the light lines light and the shades black. It sometimes helps to thin your ink slightly

with water.

A beautiful group of signatures by A. W. Dakin, who without a doubt was one of America's finest pen-
men.
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This plate was loaned to us by C. A. Barnett, Cleveland, Ohio. It was

made when Mr. Barnett and S. E. Leslie were doing engrossing together.

This is a beautiful piece of work, accurately done and well designed.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, Mont.
Member N.A.T.A.

booklet free to members

Good teachi
ments, particularly
early placement register
merit service for over j

ALASKA AND THE WEST
needed. Excellent opportunities all depart-

and vocational subjects. For
with Huff's NOW-superior place-
quarter of a century.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS IN DEMAND
Our Field Middle West and West

ROCKY MT. TEACHERS' AGENCY
410 U. S. NATL. BANK BLOG. William ruffer. Ph. D. Mo DENVER. COLO

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West

Special Service—Write today for our six Special Services to teachers

INK THAT LIVES

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records ... for signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions ... for formal

social usage . . . for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

commend it fortrainingyoung

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

[cubes ; also half pints, pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink. and write

with an ink that will live.

CHASM. HIGGINS & CO.. INC.

271 NINTH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HIGGinS«BIT

^VxyAmtt(XS

BOOK DIPLOMAS

Furnished in silk lined Leather or

Near Leather Covers. Gold Stamped.

Large or small quantities.

Send for samples and prices.

MARTIN DIPLOMA CO.
87 Summer Street Boston, Mass.
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A graceful flourish made by J. A. Wesco.

Exquisite envelopes by that master penman, E. C. Mills, Rochester, New York.
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I ALPHABETS

T^nerian Manual

Size 8x105/2 in., 136 pages, Dur-

ably Bound in Stiff Boards, #2.50

leain ENGROSSING
Increase your income by doing engrossing as a business

or as a side line. There is pen work of every description to

be done in every community. High prices are paid for pen

work. Some penmanship teachers make many hundreds of

dollars doing engrossing after school hours. You can do the

same.

How To Learn Engrossing

The Zanerian Correspondence Course in Text Lettering

and Engrossing presents the work in such a simple, interest-

ing and concise way that everyone can become skillful in let-

tering diplomas, engrossing resolutions, etc.

Tuition and Text —#12.00

Educator, 1 yr 1-50

13.50

Both for £13.00

(Extra to Can. 20c, Foreign 30c)

Write for catalog of supplies

jVn3«strucforin

IRourtuhantt.^

tmnri.€rtc|rtissimj,

tDeinnuuj.}Jrn ani

THE ZANERIAN COLLEGE OF PENMANSHIP
612 North Park Street COLUMBUS, OHIO

WELFTH ANNUAL SCHOOL
MINISTRATORS' CONFERENCE
rge Peabody College for Teachers

Nashville, Tennessee
he Twelfth Annual School Ad-
istrators' Conference at Peabody

r
ege will consist of a series of

urns. It will be held on Thursday,
lay, and Saturday, June 19, 20,

21.

he theme for these forum discus-

s will be EDUCATIONAL LEAD-
I3HIP IN THE PRESENT EMER-
NCY. At the five forum sessions

be problems will be discussed:

Indications in the Present Emer-
[ency of a Parallel System of

ichools Provided by the Federal
overnment

' Vocational and Technical Educa-
on in the Present Emergency

! Maintaining Adequate and Effi-

jient Educational Personnel in the

/resent Emergency.
j
Financing Schools in the Present

Emergency

I
After the Emergency—What 1

[ity and County superintendents,
fo-school and elementary-school
{icipals, supervisors of instruction,

tials in state departments of edu-

cation, and other types of school ex-

ecutives and all interested teachers in

elementary and secondary schools are
invited to attend this Conference and
participate in these forum discussions.

No fee is charged for attending or

participating in the Conference.
For further information write Dr.

Dennis H. Cooke or Dr. Ray L.

Hamon, Peabody College.

R. N. Wood, Sales Manager of The
Esterbrook Pen Company, announces
the appointment of William Ronald-

son as New York State and Con-
necticut representative for the com-
pany. "Bill" will work under the im-

mediate supervision of Harry W.
Lynn, the well known district man-
ager of the Esterbrook Pen Company
with offices in New York City.

This addressed envelope is from the pen of J. A. Francis, Portal, N.

Dak. The pen work was loaned to us by G. R. Brunet, Lord Selkirk

School, Winnipeg, Man., Canada.
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G.H.Lcjcl^ood

THERE AIN'T NO USE A'WHININ'

Now I write a little ditty
For folks whom themselves do pity;

For it is a common practice, I opine;
Seems as though they see the bad-

things

And they never see the glad-things,

And they're prone to sniff and snivel

and to whine.

But, there ain't no use in whinin',

For old Sol is ever shinin',

Though at times the clouds obscure
him from the view;

We but make a bad mess 'badder',

And ourselves we make the sadder

When we paint the world in deepest
shades of blue.

There's a way to stop this frettin'

By forgivin' and forgetin'
Little hurts and ills that come into

life's span,
If we do not think about them
Why,—in this way can we rout them,
And we come in closer harmony with

God's plan.

There's no use to fret and sputter
And to mumble and to mutter
'Bout the evils and the sorrows of

the day;
Seek for good things,—one can find

them.
And the evil, leave behind them,
This, my friend, you'll find by far

the better way.

In this world we fight a battle.

—

Or are like dumb driven cattle,

Or like dead fish do, we float a'down
the stream;

If we give up without tryin'

Then there's no use in denyin',
We, ourselves, have helped to thw

old Nature's scheme.

For the fighter is the winner.
Be he saint or be he sinner;
For he gets where he has started

to go;
Make a start—and KEEP A GOD
And, as water, ever flowin',

You will find you'll reach your f

down here below.

So, there ain't no use a'whinin'
Or regrettin' or repinin',

Or in thinkin' 'bout the things 1

keep one blue;
Just you pull your coat and fight,

And things then will come out rij

Sir,

And remember—it is really up to j

This envelope was addressed by J. O. Brunet, 26 Lyndale Drive, Nor-
wood, Man., Canada.

Austin Jones of 411 '/2 Main St.,

Ft. Worth, Tex., recently addressed

an envelope to us in his superb man-
ner. Very few penmen living today
can equal or surpass Mr. Jones when
it comes to writing fine Ornamental
Penmanship.

One of the most skillful Orna-
mental specimens that we have seen
prepared recently has come from the
pen of R. M. Maugans, Statesville,
N. C. While Mr. Maugans is a
banker he spends his spare time on
pen work and reports that he has
more work to do than he can handle.

WASHINGTON EDUCATOR DI

Mr. E. F. Whitmore of the Sew
School of Advanced Shorthand, Wf
ington, D. C, died on April 9, 1!

Mr. Whitmore taught in Alb.

Business College, Albany, N. Y.
Morse Business College in Hartfi

Conn., and Strayers Business Colli

in Washington, D. C, before est

lishing his own school.

He specialized in penmanship
did work in engrossing for the Uni
States government, universities, .

lines and other associations.

Whitmore studied penmanship at.

Zanerian.

A SUCCESSFUL ACCOUNTA*
George D. Van Winkle, the accol

ant of 1008 S. 18th St., Terre Hai

Ind., surprised us by dropping i

our office recently. Mr. Van.Wir.

is conducting a very successful

counting business. He emphasi

the importance of good handwrit

in the accounting work and in bi

ness in general. Mr. Van Winkle

tended the Zanerian College a :

years ago and is quite a skil

business writer.
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An app; eciation engrossed by the Martin Studio, Boston, Mass.

IDER COLLEGE RECEIVES
RECOGNITION

le New York State Education De-

ment has registered all four-year

ee courses at Rider College, ac-

ing to an announcement this week
President Franklin F. Moore,

ident Moore states that the rec-

tion came as a result of an ex-

ive investigation by Dr. Irwin A.

oe, Assistant Commissioner for

ter and Professional Education of

University of the State of New

lis action entitles graduates of

Accounting Department at Rider

ige to two years of experience

credit toward meeting the require-

ments for admission to the New York
State licensing examination in ac-

countancy.

The graduates of the School of

Education will continue to be certified

for teaching in the commercial de-

partments of New York State high

schools. However, now for the first

time the course of study leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Edu-
cation will be registered by the Di-

vision of Higher Education.

Rider College, a coeducational in-

stitution of higher learning founded

in 1865, is located in Trenton, New
Jersey. Courses are offered in Ac-

countancy, Business Administration,

Secretarial Science, Commercial
Teaching, Journalism and Finance.

THANKS TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS
"There was so much good material

in the February Educator that I need
an extra copy for further use".

E. H. Darlington,
Radnor High School,
Wayne, Pa.

ENTIRE CLASS SUBSCRIBES
We received a letter from Mrs. Es-

tella B. Plough, Instructor at the Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles,
Calif., enclosing a list of subscrip-

tions containing her entire class.



Oarl W. A- Anders or, ejt. Jujpe
R. 3, Box 60 **
McLean County
Hilton, N. Dak,

Learn to Write on the Blackboard
A guide for all who desire to learn to write well on the

blackboard.

The book contains 32 pages, size 514x6% inches.

Good blackboard writing inspires confidence in one's

ability. All teachers should be master of this art. This
book makes the work interesting and easy to acquire.

It is very important that a teacher should be a good
blackboard writer. Indeed, it is more important that she
write well upon the board than upon paper, although very
necessary that she excel in both. By being a good penman,
she knows through experience how much patience and per-

severance are required to learn to write well. By being able to write well upon the black-
board, she can in a short time show many pupils how to practice in order to write well. And
by so doing she can enthuse them so that they may be interested, instructed and enthused;
for it takes all three elements to lead a class onward to success.

This volume is issued in response to a number of requests for practical suggestions in

presenting practical writing to classes from the blackboard. It is the teacher's chief and
most potent method of showing, for there is much truth in the old saying that "Seeing is be-
lieving."

Blackboard Writing $0.25
The Educator, one year 1.50

Both for $1.50

1.75

A VaUaiU A00A/
"I received my copy of FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING. The skill attained by

some of the old masters in this line is nothing short of marvelous. To anyone really inter-

ested in pen and ink art the book is worth many times the price you ask for it."

Mr. C. O. Elleson,

Box 1028, Proctor, Minn.

FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Containing a Complete Course and a Collection of Masterpieces Produced by

Leading Penmen of the Penmanship Profession

The most pretentious work ever published which
is devoted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating

art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how
to make the simplest strokes and exercises and fin-

ishes with a great variety of designs displaying the

highest degree of skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the follow-

ing penmen of national fame appears in this book:
C. P. Zaner, E. L. Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Leh-
man, W. E. Dennis, H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flick-

inger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L. Glick, H. L. Darner,
L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behrensmeyer,
M. B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer, E. A.
Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A.
Gaskell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A.
Wesco.

SIZE S'^xll IN., 80 PAGES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND
Fascinating Pen Flourishing #1.00~

The Educator, 1 year 1.50

$2.50

Both for $2.00

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. PARK ST. COLUMBUS, OHIO
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JULY 7 to AUGUST 15

Students may enroll for special work on any date. Many enroll in June. Come if only for a few weeks vacation.

Subjects Taught

Practice of Teaching Penmanship

Business Penmanship Analysis
and Theory

Methods of Teaching Penmanship

Blackboard Writing

Supervision and Psychology of

Handwriting

Manuscript Writing-

Round Table Discussions

Text Lettering

Standard Lettering

Engrosser's Script

Ornamental Penmanship

Flourishing

Engrossing

Illuminating

Designing of Initials, etc.

Pen Technique

Come to the Zanerian College, 612 North Park St., Columbus, Ohio

General Information

Tuition
Six weeks, $30.00 for any or all subjects.

Supplies
Supplies for six weeks course cost from $3.00 up,

depending' on number of subjects taken.

Board and Room
Meals cost around 25c, 30c, 35c.

Rooms in private homes a few blocks of the college
cost $3.00 and up a week. Good light-housekeeping
rooms can be secured.

Credits
Statements of grades and credits for work success-
fully completed are given pupils.

Positions
Our employment department helps pupils to se-

cure positions free of charge. Let us help you.

What You Can Do In One Summer
A term in the Zanerian will give teachers enough

methods and skill to successfully teach or supervise
handwriting. Whether you are a beginner or an
experienced teacher you can improve your methods
and your execution. In addition to credits you will be
eligible for one of the following certificates: Zaner-
Bloser Teachers', Professional, Green, Red or Gold
Seal.
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\AW%
HOTEL

M'ALPIN
agxeatHotet

FROM $3 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
.ARGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED! NEWLY
3ECORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!

2 POPULAR PRICED RESTAURANTS

[ HOTEL
MALPIN
BROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Under KNOTT Management JOHN J. WOELFLE, Manager

Extraordinary Methods

Courses For

Commercial Teachers

The Gregg Summer Session has been the pathway

to better teaching for thousands of men and women
during the past quarter of a century. Going to the

Gregg Summer Session is more than merely attending

a "Summer School." It is a way that will enlarge

your vision, broaden your experience, refresh the

tired imagination, give you "new ways to do old

things belter." and enable you to recapture the am-

bition to be a leader in your profession.

Courses are arranged to meet the requirements

of experienced teachers, as well as those about to

enter this profession. Graduates from all parts of the

United Slates and Canada enthusiastically recommend

the practical courses of study.

The 1941 Session begins July 7 and closes

August 15. Write today for special bulletin.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

PENMANSHIP
Let Us Help You Now

CHECK ITEMS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
AND MAIL TO US

Send catalog of Zanerian College of Penman-
ship.

S end information regarding Correspondence
Work in Penmanship.

Send information about Stock Cuts.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies for schools.

Name

Address

Co/umbus. Ohio
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-L N EXT time you're in Baltimore,

follow the lead of experienced

travelers and head for one of the

seven hundred most comfortable

rooms in Maryland. Enjoy facil-

ities and service that seem to have

been planned with you alone in

mind! Stop at the city's newest

and largest hotel.

Single rooms from $3.

iL
LORD BALTIMORE
BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

and tfhcJtfui m DAYTON
—i OHIO

Among the batter hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters of comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, at

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

SECOND AND LUDLOW

400 ROOMS
WITH BATH from $9 50

O. E.TRONNES, MANAGER

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

HOTEL

MIAMI

QORT
MEIGS
HOTEL

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hotel is

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable
accommodations and reasonable rates.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime
Buffet serve the best food in Ohio.

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TOLEDO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS
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For teachers ivho desire to equip their pupils ivith experience in the kind of ivork

they ivill actually perform—

Record-Keeping in Business
AMSTER GLATZER ROSENRLUM

336 pages. Price $1.20

This new text provides a logically plan-

ned and coordinated course in business

practice in which the student obtains prac-

tical experience in the recording routine

of the average office.

Through the preparation and handling

of typical business forms, the student learns

the need for systematic records of business

transactions, acquires a practical skill in

recording procedures, and obtains clear

concepts of the principles of bookkeeping.

Adaptable to individual instruction and

to the varied aptitudes of pupils. Any
portion of the course provides experience

of commercial value.

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
2 WEST 45TH STREET NEW YORK

»©:o:o:o:o»:o;0:o:d:oo:o:ooooo^^^

;ll the A

HOTEL PHILADELPHIAN
Entirely redecorated and refurnished, including a radio in every room.

Highly recommended by experienced travelers the world over for its

warm hospitality; its excellent cuisine served in comfortably air-condi-

tioned restaurants; its convenient location to the business section; and

its unlimited parking facilities. 600 rooms with bath and radio from $3.00 up.

DANIEL CRAWFORD, JR.

President and General Manager

39th and CHESTNUT STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
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New Materials—Better Materials
For Business Education

THESE GREGG BOOKS
APPLIED SECRETARIAL PRACTICE, Revised Edition, by SoRelle and Gregg. A
text for secretarial and office practice. The latest in ideas, procedures, and prac-
tice. Wait for it

!

BUSINESS AND THE CONSUMER, by Jones, Tonne, and Price. The organization,
functions, and procedures of business, and a wealth of business information for the
consumer. Follows introductory business.

GREGG SPEED BUILDING, COLLEGE COURSE, by John Robert Gregg. 160 units
of lesson-planned speed building, plus an additional sixty pages of Congressional
Record material for dictation at 100 to 160 words a minute. Recommended for col-

leges and private commercial schools.

WORDS, THIRD EDITION, by SoRelle and Kitt. The richest selection of business
words within the covers of a textbook.

CIVIL SERVICE TRAINING FOR STENOGRAPHERS, TYPISTS, COPYISTS, AND
CLERKS, by Riemer. Actual Civil Service examinations given by federal, state,

and city authorities.

FIFTEEN MINUTES A DAY, by Overstreet. Intensive drills on the figures and
special characters of the typewriter keyboard.

1,000 AVIATION TERMS. A glossary containing technical aviation terms and
their shorthand outlines. For advanced classes.

JUST OFF THE PRESS—IN 1941!

JUNIOR COLLEGE BUSINESS MATHEMATICS, by Rosenberg and Atkinson. Ex-
ercises, problems, and timed drills in business arithmetic. Pad form.

List Price, $ .80

TYPEWRITING SPEED TESTS, by Bowie. Official tests used in city, county, re-

gional, and state typewriting contests. Spiral bound. List Price, $ .32

A DAY IN THE OFFICE, by Johnston. A business play that dramatizes business
behavior. Contains study questions. List Price, $ .12

ROBERTS MEDICAL HANDBOOK, by Roberts. A variety of medical dictation
material in print with shorthand vocabulary previews and shorthand outlines for
difficult words and phrases. List Price, $1.50

The Gregg Publishing Co.
New York Chicago San Francisco Boston Toronto London Sydney
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Summer Training
Vacation time is here—the time when we should get out into the open and re-

plenish our store of energy. Every one needs a vacation and is entitled to re-

lax and have a good time.

In planning your vacation think also of your professional training. As a teach-

er you need to inject into your work new ideas, new methods, greater skill

and to strengthen your work every place you can. There are Summer Schools

in many parts of the country where you can combine pleasure and education.

In a summer school you will probably spend less money than you would spend

in traveling or vacationing in some pleasure resort. The soundest investment

you can make is in education. Depressions may destroy bank accounts, but

never an education.

If you cannot leave your home, there are correspondence courses which you

can take. Many of these correspondence courses are conducted on an honest,

conscientious basis and are getting good results. The results of Summer School

work or correspondence work depend largely upon the effort of the individual.

You can make this Summer a profitable one as well as a happy one. Avoid get-

ting into a rut. Changes are taking place fast today in teaching and at best it

is difficult to keep pace with these changes.

THE EDUCATOR
ished monthly (except July and August)

By The ZANER-BLOSER CO.,

612 N. Park St., Columbus, O.

I LUPFER Editor
KER ZANER BLOSER Business Mgr.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. S1.50 A YEAR
<To Canada, 10c more; foreign 30c more)
Single copy, 25c.

Change of address should be requested
promptly in advance, if possible, giving the
old as well as the new address.

Advertising rates furnished upon request.

THE EDUCATOR is the best medium
through which to reach business college pro-

prietors and managers, commercial teachers

and students, and lovers of penmanship. Copy
must reach our office by the 10th of the month
for the issue of the following month.



Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus, 0.

In practicing penmanship this month let us try to "mop up" some of the errors which we have overlooked in ou

practice. First of all, are all of our letters absolutely readable ? Cover up all but one letter at a time and se

if it can be read separately from other letters. If it can not be read, it needs improving. For instance, do you

i's look like e's or your e's like i's and the o's and a's confusing ? Also are the turns rounding and the angle

sharp ?

Check up on the slant. Does your writing slant uniformly? While a forward slant is preferable, no one exac

slant is demanded. Your writing, however, should be all on the same slant. Draw slant lines down through you

writing, hitting the downward strokes. If they are not in the same direction, you have something to improve

Irregular slant makes the writing unsightly and not so desirable. After all, there must be a certain amount o

beauty in addition to legibility. Uniformity also makes writing easier read than irregular writing.

Check your loop letters. See how many loop letters are not clear. There should be daylight in every loop. Al

of the loops should be the same size. Are your low loops bigger than your upper loops ? Study the sma
loops in the capital letters, R, B, K, L, Z and D. Are most of these loops small, open and neat?

Do your lines show wabbles ? Wherever there is a kinky line, it is an indication that you should speed up th

motion. A shaky line is produced by too slow a movement or too much finger movement. Your thumb join

should not work excessively.

Do your letters all rest on the base line? Check through your writing and see if some are below the line, som
above the line or if they are all fairly uniform on the line. Pay special attention to turns and angles. Do yoi

get the top of y, v, m and n sharp or rounding ? Where there should be an angle, make it sharp and where ther-

should be a turn, make it round. Do not stop on a turn.

Do you compare your writing with the copy? You should. If there is a decided difference between your worl

and the copies, there must be something wrong either with the copies or your work. Guess which one it is.

Before practicing on a letter, analyze the copy to learn as much about the shape of it as you possibly can

Measure it. Draw slant lines, lines along the edges, put it in a box or any way to discover the proper shape

You will then be in a position to produce it on paper.

Repetition is necessary to succeed. Make line after line of individual letters, words, etc. At times practici

entire paragraphs and at other times practice on sections of letters. Intelligent practice alone will win.

3^.sk/$£JLs (3/3¥=i

7. \J-'ip-^t^t-c^y

td^^Lsd^iS

<^/-z^czyyi~tsrt^frs

Everyone should learn to write his own name legible and well,

nington, W. Va.

The above signatures were by Mabel Vogan, Man-

This sentence was written by S. M. Blue and is a good one to practice.
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\. lesson in loops by Fred Berkman, Youngstown, Ohio.

\. J. Bailey of Toronto, Can., shows how to make the r. Study his large letter form. Notice particularly the
shoulder. Don't get your r's like i's.

Sentences prepared for us by G. D. Griset, Tustin, Calif.

%. 7v a -p j2

3. E. Doner, Reading, Mass., made an alphabet for you to study and practice. Notice the ease with which he writes
he sentence. Can you do it as easily?
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For the ladies Miss Flossie Cain presents some of her easy accurate business writing. Yes, the women can wrj
skillfully as well as the men.

72

/Z&^t^ U^tJ*/ /%zz^- 4< /#£/.

v-

/^^-t^d^C^T^/ ^/(tZ^d^.

'-^Z^CZ^Ts/

Here we have a solid, accurate style by Rene Guillard, Evanston. Ill

<?^tyL/

This sentence was written by the Editor, who illustrates how to first write the sentence, then to break it up into
parts and how to practice exercises.
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^A^-^t^A^/^c^-^^^e^iy^.

semiornamental style by that master of penmen of the eighteenth century, Henry W. Flickinger. It adds a little

tterest to change your style and add a beautiful curve here or there.

'-; ^rd^-^^i^ey C^z^z^y'̂ d^-p^t^y^a^g^

ohn S. Griffith of Chicago, is an easy, fluent writer. He taught in the Englewood Business College of Chicago
or many years.

^1 ^) %-^

. Z. Hackman, Drexel Hill, Pa., shows us how he makes the alphabet.
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Handwriting as a Part of Genera
Education

Few people would think of hand-
writing as a part of general educa-
tion. Most of us regard it as a de-
cidedly special form of skill, some-
thing like handling a hammer or
screwdriver or driving a car. The as-

pect of writing which is emphasized
is the movement of the fingers and
the hand, or the forms of the letters

which we can see with our eyes.

Writing is a physical act and is to be
judged or evaluated as are other
physical acts. We measure its speed
and pressure and analyze it so as to

record the separate component move-
ments of the fingers, the wrist and
the arm.

If we are not interested in the

movement itself, we study the writ-
ing which is produced by this move-
ment. We examine minutely the
forms of the letters, words and the

entire page of manuscript. We com-
pare the forms of the letters with the

standard forms, study the slant,

alignment and spacing. We measure
the legibility and judge the beauty
and character of the script. Spe-
cialists in penmanship who are stick-

lers for form give minute attention

to the style of letter and argue at

great length whether the capital

"F" should be made with one con-

tinuous stroke or with two strokes, or

whether the final "t" should be
crossed or ended with an upward
stroke curving gracefully outward
from the stem. Great stress is laid

on the slant of the letters and on the
relative height of the one-space and
the more-than-one space letters.

Handwriting As a Tool

All this emphasis may be thought
to fit in with the description of hand-
writing as a tool subject. It is an in-

strument to be formed, polished and
perfected. But this does not accord
well with the real nature of a tool.

A tool, of course, is an instrument
with which to produce some useful or
ornamental object. A hammer and a
saw have no value in and of them-
selves. Their value comes from the
use to which we put them. They are
shaped and adapted to the end for
which they are made. A hammer has
the heavy weight at the extreme end,
not because it looks best that way or
because it feels better than if the
weight were in the middle, but be-
cause it delivers a heavier blow with
the weight in this position. So any
tool is made and judged according
to the use for which it is intended.
We may, it is true, give some atten-
tion to its appearance as well as to
its utility, but beauty should be an
added and incidental virtue and
should never divert attention from the
main quality of usefulness.

By FRANK N. FREEMAN

Dean of the School of Education

University of California

Berkeley

This talk by Dr. Freeman was given
at Atlantic City in February before
the National Handwriting Council
which met in connection with the
American Association of School Ad-
ministrators.

Dr. Freeman is a recognized auth-
ority on handwriting. He has made
a scientific study of handwriting and
has conducted miry experiments and
surveys. He has also written many
thought-provoking articles on hand-
writing. He has the ability to think
and to express himself clearly.

We may think of handwriting as a
special form of skill to be cultivated
for its own sake, or we may think
of it as a tool to be perfected as a
useful means of recording or ex-
pressing thought. In either case it
may be desirable for certain pur-
poses. Beautiful writing may be ad-
mired like any other beautiful object.
Writing as an effective tool is worth

Dr. Frank N. Freeman

Dean of the School of Education, Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, Cali-
fornia.

cultivating like any other useful i;

strument. But if we are to regal
writing as a part of general educ;
tion we must give it a somewhat di
ferent emphasis. Calligraphy is

specialized art which is pursued
a vocation, not as a means to gei
eral intellectual development. T\
tool of handwriting may serve as
means to such development, but if

is to do so our attention must
vance beyond the tool itself to its en
ployment, and it is not until this a<

vancement has taken place that han<
writing becomes anything more tha
a special skill.

Mark of an Educated Person

Handwriting was once regarded a
one of the marks of an educated pei
son. Was this an evidence of snol
bery or does the ability to write pre
duce a real difference in one's cu
ture? Is writing merely a hall mar
of gentility which loses its meanin
when everybody possesses it, or is

a vital factor in mental growth
Does its value and meaning depen
at all on the way it is taught or
it the direct and inevitable result
the ability of the hand to form th
letters ?

Worth Learning as a Tool Alone

The general tendency now-a-days i

to think of handwriting as a mere cor
venience—something that it is well t

learn because we may need to com
municate or record and cannot ge
somebody else to do it for us. It i

this, to be sure. If we could no
write or get somebody else to writi

for us we would forget many thing:

that we should keep in mind and w>,

should have to resort to less con
venient or more costly means of com
munication. I am not denying thesii

uses of handwriting. I am merd]
saying that they are not all. Unde;,
present conditions we should learn t<

write even if this were all the goocj

there was to it. But we should no
call it general education. I thinl

there is more and I think this more
makes writing a part of general edu-\

cation.

Utility Value of Handwriting
Before going more fully into this

question of the value of handwriting,
for general mental development, li

should like to pause to give emphasis,
to the statement I have just made,
namely, that handwriting continues
to have definite and marked utility

value. We frequently hear this posi-

tion challenged. An example is a;

statement in a recent article by a

Superintendent of Schools:
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"Handwriting appears likely to

continue to be a social conve-

nience rather than an economic
necessity and typing has begun
to challenge the attention of

teachers. Shifting emphasis
upon social needs must govern
the intensiveness and general
character of instruction in writ-

ing with a wise degree of latitude

for individual needs."

This statement is significant be-

cause it represents widespread opin-

ion. Unfortunately this opinion,

which has been spreading for a num-
ber of years, has so weakened the

faith of teachers and pupils in the

importance of learning to write that

the typical handwriting in our schools

is deplorable in quality and is seri-

ously inadequate from the point of

view of either utility or general edu-

cation.

The notion that handwriting has

lost most of its utility value because

the typewriter is so widely used in

business is a mistaken one. It is

'true, of course, that the typewriter

is used almost universally for busi-

ness correspondence and that it is

chiefly used for record keeping. Let

the person who thinks that this has
displaced handwriting go around for

a week without a pen or pencil in his

pocket and remove all the pens and
pencils from any business establish-

!ment. He will soon recognize that,

far from disappearing, handwriting
is an absolute essential of modern
personal, professional and business

life. This observation is confirmed

by the record of the increase in sales

of materials used in handwriting,
such as ink and lead pencils. I hap-
pen at this moment to have a half

,dozen sharpened lead pencils in my
desk, and they need to be resharp-
ened frequently. This in spite of the

fact that I do all my correspondence
by dictation. The fact is that the

sale of these handwriting materials
has continued to increase down to the
time of the last government report
Ifor the year 1937.

Half-hearted Teaching

! The fact that we are wrong in

ithinking that handwriting is an obso-
lete art does not rob our belief of its

effect. It has just as disastrous an
influence on our practice as though

lit were true. We go about our
teaching half-heartedly and fail alto-

gether to enforce any standards, even
lenient ones. Though we may spend
as much time as ever in teaching
writing, we largely waste the time

, because there is no punch in our
efforts. The pupils know that we are
half-hearted in our treatment of

writing and they naturally have no
• great enthusiasm for a subject which
we think is out of date. I, for one,

do not blame them.

Present Demands in Teaching

I have injected these strictures on
our failure to recognize the utility

of handwriting and to give it the

support it should have, both because

I think it is particularly necessary to

correct the current trend, and be-

cause I do not wish to be misunder-
stood when I emphasize the place of

writing in general education. Hand-
writing has both kinds of value. The
one is not a necessary antithesis to

the other. It is true that those who
are thinking only of the utility value

sometimes teach writing in such a

way as to impair its general value,

as I shall try to show. But it is

possible to so teach it that both val-

ues will be served. In fact, I believe

that the modern practical uses of

writing demand the same kind of

writing and the same kind of teach-

ing as does general education. But
even if the demands were not iden-

tical they could readily be reconciled.

There is no irreconcilable conflict be-

tween them.

Results of the Act of Writing

But I have digressed too long.

What are these general values that I

have been asserting to exist? I said

in the beginning that we often think

of writing as a movement or as an
act of skill. When we do not think

of it in this way, we pay regard to

the letters and the words, the ex-

ternal result of the act of writing.

Writing is both of these, an act of

skill and a series of marks on paper
—and yet it is not these. These are

only the husk or the shell; the kernel

is something quite different. With-
out the kernel these are nothing; with

it they may vary greatly without
altering the true character of writing.

Writing is a Language

My point must be clear by this

time. The movements we make and
the marks we set on paper are writ-

ing only if they convey a meaning
or express a thought. Writing is a

language. It is the same language
as speech, translated from sound to

form. It was invented as a means of

sending messages and it is used to

send or record messages. If it does

not do so it is not writing. If we
think of it as a form of skill or if

we concentrate our attention on the

tool rather than on the use of the
tool, we treat it as a form of special

education. If we treat it as a lan-

guage it may play a part in general

education. General education is a

means to general mental develop-

ment; special education centers on
specific utility.

Educated Persons Were Good
Writers

Handwriting in the past has been
thought of in the broader light. It

was the mark of an educated person,

not merely a trained person. The
uses of the word for writer, scribe,

illustrated the broader and narrower
conceptions of writing. A scribe

may be merely a penman, a copier,

or an amanuensis. On the other

hand, those who could write in the
earlier days frequently became custo-
dians of manuscripts, the learned men
and even the expounders of religion
and of law. Among the Hebrews, for
example, the Scribes were the lawyers
and judges of the people.

This identification of writing with
learning was partly due to the fact
that education was confined to the
few and that writing was one of the
privileges of an educated person.
But there was also a deeper reason
than this. Language holds a central
place in mental development and it

must therefore hold a central place
in education. This is true of a sup-
plementary form of language like
writing as well as of speech.

Language and Mental Development
The acquisition of language by the

child marks a milestone in his de-
velopment so fundamental that it

may be said to raise him from the
level of the brute to that of the
human being. Helen Keller testifies
that she had almost no thought of
life until she was taught to com-
municate by means of hand and fin-
ger pressures. The wolf child re-
cently found in India acted like a
wolf until she was adopted into a
children's home, and her mental prog-
ress was ascribed largely to learning
to speak. The mental development
of children who have poorer oppor-
tunity to learn a language than is
usual is shown to be less than that
of those who have the usual oppor-
tunity. This is true of children in
whose homes a foreign language is
spoken and who are bilingual and also
of twins. In the latter case language
development is retarded because
twins associate less with persons of
superior language attainments than
do other children.
But how does this apply to writ-

ing, you may ask ? Writing is a form
of language to be sure; but if a child
speaks what need has he of addi-
tional communication through writ-
ing? He may need to write as a
matter of convenience, but does writ-
ing contribute anything to his mental
development that is not contributed
by speech ? Does writing add any-
thing to general education ? I be-
lieve writing does make such a con-
tribution. We have Francis Bacon's
word for it that writing maketh an
exact man. Now Bacon may have
been wrong, but if he was right,
writing alters ones mental habits,
and alters them for the better. I

think Bacon was light. At least
writing may improve ones mental
habits, and increase in accuracy is

one of the ways that may be im-
proved. Of course to say that writ-
ing may improve thinking does not
mean that it must improve it. Un-
fortunately the possibility is not al-
ways realized. Too often the writing
merely reveals the student's confused
state of mind and loose thinking, but
does not clear them up. This is be-
cause the writing is not used as the
educative means which it is capable
of being.
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Improving Thinking

Writing may be a means of im-
proving thinking in a variety of ways.
It puts thought into a stationary form
so that we can conveniently examine
it. Thinking has aptly been likened
by William James to a stream. It

flows along from one idea or one
image to another and it is difficult

to capture any section of it so that
we can look at it and try to see how
one part leads to another and whether
the parts are linked in a logical way.
A typical conversation or extempo-
raneous speech wanders on from one
center of thought to another by a
series of associations, one idea sug-
gesting another until the end has
little evident connection with the be-
ginning. It is a common pastime to
stop at some point in a conversation
and try to recall the starting point
and then to trace the links from be-
ginning to end.

This suggests another figure of
speech by which to describe speaking.
It is like a chain, one link making
connection with the next, but with no
others. Written speech, on the other
hand, may be like a bridge or a build-
ing. Each part may have structural
relation to the whole. It has a plan
and this plan may exhibit balance
and symmetry. We may examine the
plan of the structure by looking back
and forth from one part to the other
and by getting a total view of the
whole. This is true also in a large
measure of written discourse. It is

more difficult in spoken discourse
which vanishes as soon as it is uttered
except as it is held in memory. That
speaking is less subject to criticism
than writing is shown by the fact
that one can get away with looseness
of thinking in a speech which would
be glaringly evident in a paper.
Many writers have read with aston-
ishment the transcript of their ex-
temporaneous remarks and have been
tempted to charge to inaccuracy in
reporting the repetitions, the incom-
plete sentences, the disconnectedness
and even the sheer grammatical
errors which are revealed to view-
by the faithful reports of their
speech. If Writing doesn't make an
exact man it at least exposes an in-
exact one.

Writing is an effective means of
improving the organization of
thought because it encourages the
formation of a plan and because it

facilitates the criticism of what has
been written in terms of a unity. A
written piece has a certain unity. It
is about a certain topic and it sticks
to that topic—or it should. It treats
of the topic in a somewhat system-
atic way, dividing it into parts and
taking up the parts in order, or it

should. It has a certain proportion,
giving to the major parts more space
than the minor ones, or, again, it

should. If the paper does not do
these things, we can readily point out
that it does not do so, and can reveal
its deficiencies—perhaps even to the
author himself. This is harder to do
with oral speech.

Correlation of Subjects

Since this is not a disquisition on
composition, I have gone far enough—perhaps you will say, much too far.
What has all this to do with hand-
writing? Well, nothing if we look
on handwriting as a mere form of
manual skill; much, if we look on it

as a part of liberal education. "Very
good," you say, "writing may be a
part of general education, but it is

not our business to deal with that
aspect of it. That is the business of
the teacher of English."

I grant that, in the division of
labor between teachers, the emphasis
of the teacher of handwriting is on
skill, and the emphasis of the teacher
of English is on content. But I con-
tend that this distinction has been
made too sharp. The English teacher
should pay some attention to pen-
manship. All of us have long argued
that. But, and this we have not so
clearly recognized, the teacher of
penmanship should pay some atten-
tion to English. We cannot have a
right view of penmanship itself if

we do not continually remind our-
selves that it is not just an act of
skill. If it were, there would be no
place for it in the school. There are
too many important subjects knock-
ing at the door for entrance to toler-
ate a superfluity.

Teach Form and Content

There are two ways that we can
put these principles to practical ap-
plication. First, we should give some
attention to the content of what is

written as well as to the forms of
the letters and the character of the
movement. Penmanship has too often
been a thing apart in the child's
mind, having no connection with ex-
pression. It is said that the cham-
pion typists employed by typewriter
companies to advertise their products
have this experience in their typing.
One of them was found copying a
book on philosophy as a part of his
practice. When it. was remarked
that he must be getting a liberal
education along with his practice, he
replied, "Oh no, I don't know a thing
I am writing." This is the acme of
special training. It is not a model
for the school.

As I have said, the handwriting
teacher must give special attention to

the improvement of form. But he
must not divorce form from content.

Otherwise the form becomes sterile,

an accomplishment but not an effec-

tive tool of thinking and expression.

To prevent this divorce the practice

in handwriting must grow immedi-
ately out of real expression and must
lead back into real expression. It

must never be long separated. The
child's thought must move back and
forth from the one to the other. Even
in the penmanship lesson he must
never entirely lose sight of the fact

that he is not improving writing fo
its own sake but for the sake of mor
effective expression.

To maintain this close interlinking
why should we not, as we teaci

handwriting, give some attention 1
the form and organization of th.

child's thought, just as we expec
the teacher of English to give atten
tion to the form of penmanship ? I

would seem that this is a fair ex
ample of reciprocity.

Fluent Handwriting

Finally, we should teach a kind o:

handwriting that can become a readj
and fluent means of expression. We
most of us, retain cursive writing as

the style for ordinary use by adultf

in contrast to manuscript writing
which reproduces the formal style o

the producers of permanent manu
scripts before the age of printing

I believe we are right in this choice

But we vitiate our reason for retain 1

ing cursive writing if we retain a:-

formal a style as in manuscript writ-

ing itself. This does not mean thai

we should encourage or even tolerate

slovenliness. It does mean, I believe

that we should encourage a flowing

style, which is pleasing in appear-

ance and is legible but which cuts

the corners at times when this can

be done without sacrificing legibility.!

We may, for ordinary writing, give

attention to the legibility of the word
as a unit as well as the letter. I

realize that this principle may lead

to excesses, and that it applies to

children who have established the

recognition of letter forms. If we
are not too great sticklers for pre-

cise letter forms, the child may grad-

ually acquire an individual style in

which some innocent liberties are

taken with letter forms without los-

ing the fundamentals.

We may also make handwriting a

more serviceable means of everyday!

expression than we sometimes do by
using the writing instruments in

everyday use—the fountain pen in-

stead of the steel pen. Nothing but

tradition leads us to cling to thej

steel pen and the inkwell when so

much more convenient an instrument

exists.

I have not given you devices.

Handwriting is full of devices. What
we need, I believe, is not more de-

vices but a view of handwriting

which dignifies it and incorporates it

into general education. This view I

have tried to set forth.
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Suggested Points of View and Techniques for

Promoting Interest in Handwriting

in Public Schools
The next several years should

prove an opportune time in the United

States to develop an awareness of the

importance of good handwriting and

to improve the instructional program

in handwriting in the public schools

of the country. I make this optimis-

tic prediction for the following rea-

sons.

In the first place, a time of national

crisis tends to focus the attention of

both educators and the general public

on the utilitarian aspects of educa-

tion. Whether such concentration is

wholesome in all respects or not, it

nevertheless encourages all areas of

instruction to trot out for approval

those characteristics which have a

practical or vocational import. Al-

though good handwriting is artistic,

the common basis for teaching hand-

writing in the public schools is its

utility.

An Important Subject

Typewriting has almost totally dis-

placed handwriting in the preparation

of business letters, in the duplication

of written materials, and in certain

! other activities in which ideas are

i transferred to the page for oneself

lor others to read. However, it is a

i great mistake to assume that hand-

j
writing is no longer of sufficient im-

;

portance to warrant its being given

specific attention in the public schools.

It is quite possible that the total' oc-

casions for using handwriting for a

given number of adults have actually

increased, in spite of the growth of

machine-writing. Modern life de-

mands more writing of the average

individual, and makes it much more
imperative that an individual be able

to write, than did normal adult life

of a generation ago when typewriting

was uncommon. These increased de-

mands are not confined to machine-
writing alone, but extend into many
types of situation to which the ma-
chine is not adapted and into many
occasions when a machine is not

available but when quick, legible writ-

ing is nevertheless required. There

are doubtless thousands of persons

these days, like myself, who make
great use of a typewriter, but who
also find many occasions during the

course of a day or a week when they

need to write quickly and well by

hand, whether they actually have the

ability to do so or not.

Relying on Others

It is unfortunately not uncommon
to find a business man, or a foreman
in industry, or even an educator who
is dependent on others to do his writ-

ing for him simply because he can-

not write an acceptable hand himself.

Poor writing is costly in time, in

energy, and in efficiency. It is a bur-

By JAMES W. EVANS
Director of Instruction and Research

Public Schools, St. Joseph. Missouri

A talk given at Atlantic City before

the National Handwriting Council

which met in connection with the

American Association of School Ad-

ministrators.

Dr. Evans, as a director in the Re-

search Department has a splendid

opportunity to see penmanship in its

true relationship with other school

subjects and is thoroughly convinced

that schools should give more and

better attention to handwriting. Dr.

Evans is an authority in his field.

den both to the writer and to the

reader, and it can and does result in

costly mistakes in the world of com-

merce and industry, not to mention

the world of personal affairs.

Boys and girls also have great

need 'for a good quality and reason-

able speed in handwriting. The
tragedy of the pupil who cannot

DR. JAMES W. EVANS

write in high school or college lies

not so much in the fact that he is

rarely in a position to receive max-
imum credit for his work when it is

poorly written, as in the fact that in

desperation he turns to others to do

his work for him. Each summer for

several years I have encountered

among my students in the graduate

school of* a well-known university a

surprising number who cannot do

their own writing. A considerable

proportion prefer to hire somebody

else to do their writing for them. The

practice begins innocently enough;

the idea is simply to present a term

paper in an attractive form which

the instructor can read easily and

comfortably. It ends with the stu-

dent completely dependent upon an

amanuensis for the collection and

organization of material, the actual

phrasing of the paper, and its final

production, including attention to all

details of punctuation, form, and ap-

pearance. Such a state of affairs

need not obtain where the student is

equipped to write well and is intel-

lectually honest, but it is likely to

occur in spite of his moral fibre if he

is under necessity of delegating any

part of the work to somebody else.

Schools Have Been Negligent

The public schools haven't done as

well as they should with regard to

handwriting' for about a generation.

The result is that the schools are now
beginning to receive pupils from par-

ents who failed to learn to write well

in school. These parents are asking

quite frankly whether the schools in-

tend to neglect their children as they

themselves were neglected. It is all

a little embarrassing. Certainly we
know more about the teaching of

handwriting than was for m e r 1 y

known. We have available better ma-
terials for use by teacher and pupil.

But we have to admit that we haven't

taken handwriting very seriously in

most schools, and the evidence is in

the writing produced by the pupils.

Not only the parents, but business

men—and especially that group who
hire in increasing numbers young
men and women for various kinds of

office or clerical work—are also be-

coming vocal about the quality of

handwriting displayed by the average
high-school graduate. I believe their

complaints will be given more atten-

tion in the years just ahead.

New Psychology Needed

Educational psychology as scientific

theory has been undergoing some in-

teresting changes for a number of

years. Perhaps I am mistaken, but I

"believe that the seeming quarrel be-

tween the "insight" and "practice"

ideas will be resolved sufficiently in

the near future to permit subjects to

display openly their drill aspects and
to permit teachers to provide neces-

sary practice without apology. In

this matter handwriting has been
somewhat under the cloud, and I'm

afraid we must have been making
ourselves a bit ridiculous with our

eagerness to forswear the relationship

between drill and progress in writing.

Not that the concepts of configura-

tion, insight, and the like have noth-

ing to offer teachers of handwriting!

I think they have. But practical ex-

perience suggests that children do not
necessarily dislike drill, as long as
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they know why they are drilling, and

that they do not necessarily dislike

handwriting. One of these days we
shall have a "new psychology" in

which the synthesis is made intelli-

gible.

A Few Suggestions

Now, if I have diagnosed the situa-

tion correctly, it behooves us to con-

sider what we shall do with the oppor-

tunity presented us. At the outset we
doubtless should dismiss the idea that

all that is necessary is to return to

the "good old days" and, by impli-

cation, "the good old procedures."

The fact is, they weren't that good!
Speaking as one who has general

supervisory responsibility for the in-

structional program of a city system,
and at the same time as one who is

not a specialist in handwriting tech-

niques, I want to offer a few sugges-
tions of improved attitude and tech-

nique which I believe will stand us
in good stead.

Continuing Handwriting Instruction

My first suggestion is that we give
clear recognition to the continuous
nature of growth in handwriting
skills and also to the continuous na-
ture of the need for those skills. I can
see no logical or psychological rea-

sons worth mentioning for suddenly
discontinuing instruction in hand-
writing at the end of Grade Six. The
assumption that incidental teaching
will provide the needed retention and
improvement beyond the sixth grade
is just an assumption, nothing more.
There is nothing about the pupil, or

about handwriting, or about the learn-

ing situation that would justify an
abrupt discontinuance of attention to

handwriting at this point. The
quality of handwriting among our
pupils progressively deteriorates year
by year from the point at which we
cease to teach it. And on the other
hand, the actual needs which the
pupil has for handwriting skills are
constantly increasing. He must write
more, write faster, subject his writ-
ten work to more crucial tests, and
relegate more and more of hand-
writing skills to the area of auto-
matic responses while his attention is

given to increasingly complex thought
and sentence structure. Does this
prove that he needs less help with
handwriting? Not at all. It indi-
cates the reverse!

A Necessity

My second suggestion is that we
face squarely the problem of how
good handwriting can be developed.
It would be interesting to know how
many psychological theories are the
result of intensive stvdy of pupils
while they are learnius: and how
many, on the other hand, grow out of
administrative expediency. With re-
gard to handwriting we have been
highly opportunistic, in my opinion.
We wanted some time in the school
day for something else, so we took
it from handwriting and then spun
some fancy theories about "integra-
tion," "fusion," and the like to justify

the theft. Now I am not at all sure
that educators will get around to a
serious effort to improve handwriting,
but if they do, one of the first things
that will have to be done is to find

some time for it. In view of the fact

that the instructional products in

handwriting are capable of quick ob-

jective appraisal, I doubt that con-
tusion" and dis-"integration" will

long suffice. I should always want
the quality of handwriting to be
stressed in the social-studies classes

and elsewhere, but I am no more in-

clined to look to the social-studies

teacher to establish the basic skills

in handwriting than I am inclined to

look to her to teach the pupil to type-
write.

Demand Good Writing in Spelling

One word here about the "correla-
tion" of handwriting and spelling.

It takes an average of about fifteen

minutes daily for each of these sub-
jects. Jumble them together in a

single period of from fifteen to

twenty-five minutes and what comes

OFFICERS OF THE NA-
TIONAL HANDWRITING

COUNCIL FOR 1942

Alma Dorst, President.

Margaret Marble. First Vice
President.

Olive Mellon, Secretary.

Ethel Kesterson, Treasurer.

out ? Spelling. Almost always the
handwriting program suffers. This
fact is not so surprising, however, if

one stops to consider just what is in-

volved in an attempt to teach the sub-
jects together. When the job of
learning to spell is analyzed, and
when the job of learning to write is

also analyzed, it will be found that

modern methods give both pupil and
teacher all they can pay attention

to in handling just one at a time, and
quite too much when both spelling

and handwriting are presumed to be
taught at once. Add in a few more
items and confusion is worse con-
founded, with no genuine saving in

time because so little is accomplished.

Motivation

My third suggestion of improved
procedure is to give greater promi-
nence to certain types of motivation.
The greatest legitimate stimulator
for use in schools is praise. When
judiciously employed, it may be said

to work equally well with teachers
and pupils. It must be sincere. But
we have been using praise too spar-
ingly in recent years with reference
to handwriting. Pupils have the idea

that it doesn't really matter how well
or how poorly they write. Their
poorest and best efforts are acknowl-
edged with equal apathy, except
when the item becomes hopelessly il-

legible. At a time when academic
accomplishments is perhaps the last

thing to be singled out for acclaim,
and at a time when handwriting

would be near the bottom of the li:

of such academic matters to receiv
any crumbs of attention anyhow, wi

simply aren't going to arouse any en
thusiasm of our pupils for good hand
writing by continuing to ignore thei

best efforts. Good handwriting ha
the basic requirements for meritinj
praise. It is beautiful, it has bot
an artistic and a utilitarian value, i

requires skills of a difficult and com
plicated sort, and it is sufficientl;

unusual these days as to be almos
a rarity. Why should it not be givei

due recognition ? I am in favor o
making available certificates of pro
ficiency, as one means of recognizinj
achievement in handwriting, and
believe they should be available a
practically all levels in the ele

mentary and secondary schools.

Diagnosing and Remedial Procedure

The fourth suggestion is tha
teachers become accustomed to diag
nosing and meeting the individua
needs of pupils in handwriting. Man;
a teacher who can do this with re

gard to reading or arithmetic, ha
no such ability with respect to hand
writing. Diagnosing the needs of i

pupil implies more than analyzing hi:

handwriting. It requires the transla

tion of the later analysis int(

remedial procedures. A quick look al

a child's writing may suggest thai

it is too small. But getting the chile

to write larger as an habitual thine

may prove to be quite difficult ar.c

is likely to involve much more thai

simply exhorting him to do so. Thi
whole problem is a fertile field foi

teacher-improvement and research

into effective techniques.
Democratic Teaching

My fifth and last suggestion i

that we democratize the teaching o

handwriting. To do so will involv
a reduction of the command-obe
situations in supervisor-teacher rela

tionships and in teacher-pupil rela

tionships. Teachers have been pron
to employ more telling, and less ask
ing, when directing the handwriting;

of their pupils. Now I believe that

teachers welcome an opportunity tc

help formulate a school system'si

policy with regard to handwriting in-

struction, materials, etc., and likewise

pupils make better progress when en-

couraged to diagnose their owrj

shortcomings. They will not always
have the correct solution, but they

will work harder to prove a theory il

it is their own. Moreover, they will

often be right.

In this discussion I have argued
that the time is ripe to make genuine:

progress in the teaching of hand-

writing in the public schools of this

country. I have also suggested cer-

tain points of view which might un-

derlie this effort and a few techniques
which might be employed. In con-

clusion, I should like to add that there

is nothing fatalistic about my point

of view. The progress referred to is

by no means inevitable. If we are

lazy, complacent, or short-sighted,

there will be no progress. It is

strictly up to us whether we seize the

opportunity that is ours.
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Tests to Determine Handedness
By Olive A. Mellon

This talk was given at Atlantic City before the National Handwriting Council which met in con-

nection with the American Association of School Administrators.

Purpose of Tests
To determine the degree of

left-handedness and to decide
which hand is the dominant one
and advisable to train.

Nature of Tests
Use testing materials familiar

to the child and adapted to his

age and development.

General Instructions for Adminis-
tering Tests

a. The child should not know
the purpose of the test.

b. Have all materials in readi-

ness for the test.

c. Work with one child at a
time.

d. Let the child pick up the
testing materials. Do not
hand them to him.

e. Repeat each process a suf-

ficient number of times to

detect the dominant hand.
f. Record the result of each

test on the score sheet.

g. Count up the number of

points for each hand. The
hand having the highest
score is in all probability the
one to train.

h. Tests which show ambi-
dexterity may be classed
with right handed functions.

i. The child's initial preference
must always be considered as
it is an important factor in

this problem regardless of
outcomes of test.

Specific Tests and How to Ad-
minister Them

a. Cutting strips of Paper with
Scissors

Directions: Place scissors
and three pieces of paper of
different colors on the table.

Miss Olive Mellon, Director of
Handwriting in the Public
Schools of Atlantic City. New
Jersey and Secretary of the Na-
tional Handwriting Council,
gave a very interesting and in-

structive demonstration on
"TESTING A GROUP OF
CHILDREN TO DETERMINE
HANDEDNESS." This was
sponsored by the students at
Glassboro College, Glassboro,
New Jersey and was developed
by Miss Mellon in her extension
class at Ocean City, New Jer-
sey.

Have the child pick up the
scissors and the paper of one
color. Cut three strips from
a sheet of paper, then put
the scissors down on the
table. Repeat process with
each of the other two colors
of paper. The change in the
color of paper may influence
a change in the hand.

SAMPLE SCORE SHEET

b. Sorting Colored Cards

Directions: Cut assorted
colored papers about the size

of playing cards and shuffle.

Place a pile of these cards
(about 20) where the child

can reach them. Tell the

child to get the cards and
sort them according to col-

ors. Make a pile of yellow,

blue and red, etc. Watch to

see which hand is used in

sorting or dealing. Record
the results on the score

sheet.

Screwing Caps on Jars

c. Directions: Several jars with
removable lids are placed on

table. The child is asked to

put the lids on the jars and
close them tightly. Chang-
ing from jar to jar may en-

courage a change in hand.

Observe this point carefully.

Record the outcome on the

score sheet.

d. Bouncing a Ball

Directions: Have the child

pick up the ball observing
the hand used, then bounce it

ten times on the floor catch-

ing it on each rebounce. In-

struct the child to use one
hand only in the process.

e. Slicing and Eating Apple

Directions: Give the child

a quarter apple peeled. Let
him pick up the knife and
slice apple in five pieces. Ob-
serve the hand used. Follow
this by having the child pick

up each piece with the fork

and eat. Note which hand
held the knife and fork.
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1
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Ruth McCarter. left-handed writer,

is receiving nation-wide recognition

for work here.

Left-Handed Penman:
"Best in School"

Ruth McCarter is Cited as Real Inspiration

to All 'Southpaw' Penmen
In a contest held in handwriting recently in the Beacom College,

Wilmington, Delaware, a left-handed student, Miss Ruth McCarter,
won the distinction of having the best handwriting submitted in

which about two hundred fifty students took part.

To those who are skeptical as to the possibilities of left-handed

people being able to write well, we would refer them to the Beacom
College.

Miss McCarter writes a standard hand and in a manner which

is free and easy.

It is evidently an inspiration to watch this left-handed girl swing

into that graceful, easy style of penmanship, which she has acquired,

no doubt, by a lot of hard work.

We congratulate her, her teacher—Mr. H. W. Warren, and her

school—The Beacom College, Wilmington, Delaware.

'^i^^-^tr^

Beautiful writing by Ruth McCarter a left-handed student in the Beacom College, Wilmington, Delaware,

work is strong in movement and uniform in slant, alignment and spacing.

Her



p ^ legislator* offc<tenj
m

I

adopted the following 'Ciesfimcmial ^Resolution at a meet-
& mg bcld <m tbe third day of3ebruary. one thousand nine

i hundred and forty-one: •:- •:• •> <. •:- •:• •> •> *

Mm& rank jammtr
I has just completed twenty-five -veers aslDean of Hew'yorklmtversity
j
"Caw School, in which position be Ha* won honor and distinction; and

jtt#r#%& l3r.Jtattkl§.
i
S'0mmn' i* one of 1£ew Jersey's

i
most distinguished citizens, noted for his outstanding con-

tribution to education, and bis achievements for the benefit of the people.

|

^ie has teen a willing aid to many a youth in humble circumstances

I

by assisting them hi securing cm education in legal and other profes

—

j
5ion«; anb •:• -> •:- -:- •:• •> •:• -> «:- •:• <• •;- «• •:•

Ih^r^ajffj^ncluded among bis greatest achievements is_the

1 present ^Revised Statutes for the State ofHew Dersey. "OFi

«

J
was an arduous task, the completion ofwhich will stand as a monu-

| rnent to his legal ability, devotion and perseverance; and -> •> ->

MTTi|ul?r^Jl^ li>hen t|>e State oOcewcJersev was confronted •:•

S^Al with the &tfftcult problem ofabandonment of thelUoms ant>
tssex canal, be was, because ofbis proven integrity, selected by cem-

I mon consent to develop the detailed plan for such abandonment "Hts
I recommendations -were approved without question, revealing the capac-

I ity he possessed.'nis bjgb tymor. marked ability <mb strong character- •>

;! have singled htm out on many similar occasions. "He is revered and
i respected everywhere for his keen Judgment and bright legal intellect-

j trow, therefore be it •:-•:••:••:••:-.>-:- -:- -:-•:- <-

f^^imtf, %at% HewJttSfeU HHjtelatUr* does herebv
congratulate Jar.TrattkH.#mttm*r for bis many outstaub -

htg services to the -State of"Hew Dersey, -which have greatly tat-

I eftted the people ofthe State/Obat we concur in the expression of his

cbieyemenb and success. Uhat we recognise in bmt one of"Eew3erseyi?
j
most brilliant sons.- and be if further •*• -:• --.- •> .> + «>

g££lut?$&, iJbat tljisResolution be suitably engrossed, signeb

I by the ^President ofthe Senate. Speaker oftheJHouse ofAssembly
I attested by the Secretary ofthe Senate and Clerk of the 3Usembly, and

| presented to *Sr.3rrattk i^.#ttntttter as a futingOesttmonial
K ofour bigb regard and lasting esteem. •:• •:• •:• •: •> > •:•

A half-tone made from a photostat. A photostat is an inexpensive, quick way of keeping copies of your work.
They can be made while you wait. This engrossing was done by E. H. McGhee, Trenton, New Jersey. Study
the uniformity of the spacing and the accurate margins. Be sure to place this in your scrap book. The Medie-
val capitals were made by alternating two tones of blues and reds. The panel at the side was done in gold leaf
and tones of red, blue and green. The body text was lettered with a No. 3 Soennecken Lettering Pen. The diamond
shaped dots were in Vermilion.
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A Lesson In Roundhand

//surf//, .^suyff/,2

35& %#, /j>4/.

^Z'/u'/f/s/////«T_

fa W.*yr. ^J<y>

/ date, t>^^^»^^^^^^ yw€£//?<€£<?//

rted ced ft j/ury///ejiyA
WW

//<//

amyMaar/ij

' Y'

0. 62 O^r/a/uy

C. N. Begin sent us this masterpiece which was written by E. C. Enriquez. Mr. Enriquez is doing some of the I

nicest work to be found anywhere. He is a lithographer by trade, which work has trained him to get details ac- I

curate. We compliment Mr. Enriquez on his skill in this style of work and we thank Mr. Begin for letting us all

enjoy this specimen.

In writing roundhand or copperplate script keep the down strokes uniform in slant, thickness and length. It is

also important to have uniform spacing between the down strokes. The down strokes being so much heavier
than the light up strokes are very prominent and should, therefore, be carefully made. Practice letters like i, u,

m and n joined together as exercises for developing uniformity. The success of making these downward strokes
depends upon getting uniform movement and a uniform pressure. After you practice so long you get the feel of

the strokes so that you don't have to think about pressure and uniform slant.

Be sure to make your roundhand on a three space basis. That is, one space for letters like i, two spaces for t

and three spaces for loops. Your writing will never look right if you make letters varying greater from these
standard proportions.

Always raise the pen at the turns on the base line. Try not to get the light lines much more slanting than the
heavy down strokes. Roundhand is unlike business writing or ornamental writing in this respect. The turns
should be rounding gracefully, not as angular as in business writing. To shade the downward strokes the busi-
ness writing makes a very awkward looking style compared to the genuine roundhand style.
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These two specimens show the remarkable progress made by Eva Lawrence, a student in the Excelsior School,
Girdner, Missouri, under the instruction of Lloyd Trantham who himself has brought his work up to a high stand-
ard. We examined the specimens from the entire class and all made remarkable progress.

GRAPHO-ANALYSIS SCHOOL

The American Foundation of

Grapho-analysis or handwriting an-

alysis which is the outgrowth of the

old American Institute of Grapho-

Analysis announces a summer school

in August, open to commercial teach-

ers without tuition charge. The

school will be conducted at Noel,

Missouri, in the heart of the vacation

country of the Ozarks. Although a

large number of police officers are

expected for Identification and Crim-

inology classes, teachers of hand-

writing and commercial subjects will

be accepted until the registration is

completed. The Foundation is pre-

paring a special folder on the Ozarks,

giving details of accommodations,

bus and train schedules, and other

information.

DIPLOMAS
AMES AND ROLLINSON
50 CHURCH ST.-NEWYORK
I- ONE ORATHOUSAND-IOOO

This specimen was prepared by Frank A. Krupp of the Interstate Business
College, Fargo, N. D.

m BUSINESS UNIVERSITY
Professional Training
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

ACCOUNTING and C. P. A. COACHING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION and FINANCE
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL-STENOTYPY

I Oneof America's leadingschools. Enroll anytime. Resl'
|denl Classes; Home Study. FREE Placement Ben-ice

! employment opportunities. Success Book FREE
I HILL'S BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Oept. D Oklahoma City

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes
P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms ; works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS IN DEMAND
Our Field Middle West and West

ROCKY MT. TEACHERS' AGENCY
410 U.S. NATL. BANK BLDG WILLIAM ruffer. Pk. 0. Mo. DENVER. COLO.

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West

Special Service—Write today (or our six Special Services to teachers
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A Course in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

One of the best ways of profitably using- ornamental penmanship is in addressing envelopes. Many engrossers use
it for advertising purposes.

Send your letters out well-addressed in ornamental pen nanship and see the result. People will compliment you.

They really do appreciate good ornamental work.

Practice the copy until you can do it well. Study the shapes of each letter and the location of each word. Keep
your letters evenly flourished.

Let us see your ornamental envelopes.
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good circus. Wou
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This Manuscript work was done by Janice Fossum, a secoond grade student, Spring Grove Public School, Spring
Grove, Minn. Mr. W. 0. Nilsen is the Superintendent. We received a large package of specimens and this is

a fair sample of what the average pupil is doing in the Spring Grove Public School.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, Mont.
Member N.A.T.A.
>oklet free to members

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Good teachers needed. Excellent opportunities all depart-
ments, particularly music and vocational subjects. For
early placement register with Huff's NOW-superior place-

Write for our new Free Book.
"How to Become a Good •

Penman." Enclose 10c for

a. Professional Pen Point and
your name beautifully writ-

ten. Write today.
THE TAMBLYN SCHOOL

438 Ridge Building
Kansas City, Mo.
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interests during tuKntv-thvcc pears, and contributed abun-

dantly to theirprogress and success. ^XVxsc in counsel,

thoughtful and assiduous, courteous and patient, al-

avms kind and -uniting in help and scroice,hc endear-

ed himself to erterpone.and made and held ahost offrion6^

in all walks of life.3i\'s career fulfilled its promise, and
conspicuously instanced achievement through character

industry and opportunity.
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express theirgriefin tlic Ic-sj?ofan esteemed friend and
associate . and tender their deepest spmpalhr* to his unfc and

familii in their bereavement.

Cewml'Hcc oil ~U.-.-jl.itu

for til J ^nusta**

A well-designed, well-executed memorial by The Martin Diploma Co. of Boston. Notice the strength and solidity of
the lettering.

The McGhee Studio

Makers and designers of

FINE Dl PLOMAS
Estimates furnished

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

A DEMONSTRATION
Mrs. Mildred A. Bright, Norcatur,

Kan., is an enthusiastic, wide awake
teacher of handwriting. She recently
gave a demonstration with her pupils
before an audience of several hun-
dred people. This certainly is a good
idea to get the students interested in

handwriting and also the parents.
Mrs. Bright is also improving her
own handwriting by taking some cor-
respondence instruction.

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS!
I have a complete stock of Blank Cards, Bird
Design Cards. Bird Design Envelopes, and
J^viins Cards. REAL MONEY MAKERS
I- <>K CARD WRITERS. Send !*.> for sample-
i iixular free.

Also, I give courses in penmanship by mail.
Write for my free book. "How to Become an
Expert Penman," which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my courses. Your
name elegantly written on a card if you en-
close stamp. WRITE TODAY.

T. M. TEVIS
Box 25-C. Chillicothe. Mo.
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NEW BUSINESS MAKES NEW
DEMAND ON HANDWRITING

Check back over the past year or
two and note the many new situa-

tions which "came to pass" where
legible letters and figures were a true
asset: Income Tax Sheets, Census
Records, Health Forms, Registration
Cards and many other State and Fed-
eral forms have required hand execu-
tion rather than machine. The big
Defense Program of the present day
will also involve much handwriting
of various natures. Schools on the
higher levels would do well to pro-
vide ample training in this skill plac-

ing emphasis on legible letters and
figures. Experiences should be pro-
vided which demand variations in

size of writing. Many of the new
forms coming through the State and
Federal offices require small writ-
ing.

The time has come when more
serious thought should be given to

the teaching of handwriting in the
schools of our country—not inci-

dentally but making it a regular re-

quirement.
From THE FEN. Published by

Department of Handwriting, New
Jersey Education Association.

Alice A. Irish of East Winthrop,
Maine, teaches a sixth grade class.

After leaving her grade, the pupils
receive very little instruction in the
upper grades. She therefore believes
that those pupils writing an individ-
ual style should not be changed as
long as the writing is free and easily
read.

J. D. RICE

Few penmen have the privilege of
meeting and influencing as many stu-

dents of penmanship as J. D. Rice.

He teaches penmanship and commer-
cial subjects in the Chillicothe Busi-
ness College where they have an
annual attendance of four thousand
students. We doubt whether there is

another business college with as large
an enrollment. The C. B. C. has eight
buildings on its campus.

Mr. Rice went to the school in 1901
as a teacher when the school had an
enrollment of four hundred students.

No doubt Mr. Rice's efforts in pen-
manship, his pleasing personality and
his willingness to help every student,

helped materially in the development
of the institution. Mr. Rice has
started many persons on the road to

success as professional penmen. Each
of the four thousand students is re-

quired to take penmanship, getting
his work up to a grade of 80% be-
fore graduation. Those who wish to '

take special penmanship subjects may
do so.

Mr. Rice first took penmanship and
commercial subjects in the C. B. C.
from Allen Moore, Senior. Later he
received his B. S. degree from North-
ern Illinois Normal School in 1899
and his Master's degree from Grand
River College.

Questioned handwriting interests
Mr. Rice immensely and he has testi-
fied in disputed handwriting cases in
the courts of many large cities. In
his travels he constantly visits mu-
seums, looking up documents and
handwriting material to help him in
his handwriting study.

Mr. Rice is a busy man and one
of the most successful penmanship
teachers of today.

MARTIN & MARTIN
Public Accountants and Auditors
The above is on a card which was

handed to us by our old time friend
and student, A. R. Martin of Sharon,
Pennsylvania. Mr. Martin attended
the Zanerian College of Penmanship
some years ago and mainly through
his experience in penmanship and his
connections formed by it he got into
the accounting work. He is now as-
sisted in the accounting work by his
son.

A post card containing two flour-

ished birds has been received from
Edward Maack, Wanatah, Indiana,
who states that he enjoys the Edu-
cator very much.

A beautiful swing which was made by C. P. Zaner who was, without a doubt, one of the finest all-round penmen.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Our readers are interested in books of merit,

but especially in books of interest and value

to commercial teachers including books of

special educational value and books on busi-

ness subjects. All such books will be briefly

reviewed in these columns, the object being

(o give sufficient description of each to enable

our readers to determine its value.

Gems, Volume 1, Volume 2, by D. L.

Stoddard, penman, author and car-

penter, Route 4, Box 141, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Size 5%x3%. Paper
cover, 120 pages.

These two volumes contain gems of pen-
manship from various penmen. The following

are some of the contributors : L. Madarasz,
E. C. Enriquez. H. P. Behrensmeyer. O. E.

Hovis. C. A. Barringer, F. D. Richardson.
M. A. Albin. C. P. Zaner. A. J. Williard,

H. L. Darner. P. Z. Bloser. F. B. Courtney.

Rene Guillard. S. M. Blue. R. R. Reed. R. M.
Rodabush, H. C. Rice. F. W. Martin. T. M.
Bridges. Charles Hatten. H. A. Via. F. L.

Tower. W. H. Morgan. W. J. Kinsley. W. E.

Dennis. M. B. Moore, C. C. Lister. D. H.
Farley. M. C. Leipholz. J. H. Bachtenkircher.

D. T. Ames. H. W. Flickenger, Feilding Scho-

field. A. M. Wonnell,
Blanchard. H. B. Lehn
M. Kelchner,
J. D. Hague
E. H. Fitch,

Gaskell.

,. H. Hausam. L.
Tamblyn Studio.

Haukom. Euriah McKee.
W. Daken. F. L. Dyke

J. C. Du A D.Wesc
Taylor. E. K. Isaacs. E. A. Lupfer.
Karlen. S. C. Malone. Clark. E. C. Mills.

E. W. Bloser. F. W. Tamblvn. M. Otero Col-
menero. J. D. Todd. D. L. Stoddard.

SPELLING CONTEST
In conformity with its time-hon-

ored custom, Peirce School, Philadel-

phia held its annual interscholastic

spelling contest or "bee" on March
15. Teams of five each from 24 high
schools in Pennsylvania and New Jer-

sey towns in the neighborhood of

Philadelphia participated and at the

conclusion of the exciting oral con-

test in the afternoon, Oliver Tilton

won out over the entire field through
his ability to spell "threnody." He
thus vanquished a classmate and
buddy, last year's winner, Robert
Wilkinson. The boys attend Toms
River High School. The runner-up
was Henrietta Kapler, of Tuckerton
High School, which at the same time
won additional honors when awarded
first place in the team competition.

Toms River was second among the
groups and Barnegat third. The
Tuckerton quintet of orthographic-

specialists was made up of Alda Cox,
Jean Shropshire, Norma Russo, Hen-
rietta Kapler and Mildred Shropshire,
a sister of Jean. At the conclusion
of the contest plaques and medals
were awarded the winners by the
Peirce School Dean, John Alexander
Luman, who had general supervision
of the event and opened the proceed-
ings with a felicitous speech, in

which he pointed out the importance
of an intimate knowledge of words.
The morning session (for this bee

is a whole day affair) was devoted to

written tests for elimination pur-

poses and it was then found that the

words most frequently misspelled
were pharmaceutical, tussah (a kind
of silk) daguerreotype, seidlitz, por-

phyry, fusibility, chrysoprase, scarla-

tina, tourmaline, and ferrous. It is

noteworthy that three of these ten
are names of semi-precious stones.

This was the fifteenth annual spell-

ing contest at Peirce School and in-

terest in the event was even more
widespread than usual, due, some
said, to the influence of radio spelling

bees and quiz competitions.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.

Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for

Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE
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Dixie Hospitality
AND COMFORT
SOUTHERN STYLE

Hotel

HesU
Youll enjoy slaying afYour

Old Kentucky Home in

Louisville'.' Pleasant rooms,

fine food and real service.

500 ROOMS

WITH BATH From
tj>50

visit the

JERBY ROOM/
f Spend a plea-

(

1

sant hour in this J

justly famous)
' Bar and Cafe /

Lounge.

WALNUT AT FOURTH STREET

Louisville
Engrossing by A. T. Gaumer, Indianapolis. Indiana. Mr.

Gaunter has been a printer by trade and has been trained in

composition. His work is always well balanced and neatly

arranged.
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By the late H. S. Blanchard

TEACHING HANDWRITING
THROUGH A UNIT OF

INTEREST
The above is the title of an article

which appeared in the April issue of
The Educator. This article was sent
to us by Miss Olive Mellon, who calls

our attention to the fact that this

Marine Unit was a development by
the students in her extension class
at Ocean City, N. J. and given under
the auspices of the Glassboro Teach-
ers' College, Glassboro, N. J. The
unit of study was developed in a sec-
ond grade room where Miss Mellon

assisted the class in organizing the

handwriting unit. Each student con-
tributed a proportion of the outline

and it is, therefore, a class project

based on actual experience in this

second grade room.

If you have not read this article,

we suggest that you get a copy of

the April issue and read it. The ar-

ticle will aid you in developing inter-

esting penmanship projects of your
own. It shows how units of hand-
writing can be developed in your own
locality involving objects with which
the pupils are familiar.

TWO PHILADELPHIA EN-
GROSSERS DIE

FRANK H. RICKETT died on the
28th of March at his home in Phila-
delphia. Mr. Rickett did some en-
grossing and diploma lettering. He
took some work in engrossing from
The Zanerian by correspondence and
developed into a very skilled letterer.
He also studied script under Francis
Leon Tower of Hammonton, N. J. Mr.
Rickett lettered thousands of di-
plomas. This work was carried on at
his home in addition to his regular
work as a bookkeeper. For more
than 40 years he was head bookkeep-
er for a leather goods concern. He
held this responsible position with
great credit to himself and his firm.
He was 61 years of age.

THOMAS H. M'COOL
Through our friend, Charlton V.

Howe, we learned of the death of
Thomas H. M'Cool, an engrosser of
Philadelphia. Mr. M'Cool was a very
fine engrossing artist and was re-
spected for his ability as an expert
in forged writing. He was a prom-
inent Mason.

CATALOG RECEIVED
A beautiful well printed catalog

has been received from the Minneap-
olis Business College, Minneapolis,
Minn. The catalog is well illustrated
with pictures of the schoolrooms,
office buildings and Minneapolis scen-
ery. It portrays a very complete
story of the school and photographs.
The Minneapolis Business College is

one of the large successful business
colleges. It was established in 1903
and is now run by J. H. Mosher,
President; G. F. Maetzold, Vice Pres-
ident and E. R. Maetzold, Secretary-
Treasurer, together with a staff of
about twenty-four instructors. Nat-
urally we can not help but mention
the name of our old friend, ,1. A.
Buell, who handles the penmanship
work in this institution. The cata-
logs from this school come in envel-
opes beautifully addressed in orna-
mental penmanship by Mr. Buell.

BLISS COLLEGE CATALOG
A catalog describing the Bliss Busi-

ness College, Lewiston, Maine, has
been received. O. D. Bliss is the
President. The school has been es-
tablished for forty-five years and
enjoys an enviable reputation as a
trainer of young people for business.
Every Bliss student receives actual

experience in their model office and
banking department, and fundamental
training in all the basic aspects of
business. The school considers pen-
manship one of the most important
business requirements and gives it

the careful attention it deserves.
Plain, legible handwriting is taught
to all students.
The building is fireproof and air-

conditioned and is equipped with mod-
ern lighting and modern school fur-
nishings.

Mr. R. C. Haynes is the penman-
ship teacher.
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EASTERN COMMERCIAL TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
New Officers:

President—Miss Sadie L. Ziegler, Rider College, Trenton, N.

Vice Pres.—Mr. Bernard A. Shilt, Buffalo, N. Y.

Secretary—Mr. Raymond C. Goodfellow, Newark. N. J.

Treasurer—Mr. P. M. Heiges, Newark, N. J.
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Third page of an engrossed album by M. C. Leipholz, Baltimore, Md. Ai'(

you trying to improve your opportunity by studying lettering and engrossing

'

Note the simple patriotic decoration for the capital "A".
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HIGGinS
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INK THAT LIVES

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records . . . foi signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions ... for formal

social usage ... for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

commend it for trainingyoung

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

cubes ; also half pints, pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink. and write

with an ink that will live.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.

271 NINTH ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

This flourished word was made by C. A. Romont of Boston. We have received

much very fine work from Mr. Romont from time to time. He is especially

strong in large, free-hand Roundhand. At the present time he is doing con-

siderable work on engrossing.

HIGGmS«T

^iyfamt<ts

BOOK DIPLOMAS

Furnished in silk lined Leather or

Near Leather Covers. Gold Stamped.

Large or small quantities.

Send jor samples and prices.

MARTIN DIPLOMA CO.
87 Summer Street Boston, Mass.
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Ji-es.Meadows -Dmugho
Business Cbtfege,ShrevepoH'.Za

If you want to make a SUCCESS
of your life—and who doesn't?—
you must PREPARE for—or SPE-
CIALIZE IN— some PARTICULAR
FIELD. You must develop a SCI-
ENTIFIC MIND or ACQUIRE
SKILL. As long as you merely rely
on your GENERAL KNOWLEDGE,
regardless of how BROAD it may be,

or you merely "know a LITTLE
about EVERYTHING," you are going
to find your field LIMITED and your
services not very much in DEMAND.
On the other hand, if you become
MASTER of some PARTICULAR
field, or learn to do some ONE thine
EXCEPTIONALLY well, you will
find a DEMAND for your services

—

and should GO FORWARD in the
World!

Of course, the opportunities of
TODAY and TOMORROW are not
the same as those of YESTERDAY.
You will have to learn to recognize
the NEW opportunities and adapt
yourself to them. You may CREATE
new ideas yourself, or it may fall

your lot to carry out the ideas of
OTHERS. In either case, life can be
THRILLING if you have the VISION
to recognize the things that will be
BENEFICIAL to the World and if

you PREPARE and DARE to DO
them.

Since about 1900, we have been
living in a MECHANICAL AGE. In
addition to the progress that is be-
ing made today in aviation, refrig-
eration, radio, motion pictures, and
the

. automobile industry, constant
progress is being made in many other
fields.

The manufacture of the necessary
mechanical equipment to take care
of the expansion and replacement in
our industrial plants, including the
installation of same, requires hun-
dreds of thousands of engineers, me-
chanics, and trained men and women
of various kinds. As a matter of
fact, more people are required todav
to PRODUCE NEW INDUSTRIAL
MACHINES, alone, than were em-
ployed in the ENTIRE industrial field
during the early lifetime of many of
our older citizens.

Contrary to the opinions of many,
machines have NOT reduced the num-
ber of jobs as a whole; but, instead,
have INCREASED them. "NATION'S
BUSINESS" Magazine reports that
between 1900 and 1930, when MASS
production, through labor-saving ma-
chines, hit an all-time HIGH, we
gained 20,000,000 jobs, while our
population increased only 47,000,000.

The NEW INDUSTRIES created
by the MACHINES created the AD-
DITIONAL jobs. As an illustration
of the many new jobs created by the
comparatively new machine manufac-
turers, we recently read in the papers
that the International Business Ma-
chines Corporation was entertaining,
in New York City, 10,000 of its em-
ployees. Think of entertaining 10,000
employees from ONE corporation,
alone, making such things as adding
machines, time clocks, and other
labor-saving machines—not so much,
however, to SAVE LABOR, as to
INCREASE EFFICIENCY. The
limits of EXPANSION in the mar-
kets for such machines has not
NEARLY been reached, as yet; and
the more new installations made the
greater the replacement field be-
comes as the years roll by.

Looking through the Patent Ga-
zette, the official Government publi-
cation, one is amazed at the number
of NEW mechanical inventions. A
great many of them are improve-
ments, or apparent variations, of
older devices; for instance, the latest
automobile clutch operates without a
gear shift; and we now have air con-
ditioning for AUTOMOBILES. Any
week you can go through the stores
and see some new, handy gadget that
somebody has invented. Then the
manufacture of many OLDER me-
chanical devices—for new markets
and replacements—goes ON and ON
—requiring large quantities of raw
materials and thousands of trained
men!

Let's look at the big automobile
field, a comparatively new industry.
In 1939, the Automobile Registra-
tions reached an all-time HIGH.
There were 31,009,870 cars registered
in the United States—one for every
4.3 persons, as compared to one for
every 4.4 persons in 1938 and one for
every 10.4 persons in 1921. FIFTY
PER CENT—or one-half—of our
FAMILIES have automobiles now.
whereas only 15 per cent had them in

1919—the best evidence of PROG-
RESS—that the World is still GOING
FORWARD!

Next, let's take a look at Rural
Electrification—a field that is in its

INFANCY! In our opinion, during
the next few years you will see net-

works of ELECTRIC POWER LINES
throughout the South and other sec-
tions, to provide lights, power, etc.,

for the farmer, or the city man who
wants to move to the country. This
will make it possible for the country
dweller to enjoy all modern conveni-

ences, such as Electric Refrigeration,
Electric Lights, POWER to pump
water and operate machinery which
he can use to advantage on the farm
or around his country home.

This will require not only an enor-
mous amount of material and mean
the employment of thousands of engi-
neers, electricians, and laborers to

construct such lines and equip the
homes or farms, but it will also mean
a new market for various other elec-

trically-operated devices which have
been denied the rural dweller in the
past.

Then we can look forward during
the next several years, I am sure, to

great development in TELEVISION,
which will mean the manufacture and
sale of millions of new RADIO sets

equipped for Television purposes.
This, also, will mean the employment
of hundreds of thousands of addi-
tional people to provide the necessary
raw materials and the manufacture
and marketing of the sets.

In addition to these modern im-
provements, we can look forward to

great progress being made in AIR-
CONDITIONING in various forms,
especially throughout the South. The
time is not far distant, in our opin-

ion, when practically every new build-

ing or home of any importance—as

well as many of the older ones—will

be equipped with AIR-CONDITION-
ING in some form—and this, of

course, will mean jobs for more peo-

ple to manufacture, sell, and install

such equipment.

To further prove our theory, at a
recent CONFERENCE of Industrial-

ists, called by the President of the

Rochester University, for the purpose
of discussing the OUTLOOK for our

YOUNG MEN and WOMEN of TO-
DAY, the President of the General
Foods Corporation had this to say:

"There are many markets still un-

explored; four out of every ten auto-

mobiles are four to seven years old;

two-thirds of all the homes in Amer-
ica are inadequate; for every ten

boys under fifteen, there are manu-
factured only nine pairs of trousers."

Assuming this to be correct, 40 per

cent of our automobiles should be re-

placed today; 66 2/3 per cent of all

the homes in America should be im-

proved, remodeled, or enlarged right

away; and we need 10 per cent more
trousers, immediately, to furnish all

the boys in this country—under 15

—

with one pair each.

Charles F. Kettering, Head of the

Research Department of General Mo-
tors Corporation, and one of the

brainiest industrialists in the country,

says: "A proper expansion of indus-

try would not only absorb the mil-

lions reported as unemployed, includ-

ing high school and college graduates,

but a labor SHORTAGE would actu-

ally result if a lot of NEW things

got under way."

Then, remember, we are now living

in a CHEMICAL, as well as a ME-
CHANICAL, age. No doubt, you are

familiar with some of the many new
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ises that are being made today of

he products—or by-products—of the
rm, the Forest, and the Earth,
mch as the Sweet Potato, Soy Bean,
'eanut. Cotton Seed, Pine Saplings,
ind Coal.
We confidently expect GREATER

ises to be developed for the con-
umption of COTTON—and OTHER
arm products—during the next few
Bars. Only the other day a man in

Jhreveport was granted a patent on
i new road-building plan the base of
vhich is COTTON; and, in keeping
vith this same thought, there ap-
>eared recently in the SHREVE-
>ORT JOURNAL the following taken
!rom a speech delivered by the Agri-
cultural Editor of the DALLAS
TOWS:

"CHEMURGY can bring about
a closer union between farming
and manufacturing for the good
of both. It offers employment
to thousands of farmers in small
and large factories in which the
raw materials of the farm, forest,

truck gardens, oil wells, and
mines are transformed into such
needed products as paper, plas-
tics, drying oils, food oils, cattle
feed, starch, and perhaps indus-
trial alcohol."
Many of these new products come

CLOSE to YOU; for instance, you
will find on sale in all leading stores

today, ladies' hose called "NYLON,"
made from coal, water, and air; and
you will find CLOTHES—such as rain

coats, hunting and golf coats—and
ACCESSORIE S—such as watch
bands, belts, ladies' neckwear, and
the like—made from GLASS or

ELASTI-GLASS, which in turn is

made from NATURAL GAS and
COMMON SALT, two of Louisiana's
GREATEST RESOURCES.

It is very evident, in the light of

the progress that has been made in

recent years and that is being made
at the present time, that many MORE
new improvements, inventions, and
discoveries will be made, new plans

of manufacture will be developed, and
new ways of selling, buying, and
financing will be devised during the

NEXT few years—all of which will

create a much greater DEMAND for

our natural products, mean the estab-

lishment of many more manufactur-
ing plants, and jobs for thousands of

additional people.

'-%*-
This specimen was written by G. R. Brunet, Lord Selkirk School, Winnipeg,

Man., Canada. In the April number we accidently gave credit for this specimen

to J. A. Francis. This is one indication that your editor can not always rec-

ognize handwriting as easily as he can faces.

Taneman Manual

QMS®
P9
.An 3nstntftor in

J Jvoun&htmtt. trt-

Vr -o
trrinij.fnc|rossimj.

Size 8x10' 2 in-, 136 pages, Dur-

ably Bound in Stiff Boards, #2.50

JLecwi ENGROSSING
Increase your income by doing engrossing as a business

or as a side line. There is pen work of every description to

be done in every community. High prices are paid for pen

work. Some penmanship teachers make many hundreds of

dollars doing engrossing after school hours. You can do the

same.

How To Learn Engrossing

The Zanerian Correspondence Course in Text Lettering

and Engrossing presents the work in such a simple, interest-

ing and concise way that everyone can become skillful in let-

tering diplomas, engrossing resolutions, etc.

Tuition and Text $12.00

Educator, 1 yr 1.50

13.50

Both for #13.00

(Extra to Can. 20c, Foreign 30c)

Write for catalog of supplies

#rushArt.4tr.

THE ZANERIAN COLLEGE OF
612 North Park Street

PENMANSHIP
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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REMEMBER ONLY LITTLE JOYS

If we'd remember all our little joys,

And if we'd just forget our little

woes,

I'm sure then soon our souls would
be in poise,

And we would conquer all our in-

side foes.

We'd find that life is full of pleasant
things,

That opportunity rare has come
our way,

For if our little woes would take to

wings,

Our larger woes I'm sure would
then not stay.

It's little things that make up life's

great whole,

Big things are just a bunch of little

acts

All wrap't up tight together by the
soul

Until each with each little thing
impacts.

And then, when all these little things
are one,

We find we have some big thing,
good or ill,

Enough small grains of sand will

weigh a ton,

Still more of them will make a
mighty hill.

By piling up the little ills of life

We can raise up a hill so very high

That it will fill our soul with cease-
less strife

And shut the verv sun from out the
sky.

By piling up our joys we then will

find

Great joy has come to us, our soul
will sing,

Contentment then will come to fill

our mind,

No matter what life's changing
seasons bring.

Forget your little sorrows, little

woes,

Remember only joys and happy
days,

You then will conquer all your inside
foes,

Your song of hate will change to

song of praise.

THOUGHT-GEM SONNETS
If a thought can be well stated,

If few words can tell the tale,

If each rhyming word be mated,
Then, I say, to no avail
Is each extra word and letter

That in sonnets now appear,
I am sure that mine are better,

Have more music for the ear:
I'll boil down and keep on boiling-

Till the thought-grist from my mill

Is refined, by constant toiling

I may make them shorter still;

Make them easy to remember,
Have a smaller space to fill.

Little gems, I'd like to make them,
Size counts little in a thought;
Many words, if thoughts forsaki

them
Fail to tell the tale they ought;
I'll boil down, refine and polish,

Make them glisten in the light;

I all critic's rules demolish,
But I feel that I am right:
'Fourteen-liners' you may call them
If you wish to be concise;
Some day I will overhaul them.
Find each flaw, and make them nice
'Though my thoughts are growin;

larger,
Fewer words will now suffice.

Like a lapidary's work shop
Is my office where I write;
Here I sit and form my thought

gems.
Rough them, smooth, and make th^n

bright

;

Make them scintillate and sparkle,
If I can, and oft' I do;
Make them perfect in proportions,
Symmetry of form so true:

All around are piled my thought
gems,

And I guard them not with care,

No one ever steals them from me,
'Though they're taken still they'n

there;

Gems of thought I'm rich in owning
I'm a thought-gem millionaire.

By F. B. Courtney, Detroit, Michigan
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Out in Montrose, Colorado, they

ave a Penmanship Club in the Mor-
an School where Miss Maude Van-

iver teaches handwriting. Sixty-

hree students won Advanced Cer-

ficates.

The work of Louise Williams de-

lves special commendation. A page

!f her ornamental writing was en-

losed, which surpasses in skill the

ork of many men who are teaching

enmanship and working as profes-

ional penmen. Louise is only four-

sen years of age. We predict a fine

jture for her in penmanship work.

INVITATIONS BY STUDENTS
The students of Richmond Hill,

Ontario, High School are quite inter-

ested in fine pen work. At a recent
dance the students were delighted to

receive invitations written by several

of the students—Gloria Anderson and
two other girls.

The invitations were written in very

neat, well-arranged copper plate

script. The teacher of this class is

Miss Eileen Broad, who encourages

her students in using penmanship

wherever possible.

Richmond Hill, Ontario, gets very

good results in handwriting.

Paul L. Wood, assistant manager of

the Meadows-Draughon Business
College, Shreveport, La., died Friday,
April 4 of a heart attack. Mr. Wood
was an associate of George A. Mead-
ows with whom our leaders are
familiar.

Winfield D. Buzby, 78 York St.,

Bridgeton, N. J., is doing some real

skillful Roundhand or Engrossers'
Script. A package of specimens has

been received from him, which put

him right up in the professional class.

We are expecting fine things from

this young man. Keep an eye on him.

Commercial Script by J. A. Wesco. Penmen today can well afford to give much time and attention to preparing

Script for engraving. Magazines are using it extensively. The public seems to appreciate it.
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0~t /Relaxation

(2kooie the (2ketiea

Here you will find everything to fur-

ther your comfort and enjoyment

—

outside ocean-view rooms . . . sun
deck . . . beautiful dining room at the

ocean's edge . . . superb cuisine . . .

varied sports . . . and entertainment.

You'll like your fellow guests . . . and
the delightfully friendly atmosphere
of The Chelsea.

Special Weekly Rales.

ATLANTIC CITY
JOCl HIILMAN i . CHIISTUN UYEIS • JUil,

ST. LOUIS
Newest Downtown Hotel

ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS
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Learn to Write on the Blackboard
A guide for all who desire to learn to write well on the

blackboard.

The book contains 32 pages, size 514x6% inches.

Good blackboard writing inspires confidence in one's

ability. All teachers should be master of this art. This
book makes the work interesting and easy to acquire.

It is very important that a teacher should be a good
blackboard writer. Indeed, it is more important that she
write well upon the board than upon paper, although very
necessary that she excel in both. By being a good penman,
she knows through experience how much patience and per-

severance are required to learn to write well. By being able to write well upon the black-

board, she can in a short time show many pupils how to practice in order to write well. And
by so doing she can enthuse them so that they may be interested, instructed and enthused;
for it takes all three elements to lead a class onward to success.

This volume is issued in response to a number of requests for practical suggestions in

presenting practical writing to classes from the blackboard. It is the teacher's chief and
most potent method of showing, for there is much truth in the old saying that "Seeing is be-

lieving."

Blackboard Writing $0.25 I

The Educator, one vear 1.50
\ Both for $1.50

L.75

A VcduaLU Book!
"I received my copy of FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING. The skill attained by

some of the old masters in this line is nothing short of marvelous. To anyone really inter-

ested in pen and ink art the book is worth many times the price you ask for it."

Mr. C. O. Elleson,

Box 1028, Proctor, Minn.

FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Containing a Complete Course and a Collection of Masterpieces Produced by

Leading Penmen of the Penmanship Profession

The most pretentious work ever published which

is devoted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating

art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how
to make the simplest strokes and exercises and fin-

ishes with a great variety of designs displaying the

highest degree of skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the follow-

ing penmen of national fame appears in this book:
C. P. Zaner, E. L. Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Leh-
man, W. E. Dennis, H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flick-

inger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L. Glick, H. L. Darner,
L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behrensmeyer,
M B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer, E. A.
Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A.
Gaskell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A.
Wesco.

SIZE 81/2x11 IN., 80 PAGES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND
Fascinating Pen Flourishing #1.00~)

The Educator, 1 year___ I- 50 lBoth for $2.00

#2.50j

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. PARK ST. COLUMBUS, OHIO
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JULY 7 to AUGUST 15

Students may enroll for special work on any date.

Subjects Taught

Practice of Teaching Penmanship

Business Penmanship Analysis
and Theory

Methods of Teaching Penmanship

Blackboard Writing

Supervision and Psychology of

Handwriting

Manuscript Writing

Round Table Discussions

Text Lettering

Standard Lettering

Engrosser's Script

Ornamental Penmanship

Flourishing

Engrossing

Illuminating

Designing of Initials, etc.

Pen Technique

Come to the Zanerian College.

Mary enroll in June. Come if only for a few weeks vacation.

General Information

Six weeks,
Tuition

i.OO for any or all subjects.

.00 up,
Supplies

Supplies for six weeks course cost from
depending on number of subjects taken.

Board and Room
Meals cost around 25c, 30c, 35c.

Rooms in private homes a few blocks of the college

cost $3.00 and up a week. Good light-housekeeping
rooms can be secured.

Credits
Statements of grades and credits for work success-

fully completed are given pupils.

Positions
Our employment department helps pupils to se-

cure positions free of charge. Let us help you.

What You Can Do In One Summer
A term in the Zanerian will give teachers enough

methods and skill to successfully teach or supervise
handwriting. Whether you are a beginner or an
experienced teacher you can improve your methods
and your execution. In addition to credits you will be
eligible for one of the following certificates: Zaner-
Bloser Teachers', Professional, Green, Red or Gold
Seal.

612 yorth Park St., Columbus. Ohio
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FROM $3 A DAY, SINGLE • FROM $4.50 DOUBLE
LARGE, BRIGHT ROOMS, NEWLY FURNISHED! NEWLY
DECORATED! EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH!

2 POPULAR PRICED RESTAURANTS

, HOTEL
MALPIN
BROADWAY AT 34th STREET, NEW YORK
Under KNOTT Management JOHN J. WOELFLE. Manager

Extraordinary Methods

Courses For

Commercial Teachers

The Gregg Summer Session has been the pathway

to better teaching for thousands of men and women
during the past quarter of a century. Going to the

Gregg Summer Session is more than merely attending

a "Summer School." It is a way that will enlarge

your vision, broaden your experience, refresh the

tired imagination, give you "new ways to do old

things better." and enable you to recapture the am-

bition to be a leader in your profession.

Courses are arranged to meet the requirements

of experienced teachers, as well as those about to

enter this profession. Graduates from all parts of the

United States and Canada enthusiastically recommend

the practical courses of study.

The 1941 Session begins July 7 and closes

August i.5. IT rile today for special bulletin.

THE GREGG COLLEGE
6 North Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

PENMANSHIP
Let Us Help You Now

CHECK ITEMS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
AND MAIL TO US

Send catalog of Zanerian College of Penman-
ship.

S end information regarding Correspondence
Work in Penmanship.

Send information about Stock Cuts.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies.

Send catalog of Penmanship Books and Sup-
plies for schools.

Name

Address

o

Co/umbus. Ohio
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EXT time you're in Baltimore,

follow the lead of experienced

travelers and head for one of the

seven hundred most comfortable

rooms in Maryland. Enjoy facil-

ities and service that seem to have

been planned with you alone in

mind! Stop at the city's newest

and largest hotel.

Single rooms from $3.

lb
LORD BALTIMORE
BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

FORT

MEIGS
HOTEL

The superiority of Fort Meigs Hotel is

attested to by experienced travelers who
appreciate its beautiful, comfortable

accommodations and reasonable rates.

Purple Cow Coffee Shop and Maritime

Buffet serve the best food in Ohio.

STANLEY E. DUFFY, Manager

St. Clair between Madison & Jefferson

TOLEDO
ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

ROOMS
WITH BATH

DAYTON
—i OHIO

Among the batter hotels in the

middle west Hotel Miami leads

in matters of comfort and su-

perior facilities. The spacious,

tastefully furnished rooms, at

moderate tariffs offer daily

respite to scores of experienced

travelers. The Crystal Bar is a

popular Dayton rendezvous.

New Purple Cow Coffee Shop

SECOND AND LUDLOW

ONE OF THE

ALBERT PICK

HOTELS

400 ROOMS
WITH BATH from §9 50

O. E.TRONNES, MANAGER

HOTEL

MIAMI
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For teachers who desire to equip their pupils ivith experience in the kind of ivork

they will actually perform—

Record-Keeping in Business
AMSTER GLATZER ROSENBLUM

336 pages. Price $1.20

This new text provides a logically plan-

ned and coordinated course in business

practice in which the student obtains prac-

tical experience in the recording routine

of the average office.

Through the preparation and handling

of typical business forms, the student learns

the need for systematic records of business

transactions, acquires a practical skill in

recording procedures, and obtains clear

concepts of the principles of bookkeeping.

Adaptable to individual instruction and

to the varied aptitudes of pupils. Any
portion of the course provides experience

of commercial value.

PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION
2 WEST 45TH STREET NEW YORK

HOTEL PHILADELPH/AN
Entirely redecorated and refurnished, including a radio in every room.

Highly recommended by experienced travelers the world over for its

warm hospitality; its excellent cuisine served in comfortably air-condi-

tioned restaurants; its convenient location to the business section; and

its unlimited parking facilities. 600 rooms with bath and radio from $3.00 up.

DANIEL CRAWFORD, JR.

President and General Manager

39th and CHESTNUT STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
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THE FAVORITE OF THOUSANDS

HOTEL
MARK TWAIN
Solid comfort and real luxury at popular

rates make the Mark Twain the preferred

hotel in St. Louis... Modern. comfortable,

air conditioned sleeping rooms and an

ideal location. Visit the Steamboat Cabin

Coffee Shop and Old English Tap Room.

E. A. LEACH, MANAGER

Dixie Hospitality

300 ROOMS

ST. LOUIS
Newest Downtown Hotel

:,t

I'li'S i
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ONE OF THE ALBERT PICK HOTELS

SUCCESS DRILLS IN

TOUCH TYPEWRITING
By CHARLES E. BATEN, Principal

The Lewis and Clark Public Night School
Spokane, Washington

A complete course especially designed

for business schools and
evening classes.

Important- Features ....
Bold type, well spaced, easy to read and
follow even in poorly lighted classrooms.

Exercise carefully developed to produce

high speed and superior skill in the mini-

mum time.

Each exercise has a specific purpose, and
instructions are reduced to simplest and
briefest form.

Price 50 cents

Discount on quantity

THE PALMER COMPANY
370 Atlantic Avenue Boston, Mass.

AND COMFORT
SOUTHERN STYLE

Hotel

Jtffai
You'll enjoy slaying at'Your

Old Kentucky Home in

Louisville'.' Pleasant rooms,

fine food and real service.

500 ROOMS

V/ITH BATH From

WALNUT AT FOURTH STREET

Louisville

A f*^T^ _ /FROM
7"«

)Q.ecxaation

Ot Relaxation

(?kooie the &heliea

Here you will find everything to fur-

ther your comfort and enjoyment

—

outside ocean-view rooms . . . sun

deck . . . beautiful dining room at the

ocean's edge . . . superb cuisine . . .

varied sports . . . and entertainment.

You'll like your fellow guests . . . and
the delightfully friendly atmosphere
of The Chelsea.

Special Weekly Rales.

ATLANTIC CITY
JOEl HIILMAN I. CHRISTIAN MYEIS JULIAN A. HIllMAN
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NATIONAL HANDWRITING
COUNCIL

A most successful meeting of the

National Handwriting Council was
held on February 26, at the Marl-
borough-Blenheim Hotel, Atlantic
City, New Jersey. This association

holds its annual meeting at the time
and place of the meeting of the Amer-
ican Association of School Adminis-
trators.

More than a hundred interested

educators crowded the beautiful West
Solarium room at the hotel. The
dynamic speakers held the attention

of the audience for over two hours.

Mrs. Emma Myers, President of the

New Jersey Department of Handwrit-
ing, extended greetings from its as-

sociation. Miss Alma Dorst, Presi-

dent of the National Handwriting-
Council responded to this cordial wel-
come.

This association was most fortu-

nate in having Dr. Frank Freeman,
Dean of the School of Education, Uni-
versity of California, as a guest
speaker. Dr. Freeman is a recog-

nized authority in the field of hand-
writing and in general education
areas as well.

His talk, "Handwriting as a Part
of General Education'' was most in-

spiring. It settled in the minds of

those present, the rightful position

of handwriting in the present scheme

I
of education as well as its urgent

need.
! The second speaker, Dr. James W.
Evans, Director of Instruction, St.

Joseph, Missouri, gave an interesting

and practical talk on "Suggested
Points of View and Techniques for

Promoting Interest on Handwriting
in Public Schools". Dr. Evans set

; forth many new psychological theo-

I
ries which he believes will soon be

recognized as essential factors in the

teaching and supervision of hand-
writing.
At the close of the program, an

interesting demonstration on "Test-
ing for Handedness" was conducted
by Miss Olive A. Mellon, Supervisor
of Handwriting, Atlantic City, as-

sisted by Miss Clara White of the
local schools. Copies of the tests,

showing how to administer and check,

were passed and each member pres-

ent participated in checking the re-

sults as each of the five children were
tested. An open discussion followed
this demonstration.

Officers for 1941:
Alma E. Dorst, President, Oak

Park, 111.

Margaret Marble, Vice Pres., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Olive A. Mellon, Secretary, Atlantic
City, N. J.

Ethel Kesterson, Treasurer, Cham-
paign, 111.

N. A. P. T. S.

The National Association of Pen-
manship Teachers and Supervisors
met May 1, 2, and 3, in Binghamton,
New York. Miss Doris E. Almy,
Henry Lord Junior High School, Fall

River, Massachusetts, was the Presi-
dent; Miss Olive A. Mellon, Super-
visor of Handwriting, Atlantic City,'

New Jersey, was First Vice President,
and Second Vice President was Ger-
trude Toomey, Supervisor of Hand-
writing, Hartford, Connecticut.
Some very interesting talks were

given. About five hundred teachers
attended the Thursday afternoon ses-
sion and about one hundred attended
the banquet.

It was voted to hold the next meet-
ings in connection with the Eastern
Commercial Teachers' Association
and the National Educational Asso-
ciation. This will enable those who

wish to attend both meetings to kill

two birds with one stone and thus cut
down expenses. We believe that the
plan will stimulate greater attend-
ance and more interest. The pen-
manship program will in no way con-
flict with the other meetings.
The new officers are:
President, Gertrude Toomey, Hart-

ford, Conn.
First Vice President, Olive A. Mel-

lon, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Second Vice President, Mary Poore,

Birmingham, Alabama.
Treasurer, Amelia Kirkland, Ash-

land, Ohio.

EASTERN COMMERCIAL TEACH-
ERS' ASSOCIATION

The Eastern Commercial Teachers'
Association held its Convention at

Boston, Massachusetts in April. The
meeting was one of the best in its

history.
John G. Kirk, of Philadelphia was

the President and the General Chair-
man was Z. Carleton Staples.

Over five hundred attended the
banquet. The total membership was
2581, and about 1400 attended the
regular meetings.
The next meeting will be held in

Baltimore, Maryland, April 1, 2, 3,

and 4, 1942.
New officers:

President, Sadie L. Ziegler, Rider
College, Trenton, New Jersey.

Vice President, Bernard Shilt,

Supv. of Commercial Education, Buf-
falo, New York.

Secretary. Raymond C. Goodfellow,
Director of Business Education. Board
of Education, Newark, New Jersey.

Treasurer, P. M. Heiges, Chairman
Business Department, Central Com-
mercial and Technical High School,

Newark, New Jersey.
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Lessons in Handwriting
By E. A. LUPFER

Zanerian College, Columbus, 0.

The copies this month are review copies. You should go over your work and pick out the weak letters and
practice on them individually. First of all, be sure that you swing into the letters with a free swing. Tracing

exercises like the first copy are good to develop movement.

Study the copies carefully so that you get a good mental picture of your forms of the letters and make line

after line always aiming at some definite thing which you wish to improve.

ao-aooo-m
The letters are all based on the oval. You cannot get the O too good. See how much grace you can get into

this letter. Some of the exercises in this lesson are excellent to use in getting in trim. Be sure that your
movement is free. A kinky line indicates a slow motion.

mmmmmmmmmmmiimmmir

In examining many specimens lately we notice a lack of a firm down stroke especially in letters like a and i.

Let us spend a few minutes trying to get the downward stroke of the a straight and firm. Make a few indi-

vidual slanting straight lines, then finish as in the last part of a. Notice the similarity of the downward stroke

of the a and the i. If you erase the oval part of the a you should have a good i, or on the i if you added the

top curve stroke you should have a good a. How does your letter check in this respect? Keep the back of all

letters, except the circular strokes, straight.

So many have trouble in getting that small e closed that it deserves special attention. You don't have an
unless you have daylight in it.

Your i's and e's should be distinct. Cover up all but the e's and see if they are plain.
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Make the entire alphabet and cheek the letters which are weak and constantly work on them. It is a good

plan to practice the letters in groups of similar forms.

This is a good time to check up on your position. You may have become a little careless or there may be some

things about position which you have overlooked and if your work is not as good as you think it should be the

trouble may be in your position. Study the illustrations herewith and also the illustrations in your textbook

and previous lessons.

Sit up. Don't slouch. Let the hand glide on the little finger. Keep the shoulders even and don't turn the hand

over on the side.

Pick out difficult combinations and work upon them. Also pick out similar letter combinations, ci, co, ca, cr, etc.
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Students delight in making designs. The above exercise is good to develop literary movement and also helps

in acquiring the ability to space evenly.

o- o< Os a, a^ a- a^ a^ a, a, a- a-a^

'jbt^T^S C/Cov^l^

aZ6£^

Check the three big S's in your writing, Size, Slant and Spacing. The above copy shows how to draw slant

lines and test your slant. The exercise in the first line is intended to establish and develop a push and pull

movement used in so many of the letters. This is especially good where your line looks shaky.

There may be a tendency for you to become so conscious of letter forms that you neglect movement. Occasional

exercise will correct this.

Nothing is better to develop uniform work than practicing on words. We like to pick out words with minimum

letters and practice them in groups. We also like to take loop letters and use words containing loops. Some

of these easy words will help you to establish correct movement. Some students can get good movement on

easy words, but have difficulty when it comes to writing complex words.

Frequently practice on individual capitals and combinations. This copy gives special drill on C, G, and V.
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If you have not learned to make good figures—figures which line up in neat rows, you need more practice on

them. Keep your figures small and plain.

In trying to develop movement study the position of your hand. Your hand should glide on the little finger. If

the hand turns over too far on the side you will have difficulty in getting a free line. Business men like to

see free flowing writing. They do not care to pay money for laborious writing.

: Have you noticed the want ads lately and how many of the ads specify to "apply in your own handwriting" ?

! Here is a nice list of words to write. Practice on each word separately. Get the turns round, and the angles

sharp, your e's open and your loops full.
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Quo VadisZ Has Penmanship
Met A New Challenge?

Whither are you going? In this

mad world of uncertain times it is

almost impossible to tell where any-

one is going. At this time when we
seem to face a new crisis daily and
are told that which is done is done
because of an emergency, when coun-

tries are at war with each other,

when our own country is preparing
huge defense programs, when educa-

tional theories are being propounded
and exploded, we may well stop and
say to each other, "Quo Vadis?"

It is well that we examine our-

selves and take stock of our ideals,

achievements, and plans for the fu-

ture. We should not be shocked to

find that many of us are standing
still; some are in the rut of terrible

uncertainty; some are gradually wak-
ing up to the fact that they are still

alive, and that if they exert them-
selves supervisorship may yet be re-

stored to them; some are in despair
of anything being restored; and some
just no longer care.

Is it worth while to care ? Can
we hope ? If you are a pessimist, a
fatalist, or a dullard the answer is

"No!"
If you have courage, if you dare to

tackle the seemingly impossible, and
are not afraid of hard work and the
bug-a-boos which lurk in every cor-

ner, then the answer is "Yes!"
Have you looked at the situation ?

What are the parents of your com-
munity thinking ? What are the busi-
ness men hoping for, and are they
getting it ? Are your children them-
selves hoping that they may learn
to do a praiseworthy piece of work ?

What are people in general talking
about ?

Hasn't someone said to you "I
think—

"

Adverse though his thinking may
be if he is thinking, he has given
you something to go to work upon.
He has given you a challenge to

prove either that he is wrong or
champion him if he is right.

Let us check back for a few min-
utes on the last convention.

In addressing the Rotary Club of
Atlantic City, I made one particular
statement. A newspaper reporter
took what I thought was a very minor
remark (newspaper reporters have a
habit of doing that) and headlined it

for his report of my address. What
happened ? The next morning the
New York Herald Tribune called me
from New York. "Would I please
give facts to back my statement?"
I tried to explain. I evidently either
did a convincing piece of work or the
reporter was unduly impressed be-
cause that night the Associated Press
carried the story of the convention
and the address with figures ranging

By Miss Doris E. Almy

Henry Lord Junior High School, Fall

River, Mass., President of the Na-
tional Association of Penmanship

Teachers and Supervisors

Doris E. Almy

from $80 to $80,000,000 and Lowell
Thomas gave half of his precious
fifteen minutes to pat us on the back.
Did it end there? Bless you, no!

When I arrived home, I had newspaper
men hounding me to the point where
I sought a place to hide whenever I

saw one approaching. I had letters

by the dozens, requests that I ad-
dress the local Kiwanis and Rotary
Clubs. P. T. A. associations invited

me to be their speaker. Two super-
intendents wrote and asked me if I

would address their local teachers'
associations and one school principal

asked me to address his sixth, sev-

enth, and eighth grade assembly.
The letters came from teachers who

wanted to get into the field of pen-
manship, who wanted some encour-
agement, who sought information as
to where and how they could improve
their own handwriting, and as to

what the association was and how
they could become members.
They came from elderly people who

wanted to approve our efforts and to

show how they had retained the
training of their youth. (These peo-
ple always made it a point to tell

their age. One woman wrote, "I

have passed 79 years of age. How do
you like my writing?"

A doctor sent for my inspection a
set of autographed cards by famous
penmen of the past. He said they
were among his most prized posses-
sions.

"People are not interested in good
writing," they say. How very wrong
they are. Most people, except those
who have inhibitions, who are lazy
and offer indifference as an excuse
for their poor writing, are eager to
see good workmanship.
Every letter which I received was

answered. Every request was grant-
ed. Whether it can or did do me
any good or not, who can say ? At
least I received a lot of satisfaction
in trying to meet the challenge when
it appeared.

On Feb. 2, during his Ford Sunday
Evening Hour broadcast, W. J. Cam-
eron told the following story of a
beautiful emperor moth ruined by a
sympathetic effort to help it.

"The moth struggled for what
seemed hours to force its way into i

the world through the narrow neck
of its cocoon. Its struggle appeared '

so painful and prolonged that a kind-
hearted person thought to ease its

;

labor by snipping the opening of the
cocoon with a pair of scissors, thus :

making the moth's egress easier.

The moth was saved some struggle I

but when it emerged its wings would I

not unfold—they were shriveled and I

useless. That struggle to squeeze
through the narrow neck of the i

cocoon was nature's method of forc-

ing strength into the wings to de-
velop them for their work—and igno-
rant kindheartedness spoiled it all."

"It is not kindness," added Mr.
Cameron, "to save either moth or
mind the labor of developing its i

wings."

It is not kindness to sit and merely
hope that without labor handwriting
will be restored to every school cur-

riculum.

I pay tribute to the State Associa-
tion of New Jersey who have labored
to have the subject of handwriting
recognized as a vital necessity
throughout that state. They have
worked to the point where they are
about ready to adopt a state course
of development. They have learned
to advertise their subject and super-

intendents have accepted their argu-
ments.

Whether our school boards and
teachers are sympathetic to handwrit-
ing's restoration or not, we have got
to be ready for its return for that
day is fast approaching. How quickly

it comes, depends largely on our own
efforts. Parents, business men, and
the general public are going to de-

mand its return, school boards or no,
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and school systems are going to ac-
cept the idea and like the results.
When that time comes we have got
to be able to answer handwriting's
challenge.

1. That it is necessary.

2. That it is practical.

3. That it has to be taught sys-
;ematically.

New challenge, you snort ? This
is nothing new! To us—no. But
like the old hat which has been put
an the shelf, when taken down once
more some months later is often be-
lieved to be new by the owner's
riends.

Quo Vadis ? Are you preparing
/ourselves to answer this challenge ?

Axe you going to apologize for not
aeing ready ? Are you going to offer
he excuse that you too believe that
it is old fashioned and nobody writes
iny more ?

Are you preparing yourselves to
meet the challenge of outside oppon-
ents, who want to dispute the passage
of necessary educational legislation,

who would weaken the efficiency of
your work by attempting to disprove
that handwriting is applicable in the
home, the school, in business, and in

society ? If you are willing to spend
every effort that may be required of
you to motivate and unify your work
you can and will meet the challenge.
Then and then only will you need to

apologize that the penmanship of
your school system is poor because
someone thinks that it is no longer
in vogue.

Listen to such men as Dr. Frank
Freeman and Dr. Evans both of whom
are offering encouragement and who
are saying that it not only can be
done but is being done in many
places.

Keep saying as they are saying,
that penmanship is a necessity, that

it is wanted, and that it must be
taught systematically under trained
supervision.

Penmanship's only challenge is

that we defend it and fight for its

adoption in every school in the land.

Quo Vadis ? Are you going to

stand still? Go ahead? Backward?
Are you going to strive for greater
achievements in your own field of

work or are you going to let it go
down to defeat "unhonored and un-
sung"?

"One ship sails East
Another West
By the self same winds that blow
'Tis the set of the sails

And not the gales
That tells which way they go."

Set your sails in the direction you
wish to travel. If it is onward no
one need have any fears for the hand-
writing of the boys and girls of

America.

yy

/
Y

It is a great inspiration to study the above masterpiece by E. W. Bloser. You must study and try to equal it

to really appreciate its matchless beauty.
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The Manuscript Program In First Grade
(From The Pen, published by the N. J. Ed. Asso.)

The second half of the school year
is closing. First grade teachers
have no doubt taken their children
through a readiness program and
encouraged the use of print as a
means of expression. It is now
time to take stock to see the degree
of growth made by them. Have you
as director followed the line of least
resistance by accepting "child's own
way" procedures entirely or have you
guided their efforts step by step gen-
erating in them power to think and
do? Instruction in manuscript re-

quires just as careful planning and
evaluation as that of cursive writing.
A specific goal in view furnishes the
"drive" for both teacher and pupil.

Familiarize yourself with scientific

measuring scales for the grade, then
set about to make a study of your
class needs. Children will acquire
careless habits and introduce unde-
sirable procedures unless closely su-
pervised by the teacher. Your study
may be made more effective by ob-
serving the following teaching' points:

1. Firmness of Stroke—Not neces-
sarily a heavy stroke but one suffi-

ciently broad and firm. A tendency
among girls to taper the stroke as
they approach the base line. En-
courage the same quality of stroke
until it rests firmly on the line.

2. Vertical Stroke — Encourage a
vertical stroke at all times. A few

children will have a natural tendency
to slant the stroke. In such cases,

if the print be clear and well exe-
cuted, do not insist upon a vertical

line as the slant feature will be an
asset when the transition begins.

3. Circle Letters— Insist upon a
complete circle motion. Most circle

letters as in c, e, d, g, a, set the pencil

under the head line and proceed with
an up and over motion to produce the

circle top. In letters such as r, n,

m, h, b, set the pencil on vertical line

midway in space and push upward
close to the vertical line. This will

produce the desired circle top—other-
wise an angle formation will result.

4. Spacing between "stick letters"

—All vertical stroke letters should
receive a trifle more spacing than
circle letters. Place emphasis on this

by drilling on the following group of
words

:

little like tree
till hill trick
lilac the chick
kite high pig

5. Generally Weak Letters

a—make a complete circle but
leave slightly open.

e—make e with two strokes.

Watch carefully the cross
stroke. A tendency to make
this letter with one stroke.

b—push up on circle part in

order to complete circle.

r—make r with two strokes.

k—second part is placed in low-
er space. Tendency to make
this portion too high.

y—make short stroke first.

Some children use the oppo-
site procedure.

n-m—lift pencil for each curve.

6. Difficult Placement

Drill on pi, gh, ju, sp, gs, ph, by, of.

7. Vary Instruction

—

a. Place writing words in col-

umns to train in proper line

placement. Vary the words.
Use some all mini m u m
heights then alternate with
upper and lower stem letters.

b. Dictate short sentences then
let children write several
lines of same sentence.

c. Let children select and pro-

nounce words for dictation

lesson.

d. Dictate letters for drill by
varying the type of letters

as—a, b, g, o, j, h, z, y, 1,

p, t, d, w.
e. Occasionally, let a group of

children print a short story
on the blackboard. Each
child responsible for a line.

This may be used for simple
language study.

if] H\/ csqTpp
This cut is reprinted from Print to Script No. 1 for primary grades.
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Secretarial Habit Check Sheet
By Rubye Lee Cochran

Mississippi State College for Women
Columbus, Mississippi

This is not a test to be given for
a grade but should be used as a
check sheet for common secretarial
procedures. It may, however, be
dictated to the students as they score
themselves two points for each ques-
tion answered affirmatively. If the
total score is 80 or less the student
should make an effort to correct in-

;ffieient practice.
Do You—

1. Keep a rubber band around the
used pages in your notebook?

2. Date your notebook in the
lower left-hand corner?

3. Number letters and leave a
blank line between them in

your notebook ?

4. Use a diagonal line to indicate
that shorthand notes have been
transcribed ?

5. Use two pages for letters

which contain 300 or more
words ?

6. Estimate length of type line

from shorthand notes before
transcribing ?

7. Move the carriage away from
the center of the typewriter
when erasing ?

8. Keep supplies, dictionary, and
reference books conveniently
near the desk ?

9. Use the paper release lever for
removing paper from the type-
writer ?

10. Fold waste paper instead of
crushing ?

11. Use a plain sheet of paper in-

stead of letterhead paper for

the second page of a two-page
letter ?

12. Give the firm name or person
speaking when answering the

telephone instead of saying
"Hello"?

13. Reverse your notebook when
one side is filled ?

14. Type the address on the en-
velope in the same style as on
the letter?

15. Type four line addresses with
single spacing and three line

addresses with double spacing ?

16. Always use at least three lines

for addresses ?

S17.

Type the name of the city in-

stead of substituting "city"

when the correspondence is

local

?

1 18. Have a complete return ad-

dress on all correspondence ?

19. Avoid the use of a wider mar-
gin for letters than a 60 space
line?

1

20. Space once after abbreviations

in capitals—none if the abbre-

viations are small letters ?

21. Include the word "yours" in

the complimentary close of

every business letter ?

22. Spell out numbers of streets

and avenues below ten—use
figures for streets and avenues
above ten? Examples: Third
Street, 21st Avenue.

23. Avoid the division of words on
two consecutive lines ?

24. Have at least two lines in the
last paragraph on a page?

25. Avoid dividing a word at the
bottom of a page and carrying
over a part to the next page ?

26. Avoid the division of four-
letter words ?

27. Spell out figures that begin
sentences ?

28. Take advantage of dictator's

pauses to read back shorthand
notes and supply punctuation ?

29. Write unusual names and ad-
dresses in longhand to be sure
of spelling?

30. Set tabular stops for indenta-
tions and tabulations ?

31. Clean your typewriter once a
week ?

NEW PRESIDENT OF E. C. T. A.

Sadie L. Ziegler

Miss Sadie L. Ziegler, President of

the Eastern Commercial Teachers'
Association. Miss Ziegler is Secre-
tary of Rider College, Trenton, New-
Jersey.

Other officers are: Bernard Shilt,

Vice President, Supervisor of Com-
mercial Education, Buffalo, New York.

Raymond C. Goodfellow, Secretary,
Director of Business Education, New-
ark, New Jersey.

P. M. Heiges, Treasurer, Chairman.
Business Department, Central Com'l
and Tech. High School, Newark, New
Jersey.

16,

Place transcribed letters under
the flaps of the envelopes (ad-
dresses on top) and turn face
downward on dictator's desk
for signatures ?

Type the carbon copy of the
second page of a two-page
letter on the back of the car-

bon copy of the first page?
Clip enclosures to letters be-
fore presenting to the dictator

for signatures?
Strike out or circle shorthand
notes instead of erasing for

corrections ?

Quietly read back last short-

hand notes recorded after an
interruption in dictation?
Gradually move the sheet on
which you are writing upward
with the left thumb and fore-

finger instead of moving your
notebook ?

Keep your copy opposite the
carriage return lever ?

Read back each typewritten
page and if necessary, make
corrections before removing the
page from the typewriter?

Wait until the dictator has
finished a paragraph to ask
questions instead of interrupt-

ing the line of thought ?

Keep an extra pen or pencil

within reach when taking dic-

tation ?

Make corrections on carbons
just as neatly as on originals ?

Type addresses on envelopes
to give a balanced appearance?

When possible, write long one-

page letters instead of two-
page letters ?

Use a folded sheet of paper
over the end of a manifold to

prevent slipping when insert-

ing it into the typewriter ?

Leave a top margin of 1% or

2 inches on the second page of

two-page letters and place four
spaces between the heading
and the body of the letter ?

Place commas and periods in-

side quotation marks—colons

and semicolons outside quota-
ton marks ?

Omit decimals and naughts for

even monev amounts over $10 ?

Examples: $4.00, $127.

Make the exclamation marks
by holding down the shift key
and space bar and striking the
apostrophe and period in suc-

cession ?

Indicate "ineare of" as follows:
c/o instead of '

i ?
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Meeting A Challenge
In this discussion I shall attempt to

answer the following questions:
What is the challenge and who is

the challenger?
What are we defending?
How shall we meet the challenge ?

What is the Challenge and Who
is the Challenger?

Aside from the weather, the schools
furnish the subject for more conver-
sation than any other single topic.

Considerable of the talk about the
schools is in the form of criticism
and in not a few instances—just criti-
cism.
When taxes are high—and they will

be higher and higher— taxpayers
wonder all the more whether they are
getting their money's worth.
Today the schools will have to

justify their right for existence more
than they ever had to do before.
The other day a lady was speaking

over the radio and she was telling
about visiting a home where there
was a small boy who was a pupil in
a progressive school. While the
child's mother and guest were talking,
the little boy threw a rubber ball,
striking the guest on the mouth. The
mother of the child held her fingers
to her lips as the guest was about to
say something concerning her un-
comfort. The mother said—don't say
don't. The child has never heard that
word. We do not want him to ever
hear it.

A few days later the lad returned
home from school somewhat earlier
than usual and carrying a note say-
ing, "DON'T send your boy back here
any more. We have no place for such
a one."
One of the criticisms of the so-

called progressive school of the pres-
ent time is that there is much taught
that is not practical. However worth
while the subjects may be it is hard
to convince hardboiled critics of the
value of many of the things taught
in the modern. There seems to be a
popular demand that the curricula be
purged of impractical subjects,

—

those that cannot be utilized in earn-
ing one's own living. It is a day of
free activity and free expression, a
day when there is so much taught
that there is not sufficient time for
drill on the fundamentals. The busi-
nessman feels that much of the train-
ing a boy or girl gets is practically
worthless aside from whatever cul-
tural training he or she may get
from the modernistic school. On that
the businessman speaks with author-
ity. He sees evidence of this on every
hand.
Not long ago a young man applied

for a position. He filled out an appli-
cation blank on which he listed his
qualifications. Among them he stated
that he had received courses in school
in story-telling and impersonation.

By Charles Gilbert

State Teachers' College
Mansfield, Pennsylvania

(An address given at the National
Association of Penmanship Teachers
and Supervisors held in Binghamton,
N. Y., May 1, 1941.)

He was told that what the company
was in need of right then was some-
one who could accurately impersonate
an adding machine.

Public schools have to be supple-
mented on every side. We see busi-
ness schools, tutoring schools, corre-
spondence schools and a growing
array of private establishments of
every hue. In addition to the burden
imposed by maintaining public edu-
cation, parents are frequently put to

still further expense for special teach-
ing. If a pupil is graduated from the

I can see no logical or psy-
chological reasons worth men-
tioning for suddenly discontinu-
ing instruction in handwriting
at the end of Grade Six. The
assumption that incidental
teaching will provide the needed
retention and improvement be-
yond the sixth grade is just an
assumption, nothing more.

DR. JAMES W. EVANS.

grades or high school miserably un-
fitted for self-support, what is the
family to do ? Thousands of house-
holds have been forced to the decision
to take an extra load and bear the
expenditure of more time and more
money in special courses in outside
institutions.

What has this to do with hand-
writing ? Handwriting is one of the
most practical subjects and it is hav-
ing to give way to less practical
things because educators and admin-
istrators believe that the time spent
on handwriting, as a formal subject,
is time wasted. They hold to the
view that handwriting may be taught
incidentally. Such practice is filling

the world with poor handwriters and
depriving boys of one of the greatest
assets when they are ready to enter
the world of business.
Taxpayers always have an open ear

for any proposal that smacks of sav-
ing money. When they are told that
the supervisor of handwriting may
be disposed with without endangering
the efficiency of that subject, they are
for such a move. They are told that
the regular teachers can handle the
job of teaching handwriting, along
with their other teaching, and thus
save the salary of the supervisor.
What a mistake! The result is that

handwriting is not taught at all or
else it is very poorly taught. The
supervisor is a specialist in her field

and she furnishes all the important
enthusiasm along with her skill which
is necessary for success. The regular
teachers have other subjects in which
their interests lie and to which they
direct their efforts to the neglect of
handwriting. We generally get about
what we pay for, and in this instance,
the loss is great as compared with
the precious little amount that is

saved in taxes for the patrons of the
school. I do not believe, as a rule,
that taxpayers object to paying the
bill if they feel they are getting value
received.

Over and over again we hear it

said that the typewriter is used so
extensively there is no longer any
need for teaching handwriting. It is

true there are 3 or 4 million type-
writers in use in the United States,
yet there are more pens and pencils
sold than ever before. But to say
that we no longer need to teach hand-
writing on account of the wide use
of the typewriter is as sensible as it

is to say that we no longer need to

teach children to walk because we
ride in automobiles so much. The
automobile has developed two types
of persons—the quicks and the dead.
It is very essential these days that
we know how to walk and move
quickly in order that we may avoid
the speed demons. Likewise from the
viewpoint of the business man, it is

necessary to teach boys and girls to

write well if they may expect to

succeed in the commercial world.
Hundreds of office workers are em-
ployed or promoted each year with
handwriting the deciding factor.

Likewise, other hundreds, on account
of their scrawly, illegible writing, are
displaced by those who write well.

The boy or girl who does not know
how to write well is going to be
greatly handicapped when he or she
enters the world of business.
Some have criticised handwriting

—

saying that it destroys individuality.

I suppose they think that using a
typewriter gives them individuality.

I must admit, however, that my old

typewriter is beginning to display a
considerable amount on individuality.

What Are We Defending?

Some one once wrote, "It was very
pleasing to receive a letter from you
the other day. Perhaps it would have
been more pleasant if I had been able
to decipher it. I do not think that I

mastered anything beyond the date
which I knew and the signature at
which I guessed.
"There is a singular, perpetual

charm in a letter like yours. It never
grows old, it never loses its novelty.
One can say every morning as he
takes a peek at it—here's a letter
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from a friend I haven't read yet.

"Perhaps in the course of time I

shall be able to decipher those Ts'
that look like 'U's' and those Ts' that
haven't any eyebrows. Other letters

are read, thrown away, and forgotten,
but one like yours will last a reason-
able man a life time."

It hardly seems necessary that we
should be compelled to defend good
handwriting. A subject that serves
so conveniently and so well through-
out all a child's school life and so
indispensable to a boy or girl when
school days are over. So important
to our daily lives that one who can-
not read and write legibly is branded
as an ignoramus.

The late O. O. Mclntyre wrote in

the Lincoln, Nebraska State Journal,
February 28, 1937: "I never heard of

Eddie Curran, of Medford, Mass.,
until the other day 1 received a letter

from him. But I shall remember him
because he writes the most distin-

guished hand I have ever seen. Hand-
writing is about the best advertising
a man or woman can have and must
be as much of a personal joy as
painting a picture or writing a book."

Mahatma Gandhi in the book by
Andrews— MAHATMA GANDHI,
HIS OWN STORY—gives his evalu-
ation of penmanship. Gandhi speaks
as follows: "I am still paying the
penalty for my neglect of handwrit-
ing when I was a boy in school. The
notion came to me somehow that
handwriting was not a necessary part
of education and I retained it until

I went to England. When later in

South Africa, I saw the beautiful
handwriting of the lawyers and the
young men who were born and edu-
cated in that country I was ashamed
of myself and repented of my neg-
lect. I saw that bad handwriting
should be regarded as a sign of im-
perfect education."

In the book, "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch," we have seen how
Mrs. Wiggs never lost an opportunity
to speak of the fine hand her late

husband wrote, because he had so

few other virtues. For us, too, it

may cover up a multitude of sins.

The American Penman of June,
1938 carried a reprint from the Bos-
ton Post under the heading "The
Importance of Handwriting." I shall

refer to it in part. "The suggestion
for the abolition of the department
of penmanship in the Boston schools

is not alone amazing but it lacks

sense. Happily it was supported by
only one member of the board who
thinks the money spent on penman-
ship should be diverted to teaching
children how to plan— presumably
how to make—mud pies and shoot
marbles, or others.

How Shall We Meet the Challenge?

One day a gentleman bought a fine

paiTot and sent it home to his wife
as a present. When he was eating
his lunch he suddenly thought of the

parrot, and not seeing it, said to his

wife, "Where is the parrot?" Why,
what's that?" replied his wife. "Oh
a big beautiful bird with fine feath-

ers." "Oh, you mean the green
goose, I thought it was some kind
of fancy poultry—so I butchered it

and roasted it—that's what we are

having for dinner." "Why," said her
husband, "that was a very clever

bird, he could talk like a man." To
which his wife replied, "Then why
didn't he say something." Even the

best of artists have to introduce
themselves or their subjects.

The subject of handwriting has so
many good talking points that we
are never at a loss to find plenty of
convincing arguments to meet and
challenge what may come. I do not
know that handwriting is being chal-

lenged much more now than it has
in the past, but we must keep in

mind that even a good thing has to

be promoted.

Supervisors, teachers must continu-
ally sell themselves to the public.

Every teacher needs to make herself
as indispensable as possible. Every

teacher needs to make her subject
just as attractive and as necessary
as it is possible to make it.

The teacher needs to develop the

art of salesmanship. How can she
sell herself? She may do so in many
ways. She may enter into the daily

life of the community. She can do as
Miss Almy did when she gave such a
fine address before the Rotarians at

Fall River. I was complimented one
day when I was introduced at a Lions
Club. They said, now Mr. Gilbert

you may speak just as long as you
wish—but we all go home at one
o'clock. Whether it should be that
way or not, nevertheless it is true

that many efficient teachers fail be-

cause they do not sell themselves. A
teacher can sell herself by seeing to

it that her academic training is equal

to or better than that of the other
teachers in her school. She can sell

herself by showing her interest in

what others like. She can sell her-

self by giving recognition to good
work. Everybody in the world likes

to feel that he is somebody and the

boy or girl who is complimented on
his achievements is quite likely to

like his subject and his teacher.

When children like a teacher, she
gets a good deal of favorable pub-
licity. The teacher must sell herself

and her subject.

I was interested in the way Mr. E.

G. Thayer went at selling penman-
ship to his pupils when he was super-

visor of handwriting in the city

schools of Rockland, Maine. The way
he sold handwriting is given in the
November, 1940 Educator. One of

the things he did was this:—He told

the pupils that he would write the
name in ornate penmanship, of each
one who would bring him an adver-
tisement that read, "Apply in your
own handwriting." He wrote in all

some 2,000 cards. Considerable work,
but it paid big dividends. The pupils
became interested and so did the par-
ents. Best of all the school board
became interested to the tune of a
$300 increase in salary.

tf/Yozz-

This dashy Business Writing is from the pen of F. B. Courtney, Detroit, Michigan.
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From The Pen
Published by Department of Hand-

writing, New Jersey Education Asso-
ciation.

(The following three articles were

sent to us by the Editor of the Pen).

WIDER HORIZONS
Rather than excuse the older girls

or boys from further practice when
they have reached an acceptable
standard, and permit them to select
their own activity for the period, pro-
vide them with books and magazines
which feature fine pen work done by
our greatest penmen. Teach them to
appreciate man's hand capabilities by
examining specimens of pen work in

ornate, round hand, business and dec-
orative print styles of the different
periods. Explain the art of card-
carving—this fascinates a child.

Many girls and boys have dis-

covered their life's profession through
just such mediums. Many others
have taken up the interest as a spe-
cial hobby and have made it a paying
one. The field of engrossing is not
overrun and artists of this type are
always in demand.

IMPORTANT NEW POINTS TO
TEACH IN MAKING THE TRAN-
SITION FROM MANUSCRIPT
TO CURSIVE WRITING

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

the

the

The slanting position of
paper on the desk.

The slant of the writing.

The connecting stroke of
letters to form a word.

The loops on letters which ex-
tend above and below the line.

The form of the small letters,

b, e, f, k, r, s, z.

The upward stroke at the end of
the letter.

The beginning stroke of all

small letters but a, c, d, g, o, and
q-

The form of all capital letters.

The continuous movement until
the entire word is written.

The dotting of the i and the
cross of the t made after the
entire word is written.
The retraced stroke on such let-

ters as b, v and w.
The uniform height of the small
letters d, p, and t.

-a».

A pen drawing by the late Harry S. Blanchard, loaned

to us by A. F. Stern, Los Angeles, Calif.

CURSIVE WRITING
A Junior High Student

Observes Keenly

:

The proper posture as it con-
cerns health and comfort.
The combined movement neces-
sary for legible and attractive
writing.
The arrangement of heading or
placement of title.

The accurate indentations for
paragraph writing.
The observance of even margins.
The correct curve in all begin-
ning strokes, whether over or un-
der. (This produces beauty and
adds grace to writing).
The uniform length of ending
strokes.
The firm down strokes on all let-

ters. (This adds strength to
writing).
The acceptable spacing between
letters. (This simplifies read-
ing).
The relative heights of letters.

The alignment of writing.

The beauty in writing as exe-

cuted by skilled penmen.
The various styles of handwrit-
ing seen in the commercial and i

literary fields.

The present need for good legi-

ble writers.

A YOUNG ENGROSSER

E. J. Carroll

This is E. J. Carroll, a young man
who is doing engrossing in the
DeFelice Studio, New York City.

This young man is headed for the
top in penwork. He is one of the
young men filling the ranks in the
penmanship profession. We like to

talk about our old master penmen,
but when we compare their lettering

with the work this young man is do-
ing, we find that his lettering is more
accurate than some of the old '"has-

beens". Keep your eye on Mr. Car-
roll's work. You will no doubt see

more of it from time to time. We
take pleasure in presenting a speci-

men of his work on the following
page.
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A piece of engrossing made by E. J. Carroll of New Ycrk City. Mr. Carroll is a young, coming penman. The

ranks in our penmanship profession are being refilled by men like Carroll and one notices a decided change in the pen-

work from the old type flourish in ornamental penmanship to engrossing and illuminating in which there are

more financial returns.
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A Lesson From Martin
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This is a practical piece of work combining Roundhand, Lettering and simple Ornate. Much of the

engrossing today is done in a simple way. Some color could be used in the initial letter without adding

greatly to the cost of producing the work.

Study the arrangement, spacing and details. In every piece of work you can learn something—you

may find a unique way of making a letter or you may find something which you do not like and which

you may prefer to avoid. That is the way to develop your individuality. All specimens contain some
new thing if you are looking for something to add to your skill.
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This beautiful specimen of ornamental penmanship is from the pen of J. A. Francis, Portal, North
Dakota.
Mr. Francis is a very dashy ornamental writer. In fact, there are very few today who can write with

more dash. He has been a close student of Madarasz and Courtney.

Booklet or Sheet Form—Artistic Designs

—

Attractive Covers—Leather and Imitation.
Diploma Filling a Specialty. Send for
Samples and Quotations.

Best Quality — Lowest Cost

HOWARD & BROWN
ROCKLAND MAINE

EDWARD C. MILLS
Script Specialists for Engraving Purposes

P. O. Drawer 982 Rochester, N. Y.

The finest script obtainable for model
illustrations for bookkeeping texts, busi-
ness forms : works on correspondence,
arithmetic, and for readers, spellers, etc.
By appointment only.

CARDS! CARDS! CARDS!

Circular free.

Also, I give courses in penmanship by mail.

Write for my free book. "How to Become an
Expert Penman," which shows what others
have accomplished by taking my
name elegantly written on a card
close stamp. WRITE TODAY.

T. M. TEVIS
Boi 25-C. Chillicothe. M

Write for our new Free Book.
Become a Good

Penman." Enclose 10c for
a, Professional Pen Point ami

e beautil ully writ-
i.n Wr :e today.
THE TAIYIBLYN SCHOOL

438 Ridge Bi ilding

Send Your Renewal Today.

IS
BUSINESS UNIVERSITY

Professional Training
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

ACCOUNTING rid C.P.A.CC
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION and FINANCE
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL-STENOTYPV

Dneof Amenca's leading schools. Enroll anytime. Rest
dent Classes; Home Study. FEEE Placement service

Fine emriovment opportunities. Success Book FREE
HILL'S BUSINESS UNIVERSITY. Dept. D Oklahoma City

The McGhee Studio

Makers and desk ners of

FINE DIPLOMAS
Estimates fum shed

143 East State Street

Trenton, N. J.

HUFF
TEACHERS AGENCY
MISSOULA, Mont.
Member N.A.T.A.

booklet free to members

ALASKA AND THE WEST
Good teachers needed. Excellent opportunities all depirt-

ments. particularly music and vocational subjects. For
early placement register with Huff's NOW-superior place-

ment service for over a quarter of a century.

COMMERCIAL TEACHERS IN DEMAND
Our Field Middle West and West

ROCKY MT. TEACHERS AGENCY

Largest, Most Successful Agency in the West

Special Service—Write today for our six Special Services to teachers
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A Course in Ornamental Penmanship
Follow This Course and Improve Your Skill in Business Penmanship

In addressing envelopes watch arrangement and balance. Keep your letters equally flourished. Avoid using a

simple letter among highly flourished letters. Get your shades short and snappy.

tZL*/^

An alphabet by E. L. Brown, showing the order in which the various stokes should be made. This is a rapid, us-

able alphabet. It is especially good for the body of resolutions, etc.

Practice the alphabet with a number 1% broad pen on % inch ruled paper until you can make the letters freely

and legibly. Later try it with smaller broad pens. Reduce the size of the lettering as you gain skill.
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HANG ON!

By T. H. Gatlin

Texas Business College,
Weatherford, Texas

Dedicated to the boys and girls who
this year graduate from our schools.

It's not what you do just one day
that counts

In the fight for success in this life;

It's the way you keep TRYING, each
day that you live,

Yielding not to misfortune nor
strife.

If at the day's close, you feel you
have failed,

To accomplish what vou set out to
do.

Tomorrow just buckle right into the
fight.

Never quit because you feel blue!

Start out in the morning with hopes
beating high

—

Resolve that you'll conquer your
fate,

Set your soul for some goal, and
never give up!

Be on the job, early and late.

If in school your lessons seem hard
to learn,

If the tasks you're assigned gets
your "goat"

—

Just stick out your chin, and keep
wading in,

But for goodness' sake don't rock
the boat!

The one who succeeded never turned
his face back

—

"Faces Forward!" was the fierce

battle cry,

He fought and he won, and left those
behind,

Who did not have the GRIT to try!

God's no respecter of persons, we're
told—

Lends His arm to whoe'er says "I

CAN!"
While He doesn't expect the impos-

sible of us.

He expects us to fight like a man!

Yes, the one who succeeds now-a-
days in life,

Is the fellow who goes over the

top;
While others looking on, say, "It

cannot be done!"
This one does it while they make a

"flop."

Why not start in today, set your sails

for some port,

Do something no one ever has done;
Though the battle be hard, and the

fight tries your soul,

You'll rejoice when the victory is

WON!

HOLD A JOB WITH AN AUTOMATIC
AUDITOR!

Tins handy pocket size aid shows you ho%v to
Debit, Credit, Journalize and Post accounts.
Be Bore oi your work. Send 2oc for an Auto-

THE SCOTT PRESS. LEWISTOWN, PA.

F. D. Richardson

F. D. Richardson, director of pen-
manship at the Ottawa High School
of Commerce, was the leader of the
penmanship conference held in April
at the Ontario Commercial Teachers'
Association annual meeting in To-
ronto.

Mr. Richardson is a very fine pen-
man and is an active booster of good
penmanship. He believes that all

high school students should be re-
quired to learn to write well.

Teachers from various parts of
Canada attended the meeting where
handwriting subjects were discussed.
This cut was loaned to us by The Ottawa
Evening Star.

A very fine first grade specimen
has been received from J. H. Bach-
tenkircher, Supv. of Penmanship,
Lafayette, Indiana. The specimen
was written by Billy Klein and done
with pure arm movement. The writ-
ing is large, about one-half inch high
for the small letters.

This boy has infantile paralysis
and cannot use his fingers other than
to hold the pen. We have received
very few first grade specimens which
were better than the one written bv
Billy.

TRI-STATE COMMERCIAL EDU-
CATION ASSOCIATION

The Tri-State Meeting was held in

Cleveland with a membership well
over 900 which is a gain of more
than 200. The meeting was pro-
nounced one of the best the associa-
tion has held.

The Fall meeting of the associa-
tion will be held in Pittsburgh in

October. Watch these columns for
further announcements.
The officers for the following year

are:
President, D. D. Lessenberry, Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh.
First Vice President, Russell P.

Bobbitt, Fifth Ave. High School,

Pittsburgh.
Second Vice President, Theodore

Woodward, Langley High School,

Pittsburgh.
Secretary, Miss Ethel Farrell, State

Teachers' College, Indiana, Pa.
Treasurer, Robert L. Fawcett, Pea-

body High School, Pittsburgh.
Executive Committee: William L.

Moore, John Hay High School, Cleve-

land, Ohio; Elmer G. Miller, Director

of Com'l. Education, Pittsburgh; F.

H. Sumrall, Pittsburgh; R. J. Worley,
Pittsburgh.

V. J. Gillespie, who for the past

twenty years has been with the Bowl-
ing Green College of Commerce,
Bowling Green, Kentucky, died on
February 20th from pneumonia. He
had charge of the bookkeeping and
penmanship department.

Although rather busy all day teach-

ing bookkeeping and directing a large

department, he found time to devote

to penmanship which he fervently

loved. He was constantly improving
his skill.

He had a Master's Degree and was
considered a penman of more than

usual ability.

He was a calm, faithful, high-

class man who never shirked a duty

cr never sought prominence.

Some Modern Old English Letter-

ing has been received from Frederick

F. D. Chu of Box 25, Kapaa, Kauai,

T.H. Mr. Chu is preparing for a big

diploma season in Hawaii.

bdlei&vuk

No. 756
OVAL POINT

SUITED
uetrated is one of the most popular

"school" points in America. But remember,
it is just one member of the "Esterbrook
Steel Pen family . . . the nation's largest . . .

and certainly its finest. Specify Esterbrook
in your school work.

THE ESTERBROOK PEN COMPANY. 62 Cooper St.. Camden, IN. J.
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H Tnlmtr hi tfjr (Brniuru nf

^ 0nmurlj^ifrlirllHrmtk
(Jjcmoriul unanimously adopted by

at a State* JTRceftfta, held 3HarcIj 11.19-40.

1)1 sutnmmu in ir'eds ou'ii Kma which comas toali.bas
called our beloved secretary. iRtahf Worshipful brother
^nnnu,riHitrln,

ll iFntnklni^, on February '20.1940. :

! jQrnHjrr Fninklmitt served a.< n\»*»hipfuIjpjst«rotB*e.
Xc was then tf>« vouiuicst blaster of 0^tcaao Eobge.Xc re-

ceived h«s Cenuiussiou u^ '.Isia.hr nWshipfuf BnmB tecturcr
in 1902, therein1 becoming the first member of- &)icaao

tedgc to achieve this distinction. !He mas elected Secretary "June
'27.1910. and served the todae faithfully and efficiently in that eapaein

-

nnttl almost" the day of 1-Tis death, a span or* thirty years.

J)c was ji member of the feJran© Badge Committee of VTibrarios
for JuScmic^toincsin 1912 and I9B. and was appoints* rXepresenta-
ttve of the SmnJ i-odae of the ^Philippine Jslauds.li\tobcr 14.1913. and
reappointed every year to date.

J |«s devotion to and his love, of TUtsonry were exemplified tar-
ing all the years of his activity. J'o all tl>e various tasks assiiuicd
to
_
hiin he^iave the best tl)ut was in him. THe lived an houorabfc Ijfe

and enjoyed the confidence and esteem of ail who ttnetv him. JH"e
rendered valuable service fo .'"flasonrv and earned all or the hon-
ors that mere bestowed upon htm.

. Ij" \vould be futile for us to attempt-to enloaime and do htm
justice. .His sound judgment, his srorling character. Tit's biab integrity
combined ventn hts wttt.courtesy and personal charm wtil ever b

,

r
j

t

,jc artcve with the members ot~ t»ts family and extend to
them our deep and beartfelr sympathy m their "bereavement. ~Jt
ts ordered that tl)is memorial be made a purl of our minutes,
appropriately engrossed and presented to. .his family as an ex-
pression of our sincere admiration and affection for the friend
ano Brother whom wc honored and love.

This masterpiece was prepared in the M. L. Harris Engrossing Studio of Chicago, 111.

Study it.
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Jfres. Afeadows-Dmi/gho
Business G>//ege, Shrexfpon'J.ti

The War and other World eondi-
ions may cause great shifts of
ources of raw materials. In fact,
vhen the Allied and German troops
ecently landed in Norway, with Fin-
and shut off, and likewise Sweden,
onsternation reigned among Ameri-
an paper manufacturers. Now, the
cramble for American sources of
mlp is on in full force. The United
States pulp mills are reported to be
unning seven days a week, 24 hours

. day. In the mean-while, the COST
if pulp has risen approximated $35

ton. You know, we have PULP
illLLS near us here in Louisiana and
n East Texas; so, the increase in
irice and demand for pulp may ben-
fit our Section immensely.
Incidentally, you are, no doubt,

.ware that the Government is plan-
ling to spend BILLIONS of dollars
or PREPAREDNESS; and that, of
ourse, is going to help business, in-
lustry, and employment. It will mean
m enormous demand for raw ma-
erials, perhaps the erection of more
actories and the expansion of those
low in existence, and the employ-
nent of thousands of additional peo-
)le. Moreover, the indications are we
ihall have to develop new materials
md new markets in this country, be-
'ause of the European War; and this,

oo, will require more materials, new
actories, and additional man-power.
Then, there is always the problem

f REPLACEMENT of MANPOWER,
s older employees or executives are
vromoted, retired, or eliminated from
he field. In other words, everv JOB
r POSITION held by anyone TO-
|)AY must be filled, sooner or later,

y someone ELSE.
The South is growing in every way
-and this means more factories, a
reater demand for raw materials,
nore freight to be handled, and more
obs.

So ... . we repeat, don't let any-
ne tell you that there are NO OP-
"ORTUNITIES today—or that there
vill NOT be any TOMORROW—for
hose who can see AHEAD and who
tre PREPARED—TRAINED. Our
uggestion would be that you select

'our vocation, profession, or field

. . NOW .... while you are
roung, and PREPARE yourself ac-
ordingly.
Next, assuming that you have made

rp your mind as to what you want
,o do, and have planned to make a
:uccess of your life, you must DARE
:o carry out your plans. You must
)ARE to work hard; DARE to AC-
:OMPLISH in spite of difficulties

The DEVELOPMENT of one's

BRAIN and the ACQUISITION of
SKILL mav be compared with the
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT o f

one's Body and LEARNING to PER-
FORM PHYSICAL feats. You know
the ONLY way vou can develop your
BODY is through the PROPER "EX-
ERCISE—and you have to do the ex-
ercise YOURSELF. Likewise, th
only way vou can develon vourself
MENTALLY or SKILLFULLY is by
YOUR OWN EFFORTS—no one
ELSE can do it for you.

William H. Danfortn, Chairman of
the Board of the Ralston Purina Com-
pany of St. Louis, Missouri, wrote an
interesting book, entitled "I DARE
YOU!," in which he tells this story
on himself:
"As a small boy I lived in the

country, surrounded by swamp lands
and contracted chills and fever and
malaria. When I came to the City to

school, I was sallow-cheeked and hol-
low-chested. One of my teachers
was a 'HEALTH crank,' and one day
he said, 'I DARE you to be the
HEALTHIEST bov in the Class!'
"That brought ME up with a JAR!

Around me were boys all STRONGER
and more ROBUST than I. To be the
HEALTHIEST bov in the Class, when
I was THIN and SALLOW, and im-
agined, at least, that I was full of
SWAMP POISON—whv, THE MAN
WAS CRAZY! But ." ... I was
brought up to TAKE DARES. His
voice went on and he pointed directl

at ME!
" 'As he talked, something seemed

to happen inside me.' 'My blood was
up. It answered the dare and surged
all through my body into tingling
finger tips as though itching for bat-
tle!

"I CHASED the poisons out of my
SYSTEM! I built a body that has
outlived and outlasted most of my
classmates! Since that day I haven't
lost any time on account of sickness.
You can imagine how often I have
blessed that teacher who DARED a
SALLOW-CHEEKED BOY to be the
HEALTHIEST in the Class."
That earlv experience developed the

"I-DARE-YOU" habit, or philosophy,
with Mr. Danforth, and he has used
that THEORY throughout his suc-
cessful business career as a means of
developing SALESMEN. SECRE-
TARIES, and EXECUTIVES.

Continuing, Mr. Danforth says:
"My life in business and my con-

tacts with young people have con-
vinced me that the world is full of
UNUSED talents and LATENT abil-

ity. The reason these talents lie

BURIED is the INDIVIDUAL hasn't

the COURAGE to DIG THEM UP
and USE them! Everybody should
be doing BETTER than he is, but
only a few DARE!

"Prospectors for GOLD tell us that
GOLD is where they FIND it. It may
be in the bed of a river or on the
mountain top; and prospectors for
COURAGE tell us the same thing.
The one who DARES may be found
in a cottage or in a castle—(History
abounds with examples that prove
this)."

Like Mr. Danforth, I CHALLENGE
each of YOU to do your BEST—to

make a SUCCESS of your life! Once
you DARE, once you STOP DRIFT-
ING with the crowd and face life

COURAGEOUSLY, life will take on
a NEW significance for you. New
FORCES will develop WITHIN you!
New POWERS will manifest them-
selves!

As an illustration, let me suggest
that you assign to yourself the job
of writing an article on some very
important subject, in order to help
other people in some way. You will

immediately find yourself referring
to books or any other material you
can find on the subject, and you will

likewise find yourself engrossed in
deep thought. Finally, you will as-
semble all your facts, and express
yourself in the best language you
know how—all of which will naturally
contribute to your MENTAL
GROWTH or DEVELOPMENT.
"You MULTIPLY your daring a

hundred-fold by SHARING I T S
FRUITS. You give your life away"—in serving for others, for instance—" and, behold, a richer life comes
back to YOU! In other words, you
have to GIVE to GET." That is the
Law of Compensation. Qualify your-
self to give something WORTH-
WHILE to the WORLD, and theWORLD will give something
WORTH-WHILE in return. In pre-
paring yourself for success, also
learn to be a good citizen. If you
do great things for your NEIGH-
BORS and your COMMUNITY, then
they will do great things for YOU.
The very fact that this occasion is

referred to as "Commencement"
should be an indication to you that
you are expected to COMMENCE,
here and now, to build a SUCCESS-
FUL life, to PREPARE and DARE—
to do YOUR BEST! You are also
going to find, as you go along, if you
wish to GROW and go FORWARD,
vou must be OPEN-MINDED, OPTI-
MISTIC, and ENTHUSIASTIC. You
must listen to the fellow who has
something WORTH-WHILE to say,
and you must read good books and
magazines for information and inspir-

ation. You must read the daily
papers, to keep informed about con-
ditions, generally—to be a well in-
formed person and enjoy the confi-

dence and respect of your neighbor
and your fellow-man.
You should make all the CON-

TACTS you can; mix and mingle with
other people—get to know them bet-
ter and let them know you.

(Continued on page 28)
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J. A. Buell, penmanship teacher in

the Minneapolis Business College,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, has to date
won 5868 penmanship certificates.

We doubt whether any business col-

lege teacher anywhere has a record
this good.

Mr. Buell has been turning out
constantly good business writers for
many years. He is a conscientious
hard-working penmanship teacher
who understands boys and girls and
who realizes the importance of hand-
writing. We congratulate Mr. Buell
on his success in teaching.

DIPLOMAS
AMES AND ROLL1NSON
50 CHURCH ST. -NEWYORK.
1— ONE OR ATHOUSAND -lOOO

Margaret M. Marble, first vice-president of

the National Handwriting Council : member
of the executive board of the National As-

sociation of Penmanship Teachers and Super-

visors : Supervising Teacher of Handwriting

in the elementary schools of Cincinnati. Ohio.

A LESSON IN ROUNDHAND

A roundhand alphabet for youi
scrapbook and for study and imita
tion. There is a peculiar charm t(

this specimen due to its rounding
graceful turns.

Get the down strokes uniform ii

slant and thickness of stroke. Prac
tice will enable you to make th<

shades the same thickness.

Rule head and base pencil guid(

lines. It is important to have eacl
letter resting on the base line. Be
sure to hit the line hard but don'i

go through it.

Practice each letter by itself. StudJ
details carefully. Be sure you know
what the correct form should be
then go ahead and practice until yot

can make them well.

It's your average that counts no
how well you make one letter.

S. E. BARTOW

Samuel Everett Bartow was a na-

tive of Cassville, Ohio. He receivec

his training in the public schools

there and later attended the Oberlin

Ohio Business College, which is th
present Oberlin College. At Oberlin

Ohio, Mr. Bartow came under the in

struction of Uriah McKee, a famoui
penman of that day. Mr. Bartow was

a member of the faculty of the

Albany Business College, Albany, N'

Y., for 23 years.

Mr. Bartow came to New York ir

September. 1912 to join the faculty o;

the Palmer Method School of Pen
manship, which was conducted undei

the jurisdiction of The A. N. Palmei
Company. Mr. Bartow continued hi

this work for about 28 years.

Mr. Bartow was awarded a Silvei

Medal at the Louisiana Purchase Ex
position at St. Louis in 1904 for i

pen drawing. Mr. Bartow was nol]

only famed as an outstanding in

structor of handwriting but classec

as one of the best ornamental per

artists in the country. He excellec

in shaded ornamental writing, tex*

lettering and engrossing, as well as

pen drawing. A series of origina

pen drawings appeared on the covert

of The American Penman magazin(
for a period of years and attractec

wide attention. A pen portrait 01

Abraham Lincoln, which was executec

by Mr. Bartow, is of unusual quality

Mr. Bartow passed away at his

home, 2167 65th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

after a short illness. He was 73

Interment was at Cleveland, Ohio
Mr. Bartow is survived by a daughter
Mrs. Harriet Westa.
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This is one of the many design cards and post cards made by T. M.
Tevis, Chillicothe, Missouri. He sends these cards out specially written
for different holidays, birthdays, etc. We congratulate Mr. Tevis upon
his skillful work and his nice line of cards.

"MIMEOGRAMS" has been re-

ceived from Bethlehem Business Col-
lege, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. This
issue celebrates their 44th anniver-
sary. They still realize the impor-
tance of handwriting and call atten-
tion to the fact that in many of the

I

help-wanted advertisements, employ-
!
ers ask for good penmanship. They
also call attention to the fact tha*-

while typewriters are quite common,
the pen and pencil manufacturers are
doing a greater business today than
ever before.

All students are required to reach
the standard for the Zaner-Bloser
penmanship certificate. Their Place-
ment Bureau knows that legible writ-
ing is a "first" aid when the job-get-
ting times arrives.

SUMMER SCHOOL
FOR

COMMERCIAL
TEACHERS

AND OTHERS

The Bowling Green College of Commerce will offer
this summer special service through two terms, one be-
ginning June 9; the other, beginning July 14.

Twelve semester hours of credit. High type of pro-
fessional training, with added features. A student may
begin a course, or take solid classroom work for which
he will get college credit, or take professional training,

or review, or improve his certification standing, or im-
prove his chances for getting a position, or a better one
than he has.

Commercial Teacher Training, Accounting, Business
Administration, Methods of teaching—these and a num-
ber of the social subjects.

Ask for Summer School Bulletin.

COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
of the

BOWLING CREEN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY,
INC.

Bowling Green, Kentucky

Only one hour's ride frcm Mammoth Cave National Park

INK THAT LIVES

Higgins Eternal Black Writ-

ing Ink is a pure carbon ink.

It will last as long as the paper

on which you write with it. It

is the ink for all public docu-

ments and other permanent

records . . . foi signatures,

forms and photographic re-

productions ... for formal

social usage . . . for instruc-

tion in penmanship, where its

clarity and jet-black writing

commend it for trainingyoung

fingers to develop hand-

writing of character. In 2 oz.

cubes ; also half pints, pints,

quarts and gallons. Ask your

stationer for Higgins Eternal

Black Writing Ink. and write

with an ink that will live.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.

271 NINTH ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

HIGGHISWT

™$>iytUxttt<ts

BOOK DIPLOMAS
Furnished in silk lined Leather or

Near Leather Covers. Gold Stamped.
Large or small quantities.

Send for samples and prices.

MARTIN DIPLOMA CO.
87 Summer Street Boston, Mass.
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BOOK REVIEWS
interested in books of

but especially in books of interest and value

to commercial teachers including books of

special educational value and books on bus-
iness subjects. All such books will be briefly

reviewed in these columns, the object being
to give sufficient description of each to enable
our readers to determine its value.

Basic Geometry, by George David
Birkhoff, Professor of Mathematics
in Harvard University, and Ralph
Beatley, Associate Professor of

Education in Harvard University.
Published by Scott, Foresman and
Company, Chicago, 111. Cloth cover,

294 pages.

Undoubtedly the outstanding feature of

BASIC GEOMETRY is the new system of

geometry which it presents. By relating

their system of geometry to present-day
knowledge of number unknown to Euclid.

Professors Birkhoff and Beatley present in

BASIC GEOMETRY a much more compact
system than traditionally organized geom-
etries. Close examination of the fundamental
assumptions, for example, shows that the

system of real numbers has been incorporated
in three of the five fundamental assumptions.
This naturally gives these assumptions great
breadth and power, which makes it possible

for them to lead at once to the heart of
geometry. As a result, this new book pre-
sents a two-dimensional geometry built on
only five fundamental postulates, seven basic

theorems, and nineteen other theorems, to-

gether with seven on loci.

Major claim for the book is that with this

more compact system of geometry, high school
students will be better able to see the need
for assumptions, definitions, and undefined
terms, to distinguish between good and bad
arguments, to see and state relations cor-
rectly, and draw proper conclusions fiom
them. Careful explanations paralleling the
process of reasoning in mathematical and
non-mathematical situations precede the pre-
sentation of pure mathematical content and
should prove a powerful feature is helping
high school students understand how geometry
is a tool that teaches students the process
of precise thinking. At the conclusion of
the book the authors have included more
material to help students transfer what they
have learned about reasoning mathematically
into use in solving problems in non-mathe-
matical situations. Exercises are utilized in
this section. Another feature which the au-
thors have used bo show students the nature
of proof is the inclusion in the proofs of
nearly all the propositions, analyses or sum-
maries of the reasoning employed.

The organization of the book is flexible.

Although primarily designed for one year of
study, schools using a two-year plan would
doubtlessly find sufficient material for their
needs. Essentially. BASIC GEOMETRY is a
course in plane geometry, yet certain ma-
terial from three-dimensional geometry and
from modern geometry has been incorporated.
Teachers who wish to relate BASIC GEOM-
ETRY to analytic geometry will find material
included for this purpose. Also treated are

:

continuous variation, power of a point, radical
axis, inversion, and projection. The book is

so organized, however, that these may be
omitted without injury to the logical de-
velopment of the subject.

In format and general appearance. BASIC
GEOMETRY is an attractive book with large
clear type, many diagrams, and picture pages
which preview in concrete terms the abstract
principles about to be presented. Included in
the Appendix is a list of the Laws of
Number.

Introduction to Advertising, by Ar-
thur Judson Brewster, Head of
Department of Advertising and
Selling, and Herbert Hall Palmer,
Associate Professor of Business
English and Advertising, College of
Business Administration, Syracuse,
Universitv. Published by McGraw-
Hill Company, 330 W. 42nd St.,

The Educator

New York, N. Y. Cloth cover, 524
pages.

Like previous editions of this widely-known
text, the present revision gives an under-
standable, comprehensive, and eminently
teachable presentation of the fundamental
principles of advertising in all its aspects.
Intended for the beginning student, the treat-
ment is thoroughly practical, explaining
simply and clearly how advertising works
and why. Step by step the authors 6how
how the basic principles of good advertising
apply in writing copy, making layouts, choos-
ing effective illustrations, selecting the proper

DRILL
(Prom The Pen, published by the

Handwriting Dept., N. J. Educational
Association.)

In the development of skill repeti-
tion is the first essential. However,
there are at least three other impor-
tant factors which must be consid-
ered.

One of these factors is the con-
sciousness of error. If the learner
is to improve with practice he must
know how near, or how far, he is

from perfection. He cannot improve
unless he has this knowledge. Equip-
ped with the knowledge he can re-

duce the amount of his error with
succeeding repetitions of the act.

Another factor in the development
of skill is the desire to improve. The
work should be presented in such a
manner that the learner will have a
desire to reduce his error, thus de-

riving a great deal of pleasure from
his consistent improvement. This is

called the doctrine of interest.

A third element is that practice

should be initiated in a functional

situation. If the child has need for

the skill, the result of the practice

will be good. It follows, therefore,

that the teaching of the skill should

be done at a time when, during a

unit, it is disclosed that there is a

need for the skill. Thus the adage
"Practice makes perfect" applies only

when the learner has a real desire to

improve; when he is conscious of

error; and when the practice is mean-
ingful to him.

Beryle A. Scull,

Ocean City Schools.

MR. MEADOWS SAYS

(Continued from page 25)

You will observe that we have left

the impression, so far, that, in spite

of the BIG WAR that is being waged

in Europe at the present time, we ex-

pect things to continue to go forward

in this country. Certainly, we do!

We believe, in the end, RIGHT—not

MIGHT—will SURVIVE! Then too,

we are reminded that NAPOLEON
had the World at his feet for FOUR
years—yet, when he died, the World

was going on its way as if he had

never lived.

We DO feel that we should be

thankful to GOD that we are AMER-
ICANS, living under a Democracy

that has built the GREATEST religi-

ous, industrial, financial, and peace-

loving Nation in the World—a Nation

that has been and still is the envy of

all other Countries on Earth—a Na-

tion in which you will find more

Church-going, God fearing people

than are to be found in any other

Country in the world. Surely, the

Lord will continue to GUIDE US and

PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES for
those who "bless His Name," LOOK
AHEAD, and try to HELP THEM-
SELVES.

I want to quote a little story here

that may be of interest to you: "At
the age of sixteen years, a certain

young man in Cleveland, Ohio, set

out to get a foot-hold in the busi-

ness world. But jobs were hard to

get—so the young man returned eac

evening to his dollar-a-week boardin?
house, footsore and discouraged ....

Determined, above all else, to mak
GOOD .... he decided to make one
LAST try for a job. Finally, a mem-
ber of a wholesale forwarding con-

cern replied, gruffly, 'Dunno, Sonny.
Come back after I have had my dinner

and you may get a chance.' He re-

turned and was hired as an erran
boy. At the end of FOURTEEN
WEEKS—nearly three and one-half
months—he received $50 for his work.
Then he was promoted to assistant

bookkeeper at $25 per month."

That was John D. Rockefeller, and
the year was 1855! He earned the re-

spect of business men and bankf
and looked into the FUTURE. When
the oil industry came into being, he
saw its possibilities and DARED to

engage in IT. He became the "World's
richest man" during his life time,

and gave millions of dollars to

churches, schools, hospitals, and char-
ity.

It is the GLORY of AMERICA that
her leaders have often sprung from
the humblest walks of life. Every
American bov is a potential PRESI-
DENT or, at least, a LEADER in in-

dustry, education, or public life. Every
American girl may carve out a career
for herself, if she so desires. There
are scarcely no limits to which either

may rise, if he or she has the ambi-
tion and persistence.

If you really WANT to get some-
where—be a SUCCESS—you should
live a CLEAN life, show that you
have AMBITION and DETERMINA-
TION, let the world KNOW—by your
efforts and actions—that you WANT
to do something worth-while, keep
on TRYING TO help yourself, and
sooner or later, you WILL find a
WAY! Yes, someone will HELP
you, or something will OPEN UP,
that will enable you to "make your
dreams come true"—to REALIZE
your fondest ambitions.
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The top specimen shows the first specimen written by
Lucille Dye. Notice the remarkable progress made as
shown in the second specimen. This pupil's work is much
above the average. In fact, it is professional in appear-
ance. She is a student of Lloyd Trantham, Excelsior
School, Girdner, Missouri.
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Jleatn ENGROSSING
Increase your income by doing engrossing as a business

or as a side line. There is pen work of every description to

be done in every community. High prices are paid for pen

work. Some penmanship teachers make many hundreds of

dollars doing engrossing after school hours. You can do the

The
/^nerian Manual

m
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How To Learn Engrossing

The Zanerian Correspondence Course in Text Lettering

and Engrossing presents the work in such a simple, interest-

ing and concise way that everyone can become skillful in let-

tering diplomas, engrossing resolutions, etc.

Tuition and Text __$12.00

Educator, 1 yr 1-50

Both for

Size 8xlOY2 in., 136 pages, Dur-

ably Bound in Stiff Boards, #2.50

(Extra to Can. 20c, Foreign 30c)

Write for catalog of supplies

13.50

#13.00

THE ZANERIAN COLLEGE OF PENMANSHIP
612 North Park Street COLUMBUS, OHIO
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GETTING BY HOOVER
DO YOU REMEMBER?

Now Hoover's made a ruling
That has caught me on the hip.

He says that in the sugar jar

We must not often dip,

He says a quarter of a pound
Will do a week or so,

Dog gone, I need more sweetness,
That I'd like to have him know.

But Hoover is unbending,
And, besides, he has a way
Of saying "cutting" things like that,

Then backing up his "say",
I iust can't get more sugar.
If I do they'll call it "loot".

But now I have a notion
I might find a substitute.

I know a little girlie

Who is sweet as she can be.

Her hair is soft and curly,

And she often smiles at me,
She's been storing up her kisses,

For a time, she tells me so,

That she's very stingy with them
Is a thing I ought to know.

I've just had a sample of them.
They've as sweet as honey dew,
If the rest are like the sample

I would like a ton or two,
I think I'd take her whole supply,
Instalment plan, you see,

One at a time is plenty,
Nice big fat ones just suit me.

Then I'll snap my thumb at Hoover,
And I'll say, Ha! Ha! Ho! Ho!
You never touched me, after all,

I'm sweeter now I know.
But then, I'd be right careful,

For some guy might come along,
And find my bunch of sweetness,
Then I'd sing another song.

I'm glad she saved those kisses,

Just as glad as I can be,

While there's still no ban on kisses,

She should give them right to me,
There's no telling what will happen.
For Mr. Hoover might insist,

If he knew how sweet are kisses,

That he'd put them on the list.

But then, there's not much danger,
For all kisses aren't so sweet,
The kind that Hoover gets perhaps
Are not to him a treat.

And yet—I'll take no chances,
Cause they're ripe as ripe can be,

And if I left them—Goodness!
They might sour on the tree.

STILL MORE ABOUT KISSES
An Afterthought

And, speaking still 'bout kisses,

It's a problem, I'll allow,
To know just how to measure 'em,
I can't find out, somehow,
I said a ton or two I'd take.

There's really no weight, to 'em.

Nor could I say I'd take a slice,

There's no way one can chew 'em,

Perhaps they're measured by the yard,

That would run off the face, Sir,

And I'd now want a yard I know,
I'd stay right in one place. Sir,

And if I said a quart or pint,

You'd think that they were fluid.

The best kind that I ever got
Just felt like they were "gluid".

Besides, there is another point,

That really is perplexing,
And make this problem hard to solve,

It really is most vexing,
For when I say I'd take her store,

And gather up each smack. Sir,

I really don't keep them at all

—

I give then all right back, Sir.

Dog gone, I'm muddled as can be,

Just how to weigh these kisses.

Perhaps I'd better count 'em out,

Subtract the slips and misses,

—

There wouldn't be so many then

—

Unless our lips would tucker,

The idea that I have in mind
Would be an all-day-sucker.

3\uu»riran 3Hi«rriiaitt 3Harht&
A heading from the F. W. Martin Engrossing Studio, Boston.
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This beautiful piece of work was engrossed by J. R. Rosen of Boston, Massachusetts
It represents ten hours of work. Mr. Rosen is very rapid and is turning out soim

high-class work.

A very fine specimen in colors was
eceived from J. B. Hague. 15 Park
tow, Room 1803, New York City.
\
T
e regret that the colors were of

uch a delicate nature that we could
lot reproduce them and pass them
>n to our readers. Mr. Hague does
ery careful, accurate work.

Ornamental cards and bird flour-

ishes have been received from J. A.
Overholt, Norwalk, Calif. His work
is different and skillfully done.

he holds an exhibit at the hobby show
where his work attracts w-ide atten-
tion.

V. L. Beckstrand. a government
employee in San Jose, Calif., does en-

grossing work as a hobby. Each year

In renewing his subscription to the
Educator, O. T. Swanson, Elmira,
New York, enclosed some of his su-
perb ornamental penwork.
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Learn to Write on the Blackboard
A guide for all who desire to learn to write well on the

blackboard.

The book contains 32 pages, size 514x6% inches.

Good blackboard writing inspires confidence in one's

ability. All teachers should be master of this art. This
book makes the work interesting and easy to acquire.

It is very important that a teacher should be a good
blackboard writer. Indeed, it is more important that she

write well upon the board than upon paper, although very
necessary that she excel in both. By being a good penman,
she knows through experience how much patience and per-

severance are required to learn to write well. By being able to write well upon the black-

board, she can in a short time show many pupils how to practice in order to write well. And
by so doing she can enthuse them so that they may be interested, instructed and enthused;

for it takes all three elements to lead a class onward to success.

This volume is issued in response to a number of requests for practical suggestions in

presenting practical writing to classes from the blackboard. It is the teacher's chief and

most potent method of showing, for there is much truth in the old saying that "Seeing is be-

lieving."

Blackboard Writing $0.25
|

The Educator, one year 1.50
Both for $1.50

$1.75

A VaiuaUe Aoa&f
"l received my copy of FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING. The skill attained by

some of the old masters in this line is nothing short of marvelous. To anyone really inter-

ested in pen and ink art the book is worth many times the price you ask for it."

Mr. C. O. Elleson,

Box 1028, Proctor, Minn.

FASCINATING PEN FLOURISHING
Containing a Complete Course and a Collection of Masterpieces Produced by

Leading Penmen of the Penmanship Profession

The most pretentious work ever published which

is devoted exclusively to the beautiful fascinating

art of flourishing.

It starts at the beginning showing the student how
to make the simplest strokes and exercises and fin-

ishes with a great variety of designs displaying the

highest degree of skill attained in this art.

Work representing the highest skill of the follow-

SIZE 8>/2 xll IN., 80 PAGES BEAUTIFULLY BOUND
Fascinating Pen Flourishing $1.00

ing penmen of national fame appears in this book

C. P. Zaner, E. L. Brown, C. C. Canan, H. B. Leh

man, W. E. Dennis, H. S. Blanchard, H. W. Flick

inger, L. M. Kelchner, E. L. Glick, H. L. Darner
L. Madarasz, R. S. Collins, H. P. Behrensmeyer

M. B. Moore, L. Faretra, Lyman P. Spencer, E. A
Lupfer, F. B. Courtney, Fielding Schofield, G. A
Gaskell, Clinton Skillman, A. W. Dakin, J. A
Wesco.

The Educator, 1 year- 1.50

$2.50

Both for $2.00

ZANER-BLOSER COMPANY
612 N. PARK ST. COLUMBUS, OHIO










